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ABSTRACT

The promulgation of the 1969 reformed Roman Missal represents one of the most important events in modern religious history. The transition to the “Novus Ordo” Mass symbolized the end of an era of traditionalism and the beginning of an era of modern Catholicism. At first glance, this transition seemed to take the Church by storm. After over a hundred years of papal condemnations of progressive schools of thought, in the 1960s, progressive scholars were invited by Rome to oversee a general reform of the Mass, the religion’s central act of worship. The ultimate fruit of this labor, the Novus Ordo Missal, was met only with minimal resistance on the part of the faithful. What conditions made the smooth transition to the reformed Missal possible?

This thesis seeks to demonstrate that the liturgical reforms of the 1960s and 70s would not have been possible without the progressive movements which took place in Catholicism in the 19th and 20th centuries which preceded it. While the hierarchy of the Catholic Church maintained a sort of “fortress mentality” in relation to progressive academia since the late 18th century, ultimately these efforts failed to prevent a progressive form of the religion from growing in popularity by the middle of the 20th century. This thesis chronicles the rise of this progressive form of Catholicism and contextualizes the 20th century Liturgical Movement within this wider movement.

After an overview of the terminology used in this thesis and an examination of the history of the Roman Rite, the main body of this thesis will examine the writings and actions of the scholars of the Liturgical Movement. Amongst them, the writings of
Annibale Bugnini, who is rightly referred to as the “father of the conciliar reform,” will hold an important place.

Histories of the reform and the progressive movements in 20th century Catholicism will be considered from writers of a variety of perspectives. The writings of progressive scholars who were personally in favor of the reforms such as Richard McBrien, Joseph Kelly, and Rita Ferrone will be balanced by the highly critical writings of Catholic traditionalists such as Michael Davies, Christopher Ferrara, and Thomas Woods who personally opposed the reforms. Due to linguistic and research limitations, most of the accounts in the 10th chapter concerning the particular implementation of the Novus Ordo are limited to English speaking nations.

In a sense, nearly all of the secondary literature on this topic falls into an ambiguous state somewhere between a secondary source examining the liturgical changes and a primary source reacting to them. Few have written on this topic who did not possess some sort of personal investment in the topic due to the role that it played in their own spiritual lives. For this reason, this thesis attempts to include a balance of secondary sources from progressive, traditionalist, and conservative Catholic writers since all three of these perspectives demonstrate ways in which the Novus Ordo has been received by the modern Catholic Church.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1969, Pope Paul VI promulgated what he called a “Novus Ordo” of the Roman Catholic Mass. After well over a thousand years of liturgical traditionalism in the Catholic Church, a “new order” of public worship was instituted which reoriented the Church’s liturgy away from its former rigorous ceremonies and solemn piety towards an emphasis on community, enculturation, and intelligibility. To name but a few of the most obvious changes, the language of worship changed from Latin to the vernacular, altars faced the congregation rather than the tabernacle, pipe organs and Gregorian chant gave way to pianos, guitars and folk hymns, and communion was now received standing and in the hands rather than kneeling and on the tongue. Many traditional Churches were dramatically renovated to reflect modern architectural values, and modern art began to find its way into sanctuaries and stained-glass windows.¹

One might expect that these changes would have triggered a widespread resistance on the part of the Catholic faithful. However, history would find that the transition between the traditional Mass as celebrated in 1962 and the “New Order,” Mass as celebrated in 1969 took place without much resistance at all on the part of the laity or clergy. Rather than revolting against the radically modernized liturgy, the faithful by and large received the new Mass as a welcome change. What historical developments allowed for the surprisingly uneventful implementation of the Novus Ordo in 1969? The first half of the 20th century, it would turn out, had seen many changes in the popular practice of Catholicism which prepared the faithful for the reception of a Mass which was radically changed from the liturgy as it had been handed down throughout the centuries. Without

these comprehensive changes, it is difficult to imagine that the Novus Ordo would have ever been promulgated, let alone well received.

The Roman Catholic liturgical changes of the 1960s do not receive a remarkable amount of historical attention. In failing to acknowledge the dramatic nature of the changes in the religion during this period, historians neglect to examine a historical rupture almost as shocking as Constantine’s conversion was to religious life in imperial Rome. The Catholic Church had for centuries been so intent on preserving its traditional missal that most of the customs of the 1962 edition of the Roman Missal could be found in sacramentaries dating back to the 8th century. Thus, the Mass, which was the central unifying act of Catholics for over a millennium, remained the most traditional institution of Western civilization throughout the Middle Ages, was preserved throughout the Enlightenment and Industrial Revolution, and survived up until the latter half of the 20th century.

In December of 1969, however, a Novus Ordo of worship was promulgated, and the extra-millennial order of worship was all but eradicated from practice in the Roman Catholic Church. Archbishop Annibale Bugnini, who has justifiably been called the “father of the conciliar reform,” referred to the promulgation of the Novus Ordo Missal as a “major conquest of the Catholic Church.” Progressive liturgists such as Fr. Frederick McManus and traditionalists such as Michael Davies frequently referred to it as a

---

“revolution.”³ For his part, Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger described the promulgation of the Novus Ordo by stating:

“In the place of liturgy as the fruit of development came fabricated liturgy. We abandoned the organic, living process of growth and development over centuries, and replaced it - as in a manufacturing process - with a fabrication, a banal on-the-spot product.”⁴

While the basic structure and some of the core elements of the traditional Roman Catholic Mass had been retained in the “banal on-the-spot product” of the Novus Ordo, many of the prayers, rituals, and ceremonies of the old Mass were suppressed or revised. All things considered, only about 40 to 50 percent of the Roman Rite’s traditional Collects, Secrets (Offertory Prayers), or Post Communion prayers were retained in the new Missal.⁵ Some estimate that only about 20 percent of the traditional Missal’s prayers, gestures, and liturgical actions were translated into the new Mass.⁶ In the place of these omitted prayers and rituals, new compositions were introduced by a board of advisors formed by the pope called the “Consilium” which received an open mandate to revise the liturgical books.⁷

A simple thought experiment could shed light on the dramatic nature of these changes. If a bishop from the early 20th century was transported through a time machine

---

⁴ Joseph Ratzinger, forward to The Reform of the Roman Liturgy by Klaus Gamber quoted in The Great Facade by Ferrara and Woods, 134.
to a typical 1970s Catholic parish, would he recognize the reformed liturgy as the Roman Rite Mass? If he did, what would he make of these changes?

The person of Bishop Athanasius Schneider of Kazakhstan may be the best glimpse of such a thought experiment we might find. During the Stalin years, Schneider’s Black Sea German grandparents were relocated to a gulag in the Ural Mountains where his parents met and established their family in the midst of an underground German Catholic community. In these remote conditions, this Catholic community was isolated from the revolutionary Catholic literature which transformed the popular sense of the religion throughout the first half of the 20th century. They were also isolated from the Western cultural developments which occurred during this same period. When Schneider’s family emigrated from the USSR to Western Germany in 1973, they found themselves horrified by the changes they found in the liturgical practices of the post-conciliar Church.

Schneider went on to become a priest of a traditionalist order called the Canons Regular. Since being named a bishop, Schneider has become the world’s premier episcopal voice for traditional Catholicism even while his ecclesial rank is surprisingly low as a mere auxiliary bishop of a mostly Muslim nation in central Asia. To be sure, Schneider’s adult formation in the Catholic faith has not been uninfluenced by post-Vatican II traditionalist polemics. He is, of course, not literally a time-traveling early 20th century bishop. Regardless, his response to the post-1960s changes in Catholic worship after being raised in an insulated traditional Roman Catholic community deserve

---

9 Schneider and Montagna, *Christus Vincit, 21-22.
10 Schneider and Montagna, *Christus Vincit, 26.*
attention. Since his community was isolated from the transformative developments occurring in Western Catholicism over the course of the 20th century, suddenly being exposed to the post-1960s modernized form of Catholic worship was nothing short of scandalous to him and his family.\textsuperscript{11} Schneider’s reaction to the modernized liturgy demonstrates the rupture historians need to appreciate between Roman Catholic worship after 1969 and the Mass as it had been traditionally observed.

While the liturgical changes of the 1960s were radical, they were not isolated; it was not merely the liturgy that had changed. By the 1960s, a progressive vision of Catholicism had become popular throughout Western civilization. One theological peritus who helped prepare the documents for the Second Vatican Council went so far as to say that after the Council, “it will be another religion.”\textsuperscript{12} Such remarks should be seen as evidence of a divergence between the traditional sense of the Catholic religion and the progressive vision of Catholicism which became popular after the Second Vatican Council. The development of this new interpretation of Catholicism, and how exactly it might be defined, will be examined at length below.

While this new form of progressive Catholicism often found itself at odds with the official Magisterium, it should not for this reason be dismissed as historically insignificant. This is especially the case in a study of how the Novus Ordo was constructed and how it was received. If a new form of the old religion had been embraced by millions of Catholics who no longer adhered to many of the attitudes, beliefs, or moral precepts of traditional Catholicism, ignoring such a development in any history of 20th century Catholicism would constitute a failure to tell the entire story. Just because the

\textsuperscript{11} Schneider and Montagna, \textit{Christus Vincit}, 21-22.
\textsuperscript{12} George Tavard, \textit{The Church Tomorrow} (New York: Herder and Herder, 1965), 31.
development of this new, non-traditional form of Catholicism did not find itself completely accepted by the formal Magisterium does not mean that it was not an influential force at the popular level. Further, while many of the doctrinal suggestions of this progressive movement stood at odds with official Magisterial positions, and were thus ruled heretical, other suggestions of the progressives ultimately found their way into the decisions of the hierarchy.

Arguably, the most noteworthy way in which the Magisterium came to embrace the ideas of this innovative form of Catholicism was in the marriage between the Magisterium and the progressive scholarly “Liturical Movement.” From the late 1940s onwards, the Vatican gave official recognition to the Liturgical Movement and asked a commission of its scholars to study the question of a general reform of the Mass. During the Second Vatican Council, these same scholars were asked to draft the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy titled *Sacrosanctum Concilium*. After the Council, they were asked by Pope Paul VI to construct the Novus Ordo Missal. In each instance, Liturgical Movement scholars will be shown to have demonstrated a consistent preference for secular academic methods over a deference to Catholic Tradition.

Of course, if the liturgists had only been successful at convincing the Magisterium to embrace a new liturgy, such a radical reform would have been rejected by the faithful in favor of deeply revered traditions. Rather, the Novus Ordo found widespread acceptance due to the success this progressive movement found in promoting their innovative sense of Catholicism to a large number of the Catholic faithful. Amongst those Catholics who had not embraced the progressive vision of Catholicism, other factors prevented a widespread resistance to the new order of worship. For instance, while some
conservative laity might have felt a personal aversion to the new ritual, the traditional Catholic custom of unquestioning clerical obedience prevented the formation of a significant lay resistance.

A number of works examine the historical developments in the modern Catholic Church which contributed to these liturgical changes.\(^\text{13}\) Several texts examine the 20th

century liturgical reform in particular. In *Liturgy: Rediscovering Sacrosanctum Concilium*, Rita Ferrone argued that the liturgical reform was a necessary response to the dysfunctional state of the 19th and early 20th century liturgy.\textsuperscript{14} To her, while the reform had done much to render the liturgy more pastorally effective, conservative forces in the Vatican prevented it from reaching its full potential.\textsuperscript{15} Alcuin Reid provided a different perspective in *The Organic Development of the Liturgy*. In this text, Reid considered the “principles of liturgical reform operative in the history of the Roman rite and the relationship of the Liturgical Movement to them.”\textsuperscript{16} He concluded that while earlier Liturgical Movement scholars such as Dom Lambert Beauduin and Adrian Fortescue showed respect for the Roman Rite’s objective liturgical tradition, later liturgists such as Annibale Bugnini did not.\textsuperscript{17}

In *The American Catholic Revolution*, Mark Massa placed little value on the preservation of the Roman Rite’s objective liturgical tradition. Rather, Massa argued that the 20th century reforms were the result of Catholics breaking free from the naive belief that the Mass as celebrated in 20th century Catholic churches was the same as the liturgy celebrated in the early Church.\textsuperscript{18} Due to a revolution in historical consciousness, Massa argued, Catholics began to perceive that the liturgy had changed in the past and should indeed change in the present to serve modern pastoral needs.

\textsuperscript{14} Ferrone, *Liturgy*, 1-7.
\textsuperscript{15} Ibid, 62-63 and 68-69.
\textsuperscript{16} Reid, *The Organic Development of the Liturgy*, 16.
\textsuperscript{17} Ibid, 80-81, 88, 216-218.
\textsuperscript{18} Massa, *The American Catholic Revolution*, 9-17.
In his 3-part *Liturgical Revolution* series, Michael Davies took a different stance. He argued that the 20th century changes devastated Catholic worship by implementing a style of worship that denigrated traditional Catholic beliefs in a manner similar to the 16th century Protestant liturgy implemented by the Anglican Archbishop Thomas Cranmer.\(^{19}\)

This thesis makes no attempt to judge the pastoral effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the Novus Ordo Missal. That is not the purview of a historical text. It does, however, claim that the 1969 Missal was a startling innovation with respect to the centuries of liturgical tradition which preceded it. This claim is justified when compared to the historical overview of the Roman Rite found in chapter three. After establishing this presupposition, this thesis examines the historical context which made these revolutionary reforms possible in a religion that was once characterized by its stringent traditionalism. It will be shown that the gradual flowering of a progressive vision of the Catholic religion between the 18th and 20th centuries laid the groundwork for the promulgation and reception of the Novus Ordo liturgy.

“Chapter One: Traditional, Conservative, and Progressive Catholicism” defines the three interpretations of Roman Catholicism which competed for dominance throughout the 20th century. In a certain sense, the history of the 20th century Catholic Church is the history of the tension between these three groups. Defining traditional, conservative, and progressive Catholicism from the onset, then, is helpful in understanding the entire historical narrative. “Chapter Two: Analysis of the Missal Changes” provides a detailed examination of the changes which were implemented in the Novus Ordo Missal. Even readers who are familiar with the form of celebration of both

---

\(^{19}\) Davies, *Pope Paul’s New Mass*, xxvii-xxviii and 269.
missals may find this chapter helpful in its side-by-side comparison of each element of both forms of the Mass.

As stated above, “Chapter Three: History of the Roman Rite” provides a historical overview of the Roman Rite liturgy from the 1st through the 18th century. This chapter is necessary in order to appreciate the historical continuity between the Mass as celebrated in 1962 and the Mass as celebrated during the middle of the first millennium. In order to avoid overgeneralizations, this chapter is grounded in historical texts which offer clear glimpses into the historical development of the Mass throughout these centuries.

“Chapter Four: The Enlightenment and the Catholic Response” examines the manner in which the Catholic hierarchy opposed the spread of secular rationalism after the Enlightenment movements of the 18th century. Despite such papal opposition, Enlightenment-inspired progressive Catholic theologians began to integrate secular thought with Catholic theology throughout the 19th and early 20th century. “Chapter Five: Modernism and the Liturgical Movement” examines Pius X’s condemnation of a branch of progressive Catholicism which he referred to as Modernism. It also considers the relationship between the early 20th century Liturgical Movement and progressive Modernism.

“Chapter Six: The Ascendant Liturgical Movement” chronicles the manner in which the Liturgical Movement spread throughout the Western church to exert a profound influence over popular ideas about the liturgy. In “Chapter Seven: The Pian Reforms,” the manner in which Pius XII responded to the Liturgical Movement will be considered. In “Chapter Eight: The Second Vatican Council,” the inner workings of the Council which saw many of the ideas of progressive Catholicism promulgated at the
official level will be examined. The Council’s legitimization of most of the Liturgical Movement’s progressive ideas will especially be considered.

“Chapter Nine: Constructing the Novus Ordo” chronicles the process by which the Novus Ordo Missal was constructed between 1964 and 1969. In “Chapter Ten: The Reception of the Novus Ordo,” the reception of the new Mass by the Catholic faithful is characterized as either traditionalist resistance, conservative and loyal acceptance, enthusiastic promotion, or passive acceptance. It will be demonstrated that the tendencies of the latter three forms of reception of the new Mass each served to assure that the reform would be successful.

While some modernization may have taken place throughout the last few centuries in Eastern Orthodox and Eastern Rite Catholic liturgies, nothing as radical as the 1969 changes in the Mass has taken place in any of these liturgical traditions. In fact, the Russian Orthodox Church experienced an attempt at a liturgical reform similar to the Novus Ordo under the leadership of the renegade Metropolitan Antonin Granovsky, but the effort came to nothing, and traditional Russian forms of worship prevailed. As in 20th century Russian Orthodoxy, a tendency towards ritualistic conservatism is present in most ancient religious traditions. For this reason, the historical factors that prepared Catholics around the world to embrace a “revolutionary” new form of worship constitute a fascinating story.

---

CHAPTER ONE:
TRADITIONAL, PROGRESSIVE, AND CONSERVATIVE CATHOLICISM

The transformation of the Roman Catholic liturgy would not have been possible if so many of the faithful had not already accepted the progressive vision of the religion itself. The seeds of progressive Catholicism date back to the European Enlightenment when some Catholic intellectuals began to explore the use of scholarly methods which were untethered from the dogmas of Divine Revelation. In To Change the Church, Ross Douthat argued that concurrent progressive movements were able to develop quite freely in decentralized Protestant denominations. In the Catholic Church, however, these progressive movements were consistently condemned by late 18th, 19th, and early 20th century popes, as will be shown in chapter four.

After the Second Vatican Council, this progressive vision of Catholicism became widespread, leading to revolutionary changes in the popular interpretation and practice of the ancient religion. Fr. Thomas Reese, an America Magazine editor, wrote that “Vatican II caused a revolution in church thinking and practice from the papacy to the local parish. The Council touched almost every aspect of church life from liturgy to political action, from seminary education to catechetics.” In A Concise History of the Catholic Church, Fr. Thomas Bokenkotter agreed with Reese, writing that “a tidal wave of change was set in motion by Vatican II…so many spiritual and religious landmarks were suddenly swept away that the average Catholic was left in a state of complete bewilderment.” While some adjustments were made by the Second Vatican Council itself to official Catholic

---

23 Gils, Roman Catholicism in America, 90.
24 Bokenkotter, A Concise History of the Catholic Church, 409.
teachings and disciplines, this “tidal wave of change” should be understood as popular changes in the beliefs and practices of many ordinary Catholics rather than as formal changes to the teachings of the religion itself.

The progressive changes in popular Catholicism in the 1960s were preceded by over a century of scholarly efforts to reorient the Church’s search for truth away from a dependence on its own infallible traditions and towards a preference for the secular academic methods which were born of the Enlightenment. After over a century of struggling for legitimacy, this progressive vision of Catholicism became widely popular after the Second Vatican Council, inspiring doubt in traditional Catholic teachings which were formerly held as irreproachable. In *The American Catholic Revolution*, Fr. Mark S. Massa S.J. wrote that typical post-conciliar Catholics at the lay, scholarly, and clerical level began to posit questions such as:

What if it turned out that the dogmas the Church taught as revealed truths were not immutable, but were human efforts to capture a divine encounter forged in history, bearing the marks of that process? What if the institutional structures of the Church were not of divine origin, but were subject to perpetual evolution?25

To anyone familiar with the historical Roman Catholic belief in the infallibility of Sacred Tradition, the idea that dogmas might be changed ran completely against the traditional Catholic theological system. Indeed, the First Vatican Council anathematized, or damned, anyone who suggested that “it is possible that at some time, given the advancement of knowledge, a sense may be assigned to the dogmas propounded by the church which is different from that which the church has understood and understands.”26 Yet such

---

innovative ideas became mainstream by the 1960s due to the gradual flowering of the progressive interpretation of the Catholic religion.

How might the traditional form of Catholicism which preceded progressive Catholicism be defined? Traditional Catholicism could be understood as a religious system which believed that the best means of discovering truth was in studying the Bible and the Church’s Sacred Tradition, using philosophical inquiry when necessary to shed light on both. Since traditional Catholicism believed that Christ and the Apostles passed down the entire body of doctrines comprising the Divine Revelation in written texts and oral traditions, both scripture and the Church’s Tradition were regarded as equal expressions of the one Word of God.²⁷ It was believed that by the time the Apostles died, the entirety of Divine Revelation had been bestowed upon the Church and was transmitted to the next generation in full either in the texts of scripture or in the oral teachings which were to be preserved by the Church’s bishops and the pope.²⁸

Since the entire content of the Word of God had been bestowed upon the Church in the teachings of Jesus and the Holy Spirit’s revelation to the apostles, traditional Catholicism held that the apostles and subsequent bishops “regarded as their task the preservation, integral and unfalsified, of the heritage of Faith entrusted to them by Christ.”²⁹ In the 8th century, the Second Council of Nicaea condemned anyone who rejected “any written or unwritten tradition of the church” since both scripture and Tradition were regarded as essential means of transmitting the Divine Revelation.³⁰

²⁹ Ibid.
Since it was believed that the entire body of Catholic doctrines was taught by Christ and the twelve Apostles, this “deposit of faith” was to be revered, guarded, and never altered.\(^{31}\) Consistent with this principle, the First Vatican Council declared in its constitution *Pastor Aeternus* that “the Holy Spirit was promised to the successors of Peter not so that they might, by his revelation, make known some new doctrine, but that, by his assistance, they might religiously guard and faithfully expound the revelation or deposit of faith transmitted by the apostles.”\(^{32}\) Thus, while it was permissible that “ancient truths which were always believed” could be more “sharply defined” in order to facilitate better understanding, constructing new doctrines *sui generis* or attempting to reinterpret dogmas in opposition to their former solemn definitions was always deemed heretical.\(^{33}\)

St. Vincent Lerin responded to the theological innovators of the early 5th century by contrasting legitimate developments in doctrine with heretical innovations. He wrote:

> But someone will say, perhaps, shall there, then, be no progress in Christ’s Church? Certainly; all possible progress…yet on condition that it be real progress, not alteration of the faith.\(^{34}\)

It is noteworthy that this 5th century monk believed that any alteration of the faith would be categorically opposed to “real progress” in the faith. This indicates that the same sort of traditional thinking which became codified in the Council of Trent and the First Vatican Council was valued by Patristic theologians in the first centuries of the Church as well.


From the 12th century onwards, the most common method of developing more sharp definitions of perennially held beliefs was the Scholastic method. This method sought to apply human reason to the content of Divine Revelation utilizing Aristotelian philosophical terminology and dialectical reasoning.

This traditional form of Catholicism would be undermined by significant changes in the common practice of the religion throughout the 20th century. In *The Ecumenical Councils*, Joseph Kelly wrote that over the course of the 20th century “serious changes had occurred in how Catholic theologians and scholars viewed the church and the world.” Changes in belief amongst Catholic scholars by the 1960s included, for example, a widespread agreement that the Gospels were not historically reliable accounts and that many of the miracles recorded therein were actually literary devices created by the Gospel writers in order to teach lessons. Changes to previously held beliefs also included reversals of previous condemnations of religious liberty and the Ecumenical Movement.

Bokenkotter wrote that Catholic clerics, scholars, and laity alike had come to question the “scriptural validity” of many of the Church’s moral teachings, including but not limited to the Church’s strict prohibition of divorce. Theologians such as Fr. Charles Curran vehemently opposed the Church’s condemnation of a number of other sexual sins. Throughout the realm of morality, many Catholics by the 1960s perceived the

---

38 Ibid, 181-182.
40 Ibid, 416.
Church’s moral precepts as classicist, outdated, and based on a rigid natural law system which modern philosophical advances had rendered obsolete. Joseph Kelly went so far as to write that due to changes in biblical scholarship, philosophical methods, and anthropological beliefs amongst Catholic intellectuals, “much of the worldview of the twenty previous ecumenical councils had disappeared by the time of Vatican II.” In other words, by the 1960s, many in the Catholic Church had adopted a worldview that set them apart from Catholics living throughout the entire history of Catholicism.

Fr. Paul Crane, a traditionalist, would have likely agreed with Kelly. He wrote that in 1986 “what confronts the Church today is a new body of belief and moral practice, propagated from within the Church by those who call themselves Catholics.” In 1972, the progressives Fr. Andrew Greeley and William McCready would have also agreed with Kelly’s analysis of the history of the 20th century Church, writing that “American Catholicism as it was known before the 1960s seems to be finished.”

The changes which had taken place in the Catholic religion were readily observable to outsiders as well. In his introduction to The Documents of Vatican II, the Methodist Bishop Reuben H. Mueller described the Catholic Church of the 1960s as “a great religious community in process of renewal and change” (emphasis mine). In The Great Facade, Christopher Ferrara and Tom Woods concurred, writing that the late 20th century had seen the triumph of a vision of Catholicism in the minds of many Catholics which was opposed to the traditional form of the religion, though they argued that these

42 Massa, The American Catholic Revolution, 10.
43 Kelly, The Ecumenical Councils of the Catholic Church, 182.
44 Paul Crane, Christian Order (March 1985), quoted in Pope John's Council by Michael Davies, xxix.
45 Andrew Greeley and William McCready, America (October 28, 1972), quoted in Pope John's Council by Michael Davies, 8.
changes were only a “great facade” of change since the essential teachings of the Catholic Church had never been formally altered.\textsuperscript{47}

Even those Catholics who were opposed to such changes could acknowledge that a “hermeneutic of discontinuity” was the most widely held perception of the Church’s historical developments throughout the 20th century, especially after Vatican II.\textsuperscript{48} The traditionalist Monsignor Guido Pozzo wrote that the 20th century saw a large body of Catholics whose experience of the 1960s was as a “point of departure [and] rupture with the past” signifying “a new form of the Church in rupture with the past, even if the roots of this rupture had been present for some time in certain Catholic circles.”\textsuperscript{49}

Both Pope John Paul II and Pope Benedict XVI could be said to have devoted their papacies to the attempt to establish continuity between traditional Catholicism and the Catholicism which emerged after the Second Vatican Council.\textsuperscript{50} As pope, Benedict XVI bemoaned the widespread “hermeneutic of discontinuity and rupture” which risked “ending in a split between the pre-conciliar Church and the post-conciliar Church.”\textsuperscript{51} In \textit{The American Catholic Revolution}, Massa referred to papal attempts such as those of John Paul II and Benedict XVI to establish continuity between the pre-conciliar traditional form of Catholicism and the post-conciliar progressive form of Catholicism as a vain attempt to “put the historicist genie back into the bottle.”\textsuperscript{52}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Ferrara and Woods, \textit{The Great Facade}, 43-55.
\item Pope Benedict XVI, “Address of His Holiness Benedict XVI to the Roman Curia Offering Them His Christmas Greetings.”
\item Massa, \textit{The American Catholic Revolution}, 27-28.
\textsuperscript{47}\textsuperscript{48}\textsuperscript{49}\textsuperscript{50}\textsuperscript{51}\textsuperscript{52}
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
To Msgr. Guido Pozzo, the transformation of Catholicism throughout the 20th century and especially in the 1960s could be identified with the Modernist scholarly movement which Pius X had condemned in the early 1900s. He wrote that the 20th century attempt at:

The opening of the Church to the concerns and needs begotten by modernity (see *Gaudium Et Spes*) is interpreted by the para-Conciliar ideology as a necessary reconciliation between Christianity and modern philosophical thought and ideological culture. This involves a theological and intellectual work that substantially proposes once more the idea of Modernism, condemned at the beginning of the 20th century by St. Pius X.53

When one compares Pius X’s definition of Modernism as laid out in *Pascendi* and *Lamentabili Sane* with the Catholic ideas which became popular after the Second Vatican Council, it is difficult to disagree with Pozzo’s conclusion. As but one example, consider that Bokenkotter’s *A Concise History of the Catholic Church* contained a summary of the post-conciliar understanding of Divine Revelation which might be mistaken for an excerpt from Pius X’s condemnation of the Modernist theory of Divine Revelation.

Bokenkotter wrote that post Vatican II Catholic intellectuals replaced “the traditional Neo-Scholastic view of revelation as the transmission of defined fixed concepts” with:

the idea of revelation as a personal self-disclosure by which God encounters the total person and communicates with him in a historical dialogue, no formula of faith can therefore exhaust the truth; it can be exchanged for another formula more meaningful to the contemporary minds; every formulation of a divine mystery is only the beginning, never the terminus…54

This progressive theory of Divine Revelation would seem quite similar to Pius X’s condemnation of the Modernist belief that Divine Revelation was “nothing else than the

---

consciousness man acquired of his revelation to God.” Pius X also wrote that Modernists erroneously believed that “Dogmas, Sacraments and hierarchy, both their notion and reality, are only interpretations and evolutions of the Christian intelligence which have increased and perfected by an external series of additions the little germ latent in the Gospel.” In *Pascendi Dominici Gregis*, he wrote that Modernists believed that what Catholics had traditionally regarded as the infallible doctrines of the Divine Revelation were in reality mere human symbols which were “not only able, but ought to evolve and to be changed,” to better express the unknowable Divine Reality to a new age. Thus, the theological theories which Pius X deemed incompatible with traditional Catholicism could be found to be prevalent ideas in the progressive form of Catholicism which rose to prominence by the 1960s.

While it might be debated to what extent given Liturgical Movement scholars may have held condemned Modernist positions, what cannot be doubted is that the movement preferred to utilize progressive academic methods in guiding their research as opposed to relying on the conventional wisdom of Catholic Tradition. It will be shown that in its later years, the Liturgical Movement’s scholars often set up their research in opposition to traditional Catholicism in an adversarial relationship. Thus, in as much as the Liturgical Movement could be seen to have been guided by progressive scholarship in opposition to Sacred Tradition, it can be seen as a branch of the wider progressive movement within Catholicism, and a very influential branch at that.

---


When investigating the 20th century historical context which produced the Novus Ordo, a third interpretation of the Catholic religion should be recognized alongside the traditional and progressive forms of Catholicism. Conservative Catholicism could be understood as the form of Catholicism which employed secular academic methods and embraced many progressive religious innovations while at the same time bound itself to most traditional Catholic teachings. Ferrara and Woods described this form of the religion as “Neo-Catholicism” since it simultaneously held a doctrinally orthodox form of the religion while it also embraced progressive philosophical and liturgical ideas which distinguished it from traditional Catholicism. Catholic writer George Sim Johnston referred to this group as the “sensibly center-right,” and Fr. Richard McBrien referred to this group as “moderate conservatives.” Referring to this group as conservative Catholics as opposed to any of these terms has the advantage of identifying this faction of contemporary Catholicism with the terminology most are familiar with.

Conservative Catholics were more open in principle to accepting innovations in doctrine and practice than were traditionalist Catholics. This tendency was bolstered by the value that conservatives came to place on unswerving loyalty to the Magisterium. As will be seen in chapter ten, after the Magisterium promulgated a number of post-conciliar innovations, conservative Catholics made a religious duty of loyally accepting these changes, while traditionalists regarded it as a religious duty to resist them.

In sum, the twentieth century saw a gulf develop between traditional Catholicism, progressive Catholicism, and conservative Catholicism. In considering how the Novus
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Ordo Missal was so effectively promulgated and received by the Catholic faithful in 1969 and beyond, one has to contextualize these liturgical changes within the context of the successful propagation of the progressive form of the religion which accompanied them. For these Catholics, accepting the Novus Ordo was not merely a matter of accepting a new liturgy and making sense of it within the same traditional Catholic worldview shared by Catholics of previous centuries. Rather, the reception of the Novus Ordo liturgy was by and large uneventful because many of those Catholics who accepted it had already accepted a new form of the Catholic religion itself whose “Novus Ordo” of worship seemed merely complementary.

What changes, exactly, did the Novus Ordo Missal make to the Traditional Latin Mass?
CHAPTER TWO:

ANALYSIS OF THE MISSAL CHANGES

The Novus Ordo Missal transformed Catholic worship in three main ways. For starters, there were the more readily observable changes: those made to the texts of the Mass itself. Of these changes, attention should be drawn to the prayers which were omitted and those which were inserted, the refashioning of traditional parts of the Mass, and the introduction of an expanded lectionary of readings. The second area where changes were made to the Mass was in the rubrics, or “general instructions,” which govern the performance of the ritual. A third main area where changes could be observed was in the architecture and furnishings of many post-conciliar churches. Each of these changes will be examined below.

The first and most obvious change between the texts of the 1962 and the 1969 Missals was that in the former, Latin was the only language permissible for any portion of the Mass; in the later, national bishops conferences were granted permission to approve of vernacular translations for the entirety of the Mass. In English, the approved translation was prepared by the International Commission on English in the Liturgy (ICEL). This translation generated some degree of controversy for what appeared to be numerous translation choices which obfuscated the literal meaning of traditional Catholic concepts. One example of this was the ICEL’s preference to translate the word *hostia* to “offering” or “gift” rather than “victim” which was the literal translation of the Latin term. The ICEL also chose to translate the traditional Trinitarian term “consubstantialem,” to “one in being” rather than the more literal “consubstantial.”

---

These and other translation choices of the ICEL demonstrate the implicit role that translation bodies had in further modernizing the Latin text of the Mass beyond what the Vatican had approved in the Latin version of the 1969 Missal.

Traditionally, Catholic churches were designed with a nave which was generally shaped in a long, narrow cruciform shape which oriented each pew directly towards the altar with an altar rail dividing the sanctuary and the nave.64 When entering Churches after the reform, many of the laity experienced a modern architectural style which oriented the people in some manner to look both at the altar as well as at one another. The United States hierarchy summarized the ethos of this architectural shift in the 1978 document Environment and Art in Catholic Worship which stated that “the entire liturgical space…should communicate an integrity (a sense of oneness, of wholeness) and a sense of being the gathering place of the initiated community.”65

By the 1960s, freestanding altars became popular, and even officially advised, due to the growing popularity of celebrations in which the priest faced the people.66 Additionally, when looking at this altar after the Novus Ordo Missal was promulgated, laity would likely find only one altar cloth as opposed to the altar linen and frontal cloth which was prescribed in the traditional Latin Mass.67 Modern Churches were filled with

fewer statues, and art found within was generally relatively modern; this trend could be especially observed in the innovative styles of stained glass found in modern Churches.68

Another major change which was experienced in the modern liturgy was that women were no longer required to veil their hair during the Mass. In the 1917 Code of Canon Law, women were required to cover their hair during the Mass.69 Even before the reformed Code of Canon Law was promulgated in 1983, this practice fell out of favor in the Western world by a sort of popular revolt. Women were also welcomed to serve liturgical roles in the new rubrics, whereas previously only males could serve as acolytes or in the choir.70

In terms of content, masses according to the 1962 Missal had begun with the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar.71 During these prayers, at least one altar boy would kneel beside a standing priest who took turns reciting what was the 42nd Psalm according to the Septuagint/Vulgate’s psalm numbering system with him.72 All prayers, of course, were in Latin; even altar boys as young as seven years old used the ancient language when assisting at Mass. After reading the 42nd psalm, the priest and the server took turns reciting the traditional Confiteor, a confession of sins made to Almighty God and “to Blessed Mary the Ever-Virgin, to Blessed Michael the Archangel, to Blessed John the Baptist, and to the Blessed Apostles Peter and Paul, and to you, father…” which asked
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the same litany of saints for their intercession. After both the priest and the server made this act of contrition, the two recited a prayer imploring God’s mercy as they climbed the steps to the altar with their heads bowed down. This prayer concluded with the priest asking the intercession of the martyr whose relics rested within the stone of the altar, which he bent down to kiss.

In the 1969 Missal, the Mass opened with the procession of the servers, the liturgical ministers, and the priest to the altar accompanied by a song. The priest and the ministers genuflected upon entering the sanctuary and made a “profound bow” to the altar. The priest then made the sign of the cross which the entire congregation responded to with “Amen.” The priest then greeted the people with a formula such as “The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the communion of the Holy Spirit be with you all,” to which the people responded, “And also with you.” He would then be encouraged by the General Instructions of the Roman Missal to offer a word of introduction to the day’s liturgy before beginning the penitential rite.

In the Novus Ordo Missal, the penitential rite included the entire congregation rather than only the priest and the altar boy at the foot of the altar. The priest or a deacon began the rite by some sort of admonition such as “let us acknowledge our sins, that we may prepare ourselves to celebrate these sacred mysteries,” with flexibility to change the wordings or use his own words as he saw fit. Some priests took advantage of
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this flexibility to introduce the penitential rite without mentioning the word sin, or perhaps giving an apologetic explanation for the liturgical practice.

After a moment of silence, the congregation took part in a communal Confiteor with the same basic words as the Confiteor of the Traditional Latin Mass but with the omission of the names of Mary, St. Michael, John the Baptist, Peter and Paul, and the priest as the recipients of the confession.\textsuperscript{81} Instead, in the 1969 missal, the faithful made their confession to Almighty God and “to you, my brothers and sisters.” At the end of the 1969 Confiteor, Mary “all the angels and saints,” and the community were asked for prayers rather than the traditional formula asking the intercession of the saints named above.

In the 1962 Missal, the priest recited the Introit verse after the prayers at the foot of the altar. \textsuperscript{82} In the 1969 Missal, a cantor, lay reader, or the priest may have recited this verse, renamed the “entrance antiphon,” before the entrance procession, though this was optional and generally omitted.\textsuperscript{83} After the introit, in the 1962 Missal the priest recited the \textit{Kyrie Eleison} litany which was composed of nine repetitions of the Greek prayers “Lord have mercy,” and “Christ have mercy.”\textsuperscript{84} In the 1969 Missal, the \textit{Kyrie Eleison} litany was shortened to only three invocations and was adhered to the penitential rite.\textsuperscript{85} If the Novus Ordo priest should so wish, he could shorten the penitential rite by omitting the modernized Confiteor and praying a version of the \textit{Kyrie Eleison} that was made more explicitly penitential through priestly prayers between invocations such as “Lord Jesus, you came to take away our sins, \textit{Lord have mercy}. Lord Jesus, you reconcile us with the
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Father, *Christ have mercy.* Lord Jesus, you are seated at the right of the Father to intercede for us, *Lord have mercy.* After the penitential rite, in both missals the Gloria was sung on Sundays and solemnities. In the 1962 Missal, the priest was required to sing the Gloria privately even if a choir sang it out loud simultaneously. In the 1969 missal, the entire congregation sang the Gloria together.

After the penitential rite, in both missals the priest prayed the opening Collect prayer. In the 1962 missal this prayer was preceded by the priest kissing the altar and turning towards the laity with the standard *Dominus Vobiscum* dialogue, then turning back to the Missal from which he read the Collect prayer. In the 1969 Missal, the priest began the Collect by simply saying “Let us pray,” then reading the prayer.

The people sat after the Collect in both missals. The people had been kneeling in all the preceding parts of the Mass in the 1962 Missal, while they were standing throughout the introductory rites in the 1969 Missal. The Collect prayer was followed by the first reading. It was proclaimed by the priest at the altar in the 1962 Missal and by a lay reader at an ambo in the 1969 Missal. In the old Mass, there was a one-year cycle of readings for Sundays and no readings set aside for weekday Masses. During weekday Masses, readings were traditionally chosen either for their connection to the saint of the day, were taken from a votive Mass at the discretion of the priest, or were the same readings as those of the preceding Sunday. In the new Missal there was a three year cycle of readings for Sunday Mass and a two year cycle of readings for weekday Masses.
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Masses. There was also the possibility of choosing readings correlated to the saint of the day in the less crowded modern calendar or from one of the votive Mass options if there was no mandatory feast or memorial on a given weekday. In the 1969 Missal, the people responded to the post-reading acclamation: “The Word of the Lord,” by saying “Thanks be to God” whereas the server alone responded “Deo gratias,” to the priest’s conclusion of the reading in the old Missal.

On Sundays and solemnities, the Novus Ordo lectionary included a second reading before the Gospel, whereas the Traditional Latin Mass’s lectionary included only a single epistle reading before the Gospel. In the old Missal the priest read the Gradual and Alleluia in between the epistle and the Gospel. The Gradual was a verse or two selected from a psalm and the Alleluia was a Gospel verse that was related to the Gospel passage surrounded by the Alleluia acclamation. These two prayers took place immediately next to one another in the old Missal, which is why they were proclaimed together by a choir using a traditional chant setting during High or Sung Masses.

In the 1969 Missal, the Gradual was refashioned as a “responsorial psalm,” which contained around five to six verses from a psalm with a single verse being used as a response by the congregation in between either the recitation or singing of the other verses by a reader or a cantor. After the responsorial psalm, a reader proclaimed a second reading on Sundays and solemnities. After this, the priest or deacon stood from his “presider’s chair” to proclaim the Gospel. On his way to proclaim the Gospel, the
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priest prayed more extensive prayers before proclaiming the Gospel in the 1962 Missal, including the prayer “O God, who didst cleanse the lips of the prophet Isaias with a burning coal, and vouchsafe, through Thy gracious mercy, so to purify my lips, that I may worthily announce Thy holy Gospel.” These prayers were mostly omitted in the Novus Ordo.

After the Gospel in the Novus Ordo, a homily was almost always given at the strong recommendation of the GIRM, though it was only required on Sundays and solemnities. In 1962, homilies were often omitted during weekday masses. After the homily, the Nicene Creed was recited on Sundays and solemnities in the old Missal. In the new Missal, the same was the case, with permission being given to replace the Nicene Creed with the Apostles Creed at the pastor’s discretion. After this, in the Novus Ordo Missal “Prayers of the Faithful” were offered by a lay reader. This was an insertion in the 1969 missal which had little direct precedent in the 1962 Missal, though ancient precedents did exist.

Next came the Offertory in the 1962 Missal, known as the “Preparation of the Gifts” in the 1969 Missal. During this portion of the Mass, bread and wine were prepared for the sacrificial offering upon the altar as the priest offered accompanying prayers beginning with a sacrificially themed bible verse known as the “Offertory Antiphon” in the old Missal. The Offertory Antiphon and most of the accompanying prayers would be suppressed in the new Missal.
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In the old Mass, the bread was already on the altar at the start of the Mass, and the wine was handed to the priest by a server representing the people during this rite. In the Novus Ordo, a procession generally took place where representatives from the congregation brought the water, wine, and bread up to the sanctuary through the center aisle of the Church. Since the prayers accompanying this portion of the Missal experienced some of the most stark changes of all of those made during the reform, it would be best to line up the old prayers of the Offertory next to the new prayers of the Preparation of the Gifts to demonstrate the thematic change this part of the Mass exemplifies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accept, O holy Father, almighty and eternal God, this unspotted host, which I, Thy unworthy servant, offer unto Thee, my living and true God, for my innumerable sins, offenses, and negligences, and for all here present: as also for all faithful Christians, both living and dead, that it may avail both me and them for salvation unto life everlasting. Amen.</td>
<td>Blessed are you, Lord God of all creation, for through your goodness we have received the bread we offer you: fruit of the earth and work of human hands, it will become for us the bread of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O God, who, in creating human nature, didst wonderfully dignify it, and still more wonderfully restore it, grant that, by the Mystery of this water and wine, we may be made partakers of His divine nature, who vouchsafed to be made partaker of our human nature, even Jesus Christ our Lord, Thy Son, who with Thee, liveth and reigneth in the unity of the Holy Ghost, God: world without end. Amen.</td>
<td>By the mystery of this water and wine may we come to share in the divinity of Christ who humbled himself to share in our humanity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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We offer unto Thee, O Lord, the chalice of salvation, beseeching Thy clemency, that it may ascend before Thy divine Majesty, as a sweet savor, for our salvation, and for that of the whole world. Amen.

Accept us, O Lord, in the spirit of humility and contrition of heart, and grant that the sacrifice which we offer this day in Thy sight may be pleasing to Thee, O Lord God.

Come, O almighty and eternal God, the Sanctifier, and bless this Sacrifice, prepared for the glory of Thy holy Name.

I will wash my hands among the innocent: and I will compass Thine altar, O Lord That I may hear the voice of praise: and tell of all Thy wonderous works. I have loved, O Lord, the beauty of Thy house and the place where Thy glory dwelleth. Take not away my soul, O God, with the wicked: nor my life with blood-thirsty men. In whose hands are iniquities, their right hand is filled with gifts. But I have walked in my innocence: redeem me, and have mercy on me. My foot hath stood in the direct way, in the churches I will bless Thee, O Lord.

V. Glory be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost.
R. As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world without end. Amen.

Receive, O holy Trinity, this oblation which we make to Thee, in memory of the Passion, Resurrection and Ascension of our Lord Jesus Christ, and in honor of Blessed Mary, ever Virgin, blessed John the Baptist, the holy Apostles Peter and Paul, and of all the Saints, that it may avail unto their honor and our salvation,

Blessed are you, Lord God of all creation, for through your goodness we have received the wine we offer you: fruit of the vine and work of human hands it will become our spiritual drink.

With humble spirit and contrite heart may we be accepted by you, O Lord, and may our sacrifice in your sight this day be pleasing to you, Lord God.

Wash me, O Lord, from my iniquity and cleanse me from my sin.

This prayer, which is explicitly sacrificial, was omitted entirely in the Novus Ordo missal.
and may they vouchsafe to intercede for us in heaven, whose memory we celebrate on earth. Through the same Christ our Lord. Amen.

P. Brethren, pray that my Sacrifice and yours may be acceptable to God the Father almighty.\textsuperscript{111} Pray, brothers and sisters, that my sacrifice and yours may be acceptable to God, the almighty Father.\textsuperscript{112}

In the 1962 Missal, the server responded to the priest’s “Orate Fratres” invitation to prayer with the response “May the Lord accept the sacrifice at your hands…” while in the 1969 Missal, this response was made by the entire congregation. Then, in the 1962 Missal, the priest prayed the “Secret” prayer over the offering quietly, as the name suggests, while in the 1969 Missal the priest prayed the “Prayer over the Offerings” audibly with the same intention.\textsuperscript{113} After this, the priest began the Preface.\textsuperscript{114} In the 1962 Missal, there were two prefaces: one composed for Sundays and solemnities and one composed for weekday Masses.\textsuperscript{115} In the 1969 Missal, there were numerous newly composed prefaces for the varying liturgical seasons and types of feast days celebrated throughout the Church year.\textsuperscript{116} After the preface, the Sanctus was prayed in both missals.\textsuperscript{117} In the 1962 Missal, if a choir was present, the trained singers would sing the Sanctus as the priest continued to pray the first few portions of the Roman Canon quietly, while in the 1969 Missal the entire congregation sang the Sanctus prayer together.\textsuperscript{118}
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In the 1962 Missal, the priest was required to pray the Roman Canon, the Church’s only traditional anaphora, in a hushed voice facing the eastern wall.\(^{119}\) An anaphora is the prayer used in a given rite for the portion of the liturgy in which the bread and wine were transformed into the body and blood of Christ and the crucified flesh of Christ is offered to God the Father as a propitiatory sacrifice. In the Novus Ordo Missal, the priest had the option to pray either the Roman Canon or one of the newly composed Roman anaphoras of which there were three primary ones, two for Masses of Reconciliation, and three composed for Masses said with children.\(^{120}\) The traditional Roman Canon was renamed “Eucharistic Prayer I” in the Novus Ordo.\(^{121}\)

Of the new Eucharistic prayers, the anaphora known as “Eucharistic Prayer II” became the most popular, most likely due to its brevity.\(^{122}\) In the Novus Ordo, the priest was encouraged to pray these prayers facing the congregation \textit{versus populum} in a loud and articulate voice.\(^{123}\) In the 1962 Missal, the Eucharistic prayer included twenty-five repetitions of the sign of the cross over the offered elements, while in the 1969 Missal, only one sign of the cross was made over the offerings during this prayer.\(^{124}\) In the 1962 Missal, when the priest uttered the words of institution, as was traditionally believed to be the moment of consecration, an altar server lifted the back of the priest’s vestments when he elevated the host and when he elevated the chalice.\(^{125}\) This gesture of lifting the back of the priest’s vestments was omitted in the 1969 Missal. Additionally, the words of
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institution themselves were modified in the 1969 Missal to include the words “given up for you” after the consecration of the host and to omit the words “Mysterium Fidei” from the consecration of the chalice.\textsuperscript{126} The words “the mystery of faith,” would be moved immediately following the consecration in the Novus Ordo Missal and would become the introduction to a dialogue with which the people would respond with one of three newly composed acclamations such as “when we eat this Bread and drink this Cup, we proclaim your Death, O Lord, until you come again.”\textsuperscript{127}

After the Eucharistic prayer, the congregation stood in both the old and new missals to pray the Our Father. In the 1962 Missal, the priest prayed most of the prayer while the laity prayed only the prayer’s final line, “Sed libera nos a malo.”\textsuperscript{128} In the 1969 Missal, the congregation prayed the entire prayer together.\textsuperscript{129} In the United States, the custom would come to prevail by which the laity prayed the Our Father with their hands in the priestly \textit{orans} position, and perhaps holding hands, even while none of the Novus Ordo rubrics foresaw or encouraged this practice.\textsuperscript{130}

In the 1962 Missal, the priest slowly prayed “The peace of the Lord be always with you” over the consecrated elements while making the sign of the cross over the elements three times after the Our Father prayer.\textsuperscript{131} In the 1969 Missal, this prayer was extended into the “sign of peace,” with which the laity were encouraged to show some sign of fraternal peace with members of the congregation sitting nearby such as a
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handshake or a hug. Then, the parish prayed the “Agnus Dei” or Lamb of God prayer. In the Novus Ordo, this prayer is permitted to be extended to numerous invocations beyond the traditional threefold invocation if the pastor needed more time to break the consecrated host into individual pieces for communion, though in practice this is a permission that is rarely used as the customary threefold prayer is generally retained.

As the congregation prayed the Lamb of God prayer, the priest dropped a small piece of the consecrated body into the chalice and prayed an accompanying prayer in both missals.

The priest then extended the host for the laity to see in the Minor Elevation. During the Minor Elevation, the priest prayed in both missals: “Behold the Lamb of God; behold Him who takes away the sins of the world” to which the laity responded with the same “Domine non sum dignus” prayer, though in the 1969 Missal, this prayer was prayed only once rather than three times. In the 1962 Missal, the servers prayed the Confiteor before Communion just as they had during the prayers at the Foot of the Altar at the beginning of Mass. Then, in both Missals, the laity were welcome to approach the sanctuary for Holy Communion.

In the 1962 Missal, Communion could be administered only to communicants who were kneeling with their mouths open to receive the Host on the tongue with a server holding a paten underneath the communicant’s tongue in case the Host fell. In the 1969 Missal, Communion was administered to standing communicants, and by mid 1970s,
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nearly every national church had received an indult to administer Communion in the hand. While the use of pattens was never formally abolished, it was practically forgotten in most Western countries around the time of the introduction of Communion in the hand.

Immediately before and immediately after Communion, a few of the prayers which were traditionally recited by the priest such as:

> Let not the partaking of Thy Body, O Lord, Jesus Christ, which I, though unworthy, presume to receive, turn to my judgment and condemnation; but let it, through Thy mercy, become a safeguard and remedy, both for soul and body; Who with God the Father, in the unity of the Holy Ghost, livest and reignest God, world without end. Amen.  

were either omitted or made optional in the 1969 Missal. After the Communion Rite, the priest recited the closing prayer in both Missals. This prayer might have been followed with certain informal words by the priest or by parish announcements in the Novus Ordo Mass, whereas in the 1962 Missal, the closing prayer was followed by the following silent prayer by the priest with his head bowed at the center of the altar:

> May the tribute of my worship be pleasing to Thee, O holy Trinity: and grant that the Sacrifice which I, though unworthy, have offered up in the sight of Thy Majesty, may be acceptable to Thee, and through Thy mercy, be a propitiation for me, and for all those for whom I have offered it. Through Christ our Lord. Amen.  

This prayer was omitted in the Novus Ordo. After this, in both missals the priest gave a closing blessing. The Novus Ordo priest then kissed the altar and left the sanctuary in the same sort of procession that he entered it with at the beginning of Mass while the congregation sang a song. The priest celebrating the 1962 Missal concluded the Mass by moving to the left side of the altar from which he proclaimed the “Last Gospel,” the
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poetic prologue to John’s Gospel centered around the proclamation of John 1:14, “And the Word was made flesh.”\textsuperscript{140} At these words, as during the Creed, the entire congregation was expected to genuflect. After this, during Low Mass, the priest knelt alongside the servers at the foot of the altar and prayed the Leonine Prayers After Low Mass.\textsuperscript{141} The Leonine prayers included a vernacular recitation of three Hail Mary’s, one Hail Holy Queen, and one St. Michael prayer for the liberty and exaltation of the Church in the face of her enemies. These prayers were omitted in the Novus Ordo.

Apart from these major differences between the two missals, other differences had some influence over the experience of the congregation during Mass. One difference in the Novus Ordo Missal was the omitted requirement for the servers or priest to genuflect when crossing the tabernacle except at the beginning and end of Mass. Whereas these constant genuflections once directed the laity’s attention toward the tabernacle, priests and servers in the Novus Ordo were instructed specifically to \textit{not} genuflect before the tabernacle during the Mass.\textsuperscript{142} Another difference was in the preference in the modern Mass for congregational folk hymns due to their accessibility to the congregation in contrast to the formal chants and polyphonic organ settings which required professional training by a formal choir.\textsuperscript{143}

A third difference which was experienced in the 1969 Missal, and a notable one, was the lack of strict rubrics which governed the celebration of the Mass. Whereas seminarians and priests were formerly taught that to deliberately ignore a rubric of the Mass constituted a grave sin, seminarians and priests were encouraged to approach the

\textsuperscript{140} Jesus, \textit{Mary, and Joseph Daily Missal}, 702-793.
\textsuperscript{141} Ibid, 704-705.
\textsuperscript{142} General Instructions of the Roman Missal, sec. 274.
\textsuperscript{143} Ferrone, \textit{Liturgy}, 57.
Novus Ordo Missal as a flexible set of instructions that could and should be adapted to the needs of one’s congregation. The flexibility of the Novus Ordo would ensure that across American congregations, the experience of a Catholic Mass would begin to vary considerably according to the temperament of each individual pastor.

By 1969, the Catholic faithful had experienced a good deal of change in their experience of the Mass. Yet, these changes in and of themselves warrant little attention. It is only in considering the historical conservatism of the Traditional Latin Mass that we can begin to appreciate the radical rupture that these changes represent.
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CHAPTER THREE:

HISTORY OF THE ROMAN RITE

Just how early can we begin to speak of a history of the Traditional Latin Mass?

In a certain sense, there was no Latin Mass at all until the end of the second century when Pope Julius I began to introduce Latin prayers into the Eucharistia of the Church of Rome. Until that time, since most of the Christians of the city of Rome were of the Greek-speaking lower classes, the Roman Eucharistia was likely entirely in Greek.

After Pope Julius I’s reign, the Roman Church gradually transitioned to a less Greek and a more Latin liturgy. This process sped up during the middle of the 4th century as a result of the conversion of many Latin-speaking aristocrats to the Roman Church as well as the Latinization of the city of Rome’s lower classes. Before the Roman Eucharistia became the Latin Mass, however, there are a few key pieces of evidence that paint a picture of the Greek liturgy in Rome between the 1st and 3rd centuries. This antecedent Greek Roman liturgy contained the basic skeleton that the Traditional Latin Mass would later be built around.

An understanding of any ancient Christian Eucharistic Liturgy requires some understanding of the ritualistic worship of the 1st century Jewish people since it was out of these ritual forms that Jesus and His apostles constructed the rituals of the first century Church. For starters, one must be familiar with the sabbath synagogue service in which the community gathered weekly to hear the Scriptures read and expounded upon by competent male leaders of the community and to offer prayers together to God.
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Additionally, one must be familiar with the temple cult by which a highly technical and highly ornamented priesthood offered sacrifices throughout the year for a variety of purposes. In the four Gospel texts, Jesus and His apostles could be observed participating in both the synagogue and the temple cult. While Jesus had criticisms of the leaders of both, He did not in principle condemn the synagogue service or the ceremonials of the sacrificial priesthood of Jerusalem.

A third Jewish ritual which one should be aware of was the *Chaburah* meal. Due to the importance of praying blessings over food and wine, meals in general had a sacral character to pious Jews. In the *Chaburah* meal especially, a religious fraternity gathered together for meals which began and ended with a blessing of bread and wine by the group’s leading rabbi. Many historians have agreed with Dom Gregory Dix’s argument in *The Shape of the Liturgy* that when the first Christians celebrated *The Breaking of the Bread* under the direction of the Apostles, their celebrations could be seen as inspired by the rituals of a *Chaburah* meal. Since it would have been perceived as absurd to first century Jews to celebrate a Passover feast with the bitter herbs, lamb shank, and other ceremonial dishes outside of the prescribed time, it would seem more likely that the *Chaburah*, rather than the Passover meal, was the template used for 1st century Eucharistic liturgies.

These Jewish rituals can be understood as the historical nucleus around which all ancient Christian liturgies were formed. In other words, the liturgies of Constantinople, Jerusalem, Asia Minor, the Syro-Malabar Coast, Alexandria, Ethiopia, Armenia, as well
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as but not limited to Rome, could be said to have formed around the merger of a synagogue service, a Christianized *Chaburah*, and a highly ceremonial temple sacrifice.\(^{152}\)

For starters, first century Christians celebrated a Christianized *Chaburah*, referred to in the New Testament as the “Breaking of the Bread,” in response to Jesus’s Last Supper command to “do this in memory of Me.”\(^{153}\) Since most Christians had been expelled from their local Jewish synagogue by the end of the first century, they gradually began to hold their own “synagogue services” immediately before their *Chaburah*.\(^{154}\) The Christianized synagogue service eventually merged into one liturgy with their *Chaburah*, which they referred to as the *Breaking of the Bread* during the New Testament period.\(^{155}\) This phenomenon explains why all ancient Christian liturgies include a Foremass of a scripture service and a sermon followed by a Eucharistic liturgy which centers around the Christianized *Chaburah*. Yet, one might ask, how did the temple cult come into play in the formation of the various Christian liturgies?

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and St. Paul’s 1st Letter to the Corinthians include an account of the institution of the Eucharist, all including slight variations in exactly how Jesus “took bread, gave thanks and broke it, and gave it to his disciples.”\(^{156}\) Most historians believe that the variations in all four of these accounts reflect not differences in opinion about how the Last Supper actually took place but differences in the liturgical customs of the various Churches for which Matthew, Mark, Luke, and St. Paul were writing.\(^{157}\) In each institution narrative, however, the same key idea was expressed: while
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holding the bread, Jesus said “this is My body,” and while holding the cup, He said “this is My blood.” Matthew and Mark’s Gospel clarified that the cup contained not only Christ’s blood, but “the blood of the new covenant, which will be poured out for many,” and Matthew’s Gospel added “for the forgiveness of sins.” Luke’s Gospel and St. Paul’s First Letter of the Corinthians identified the bread not only as Christ’s body but His body which was “given up for you.”

While holding the cup of wine, then, Jesus told His Apostles to recognize it as His blood poured out for many, and while holding the bread, Jesus told His apostles to recognize it as His body “given up for you.” Both images allude to Jesus’s sacrificial death on the cross, and thus, from the very beginning of Christianity, what would make the Christianized Chaburah distinct from the Jewish Chaburah was a recognition of a mysterious identity of the elements of bread and wine with the sacrificed flesh and blood of Christ. Aware of this mystery, the earliest Christian sources such as the Didache of the Apostles (60s-80s AD), Clement of Rome (90s AD), Ignatius of Antioch (110 AD), Justin Martyr (150s), and Tertullian (mid-2nd century) identified the Eucharist as a sacrificial offering which was made upon an altar. Around the year 110 AD, Ignatius of Antioch, in his letter to the Philippian church, wrote: "I went to the place of prayer and offered sacrifice with pure heart and mind." This is consistent with the practice of sacrifice in the Jewish Temple, where sacrifices were made as offerings for sins. However, the introduction of the Eucharist as a sacrifice is considered a significant development in the Christian faith, signaling a shift from the Jewish practice of sacrifices in the Temple to a Christian practice of sacrifice in the church, specifically the offering of the Eucharist as a sacrificial offering which was made upon an altar.
Antioch, a first century bishop who was likely instructed in the faith by many of the Apostles themselves considering the importance of the city of Antioch in the Apostolic Age, wrote:

> But consider those who are of a different opinion with respect to the grace of Christ which has come unto us, how opposed they are to the will of God . . . They abstain from the Eucharist and from prayer, because they confess not the Eucharist to be the flesh of our Saviour Jesus Christ, which suffered for our sins, and which the Father, of His goodness, raised up again. Those, therefore, who speak against this gift of God, incur death in the midst of their disputes.\footnote{Ignatius of Antioch, “Letter to the Smyrnaeans,” trans. Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson, in Ante-Nicene Fathers, vol. 1, edited by Alexander Roberts, James Donaldson, and A. Cleveland Coxe (Buffalo, NY: Christian Literature Publishing Co., 1885), revised and edited for New Advent by Kevin Knight, chapters 6-7, accessed 3/7/22: http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/0109.htm.}

While later Protestant reformers denied that the Church fathers viewed the Eucharist as a propitiatory sacrifice, this was inspired by a need to justify their predetermined doctrine of salvation by faith alone rather than an unbiased examination of the historical record.\footnote{Francis Clark, Eucharistic Sacrifice and the Reformation (Devon, England: Augustine Publishing Co, 1981), 143 quoted in Cranmer’s Godly Order, 2nd. ed. by Michael Davies (Saint Marys, Kansas: Angelus Press, 1995), 34.}

If the Mass was effective in a soul’s sanctification, the Protestant “faith alone” soteriological system would be undermined.

Nevertheless, a plain reading of the historical record gives the impression that the early Church regarded the Eucharist as a sacrifice in which Christ, the victim, was present under the form of bread and wine. In understanding the first and second century Church’s beliefs about the sacrificial nature of the Eucharist, we can begin to understand why the various local Churches began to adorn their scriptural services and Chaburah meals with the solemnity of a temple sacrifice.
The Didache of the Apostles was a document most likely written in Antioch during the latter half of the first century. It claims, by its title, to contain the authentic teachings of the 12 Apostles.\textsuperscript{164} If it was written in Syrian Antioch, as many suspect, this attribution is not unreasonable considering that Antioch was the natural resting point for Apostles traveling back and forth from Asia Minor, Greece, Armenia, Mesopotamia and Jerusalem. It was a major city situated between the main roads connecting these provinces and it had a sizable and influential Christian community “where the faithful were first called Christians.”\textsuperscript{165} The document may have been written around the 70s AD in response to the death of many of the Apostles and the perceived need to memorialize their teachings. In this document, several key details point to its early authorship, especially its description of conducting baptisms in “living water,” and the importance of allowing “prophets” to offer the sacrifice of the Eucharist.\textsuperscript{166} Baptisms in rivers as well as the formal office of prophets would fade by the beginning of the second century, indicating a first century origin of the document.\textsuperscript{167}

In the Didache, the Eucharist was described in terms which seemed remarkably similar to a Jewish Chaburah. The instructions describing how to pray over the bread and the cup during the Eucharist seemed to follow the basic form of a Jewish berakah, a prayer of blessing over bread and wine.\textsuperscript{168} However, the Didache’s instructions for the Eucharistic prayer were more complex than those used in a simple Jewish Chaburah. The typical Jewish berakah was simpler in form, praying simply “Blessed art thou who
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bringst forth bread from the earth.” On Sabbath days or festivals, the father or leader of the group would also pray a longer prayer which asked God’s blessing to sanctify the day. The Didache instructed the presbyter offering the Eucharistic sacrifice to pray:

Over the cup, pray thus: We thank you, our Father, for the holy vine of David Your servant, which You made known to us through Jesus Your Servant; to You be the glory forever. And concerning the broken bread: We thank You, our Father, for the life and knowledge which You made known to us through Jesus Your Servant; to You be the glory forever. Even as this broken bread was scattered over the hills, and was gathered together and became one, so let Your Church be gathered together from the ends of the earth into Your kingdom; for Yours is the glory and the power through Jesus Christ forever.

This prayer of blessing over the bread and wine is noteworthy in that it did not refer to bread and wine, but rather, while holding the cup it referred to “the holy vine of David Your servant…made known to us through Jesus” and while holding the bread, God was thanked for “Jesus your Servant.” Thus, in this early manual of a Eucharistic Rite, even while the form was barely removed from the Jewish berakah prayer from which the Eucharist emerged, its prayers included a recognition that the ritualistic elements of bread and wine were to be identified not as bread and wine, but as the person of Jesus Christ.

The Didache then provided a lengthy prayer thanking God for his gifts of creation and a prayer imploring Jesus to return to the earth. Thus, from the first century, we can observe a desire by the earliest Christians to adorn the Eucharist with great ceremony. Many scholars such as Johannes Quasten believe that the “Great Prayer,” found in the Letter of Clement to the Corinthians was actually a liturgical prayer which was in use in
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the Roman Church during the first century. If this is true, the Church of Rome may have had a Eucharistic prayer which had a comparable length to the Roman Canon in its very earliest generations.

Justin Martyr’s *First Apology* presents us with a glimpse of the early Roman Eucharist as well. In a letter defending Christianity to Emperor Antoninus Pius against charges of atheism and moral depravity around the year 150 AD, Justin described the Sunday gathering of Christians as one which began with a clearly Christianized synagogue service and was followed by a Christianized *Chaburah* with clear sacrificial language. He wrote that the Sunday liturgy began with:

> The memoirs of the apostles or the writings of the prophets [being] read, as long as time permits. When the reader has concluded, and the president verbally instructs, and exhorts us to the imitation of these excellent things, then we all rise together and offer up our prayers…

Thus, Justin succinctly summarized the 2nd century Roman Church’s Christianized synagogue service. The Foremass was followed by bread, wine and water being brought to the “president,” who “Eucharistized” the bread and wine.

As a result of this “Eucharistizing” of the bread and wine, Justin wrote that “not as common bread and common drink do we receive these; but in like manner as Jesus Christ our Saviour, having been made flesh by the Word of God, had both flesh and blood for our salvation, so likewise have we been taught that the food which is blessed by the prayer of His word, and from which our blood and flesh by transmutation are nourished,
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is the flesh and blood of that Jesus who was made flesh.”¹⁷⁷ Joseph Jungmann drew attention to the fact that 2nd century patristic writers such as Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, and Origen could be observed using the verb *Eucharistia* as a technical term referring not only to thanksgiving but to the consecration of the Body and Blood of Christ itself, as well as a noun in reference to the consecrated elements.¹⁷⁸

Since the Eucharist was identified as a sacrifice and the bread and wine identified as the sacrificial flesh and blood of Christ, the early Church perceived the need to adorn the Christian Eucharist with the same sort of ceremonies that once adorned the Jewish temple cult.¹⁷⁹ This was owing to two reasons. First, Jesus had never found fault with the ceremonial adornments of the old temple cult, giving them his tacit approval, and second, Christians perceived that the Eucharist had replaced the old temple cult as the “clean oblation,” to be made “among the Gentiles.”¹⁸⁰ Thus, the Eucharist was perceived by the first Christians as in a sense being naked without adornment by the sort of ceremonies that the temple cult enjoyed. As stated above, the “Great Prayer” of Clement of Rome’s late 1st century letter to the Corinthians may be evidence of exactly this sort of liturgical elaboration.

While the Roman Church was inclined to adorn its Eucharistic celebration with ceremonial prayers and gestures, it had limited resources to do so in its first few centuries due to its persecuted status in the Roman Empire. For that reason, the trajectory that the Roman Church took in liturgical matters immediately after the peace of Constantine is noteworthy since it demonstrates how Roman Christians chose to adorn their liturgy as
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soon as they had the freedom and resources to do so however they pleased. The idea that a less ceremonial bread and wine ritual, as the Eucharist resembled in the 1st-3rd century Church, represented an ideal for the modern Church to imitate may be confounded by the fact that the 4th century Christians quickly defined their ideal liturgy in a more ornate manner as soon as this became possible.

It should not be ignored that even during the first few centuries of persecution, however, the Roman Church had invested so much material wealth in the vessels it used in liturgical worship that its liturgical “treasures” became an object of envy of the Roman upper class. During the persecution of Valerian II, for example, the Deacon Lawrence was ordered to prepare all of the Church’s liturgical “treasures” for confiscation, to which he responded by selling all of the sacred vessels and donating the proceeds to the poor.181 Additionally, in 303 AD, Roman authorities confiscated numerous golden and silver liturgical vessels from a persecuted Christian house-church.182 The will of the 3rd century Church to use precious metals in its ritualistic ceremonies indicates that these early Christians believed that the liturgy required ceremonial adornment even when it was evident that these treasures would inspire the envy of the Church’s persecutors.

In 314 AD, the Ecclesia Catholica received the sudden favor of Constantine, Rome’s first Christian emperor, whose reign of thirty-one years all but secured the transformation of Roman society from a pagan to a Christian empire.183 The Roman Church was especially favored by Constantine, who paid for the construction of a basilica

over the apostle Peter’s tomb and donated the imperial Lateran palace to the reigning pope.\textsuperscript{184}

As a result of his donations and the donations of other Roman aristocrats who followed his lead, Rome received the funds needed to erect many of the basilicas which stood for the next thousand years, if not still to this day.\textsuperscript{185} These churches, including the original St. Peter’s Basilica, San Paolo Fuori le Mura, Saint Maria Maggiorie, St. John Lateran Cathedral, and Santa Sabina all embody a similar vision for what the 4th century Roman Church perceived as the ideal temple for offering the Sacrifice of the Mass. Each possesses, or possessed, a long nave with an altar in the chancel.\textsuperscript{186} Each building was constructed so that the sacrifice could be offered facing the east, the direction from which Christ would return to the earth again.\textsuperscript{187} Thus, the custom of celebrating the Mass facing away from the people and towards the east became the prevailing liturgical posture, departing from earlier customs of offering the Eucharist facing the people, as seen in the early second century \textit{Fractio Panis} mural.\textsuperscript{188} Even while the architectural constraints of some early churches, such as St. Peter’s Basilica, required the builders to construct the altar “facing the people,” this orientation was chosen primarily so that the priest could offer the Eucharist facing east; it is even thought that during the Eucharistic prayer in such churches the people turned their backs to the altar to face the east as well.\textsuperscript{189}

\textsuperscript{184} Bokenkotter, \textit{A Concise History of the Catholic Church}, 41.; Fox, \textit{Pagans and Christians} 622.
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The Roman name given to these buildings, basilicas, denoted a regal building designated for community gatherings. Unlike many of the relatively small pagan or Jewish temples, these structures were built large enough to include a huge number of congregants in each liturgical service. More than just a communal gathering, however, the manner in which these long churches were designed to lead the eyes towards an ornate stone altar gave these temples a designation as a place of sacrificial offering as well. Thus, we can observe that the architecture of the 4th-century churches manifested a Christian religion that placed a value on both communal participation in the liturgy as well as the sacrificial nature of the Mass. Much less than being a mere 4th century peculiarity, we must appreciate this architectural style as the earliest indication we have of how the ancient Christians willed to design their temples once they had the funds to do so.

Constantine’s reign also saw the designation of bishops as magistrates, giving them certain privileges which made their way into the Christian liturgy throughout the empire. A clear example of this was the introduction of candles into the entrance procession, which was an honor originally reserved to Roman consuls. After the bishop sat down on his throne during the Mass, the candles which were carried before him would come to be placed next to or upon the altar, thus beginning the Christian custom of adorning the altar with candles. The practice of genuflecting was also originally a gesture designated for the cult of the emperor. Constantine retained the practice, though
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as an honorary gesture rather than one of worship, and he also extended the practice of
genuflection to all bishops, which is how the gesture first made its way into the Christian
liturgy.\textsuperscript{195}

Constantine’s peace also led to developments in clerical vestments. Whereas
vestments previously tended to imitate the garb of the Levitical priesthood, the
assimilation of the clergy into the Roman social hierarchy led to the adoption of
vestments which were a sacralized version of 4th century upper class Roman dress.\textsuperscript{196}

As the favor of Constantine adorned the Roman Mass with new basilicas and new
ceremonial vestments and gestures, 4th and 5th century cultural shifts in the Roman
Church brought about further changes. The rather open-ended liturgy of the
Greek-speaking Roman Church solidified into more formalistic prayer formulas
corresponding to the religious temperament of classical Roman society.\textsuperscript{197} The Romans
had long approached religion “with the exact precision of jurists...in formulas as dry and
verbose as notarial instruments” rather than as poets, and this attitude helped shape the
Traditional Latin Mass from the 4th century onwards.\textsuperscript{198}

Some historians believe that the Roman Canon itself, which was the very heart of
the Traditional Latin Mass, was in essence constructed by the late 4th century since a
writer of this period referenced a key phrase from the Canon in a theological treatise.\textsuperscript{199}

Additionally, in the early 5th century Pope Innocent I referenced “the Canon” itself, but
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as a matter of respect for it deemed not to speak openly of what the prayer contained. If Innocent I was in fact referring to the Roman Canon with such profound reverence in the early 5th century, it would seem unlikely that it was a recent composition. However, since the 3rd century Greek Roman Hippolytus did not seem to be aware of the Roman Canon when he proposed his own Eucharistic prayer in *The Apostolic Tradition* of the mid-3rd century, the Canon likely cannot be dated before the late 3rd century.

Whereas the 4th, 5th and 6th centuries observed a formalization of the liturgy in Rome, the open-ended liturgical structure of the pre-Latin days of the Western Church continued to guide liturgical practice in the respective rites of the Gauls, the Celtic Brits and Irish, and the Spanish. These early Western Rite liturgical forms were known as the Gallican Rite, the Celtic Rite, and the Mozarabic Rite, respectively. Although a common narrative asserts that Charlemagne imposed the Roman Rite upon his continental empire as a means of establishing imperial uniformity, Alcuin Reid demonstrated in *The Organic Development of the Liturgy* that the Frankish adoption of the Roman Rite Mass was a gradual transition which was not accomplished through “the mere fiat of imperial authority” but was rather a natural process of liturgical synthesis.

This process began with the evangelization of the Anglo-Saxon people by the Roman monk-turned missionary Augustine of Canterbury. When Augustine wrote to Pope Gregory the Great for guidance in liturgical matters in his fledgling English Church, Gregory did not demand conformity with Rome but rather invited Augustine to make use
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Nevertheless, Augustine’s background as a Roman Rite monk inevitably led him to introduce a mostly Roman liturgy in the infant English Church. This Church would later exert its Roman influence on the rest of the British Isles through political dominance as well as in the Germanic lands as the English Boniface led a major missionary effort to the Germanic peoples. The Franks were amongst those Germanic peoples who received the Gospel as a result of Boniface’s missionary efforts.

As Christians, the Franks were influenced by the Gallican Rite which was popular in the geographic area they came to dominate. The Gallican Rite allowed for considerable variety in local usages. This sort of liturgical disunity seems to have been perceived as problematic to many secular and religious leaders throughout the Western Church, leading virtually all of the local Churches of the region to gradually adopt the liturgical practices of the Roman Rite for the sake of unity.

The Gelasian Sacramentary of the 8th century, which was the first comprehensive Sacramentary of the Roman Mass ever written, was written in order to assist Frankish clerics in their desire to conform to Roman Rite liturgical practices. The Sacramentary was perhaps written in the Frankish Abbey of St. Denis in the 8th century, though some scholars believe Pope Gregory the Great was the sacramentary’s author. The Sacramentary derives its name from the believed origin of the prayers and rituals found
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therein from the papacy of Gelasius I during the end of the 5th century. Regardless of whether the Sacramentary’s contents had an actual link with the 5th century Pope, the text was written not to construct a new liturgy, but to record existing liturgical customs found in both the Roman Rite and the Gallican Rite. Thus, the contents of the Gelasian Sacramentary likely date back to at least the 7th century. This would date the Gelasian Sacramentary’s structure of the Mass and its version of the Roman Canon to at least the papacy of Gregory the Great, who is remembered by history as the last to touch the Roman Canon as well as the great refiner of the form of sacred chant that bears his name.

Except for a few minor additions, the order of the Mass found in the Gelasian Sacramentary is identical with the order of the Mass found in the 1962 Traditional Missal. A few other notable additions would be made throughout the centuries, of course, as the Latin Mass had a degree of flexibility to gradually introduce elements which seemed pastorally appropriate or gradually eliminate elements which seemed pastorally ineffective. In *The Organic Development of the Liturgy*, Dom Alcuin Reid argued that the Traditional Latin Mass had always allowed for legitimate developments “prompted in part by necessity and in part by the vicissitudes of history,” but that such developments respected an “objective liturgical Tradition” and developed “organically” out of this Tradition. Reid argued that “root and branch” reforms to the liturgy would have resulted in a destruction of the vitality of the liturgical Tradition, while grafting new elements into the liturgical Tradition or pruning certain elements out of the liturgical
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Tradition in a reserved manner could be done without harming the liturgical “organism,” as a whole.\(^\text{212}\)

For his part, the late 5th century Pope Gelasius I likely “grafted” an abbreviated version of the Greek “Great Litany” into the beginning of the Mass and used this Kyrie Eleison litany as a substitute for the bidding prayers which he “pruned” from the Mass.\(^\text{213}\)

The late 6th century Pope Gregory the Great is thought to have inserted the Pater Noster into the Liturgy and overseen some adjustments to the Roman Canon.\(^\text{214}\) In the late 7th century, Pope Sergius I introduced the Agnus Dei prayer during the fraction rite after the consecration. This prayer was introduced as a direct response to the iconoclastic movement taking place in the Eastern Church during this time period which forbade depicting Christ as a Lamb.\(^\text{215}\)

In the fifth century, the Roman Mass shortened the responsorial psalm, a common element amongst many ancient Christian traditions, into the few-verse long Gradual.\(^\text{216}\) This reduction was likely made in order to allow choirs to adorn the psalm verses with a more ornate chant than they could with a full-length psalm. The Kiss of Peace also disappeared from the Roman Rite relatively early on during the Middle Ages.\(^\text{217}\)

In *The Organic Development of the Liturgy*, Reid demonstrated that Catholicism traditionally understood the liturgy not as a communal act which each community could
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tailor to their subjective needs but was rather an element of the Sacred Tradition which needed to be honored as a sacred trust. Reid argued that a combined “profound respect for the received liturgical Tradition with an openness to necessary development” guided the Church’s liturgical changes throughout the medieval ages up until the modern period.218

In the East, the various liturgies are generally attributed to either an apostle or Church Father, such as the Coptic Liturgy of St. Mark, the Syriac Liturgy of St. James, or the Byzantine Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom. While historians are highly doubtful of the historicity of these traditional attributions, such honorific attributions do demonstrate the reverence which ancient Christians tended to hold towards their liturgical customs. While the Roman Rite Mass was not attributed to any particular saint or apostle, its pious preservation throughout the centuries leads to the assumption that it was received by each generation of Catholics as just as sacred as the Eastern Christians regarded their own distinctive liturgies. Thus, the traditional attitude of Catholics towards the liturgy was of a reverent conservatism, adapting them only if necessary, perhaps to accentuate an element of the received tradition in a more dignified manner.219

Another important development in the Roman Rite Mass was the introduction of the Low Mass. Many historians such Joseph Jungmann agree that the Low Mass formed as a result of priests adapting the ceremonies of the Roman Mass, whose original form was exclusively what would come to be known as the Solemn High Mass, for the use by a priest in private.220 The need to pray the Mass in private grew as priests began to pray the Mass as a private devotion without a congregation, perhaps in response to the...

growing need to fulfill Mass stipends. When celebrating Mass in private, the priest naturally read the readings of the lectionary and recited all of the prayers of the ordinary himself, whereas these prayers and readings were ordinarily read or sung by lectors or choirs in public masses. As priests began to regularly celebrate private masses, many lay persons began to attend their priest’s private “Low Masses” in order to engage in the liturgy outside of the solemn Sunday liturgy. As a result of the increasing popularity of the Low Mass, priests began to be expected to take on all of the roles of the Mass, even those which were once fulfilled by certain lay ministers or minor orders, especially that of the lector. Ultimately, the expectation that the priest would pray all of the Ordinary and Proper prayers of the Mass privately even in communal forms of the Mass would be codified in the Tridentine Reforms of the 16th century.

From the ninth to the eleventh century, the expectation that the priest would bow his head to the altar and reverently pray before beginning the Mass led to the development of the ritual of the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar. The 42nd psalm according to the traditional Catholic numbering system was frequently prayed by the priest and the liturgical ministers upon approaching the altar from the 10th century onwards. This psalm was frequently followed by some sort of a prayer of repentance for sins. Around the turn of the 2nd millennium, these prayers for penance led to the formation of the Confiteor prayer. The Confiteor prayer was introduced into the Prayers
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at the Foot of the Altar as a penitential prayer prayed by the priest and his servers before beginning the Mass.²²⁸

During the later medieval period, Scholastic theologians began to expound with increasing clarity the Catholic understanding of the presence of Jesus’s flesh and blood in the species of bread and wine during the Mass. The Aristotelian term “transubstantiation” was first used to precisely define the Eucharistic presence of Jesus’s body and blood in the Sacrament by Hildebert de Lavardin in the 11th century.²²⁹ In the 13th century, Thomas Aquinas refined the doctrine of Transubstantiation into a precise formula which was later canonized in the Council of Trent.²³⁰ As a result of this theological development, the elevation of the host and the chalice became a customary practice immediately following the consecration during the Roman Mass.²³¹ For the same reason, kneeling became customary during the prayer of the Eucharistic consecration.²³²

Later, during the high Middle Ages, the prologue of John’s Gospel began to be proclaimed at the conclusion of the Mass. This Gospel passage dramatically culminates with the proclamation “And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt amongst us.”²³³ Joseph Jungmann argued that this custom was introduced due to the common perception that hearing this gospel bestowed a blessing upon listeners.²³⁴ The New Catholic Encyclopedia reported that amulets from the period have been discovered with the words...
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of the Last Gospel printed upon them, indicating that some sort of superstitious belief about the words of this Gospel passage may have led to the desire to use this passage as a liturgical blessing at the close of Mass.\textsuperscript{235} It is also noteworthy that during the same period in which the Last Gospel became popular, the heretical Cathari sect denied the Incarnation of the Christ.\textsuperscript{236} Thus, as Michael Davies suggested, the Last Gospel may have served some utility in assuring congregants that the priest held orthodox Catholic beliefs about the Incarnation.\textsuperscript{237}

As the Middle Ages came to a close, the Traditional Latin Mass was practiced with a basic uniformity throughout Western Europe, though various usages such as the Sarum Usage in England or the Ambrosian Rite in Milan offered slight variations in gestures, prayers, and rituals to the Mass in these regions.\textsuperscript{238} As the 16th century progressed, however, the Catholic Mass would be challenged in its core principles by the founders of the Protestant sects who rejected the traditional Catholic understanding of the Mass as the offering of the Body and Blood of Christ to God the Father as a propitiatory sacrifice.\textsuperscript{239}

As a result of these new theologies of the Eucharist, Protestant leaders drew up new Missals which reflected their new theology. Centered in Wittenberg, the patriarch of Protestantism, Martin Luther, translated the Missal into the vernacular.\textsuperscript{240} Since he did not believe the Mass to be a propitiatory sacrifice, he perceived the Mass’s primary role to be
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the edification of the laity and the communal fellowship which it facilitated. Both of these beliefs made the vernacularization of the liturgy a crucial priority. His missal also omitted the Latin Mass’s Roman Canon, offertory prayers, and prayers at the foot of the altar since these prayers had explicit themes of sacrifice.241

In England, Thomas Cranmer introduced a more moderate Protestant missal for use by the state-run Protestant Anglican Church. Like Luther’s, Cranmer’s missal was entirely in the vernacular.242 It also omitted the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar.243 Among other changes, it required the presider to celebrate the liturgy facing the people, made the Eucharistic prayer audible, and simplified the vestments which were used during the Mass.244 Unlike Luther, Cranmer only omitted those parts of the Roman Canon which explicitly referred to the Mass as a sacrifice, though these revisions substantially altered the ethos of the prayer.245 Cranmer and Luther both permitted the Mass to retain its traditional name, though they preferred to refer to the liturgy as the “Lord’s Supper,” since for them, communion was the central purpose and high point of the liturgy.246 Though both religious leaders asserted some sort of belief in a “real presence of Christ” in communion, both rejected the Catholic dogma that the bread and wine were transubstantiated into the body and blood of Christ.247 Both of their liturgies reflected this by suppressing references to the dogma of Transubstantiation.

In response to the challenges posed by Protestantism to the Church’s liturgical practices and theology, the Catholic Council of Trent issued nine dogmas concerning the
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liturgy. Each one of these statements were traditionally considered infallible declarations protected by the Church’s charism of infallibility, and thus, they arguably constitute the nine clearest principles from which traditional Catholics would from then on understand the liturgy. The nine dogmas anathematized anyone who taught anything to the contrary of the following statements:

1. The Mass is a “true and proper sacrifice,” “offered to God.”
2. When Christ said, “do this for the commemoration of me,” he ordained the apostles as priests to offer His body and blood.
3. The Mass is a propitiatory sacrifice atoning for sins and is not merely a sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving, nor is its only benefit in receiving communion.
4. The Sacrifice of the Mass does not denigrate the sacrifice of Christ on Mt. Calvary.
5. The Mass can be celebrated in honor of the saints and for obtaining their intercession.
6. The Canon of the Mass contains no errors and should not be abrogated for such supposed errors.
7. The ceremonies, vestments, and outward signs of the Catholic Mass are not “incentives to impiety.”
8. It is not “unlawful” to hold a Mass in which only the Priest communicates sacramentally.
9. One cannot say that the “Mass ought to be celebrated in the vulgar tongue only,” or that the practice of reciting the Roman Canon and the words of consecration in a low tone (not heard by the laity) is to be condemned.248

It must be noted that these nine principles do not represent creations of the 16th century Catholic Church. Rather, they represent elements of the traditional Catholic liturgy which Protestant leaders criticized. The Council of Trent, then, did not invent these liturgical ideas, but definitively declared that these elements of the liturgy could not be forfeited without losing something of Traditional Latin Mass’s essential identity.

The Council of Trent also confirmed the Church’s traditional teachings and practices regarding the Eucharist. It dogmatically affirmed the doctrine that during the Mass, the species of bread and wine were transubstantiated into the substance of Christ’s body, blood, soul and Divinity. Trent also pronounced as dogmatic the idea that it was most fitting that the Eucharist be adored by the faithful, not eaten only, since the awareness of God’s bodily presence in the Eucharist demanded human adoration.

After defining these nine dogmas and Eucharistic teachings, the Council of Trent entrusted a reform of the Roman Missal to Pope Pius V. The subsequent “Tridentine Missal” of 1571 was intended to bring even greater liturgical uniformity to the Roman Church spread throughout Western Europe. Rather than being a creation of the Council of Trent, however, all of the elements found within this missal could be found as gradual developments in the Roman Mass which took place before Trent. In other words, Pius V’s Missal represents a canonization of earlier Catholic liturgical tradition rather than a unique Tridentine creation. He intended to protect those elements of the Mass which were omitted in the Protestant missals of Luther and Cranmer since he feared that Catholics living near Protestant spheres of influence may have adopted their Protestant neighbors' liturgical customs to the detriment of the Catholic liturgical tradition. In order to ensure that the Missal of 1571 would remain resistant to heretical inclusions or exclusions inspired by Protestant thought, Pope Sixtus V established the Sacred Congregation of Rites in 1588.
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The Catholic Church experienced few noticeable problems with the liturgical status quo created by the Council of Trent over the course of the next few centuries. From the 16th through most of the 18th century, the Catholic Church found the inspiration it needed from the 1571 Missal to raise what were arguably some of its most architecturally stunning baroque Churches and develop its most elaborate forms of polyphonic music.\footnote{Fr. Giles Dimock, O.P., “Revisiting the Baroque,” Catholic Culture, accessed 3/7/22: https://www.catholicculture.org/culture/library/view.cfm?recnum=6611.}

It is also noteworthy that this Missal was used by the Franciscan and Jesuit missionaries during a period of exceptionally energetic missionary efforts in Asia and the Western Hemisphere.\footnote{Bokenkotter, A Concise History of the Catholic Church, 253-254.}

By the latter half of the 18th century, however, cultural, intellectual and economic forces began to coalesce to produce the “Modern World.” In its intellectual, sociological, and moral premises, this modern world seemed to present itself as a natural adversary to the Catholic Church. This tension led to multiple centuries of conflict between the Catholic Church’s leadership and the leaders of secular modernity in a mutually antagonistic relationship.\footnote{Ibid, 260.}
CHAPTER FOUR:
THE ENLIGHTENMENT AND THE CATHOLIC RESPONSE

The 18th century Enlightenment has been described as an attempt to “lift the
darkness that fell with the Christian triumph over the virtues of classical antiquity.” In
Pascendi Dominici Gregis, Pius X referred to the intellectual methods which descended
from the Enlightenment as “a philosophy borrowed from the negation of God.” In the
wide array of Enlightenment literature, intellectuals of the 18th century can be observed
to have attempted to draw up treatises of metaphysics, sociology, and history which
challenged traditional premises, especially those held by the Church.

The Enlightenment thinkers utilized only secular rationalism in their studies,
making anathema the use of faith in the doctrines of Divine Revelation as proofs in an
academic study. Theology, as the supposed queen of the sciences, was regarded as
“only the ignorance of natural causes reduced to a system,” by many of the either deist or
atheist Enlightenment thinkers. Rather than being the reference point for all academic
study, as it was in the Scholastic system, Enlightenment thinkers tended to agree with
Baron D’Holbach that theology was comprised only of “hazardous suppositions,
imagined by ignorance, propagated by enthusiasm or knavery, adopted by timid credulity,
preserved by custom, which never reasons, and revered solely because not understood.”

The Enlightenment’s divorce of theology and science had political implications as
well. Previously, Western civilization assumed that religious leaders should at least have
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some influence over the governance of the state. This assumption was shared by virtually all pre-modern civilizations, though Western civilization’s marriage between the altar and the throne was especially pronounced amongst the world’s civilizations.

Challenging this assumption, Voltaire, one of the daystars of the French Enlightenment, was a professed deist who wrote that “the authority of the clergy is and can be spiritual only…the clergy should not have any temporal power…no coercive force is proper to its ministry.”265 The argument for a purely spiritual Church with no temporal power was a direct challenge to the status quo that the Catholic Church had enjoyed in many Catholic European nations since Constantine’s conversion, especially in Voltaire’s native France. The Pope himself was still the ruler of a large central Italian state during the 18th century and the episcopacy was still seen as an important element in national political systems.266 Thus, Voltaire and the many Enlightenment thinkers who were of a like-mind with him established the blueprints for a modern world in which intellectuals would look with skepticism upon all the traditional truths Christians held by faith and political power would be wielded only by a secular civil government.

Confronted with these 18th century intellectual developments, many Catholic thinkers such as Nicolas-Sylvestre Bergier responded to attacks on Catholic theological and political theories by engaging in apologetical writings which utilized Enlightenment principles when possible.267 The French Priest Nicolas Malebranche attempted to synthesize the thought of Augustine and Descartes and was widely respected by
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contemporary philosophers in this effort. The Jesuits Claude Buffier and Rene-Joseph Tournemine attempted to establish deductive proofs for the existence of God from the objective senses utilizing the methods of Malebranche as well as Newton and Loche. In 18th century Germany, Fr. Benedict Stattler made use of the work of Descartes, Leibniz, Locke, and Hume in his own theological writings. In “Eighteenth-century Forerunners of Vatican II,” Shaun Blanchard argued that many 18th century Catholic intellectuals engaged in a “wider Enlightenment” which utilized new scientific and historical methods which were not necessarily as antagonistic towards religion as were other elements of the Enlightenment.

Two French dissident Catholic movements, Jansenism and Gallicanism, influenced and were influenced by Enlightenment ideas. The 17th century Gallican Fr. Claude Fleury utilized critical rational methods to write a history of the Church which became widely popular amongst later Jansenist and Gallican scholars. For his part, the early Jansenist Fr. Jacques Joseph Duguet helped lead “the movement that marked the transition between classicism and the Enlightenment.” Later Gallican and Jansenist thinkers interacted positively with Enlightenment ideas; in the controversial Synod of Pistoia, such ideas were utilized to make suggestions for reforms of the Church.

In The Organic Development of the Liturgy, Fr. Alcuin Reid argued that the clergy of the Gallican and Jansenist forms of Catholicism developed Enlightenment-inspired
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liturgical ideas which rationalized the purpose of the Mass as merely “to make people better” since this was an empirically observable outcome of the liturgy.\textsuperscript{275} Since the notion of the Mass as an action that was objectively pleasing to God was unverifiable utilizing scientific methods, this God-centered liturgical goal was minimized by the Enlightenment-inspired liturgists in favor of a “anthropocentric concept of the Liturgy.”\textsuperscript{276} These “modern” liturgical reformers sought to reconstruct Catholic liturgical practice so that chapels would contain only one altar devoid of any supposedly unnecessary ornamentation such as candles or crucifixes.\textsuperscript{277} Gallicans tended to favor the idea that the Mass should be offered only on Sunday and that a rationalistic razor should be applied to any customs or prayers that the Enlightened-inspired liturgists did not deem were scripturally-based or otherwise worthy of retention.\textsuperscript{278}

The 1786 Synod of Pistoia was the boldest attempt of the Gallicans and Jansenists to merge Enlightenment inspired rationalism, secular political theory, historical methodology, and metaphysical inquiry with Catholic doctrine and liturgical practice. This “Enlightenment” Synod published decrees which promoted vernacularism in the liturgy, a more prominent role for bishops in Church governance, and promoted religious liberty.\textsuperscript{279} While the papacy did not respond to the synod’s controversial decrees immediately, after the French Revolution of 1789 and the Reign of Terror of 1793, Pius VI issued a papal bull in 1794 which systematically condemned 85 of the principles of the Synod of Pistoia as being incompatible with the Catholic faith.\textsuperscript{280} One issue taken
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with the Synod of Pistoia was that its treatment of the Eucharist refrained from explicitly using the term “transubstantiation,” an omission which was considered suspect of heresy.\textsuperscript{281} Interestingly, the Second Vatican Council’s treatment of the Eucharist in \textit{Sacrosanctum Concilium} also refrained from using the term transubstantiation.\textsuperscript{282} This point would stand to support Shaun Blanchard’s argument in \textit{The Synod of Pistoia and Vatican II} that the condemned 18th century synod served as a precursor to the reforms eventually enacted by the Catholic Church in the 1960s.\textsuperscript{283}

The Reign of Terror and the 1794 condemnation of the Synod of Pistoia signaled the beginning of a long trend by which the Catholic Church’s official attitude toward Enlightenment-inspired schools of thought, and in many regards modern-nation states in general, would continually worsen.\textsuperscript{284} This worsening relationship intensified after Napoleon brought Voltairean and Gallican ideas about the relationship between the Church and state throughout all of continental Europe during his imperial conquests.\textsuperscript{285} Unsurprisingly, the relationship between the hierarchy and the Enlightenment-inspired thinkers did not improve after Napoleon brought multiple popes in bondage to France, one of whom died in the custody of the French Republic in 1799.\textsuperscript{286}

In other words, while many Catholic thinkers found some utility in the rationalist and positivist tools developed by Enlightenment thinkers, the general antagonism which the 18th and 19th century intellectuals expressed towards faith and the Church precluded
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a long-term fruitful exchange. Thus, the mainstream intellectual establishment and the Catholic Magisterium fateful parted ways by the beginning of the 19th century. Secular intellectuals continued on the path of positivism, rationalism, and skepticism of traditional Catholic and Christian premises. Simultaneously, the 19th century Catholic Magisterium settled on Neo-Thomism and Scholasticism as the school of thought that could be most trusted to safeguard Catholic doctrine from the modern intellectual tendencies which were seen as utterly opposed to it.\textsuperscript{287} From the middle of the 18th century all the way until the middle of the 20th century, it should be seen as no coincidence that the genre of papal encyclical developed alongside the controversies between Catholic authorities and progressive secular thought.

Examples of papal interventions against Enlightenment-inspired thought abound. Between 1738 and 1901, for example, no less than 21 papal pronouncements or encyclicals were written condemning Freemasonry, an organization whose Enlightenment inspired deism and liberal political theories were opposed to the Church’s dogmatic theology and pro-monarchy political theories.\textsuperscript{288} Additionally, as stated, Pius VI’s \textit{Auctorem Fidei} condemned the Synod of Pistoia’s treatment of the consecration of the Eucharist for “disregarding the scholastic questions about the manner,” and refraining from the use of the term “transubstantiation.”\textsuperscript{289} He considered these Eucharistic innovations to be “dangerous, derogatory to the exposition of Catholic truth about the dogma of transubstantiation, [and] favorable to heretics.”\textsuperscript{290} In 1800, his successor Pius VII referred to modern secular intellectual trends as a “defiling plague of false
philosophy.” His successor Leo XII actively condemned the theory of religious liberty as well as Freemasonry, made full use of the Index of Forbidden Books, and closely supervised the activity of the Vatican’s Gregorian University. The next pope, Pius VIII, accomplished little during his brief twenty month papacy, though upon his election he articulated his intention to devote his papacy to the battle against modern academia by stating that:

[My sadness] is due to the numberless errors and the teachings of perverse doctrines which, no longer secretly and clandestinely but openly and vigorously, attack the Catholic faith. You know how evil men have raised the standard of revolt against religion through philosophy (of which they proclaim themselves doctors) and through empty fallacies devised according to natural reason.

The next pope, Gregory XVI, concurred with his predecessors’ consistent papal condemnation of secular academic developments. In his “On Liberalism and Religious Indifferentism” he wrote:

Academies and schools resound with new, monstrous opinions, which openly attack the Catholic faith; this horrible and nefarious war is openly and even publicly waged. Thus, by institutions and by the example of teachers, the minds of the youth are corrupted and a tremendous blow is dealt to religion and the perversion of morals is spread.

In 1864, the Syllabus of Errors of Pius IX was the Vatican’s most comprehensive condemnation of secular thought yet. At its heart, the Syllabus of Errors condemned the proposition that “human reason, without any reference whatsoever to God, is the sole arbiter of truth and falsehood, and of good and evil; it is law to itself, and suffices, by its
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natural force, to secure the welfare of men and of nations.” The text included condemnation of Catholic theories supporting democratic forms of government, criticisms of the Church’s role in the temporal order, rationalism, religious pluralism, and ecumenicism, referred to at this time as “indifferentism.” Pius IX also argued that Scholasticism, the dialectical philosophical system that used both reason and Divine Revelation to define truth, was by no means an outdated system for modern times. Pius IX was also the pope who convened the First Vatican Council.

In 1869, Pius IX summoned the 20th Ecumenical Council: Vatican I. While the promulgation of the dogma of papal infallibility generally dominates discussion of this council, it also promulgated numerous dogmas which responded to Enlightenment ideas. George Weigel wrote that Pius IX “was convinced that [such ideals had] led to the collapse of religious faith,” and that Vatican I was a key response to this collapse both in the philosophical and political spheres. This council anathematized a number of progressive academic views including the philosophical materialism and metaphysical theories which blurred the line between the Creator and the created universe. It also defined as dogmatic the principle that the existence of God could be deducted from observable phenomena and that the Scriptures were to be regarded as divinely inspired. Foreshadowing Pius X’s later condemnation of the principle of religious immanence, Vatican I dogmatically declared that the scriptures could not be regarded as merely a
fallible account of each writer’s religious experiences. Amongst the other dogmas pronounced at this council, it is worth noting that Vatican I also anathematized, or damned, the idea that:

Human studies are to be treated with such a degree of liberty that their assertions may be maintained as true even when they are opposed to divine revelation, and that they may not be forbidden by the church.

The idea that intellectuals should be freed from the limitations of Catholic Tradition while utilizing secular academic methods stood at the heart of a growing progressive vision of Catholicism. In the declaration *Gravissimum Educationis*, Vatican II would later seem, under a certain interpretation, to endorse the same sort of “academic freedom,” which the First Vatican Council dogmatically condemned.

Pius IX made no secret of his disdain for the progressive form of Catholicism which he observed during his papacy. He once wrote that “I have always condemned Liberal Catholicism, and I will condemn it again forty times over if it be necessary.”

The following quotation is also often attributed to him: “if a future pope teaches anything contrary to the Catholic Faith, do not follow him.” If he did once say this quote, surely the form of Catholicism which Pius IX regarded as authentic Catholicism was the traditional sense of the Catholic religion and the form of Catholicism which he deemed “contrary to the Catholic faith” was the “liberal” or progressive form of Catholicism which he observed in the writings of contemporary scholars.
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After Pius IX, Leo XIII had the most prolific writing career of any pope yet. Over the course of his papacy, Leo published no less than thirteen encyclicals on the praying of the Rosary, two encyclicals condemning freemasonry, and one encyclical articulating why Anglican Holy Orders were invalid as was their claim to apostolic succession.\textsuperscript{308}

Concerning modern developments in biblical scholarship, Leo XIII condemned rationalistic biblical scholarship as being the intellectual descendent of the Protestant heresiarchs, writing:

> We have to [oppose] the Rationalists, true children and inheritors of the older heretics, who, trusting in their turn to their own way of thinking, have rejected even the scraps and remnants of Christian belief which had been handed down to them… To them we must add not a few professors of other sciences who approve their views and give them assistance, and are urged to attack the Bible by a similar intolerance of revelation.\textsuperscript{309}

In opposition to the developments of modern biblical scholarship and the “not a few professors of other sciences” of the modern academic disciplines, Leo XIII mandated a renewed study of Thomas Aquinas’s work and a fidelity to the received Catholic Tradition.\textsuperscript{310}

The Ultramontane movement developed in part out of a belief that a strong central papacy was necessary in order to remedy the “hollowed…moral core of society” that the Enlightenment had caused.\textsuperscript{311} Proponents of Ultramontanism tended to believe that to be Catholic, one only needed to remain pace for pace with the pope, who seemed throughout this period to carry the intellectual burden of Catholicism squarely upon his own
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shoulders. Bokenkotter wrote that Ultramontanism, coupled with Neo-Scholasticism, “wanted the Catholic faithful protected from contamination by secularism and rationalism” by providing priests with a training which was “isolated from the pernicious influences of secular culture.” In order to isolate Catholic thought from progressive secular developments, the teachings of the Roman Pontiff were highly prioritized, censorship of dissidents was encouraged, and a conformity with the received Scholastic tradition was expected by all Catholic intellectuals.

Arguably, the tendency to identify Catholic thought almost exclusively with papal teaching ultimately served to weaken the vanguards of traditional Catholicism in the minds and hearts of the laity. Whereas the ultimate authority of traditional Catholicism was once perceived in Sacred Tradition and Sacred Scripture, as this authority began to be placed disproportionately in the person of the pope, it will be observed below that it would ultimately only take a few key innovations by a handful of particular popes to undermine the foundations of the traditional religion’s doctrinal system.

While the attempt of the popes to insulate the Catholic Church’s intellectual life from the infiltration of modern thought was not invincible, their efforts were effective due to the sense of Magisterial importance which these popes were able to promote. With this authority, the 19th and early 20th century popes fulfilled the Magisterium’s traditional duty of guarding the Church’s deposit of faith and not allowing it to be corrupted by the heresies of the various ages. Pius X defined the papal duty as “to guard with the greatest vigilance the deposit of the faith delivered to the saints, rejecting the
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profane novelties of words and oppositions of knowledge falsely so-called." This sense of the role of the papacy as a defender of tradition, rather than a mere leading intellectual in a white cassock, stands at the heart of why each pope from Pius VI to Pius X so vehemently opposed modern secular developments. These popes energetically fulfilled the traditional duty of the papal office as defenders of Catholic Tradition from the winds of the modern schools of thought which they perceived to be incompatible with it.

The consistent agreement between this consecutive series of popes of the late 18th, 19th and early 20th century concerning the incompatibility of modern secular thought with Catholic doctrine effectively defined modern Catholicism in opposition to modern intellectual movements. Even where certain Catholic theologians, especially Gallican and Jansenist theologians, might have disagreed with these developments, the hierarchical nature of the Church granted reigning pontiffs the ability to make binding rulings on the compatibility of given intellectual trends with the Church’s permissible body of beliefs. Objectionable as it might seem to many, it would take a serious manipulation of the historical record to argue that the Magisterium of the 19th and early 20th centuries was anything but opposed to modern secular thought. Additionally, the available data also suggests that Catholicism’s 19th century anti-modern stance was not a mere top-heavy burden. Rather, it can be demonstrated that the faithful seemed in most respects to have been on the same page as their leaders.

The ongoing importance that Catholic literature of this time period placed in including an imprimatur and nihil obstat from a Cardinal or a bishop on the book’s publication page indicate that, by and large, the Catholic faithful respected the
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Magisterium’s role as the arbitrators of truth and were resistant to read literature that was not magisterially approved. Further, despite the isolated incidents in which certain Catholic intellectuals dissented from Magisterial pronouncements throughout the 19th century, numerous indications point to a widespread acceptance of the Magisterium’s traditionalist arguments. For starters, the traditional Neo-Thomistic children’s catechisms such as the *Baltimore Catechism* of 1868 indicate that the heavily Scholastic 19th century Magisterial program was well received on the popular level, at least in the United States. Politically speaking, the long-term interest in Mexico in establishing a Catholic monarchy indicates a popular acceptance of the Church’s traditional political teachings in that nation.\(^{317}\)

On the more academic level, the vigorous defense that the Church’s traditional liturgy received from the French Dom Prosper Gueranger during the middle of the 19th century against the Gallican/Enlightenment inspired “liturgical heresy” indicate that the Magisterium’s directives were well received in at least some 19th century Catholic intellectual circles as well.\(^{318}\)

Despite the agency of the papal magisterium throughout the 19th century to defend the Catholic Church’s traditional dogmatic, moral, and political doctrines, secular academia continued to develop in a moral, political, and rationalistic direction that diverged from the Magisterium throughout the century. By the end of the 19th century, democratic forms of government had been established in several European and most Latin American nations, and even where such political transformations had not taken
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place, at least some forms of political activism had reached the level of the popular masses in many European nations.\textsuperscript{319} As attitudes towards authority structures were reshaped by modern democratic ideals, so were attitudes towards labor and wage-earning dramatically affected by the Industrial Revolution in many Western nations.\textsuperscript{320}

As a result of the industrialization of many Western economies during the 19th and early 20th centuries, most Western nations experienced significant increases in the urbanization of their populations.\textsuperscript{321} Coupled with rising rates of urbanization, literacy rates rose throughout Europe by the turn of the 20th century.\textsuperscript{322} Pastors had found attracting this new breed of laity to the Traditional Latin Mass much more difficult than maintaining parish life in rural villages where the way of life had undergone fewer changes. Whereas Catholic ritual life had become ingrained into the time-honored customs of rural Europe, it struggled to find its place in the lives of a working class that often worked up to fifteen hours a day.\textsuperscript{323}

While force of tradition continually led rural peasants to the pews for Sunday Mass, the diversity of opportunities for entertainment and vice in the city attracted many to spend their limited recreational time pursuing base pleasures rather than spiritual delights. Additionally, the attitudes of the urban proletariat were often more inclined to identify with quasi-religious Socialist organizations and their “Gospels” of the material
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salvation of the working class rather than with the Church’s Gospel of the spiritual
salvation of all mankind, manifested most clearly in its celebration of the liturgy.\textsuperscript{324}

The 20th century, then, bequeathed the Catholic Church with a body of faithful
that was increasingly more educated, more politically conscious, and accustomed to
contributing to their families by earning wages through their individual efforts rather than
collectively contributing to their families through communal efforts on the farm. One
might argue that the cultural changes which the Western Church experienced during this
period might be analogous to the cultural changes experienced by the Church of Rome in
the 4th century. As the 20th century began, therefore, one of the Church’s most pressing
issues would be closing the perceived gap between the modern urban layperson and the
Traditional Latin Mass. Just as the Latinization of the Roman Church in the 4th century
necessitated stark liturgical changes in that period, the Industrial Revolution demanded
no small degree of liturgical changes in the early 20th century. The Liturgical Movement
was the informal task force which rose up to meet this challenge. Ultimately, the solution
that this movement presented to the Church was the Novus Ordo Mass.

The Liturgical Movement was not merely a response to perceived cultural
changes taking place in modern Western civilization, however. Rather, it will be
demonstrated that it was significantly influenced by progressive intellectual
developments in the Catholic Church throughout the 20th century. Whereas the late 18th,
19th, and early 20th centuries saw every single pope define Catholic theology in
opposition to the secular principles of Enlightenment and post-Enlightenment intellectual
movements, the mid-20th century saw Catholic movements such as the Liturgical
Movement attempt to work around such traditionalist prohibitions.
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Pius X’s *Pascendi Dominici Gregis, Lamentabili Sane*, and his Oath Against Modernism can be described as the final major attempts on the part of the papacy to insulate Catholic studies from post-Enlightenment academia after over a century of similar efforts. Pius X’s early 20th century crusade against Modernism, then, was not the beginning of a new struggle against the secular academic establishment but was rather evidence that the intellectual war against progressive thought waged by the papacy was still raging after well over a century.

After Pius X’s reign, the world of Catholic intellectuals and post-Enlightenment progressive intellectuals began to merge as many Catholic scholars embraced the progressive form of Catholicism which had been condemned for over a century. These historical developments in the Catholic intelligentsia will be examined at length below. It was in this increasingly progressive intellectual environment that Catholic scholars began to publish the liturgical literature which would comprise the Liturgical Movement.

Alongside the Liturgical Movement, Biblical Movement, *Ad Fontes* Movement, Ecumenical Movement, and Catechetical Movement also gained traction in Catholic intellectual circles, each proposing reforms for modern Catholicism.325

Ultimately, what really took place was a single progressive movement with the ultimate trajectory of changing every facet of Catholic life. After the Second Vatican Council, the trajectory of this progressive movement became more apparent.

Understanding the 1969 changes to the Catholic Mass in the context of these developments...

comprehensive changes to the popular practice of Catholicism is the best way to make sense of the relative lack of resistance the changes to the Mass found. Since the Missal changes were but one of many changes in a wider movement which transformed the popular understanding of the religion, the Missal changes themselves would hardly seem to be out of place in what many perceived to be a reformed religion.

Before considering the literature of the Liturgical Movement and the progressive Catholic movements which took place alongside it, a full analysis of Modernism, the precursor to 20th century progressive Catholicism, should be examined.
CHAPTER FIVE:

MODERNISM AND THE EARLY LITURGICAL MOVEMENT

Any 20th century history of the Catholic Church must appreciate the influence that Pius X’s campaign against Modernism had on Catholic literature both during his pontificate and in the decades that followed. Nevertheless, a precise appreciation of the specific doctrines which Pius X considered to be Modernist tends to allude to many such histories. What, then, is Modernism?

\textit{Modernism}

The conflict between the Church’s hierarchy and Modernism is best understood as not originating with Pius X. Rather, Pius X’s anti-Modernist crusade must be considered a continuation of the century of papal condemnations of progressive schools of thought which preceded his pontificate. A review of but a few examples which were discussed above will suffice to demonstrate that Pius X’s anti-Modernist stance was quite predictable considering the anti-progressive programs of his seven immediate predecessors. For starters, Pius VI had condemned the progressive reform program of the Synod of Pistoia in the late 18th century.\textsuperscript{326} Leo XII put the Gregorian University under strict centralized control due to his concern that a progressive vision of Catholicism might infiltrate this educational institution.\textsuperscript{327} In the middle of the 19th century, Pius IX published the \textit{Syllables of Errors} to condemn the many progressive Catholic ideas which he deemed incompatible with the traditional doctrines of Catholicism.\textsuperscript{328} At the end of the 19th century, Leo XIII urged Catholic academic institutions to engage in a renewed study of Thomas Aquinas’s work in order to combat progressive trends within Catholic
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Considering the efforts of his seven predecessors to suppress the growing progressive Catholic movement, then, Pius X’s efforts against progressive Modernism should hardly be seen as surprising.

Despite John O’Malley’s claim that Pius X’s “accusatory” and severe response to Modernism “had few, if any precedents in documents emanating from the papacy,” Pius X himself did not consider his efforts to be an outlying reactionary effort in his response to progressive Catholicism. He wrote in the 28th section of *Pascendi* that “the doctrine of the Modernists offers nothing new - we find it condemned in the [1864] Syllabus [of Errors] of Pius IX…[which condemned the proposition that] Divine Revelation is imperfect, and therefore subject to continual and indefinite progress, corresponding with the progress of human reason.” Indeed, an examination of 19th century papal literature could even give the impression that Pius X was somewhat mild in his response to the errors of secular academia in comparison to his 19th century predecessors. Almost apologetically, he wrote that despite his inclination to avoid causing embarrassment to intellectual dissidents, due to the demands of his papal office, he had no choice but to “guard with the greatest vigilance the deposit of faith delivered to the saints.”

Despite his naturally meek inclination, he wrote that he could “no longer be silent…lest the kindness” that he had previously shown the Modernists lead to the denigration of “the Catholic name” whose security was his to defend. In other words, Pius X was concerned that without severity, Modernism would continue to flourish within the Church, fundamentally changing her dogmatic principles in such a manner that
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the Catholic “name” in its popular interpretation would no longer define the traditional Catholic religion. What, specifically, did Pius X find in Modernism that he believed was incompatible with the Catholic theological system?

Unfortunately, much of the literature on Pius X’s intellectual crusade against Modernism tends to avoid engaging directly with the content of his anti-Modernist writings. Instead, such texts tend to focus either on the supposed psychological defects which led Pius X to engage in such a misguided and reactionary struggle against modern academic advances or on the negative effects of the anti-Modernist program on Catholic scholarship in the first half of the 20th century. In *The Ecumenical Councils*, for example, Joseph Kelly described the Modernist struggle as that of a reactionary pope responding ignorantly to modern academic advances which he hardly understood and of which he was “afraid.”334 In *The American Catholic Revolution*, Mark Massa described the “Modernist Crisis” as a “harrowing series of intellectual witch hunts.”335 John O’Malley wrote in *What Happened at Vatican II* that Pius X’s response to Modernist skepticism was unduly harsh and damaging to the Church’s intellectual life.336 In *A Concise History of the Catholic Church*, Thomas Bokenkotter described Pius X’s anti-Modernist crusade as calling “for measures that smacked of the worst features of the medieval Inquisition.”337 This was quite the claim, considering that Pius X never called for the use of the rack to gain information nor for the public burnings of heretics. To his credit, Bokenkotter did devote a two-sentence paragraph to Pius X’s definition of Modernism rather than merely dismissing it without defining it at all.

The conservative George Weigel provided a relatively balanced examination of Pius X’s ideas in *Pascendi* in *The Irony of Modern Catholic History*. After this summary, he concluded alongside his progressive Catholic colleagues that Pius X was a pope “steeped in clericalism” whose ignorant prejudice of modern academia “put the life of the Catholic mind into something of a deep freeze.”

In many instances, the historiography of the Modernist crisis presupposes that Pius X’s writings were influenced by an incapacity to fully understand or appreciate secular academic advancements. It might be helpful, therefore, to approach Pius X’s Magisterium from an angle that assumes that he both understood the secular academic trends of his day and that he was not affected in his judgment of them by emotional prejudice. Considering the body of papal literature which preceded his pontificate, it is reasonable to analyze the texts of *Pascendi* and *Lamentabili* as typical papal responses to innovations in Catholic thought which were deemed to be incompatible with the traditional form of the religion which he had charge over. Whether one agrees or not with his conclusions, understanding the specific ideas which Pius X condemned under the umbrella term of Modernism is necessary in order to understand the different perspectives on Roman Catholicism which were in competition for dominance at the turn of the 20th century. What ideas, then, does *Pascendi Dominici Gregis* condemn?

In *Pascendi Dominici Gregis*, Pius X attempted to provide a comprehensive overview of typical Modernists by the manner in which they engaged in a number of academic disciplines. In general, Pius X wrote that Modernists operated in each discipline as functional agnostics, limiting their presuppositions to the field of observable
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phenomena which they believed had “no right and no power...of lifting oneself up to
God.”340 In other words, Pius X accused Modernists of operating outside of the dogma
defined at Vatican I that all Catholics must affirm that “the one true God, our Creator and
Lord [can] be known with certainty by the natural light of human reason by means of the
things that are made.”341 In other words, Vatican I dogmatically affirmed that the natural
world could serve as the inductive basis for a logical proof for the existence of God.

According to Pius, for a Catholic to conduct historical or scientific work, they
could not ascribe to the Modernist principle that intellectual work must be detached from
faith in the doctrines of Divine Revelation. Pius X believed that no individual could
honestly claim to believe in Divine Revelation while at the same time feel it was
necessary to ignore the truths contained therein in order to conduct a scientific or
historical investigation.342 Since traditional Catholicism held that Divine Revelation was
infallible and thus more trustworthy than ever-developing scientific studies, he rejected
categorically the idea that theology should be subjected to the scrutiny of the natural
sciences.343

Theologically, Modernists were defined as using vital immanence as their central
methodology since this interpretive method rendered religious realities materially
measurable. To Pius X, vital immanence was the idea that all religious doctrines derived
from an imperfect attempt to articulate an internal religious experience. Since Modernists
held that all intellectual investigations should take their foundation in observable natural
phenomena, vital immanence allowed theologians to ground all things pertaining to the
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invisible God in the individual’s visible religious experience.\textsuperscript{344} Pius X condemned this approach since it undermined the traditional Catholic dogma of the infallibility of scripture and Tradition as \textit{revealed} truths, not \textit{imperfect articulations} of truth.\textsuperscript{345}

To Modernists, the theology and rituals of the world’s various religions were merely natural attempts to express the incomprehensible internal religious experiences of its members, and especially the founders, of those religions.\textsuperscript{346} Pius X argued that understanding all religions, including Catholicism, as finite attempts to express an infinite religious experience would in fact place Catholicism “quite on a level with the rest” of the world’s religious systems, even if a given Modernist might still argue that Catholicism was still in some manner the \textit{privileged route} amongst the world’s religions, to borrow a term of the present conservative Auxiliary Bishop Robert Barron of Los Angeles.\textsuperscript{347}

Pius X condemned vital immanence because Vatican I dogmatically anathematized anyone who proposed that “man cannot be raised by God to a knowledge and perfection which surpasses nature.”\textsuperscript{348} In other words, traditional Catholicism defined scripture and Tradition not as mere finite attempts to define the infinite, but as infallible expressions of God’s Word. Since it was believed that God \textit{could} and \textit{had} in certain instances reveal infallible truths through human agents, the scriptures were not to be seen as imperfect attempts at expressing the ineffable but were rather the fruits of inspired authors being gifted with a knowledge and perfection which surpassed their human nature’s limitations.
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Since vital immanence implied that all that could be perceived about God took place on the level of the subjective experience of God and not in the objective Divine Revelation, Pius X suspected that Modernism would give rise to a pantheistic theological system which confused the objective reality of God with the mere religious sentiments of man.\textsuperscript{349} In such a man-centered religious system, Pius X warned that a desire to change or update the means of communicating the religious experience of Catholicism’s founder, Jesus, to a given age’s sensibilities would undermine the foundation upon which traditional Catholic dogmas stood.\textsuperscript{350}

Concerning this desire to update religious dogma, Pius X asserted that Modernists believed that “in a living religion everything is subject to change, and must change” in an evolution of doctrines to meet the unique needs of a given society.\textsuperscript{351} Regarding their preoccupation with the idea that everything “must change,” Pius X argued that evolution was “the chief of their doctrines.”\textsuperscript{352} This accusation may seem to be an exaggeration, but the progressive Jesuit Teilhard de Chardin would in the 1940s write works in which he posited the theory that everything in the universe was “evolving” closer and closer to a cosmic “Omega point,” in which all of reality would reach an ever greater perfection.\textsuperscript{353} Inspired by his evolution-centric vision of Catholicism, Chardin wrote that he wished to establish “a new religion (let's call it an improved Christianity if you like) whose personal God [would] no longer [be] the great Neolithic landowner of times gone by, but the Soul
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of the world…”  

Chardin’s progressive writings would be censured by Pius XII and later John XXIII’s Holy Offices, though they were rehabilitated after the Second Vatican Council and quoted favorably by multiple post-conciliar popes.

Although Modernists believed religion necessarily needed to evolve to survive, Pius X wrote that Modernists believed that religious authorities were categorically resistant to these necessary changes. Thus, they believed that the laity had a duty to act as the agents of change in opposition to the authority structure in each given religion. Pius X believed that this Modernist conception of authority was incompatible with the traditional Catholic sense that the Magisterium held an essential role in preserving the faith since this objectively infallible faith could not be changed without being diminished. Pius X quoted the Second Council of Nicaea’s condemnation of any who sought to change the traditions or customs passed down by the Church as evidence that this value of preserving the Church’s Tradition dated back to the Patristic period.

On the practical level, Pius X condemned the Modernist doctrine which asserted that the seven sacraments of the Church or the Church’s institutional structure were not willed by Christ himself while walking the earth. Pius X also accused Modernists of teaching that the sacraments only served the purpose of generating internal religious experiences, according to the principal of vital immanence, which was incompatible with the Catholic dogma defined at Trent that “if anyone say that these sacraments are instituted solely to foster the faith, let him be anathema.” Pius X also condemned the
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Modernist biblical belief that God only speaks in the scriptures by generating internal experiences in the believer’s soul and not in an objective sense in the literary content of Divine Revelation. Pius X also condemned the Modernist description of the scriptures as being “gradually formed by additions to a primitive brief narration - by interpolations of theological or allegorical interpretation.” Pius X believed this manner of understanding the scriptures as a composite text composed by many writers was wanting in historical evidence and suggestive that the texts themselves were devoid of a direct divine authorship through the traditionally ascribed inspired authors.

In Lamentabili Sane, Pius X listed numerous other propositions of Modernist biblical scholarship which he deemed incompatible with traditional Catholic scriptural exegesis. One condemned proposition was that “the narrations of John are not properly history, but a mystical contemplation of the Gospel [or that] the discourses contained in his Gospel are theological meditations, lacking historical truth concerning the mystery of salvation.” He also condemned the notion that “the Christ of history is far inferior to the Christ Who is the object of faith.”

The supposed contrast between the “historical Jesus” and the Jesus of the four Gospels is today a mainstream idea in Catholic biblical scholarship; Bokenkotter clearly argued this position in the first chapter of his A Concise History of the Catholic Church. Other Modernist Biblical hermeneutics such as the ideas that Christ did not literally rise from the dead, institute the Eucharist as depicted in Paul’s First Letter to the
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Corinthians, or establish the institutions of the Catholic Church, including the papacy, were each condemned in *Lamentabili.*

Pius X wrote that preference should be given for the scriptural exegesis of the Church Fathers over the methods of the Modernists. He praised the Church Fathers for not questioning the traditional authorship of the Biblical texts and for expressing the “utmost reverence” for the doctrines contained in scripture. He wrote that the Church fathers “thanked God more and more the deeper they have gone into them” as opposed to the Modernists, who approached the scriptures using a “philosophy borrowed from the negation of God.”

Pius X also condemned Modernist ecclesiology. He stated that Modernists believed that the Church was founded only to satisfy the need individual believers felt to communicate their faith to others in a community. If such an ecclesiology were adopted by the Catholic Church, Pius X argued that the Church would ultimately feel compelled to change its governing structure to suit the sensibilities of liberty and popular sovereignty of the modern man rather than the hierarchical constitution given to it by Christ. He condemned the Modernist argument that Scholastic philosophy should be rejected as an obsolete system which was incapable of communicating spiritual truths to modern men. Modernists tended to argue that Scholasticism was an outdated method of pursuing truth. They most likely found fault with the system’s fluid use of Divine Revelation alongside reason and scientific observations, with the former being the most highly valued source of truth.
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Pius X also condemned the Modernist belief that it would be philosophically foolish to suggest that the state and the citizen must subject themselves to the Church’s orders or doctrines in the modern world. Pius X feared that if the Church accepted the premise that the state should not be subjected to the Church, the state would ultimately gain control over the Church, including the administration of the Sacraments. While this fear may have seemed far-fetched throughout much of the 20th century in the West, the docile obedience bishops and priests showed to secular governments and health officials in forbidding the administration of the sacraments when ordered to do so for public health concerns during the global Covid-19 pandemic may have proven this fear to be well-founded.

In the closing sections of Pascendi Dominici Gregis, Pius X warned that the Modernists waged “unrelenting war” against the traditional Catholic faith by infiltrating her intellectual establishments, deriding her traditional Scholastic and theological systems with “ridicule and contempt” and working in concert with like-minded Modernists by heaping praise and applause upon anyone who shared their ideological dispositions. In his final section titled “Remedies,” Pius X encouraged a renewed study of Scholastic philosophy, heightened episcopal vigilance over which books could receive imprimatur and nihil obstats, and the establishment of “diocesan watch committees” to monitor Catholic intellectuals and recommend censors of Modernist authors and theologians to Rome. Pius X also highly discouraged Ordinaries from permitting congresses of priests or theologians from meeting in their dioceses since he identified these gatherings as
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instrumental in allowing Modernist intellectuals to organize plots to advance their ideology within the Church’s institutions.\textsuperscript{373}

Interestingly, Pius X predicted that as a result of his encyclical \textit{Pascendi Dominici Gregis}, Modernists would label him as “the enemy of science and the progress of humanity.”\textsuperscript{374} He responded to this anticipated accusation by writing that he hoped to advance the sciences and all realms of knowledge as much as possible, under the “guidance and teaching of Catholic truth” rather than under the guidance of agnostic rationalism.\textsuperscript{375}

Pius X’s campaign against Modernism was extended beyond his papacy by the means he put in place to guard against it. One of those means, of course, was the “Oath Against Modernism.” All priests and teachers in Catholic institutions were required to say this Oath, explicitly swearing to submit to the teachings of \textit{Pascendi} or \textit{Lamentabili}.\textsuperscript{376}

While the Oath Against Modernism, Diocesan Watch Committees, and the writings of Pius X may have helped suppress some of the Modernist doctrines found in \textit{Pascendi} and \textit{Lamentabili}, the wider development of progressive Catholicism, of which Modernism was but a chapter, continued to spread. Simply put, the impetus to integrate popular secular academic ideas with Catholic theology continually presented itself as an attractive option to Catholic intellectuals. Secular academia had grown to too great of a cultural force in the West to completely insulate it from Catholic intellectual life. Further, as progressive academic ideas were increasingly utilized by Protestant philosophers and
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theologians in the early 20th century, traditional Catholicism began to appear to many Catholic intellectuals to be arcane in comparison to these attractive progressive forms of Christianity.\footnote{Douthat, \emph{To Change the Church}, 7-8.}

Thus, progressive Catholicism developed within the Church’s institutions throughout the 20th century, gradually integrating secular intellectual findings into Catholic scholarship. As this movement developed against the explicit demands of the Magisterium, a sort of counter-Magisterium began to form in the Catholic intelligentsia. Progressive Catholics granted increasing intellectual authority to the academic experts in areas of historiography, biblical studies, catechetical pedagogy, and liturgy. Simultaneously, they would begin to pay less and less deference to the Magisterium of bishops in union with the pope. By the 1960s, the official Magisterium would seem to be on the defensive against this “new Magisterium” of progressive intellectuals. Both the rise of this alternative “Progressive” Magisterium and the conflicts it experienced with the formal Magisterium will be examined below.

The Liturgical Movement took place alongside the rise of this progressive form of Catholicism.

\emph{The Early Liturgical Movement}

The Liturgical Movement was a scholarly movement within the Catholic Church with the goal of enriching modern man’s experience of the Mass. Rita Ferrone argued in \emph{Liturgy: Sacrosanctum Concilium} that the Liturgical Movement formed in response to the inability of the Traditional Latin Mass to pastorally serve the needs of modern man. To her, the Liturgical Movement was a movement of scholars who helped the Church realize that the many historical accretions in the Roman Rite Mass as well as the lack of variety...
in its lectionary made the Latin liturgy in need of a general reform if it was to maintain pastoral effectiveness in the modern world.\textsuperscript{378} Alcuin Reed defined the Liturgical Movement as a movement with a mind to “awaken people’s consciousness, including, and primarily, that of the clergy, to the Church’s traditional spiritual [liturgical] treasury that was widely ignored.”\textsuperscript{379}

Reid and Ferrone were in agreement that in its early years, the Liturgical Movement was focused primarily on liturgical education rather than on liturgical reform.\textsuperscript{380} While much of the literature on the Liturgical Movement depicts the movement as beginning by merely attempting to help the faithful \textit{understand} the Traditional Latin Mass and only later becoming brazen enough to advocate for reform, stark suggestions for and actual incidents of liturgical innovation by leaders of the Liturgical Movement can be observed from the Movement’s very beginning. Rather than partitioning the Liturgical Movement into a more modest earlier period and a more brazen later period, it is advantageous to conceptualize the Movement as being slightly more cautious and cryptic in its earlier years and bolder in its suggestions for reform once the movement gained momentum.

In general, the literature of the Liturgical Movement betrays a proactive engagement with the progressive interpretation of the Catholic religion. The scholars of the Liturgical Movement generally acted upon the assumption that the 20th century modern person could not easily connect with the Catholic Church’s traditional Latin liturgy. Thus, their study of the liturgy was generally accompanied by suggestions for reforms of the Roman Missal which could make the Roman Rite Mass more
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approachable for modern man. Bearing this in mind, it is worth reconsidering the typical periodization scheme which considers the Liturgical Movement to have begun with the publication of Pius X’s liturgical motu proprio *Tra Le Sollecitudini* in 1903.

Should Pius X’s *Tra Le Sollecitudini* really be considered the beginning of the Liturgical Movement? A careful reading *Tra Le Sollecitudini* would demonstrate that Pius X’s liturgical motu proprio seemed to share little in the vision of the progressive Liturgical Movement. Pius X’s primary concern in his 1903 letter was not to revise the liturgy to make it more approachable for modern man. Rather, it was written to prevent modern abuses and innovations from corrupting the purity of the liturgy. This should come as no surprise when considering that *Tra Le Sollecitudini* was written by the same man who wrote *Pascendi Dominica Gregis*.

In *Tra Le Sollecitudini*, Pius X regarded the liturgy as an objective act of worship of which it was of paramount importance that all details were oriented towards offering the most majestic sacrifice to God as was possible. Of secondary importance, but still to be considered, was the liturgy’s role in edifying and sanctifying the individual soul. In this particular motu proprio, Pius X especially turned his attention towards chant and sacred music. Pius X identified Gregorian Chant and Palestrina’s Roman Polyphony as the most reliable forms of sacred music for the liturgical act. While Pius X did not forbid the use of modern compositions in the Mass, he cautioned against this since he believed that modern music had become increasingly profane. He categorically forbade, for instance, the use of any music that resembled the sort of music heard in the
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theater.\textsuperscript{385} Regarding liturgical hymns, Pius X in general discouraged the singing of hymns during the liturgy that were not the traditional chants accompanying the prayers of the Ordinary of the Mass. For the limited hymns which he did permit, he forbade the use of the vernacular.\textsuperscript{386} In order to emphasize the connection between the liturgical choir and the clerical state, Pius X forbade women from singing in choirs and encouraged all-male choirs to wear priestly cassocks.\textsuperscript{387} Further, Pius X strongly urged the use of only the pipe organ for musical accompaniments though he permitted the use of other non-profane instruments with the cautious permission of the local Ordinary.\textsuperscript{388}

In summary, Pius X’s \textit{Tra Le Sollecitudini} had the goal of curtailing contemporary developments in the liturgy which he considered to be detrimental to the integrity of the Roman Rite’s liturgical tradition. \textit{Tra Le} also encouraged a renewed appreciation for traditional forms of sacred music.\textsuperscript{389} Thus, it would seem a stretch to consider this document to be the beginning of the Liturgical Movement which in general argued that the Roman Rite’s traditional liturgy was incapable of serving as a functional liturgy for the modern faithful. Rather than classifying \textit{Tra Le Sollecitudini} as somehow serving as the inspiration for a progressive Liturgical Movement, it makes more sense to classify his text, if a part of any wider movement, as belonging to the same body of liturgical literature as that of Dom Prosper Gueranger or the Anglican Oxford Movement, both of which sought a return to traditional liturgical worship in the face of contemporary innovations. It might be more appropriate still to simply classify \textit{Tra Le Sollecitudini} within the category of papal liturgical literature, similar in its censures of perceived rash
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innovations in the liturgy to those found in Pius XI’s 1928 *Divini Cultus*, Pius XII’s 1947 *Meditiator Dei*, or the same pope’s 1955 *Musicae Sacrae*.

While not at all interested in the modernization of the Liturgy, *Tra Le Sollecitudini* did draw attention to the need for the faithful to take part in “active participation” of the liturgy, an idea which would be frequently referenced by Liturgical Movement scholars.390

While many histories of the Liturgical Movement take at face value the claim of liturgical scholars such as Dom Lambert Beauduin that their reform-oriented work was principally inspired in response to Pius’s call for the “active participation” of the faithful in the liturgy, these claims by 20th century liturgists exaggerated the importance that this phrase had in *Tra Le Sollecitudini* to serve their own purposes.391 Aware that their work was controversial and likely to incur censures from diocesan watch committees, it is probable that liturgical scholars found it expedient to frame their work as closely in line with Pius X’s writings as they could. The authenticity of the Liturgical Movement’s supposed devotion to Pius X might be questioned by the fact that such scholars rarely quoted him beyond the phrase “active participation,” and certainly did not speak of his promotion of traditional Gregorian Chant.

Considering that Pius X seemed to be addressing prevalent liturgical innovations in 1903, is it possible that the Liturgical Movement in fact predated his instruction on sacred music? To be sure, the mid-19th century Dom Prosper Gueranger is occasionally considered a founder of the Liturgical Movement due to his publication of liturgical texts
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which generated interest in the Church’s liturgical tradition.\footnote{Ferrone, \textit{Liturgy}, 5-6.} In \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy}, however, Alcuin Reid convincingly argued that Guéranger’s liturgical career is best characterized for its opposition to the progressive innovations of Gallican innovators whom he deemed guilty of a “antiliturgical heresy.”\footnote{Reid, \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy}, 56-58.}

While isolated scholarly efforts may have advocated for liturgical reform before 1903, it would not seem that a scholarly movement had yet organized to challenge Catholicism’s traditional liturgical principles. Rather than responding to scholarly ideas, Pius X’s \textit{Tra Le Sollecitudini} seems to have been written in response to informal liturgical innovations which were becoming common amongst progressive, or perhaps unscrupulous, pastors. In one instance, for example, Pius X reminded pastors that young boys were to be employed for soprano roles in choirs rather than women, indicating that a lapse in discipline had seen women begin to illicitly fulfill musical roles which tradition forbade.\footnote{Pius X, \textit{Tra Le Sollecitudini}, sec. V:13} Throughout the motu proprio, Pius X seemed more interested in restoring a musical tradition which had become deformed due to “a general tendency to deviate from the right rule” than in defending the Church’s musical tradition from intellectual attack.\footnote{Ibid, introduction.}

It would be more appropriate to mark the beginning of the Liturgical Movement with the publications of Dom Lambert Beauduin, a Belgian priest who began writing on liturgical topics in 1909. Beauduin was ordained a priest in 1897 and he served amongst the urban working class for eight years before joining the Benedictine Mont Cesar Abbey in 1905. It is likely that Beauduin’s formative years as a pastor amongst the industrial working class informed his views about the difficulties of attracting this growing
European demographic to the Traditional Latin Mass. As a monk, Beauduin applied himself to creating proposals to enrich the experience of the liturgy both in the monastic setting and throughout the Church at large.

Apart from his regular articles and lectures, Beauduin is most well-known for his book *Liturgy and the Life of the Church* which he published in 1914 under the French name *La Piété de l'Eglise*, or “The Piety of the Church.” For the most part, this one hundred or so page text contained nothing radical or remarkable. He opened his text by identifying the “super abundant source of all supernatural life” as the priestly hierarchy of the Catholic Church, by which Jesus, the High Priest, made his priestly ministry present in the contemporary world. He defined the liturgy as the means by which the Eucharistic sacrifice, the central action of the priestly hierarchy, was adorned with “pious readings, of praises, of supplications, of rites and chants” and a liturgical calendar in order to aid the faithful’s pious contemplation of the Eucharistic sacrifice.

Beauduin wrote that it was necessary that each of the faithful engage with all of their senses in the liturgy by singing, opening their ears to the prayers of the Mass, and opening their eyes to the priestly acts during the Mass. While this statement might seem to be a general call for a more engaged laity, it might also be interpreted as a cryptic critique of the entire ethos of the Traditional Latin Mass. In 1914, the choir alone sang the chants and the priest and the server alone prayed the prayers of the Mass. Both were prayed entirely in Latin, and many of the priestly prayers were prayed in a quiet tone that could not be heard by any laity even if they were fluent in Latin. Thus, writing that the laity needed to sing and “open their ears” to the prayers of the Mass may have been a
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subtle critique of the rubrics of the Mass which made a conscientious listening to the prayers very difficult. Additionally, since the priestly actions were conducted facing the eastern wall of the apse with the priest’s back between the nave and the altar, the laity could not simply “open their eyes” to observe the priestly actions of the liturgy unless the rubrics themselves were changed to make the priest’s actions more visible.

In defining the Liturgy as a gift meant to inspire piety in the individual religious believer, Beauduin demonstrated a “vital immanence” approach to the liturgy. Traditional Catholic texts such as St. Robert Bellarmine’s *On the Most Holy Sacrifice of the Mass* defined the Mass as “the Sacrifice of the Cross…represented with various gestures, actions…and at the same time the true and proper sacrifice of the body of the Lord is offered to God.”\(^{399}\) The Baltimore Catechism defined the purpose of the Mass as “*first, to adore God as our Creator and Lord,* second, to thank God for his many favors, third, to ask God to bestow His blessing on all men, fourth, to satisfy the justice of God for sins committed against Him [by offering the “the same sacrifice as the sacrifice of the cross” to God the Father in atonement of our sins.]”\(^{400}\) The Catechism of the Council of Trent defined the Mass in the following words:

> The Sacrifice of the Mass is and ought to be considered one and the same Sacrifice as that of the cross, for the Victim is one and the same, namely, Christ our Lord, who offered Himself, once only, a bloody Sacrifice on the altar of the cross. The bloody and unbloody victim are not two, but one victim only, whose Sacrifice is daily renewed in the Eucharist, in obedience to the command of our Lord: Do this for a commemoration of me.\(^{401}\)
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Just as vital immanence approached religion not as an objective body of truths but as the means of inspiring subjective religious experiences, Beauduin tended to approach the liturgy primarily as a means to inspire such internal experiences. Where such experiences were not being inspired, he implied that changes should be made to the Church’s liturgy.

Beauduin wrote that the Liturgy was not “a fossilized antique, a museum curiosity,” but rather that, “the Liturgy lives and unfolds itself today and, because it is universal, is of the twentieth century as well as of the first.” This language could be viewed as an implicit criticism of conservative antiquarianism in liturgical studies as expressed by Dom Prosper Gueranger and arguably Pius X’s *Tra Le Sollecitudini*. Later condemnations of Gueranger’s work grew so prevalent amongst Liturgical Movement scholars that in 1962, Charles Davis wrote in *Liturgy and Doctrine* that:

> [Gueranger’s] work has come in for some very heavy criticism in recent years. The criticism has erred by excess. Some of his ideas are plainly unacceptable, but it would be wrong to dismiss this first stage of the movement as merely aesthetic and antiquarian.”

Beauduin’s cautioning against viewing the liturgy as a “fossilized antique” may be interpreted as a simple reminder to see the traditional Mass as a living part of one’s life, not as a mere remnant of the medieval world. However, his use of the term “fossilized antique” could also be viewed as a critique of Catholicism’s liturgical traditionalism in general.

Beauduin bemoaned the apathy of so many of the laity towards the liturgy. He attributed this apathy to the fact that the core Christian principles underlying the Liturgy were foreign to most of the laity due to the accumulation of the ritualistic “accidents of
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history. In other words, the proliferation of rituals and symbols in the Mass over the millennia had obscured the meaning of the Mass’s various parts. He called for the Church to “change the routine and monotonous assistance at acts of worship into an active and intelligent participation.” Beauduin did not specifically explain whether the changes he called for were on the part of individual laypersons in response to an unchanged liturgy or were to be changes in the liturgy itself in response to the needs of modern man. Based on his insistence that the liturgy should “unfold” with the needs of modern man, it might be assumed that these proposed changes were of the latter kind.

Beauduin needed to be cautious in the manner in which he called for such changes. Thus, immediately after this statement, he again referenced Pius X’s *Tra Le Sollecitudini* in support of this proposal as an insurance that he would not be censured. His quote, of course, was nothing of Pius X’s motu proprio’s substance but was rather a vague statement made by Pius X that the liturgy was the “primary and indispensable source of the Christian spirit.” Throughout *Liturgy, the Life of the Church*, Beauduin referenced this same brief quotation from *Tra Le Sollecitudini* multiple times in support of his work and the work of the Liturgical Movement in general. He went so far as to imply Pius X was an unofficial participant in the Liturgical Movement.

If Pius X was in fact a member of the Liturgical Movement, one might have thought that Beauduin would have referenced at least one of the many liturgical recommendations or condemnations which Pius X made in *Tra Le Sollecitudini*. As it was, Beauduin cited only a few phrases from the motu proprio, indicating that these were
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the only statements which the monk found worth including in a book in which he cautiously advanced the case for liturgical reform.

It is noteworthy that already in 1914 Beauduin was conscious of the fact that his work was nestled within the context of a Liturgical Movement which he himself had helped form.\textsuperscript{409} In other words, from the beginning, he was conscious of an organized body of scholars who were of a like-mind with himself in liturgical matters. These scholars were in agreement that the rites ought to be adapted in order to better serve an evangelical purpose and sanctify the faithful through the use of symbols which were more meaningful to modern man.\textsuperscript{410} Yet which traditional Catholic symbols were no longer meaningful to modern man and which ones had to be maintained in order to preserve the integrity of Catholic worship? What aspects of the typical modern person did the liturgy need to accommodate for and which elements of the traditional liturgy did the modern person simply need to learn to appreciate?

For all of the importance placed on the “modern man” by the Liturgical Movement’s scholars, as well as the documents of the Second Vatican Council, progressive Catholicism did a poor job articulating what exactly was meant by the term “modern man.” Generally, the authors of articles and books of the Liturgical Movement seemed to assume that the reader would agree that modern man was a peculiar entity in the history of mankind and had specific needs that distinguished him from all the various types of men who came before him. Yet what, specifically, constituted the factors and lifestyle choices which made modern man unique? A few obvious developments in Western civilization in the 19th and 20th centuries were likely in the minds of most of
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these liturgists. Even so, it cannot be determined for certain what other elements of modern life a given liturgist thought was important when proposing liturgical reforms.

To most liturgists, “modern man” seemed to be thought of as synonymous with “industrial man” in the early part of the 20th century. Whereas clerics did not seem altogether concerned with the participation in liturgical life of those living in rural villages, Liturgical Movement literature seemed focused on addressing the spiritual needs of the urban working class. The proletariat was acknowledged by many Catholic voices throughout the 20th century to be a group of laity who were not typically assimilating themselves into the life of the urban Catholic parishes.411 The Cardinal Archbishop of Paris wrote bluntly in 1948 that “the Church is ‘absent’ from the city.”412 In response to this problem, numerous religious orders such as the Salesians, Marianists, and Paulist Fathers rose from the mid-19th to early 20th centuries with the goal of ministering to the unique needs created by the conditions of modern industrialized economies.

There were reasonable obstacles preventing industrial working-class laypersons from easily connecting with the Traditional Latin Mass. For starters, the lifestyle in the city was more fast-paced and filled with enticing entertainment. Sports grew in popularity throughout the Western nations during this time, neighborhood movie theaters were built as Hollywood developed, and various sinful pleasures were made much more readily available in cities than they were in rural villages. Competing with these draws for excitement and entertainment was difficult for the Traditional Latin Mass. The ancient Mass’s austere and lengthy periods of silent prayer were intimidating, if not boring, for

many industrial working-class people who were unfamiliar with silence in their everyday lives.

Another factor that may have contributed to the estrangement of the industrial working class from the Mass was the lack of emphasis in the Traditional Latin Mass on the role of the individual in the worship being offered. Rather than living in a collectivist agrarian village where a given family or village community cooperated to accomplish a communal harvest, industrial workers were independent wage-earners from a young age. This meant that most city-dwellers were accustomed to being able to numerically quantify their contributions to both the industrial process as well as the financial welfare of their families. Thus, whereas industrial wage-earners may have had a clear sense of their personal contributions in their workplace and families, in their spiritual life, the personal contribution of a given lay person was not easily discerned as the Traditional Latin Mass did not delineate roles to the ordinary layperson.

Another influential cultural shift by the early 20th century was the rise in literacy. By the year 1900, 80 percent of the citizens of England, Germany, France and the United States were literate, and these numbers only increased as the public and religious education systems in modern Western nations continued to develop into the 20th century.\footnote{Max Roser and Esteban Ortiz-Ospina, “Literacy,” Our World in Data, September 2018, accessed: https://ourworldindata.org/literacy?fbclid=IwAR1NXw82Shd1XP547VfJZu4Ea8-bCGekws6AQjxStpost0xkiieQfkzQ9.} Although modern people had become accustomed to a literary culture, the Latin Mass communicated the mysterious ritual of the Mass to the newly literate masses in a mostly non-verbal form. Since the traditional liturgy had developed during the dark ages of widespread illiteracy, it communicated the sacred mysteries through the use of incense, signs of the cross, genuflections, ornate music, art, and extravagant vestments in
contrast to exposing the laity to the texts of the prayers and readings of the Mass. Before the 1920s, even vernacular hand missals were virtually unknown throughout the Catholic Church.⁴¹⁴

Another shift in the modern person’s psyche was the appreciation for popular political agency. Democratic ideals had spread throughout all of Western society ever since the French revolution despite Magisterial attempts to insulate these ideas from the Catholic faithful. Even in nations that did not incorporate some form of voting into its constitution, recognition of the formation of political parties and political agency had spread throughout the working classes.⁴¹⁵ Despite expectations amongst ordinary people that it was fitting to have their voices heard in some manner by the power structures they lived under, the rituals of the Traditional Latin Mass were strictly hierarchical and afforded little opportunity for lay involvement outside the role of the altar server or the men’s choir.

Finally, the modern appreciation for the sciences contributed to the development of an attitude amongst modern people that claims of truth should not be trusted if they had not been empirically verified. The modern age, thanks to the rationalistic Enlightenment which preceded it, was an age of skepticism. Thus, while the Traditional Latin Mass was presented objectively as the greatest form of prayer, such claims of truth were left unverified by most of the laity who did not understand nor have access to a hand missal, and thus had no opportunity to evaluate the prayers of the Latin Mass for themselves. In an age of skepticism, if a claim could not be evaluated, doubt was certain.
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If modern man is defined as an industrial wage earner who was more literate, politically engaged, and skeptical, the Traditional Latin Mass presented some difficulties towards lay engagement. Its hierarchical nature, its lack of inclusion of the laity in its rituals and prayers, and the difficulty the laity found in trying to personally evaluate the content of the prayers of the Traditional Latin Mass may have contributed to the disillusionment of the urban proletariat with the Mass. As the share of the European population that lived in cities grew exponentially as the 20th century began, if the Traditional Latin Mass did indeed have structural characteristics which prevented the urban working class from engaging with it as a prayer form, this difficulty would only grow worse over time. Trends toward literacy, urbanization, democratization, and skepticism would only increase as the 20th century progressed. If the Traditional Latin Mass was constructed to tailor towards the spiritual needs of a mostly illiterate medieval congregation who were not altogether concerned with having their voices heard nor understanding the contribution their individual efforts made to the act of worship, it might well have stood in need of radical revision in the modern age.

It must be kept in mind, of course, that this pro-reform hypothesis is not the only manner of looking at the liturgy. Traditionalists generally counter argue that the secularization, noisiness, and lack of appreciation for beauty and meaning in the modern world make the Traditional Latin Mass all the more attractive to modern man. Unlike most other elements of modern life, traditional Catholic worship provided a sense of mystery, sacred silence, and aesthetic beauty which all people crave but few can find in their busy modern lives. Additionally, a traditionalist might reasonably argue that the dogmatic teaching that the literal sacrifice of Jesus’s flesh and blood is made substantially
present on an altar under the appearance of bread and wine is better communicated through the medium of a mysterious language than through the vernacular. By making the liturgy too comprehensible, traditionalists might argue, one runs the risk of banalizing a ritual which was meant, by definition, to be otherworldly. Thus, it should be recognized that the Liturgical Movement’s belief that the Traditional Latin Mass needed to be updated in order to be appreciated by modern men should not be taken as the only reasonable liturgical position.

Ultimately, the Liturgical Movement’s diagnosis of the spiritual needs of modern man were to be adopted by the Church’s highest authority in the 1960s. In the next chapter, it will be considered how this movement of progressive scholars came to dismantle traditional Catholic liturgical presuppositions in order to promote their vision of a general reform of the Mass.
CHAPTER SIX:

THE ASCENDANT LITURGICAL MOVEMENT

Dom Lambert Beauduin’s influence in setting the course for the liturgical scholars who followed him should not be underestimated. Throughout the first few decades of the movement, it can be observed that progressive liturgists tended to adhere to the proposals he laid out in *Liturgy, the Life of the Church* for “scientifically” exploring the essence of the liturgy and adapting it to modern needs. In order to foster the “active participation of the Christian people in the holy Sacrifice of the Mass by means of understanding and following the liturgical rites and texts,” Beauduin laid out the plan of action found below.416

A. Piety
   1. Restore a place of honour among Christians for the traditional liturgical seasons: Advent, Christmas Time, Lent, Easter Time, octaves of feasts, feasts of the Blessed Virgin, the Apostles, and the great missionary saints of our religion.
   2. The basing of our daily private devotions, meditations, reading, etc., on the daily instructions of the Liturgy…
   3. Reanimation and sublimation of the devotions dear to the people by nourishing them at the source of the Liturgy.

B. Study
   1. Promotion of the scientific knowledge in special reviews and publications.
   2. Popularization of the scientific knowledge in special reviews and publications.
   3. Promotion of the study and, above all, the practice of liturgical prayers in educational institutions.
   4. Aiming to give regular liturgical education to circles, associations, etc., and to employ all the customary methods of popularization to this end.

C. Arts
   1. Promoting the application of all of the instructions of Pius X in his *motu proprio* on Church music.
   2. Aiming to have artists that are called to exercise a sacred art, architecture, painting, sculpture, etc., receive an education that will give them an understanding of the spirit and rules of the Church’s liturgy.
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3. Making known to artists and writers the fruitful inspiration to art that the Church offers in her Liturgy.

D. Propaganda
1. Using all means to spread popular liturgical publications that show the import of the principal part of the Liturgy…
2. Reawakening the old liturgical traditions in the home, that link the domestic joys with the calendar of the Church…

Key themes here which can be found continually in the literature of the 20th century Liturgical Movement include the discouragement of private devotions during Mass and the encouragement of the use of modern “scientific” discoveries to guide the study of the liturgy. The use of the term “scientific” here can be taken as synonymous with academic; liturgical scholars would engage with the tools of a variety of modern academic disciplines to study the liturgy.

The most properly scientific strategy that would be utilized was the use of liturgical experiments by which new methods of celebrating the Roman Mass were undertaken in a controlled manner by clerics of the Liturgical Movement. Such liturgical experiments began as early as the 1920s with the experimental liturgies of Fr. Romano Guardini at the chapel at Burg Rothenfels. There, Guardini celebrated Mass on a freestanding table-styled altar facing the people who sat on black cubes fully encircling the altar in a small square chapel with plain white walls. It should be noted that the use of a controlled experiment in the service of enacting liturgical changes was an innovative development in Catholic liturgical history which reflected a preference for modern academic methodologies over the organic methods of liturgical development in Catholic Tradition.
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Alongside Beauduin’s 1914 cryptic suggestions for modernizing the Roman Missal and Guardini’s radical experiments with the Mass in the 1920s, the writings of the German Fr. Joseph Göttler or the English Fr. Adrian Fortescue during the 1910s and 1920s also contradicts the popular notion that the early Liturgical Movement was focused only on education rather than reform. As early as 1916, Göttler called for the removal of “accretions” and “unnecessary duplications” from the Mass as well as the use of the vernacular in the Foremass, or what is today known as the “Liturgy of the Word.”

“Duplications” referred to the gestures or prayers of the Mass that were repeated such as the twenty-five signs of the Cross during the Roman Canon or the repetition of certain prayers such as the Confiteor at the beginning of Mass and before Communion. Göttler’s proposal for pruning useless accretions and unnecessary duplications from the missal were ultimately included in the text of Sacrosanctum Concilium which called for those exact reforms.

In his 1917 Ceremonies of the Roman Rite Described, Fr. Adrian Fortescue criticized the Roman Missal’s “constant kissing” of the priest’s hand whenever an object was passed to him by a lesser cleric or altar server. He argued that this gesture had once adequately expressed reverence but had lost its sense of meaning in the modern world. Why modern man could not understand the gesture of kissing as a sign of reverence for a sacred vessel was not explained. In general, Fortescue hoped to see a reform of the Roman Missal which would emphasize the “austere simplicity” which he claimed was a historically essential feature of the Roman Rite in comparison to the Eastern liturgies.
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As when analyzing the writings of Lambert Beauduin, such a justification for reform must be understood as being carefully worded in the context of the period immediately following Pius X’s papacy. Fortescue’s carefully phrased suggestion for a return to a supposedly traditional Roman value of “austere simplicity” should be understood in terms of the substance of what was proposed rather than the rhetorical way in which it was expressed. What Fortescue was advocating for, in general, was a Roman Missal which had less elaborate ceremonies and gestures. This suggestion could be said to reflect modern communication or aesthetical preferences. Of course, this suggestion may also have been made to merely accommodate modern man’s poor attention span. All the same, for tactical reasons, Fortescue framed his proposal in reference to the Roman Rite’s tradition.

By the 1920s, the first mass-produced Latin-vernacular hand missals were printed in the monastery of Farnborough, England.424 This monastery had developed a strong relationship with Dom Lambert Beauduin and was inspired by his vision for the Liturgical Movement.425 These missals placed the inaudible Latin prayers of the Mass into the intelligible comprehension of the laity. While it might today be taken for granted that lay persons attending Mass should know what the readings and prayers of the Mass contain, for over a millennium the laity attending Catholic Masses would not have understood the content of many of the prayers or known the content of the readings of a given Mass except for those readings which were explained during the Homily. Thus, for most of the history of the Catholic religion, it can be inferred that the intellectual
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engagement of the laity in the prayers and readings of the Mass was not considered a necessary element of worship.

Incapable of conceiving of a theology of worship that did not include frontal-lobe engagement, some liturgical writers such as Milton Lomask and Ray Neville postulated that the traditional adornment of churches with stained glass windows, statues, and paintings depicting biblical stories was an attempt to provide the laity with something they could consciously reflect on.\textsuperscript{426} According to this view, stained glass windows and sacred art could be viewed as a sort of recompense from the Church that it was not providing an intelligible liturgy.

While stained glass windows and sacred art undoubtedly did serve the purpose of aiding meditation, caution should be taken in identifying Catholicism’s artistic tradition as a mere recompense for the spiritual starvation of a congregation which was being provided with a defective liturgy. Catholicism’s Traditional Latin Mass \textit{must} have adequately provided for the spiritual needs of much of Western civilization or else the religion could have hardly survived for over a millennium after Latin was no longer a vernacular language. Rather than expecting to engage with the content of the prayers of the priest during the Mass, the laity grew accustomed to engaging with liturgical worship in a silent, meditative, and mysterious manner.

To suggest that medieval man could not spiritually benefit from the Church’s Latin liturgy due to its unintelligibility would leave serious questions not only concerning how the religion survived but also why medieval and early modern lay persons regularly attended the lauds and vespers services of their local Cathedral as well as Sunday Mass. While Sunday Mass attendance was incentivized by the fear of eternal damnation if one
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did not attend, attending public recitations of the entirely Latin Divine Office was not obligatory. Thus, its popularity throughout the Middle Ages reflects a spiritual vitality which the Latin liturgy fostered. The 16th century Zaragozanos were so attached to the Latin liturgy that once, when the canons of their Cathedral attempted to implement a reform of the Divine Office in a holy week liturgical hour, the laity in attendance mistook the reform for a protestant prayer service, instigating a riotous uproar in the Cathedral.\footnote{Reid, \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy}, 37.}

Not only were lay persons faithfully attending these non-mandatory prayer services, but they were also so familiar with the Latin prayers that they noticed and revolted against an attempted reform.

With the advent of vernacular hand missals, the traditional form of silent, mysterious, and meditative engagement with the Church’s liturgy was gradually replaced by an intelligible engagement by a literate laity with the linguistic content of the Mass’s readings and prayers. Thus, while the propagation of hand missals amongst the laity was not an explicit break with the Church’s liturgical tradition, these hand missals did imply a break with the laity’s traditional manner of engaging with the Mass. As intelligent participation in the readings and prayers of the Mass became normative, the logical arguments against an entirely vernacular Mass began to be perceived as veneers for mere attachment to nostalgia which impeded the “full and active participation” of the faithful in the Church’s liturgy.

Dom Virgil Michel, a disciple of Beauduin, began making the case for vernacularism as early as the mid-1920s, shortly after the propagation of the firsthand missals. Michel could be said to have been responsible for bringing the Liturgical Movement to the Church in the United States as he was the founder of the Liturgical Movement.
Press and the journal *Orate Fratres* at St. John’s Abbey in Collegeville, Minnesota.  

Underpinning Michel’s vernacularism was his belief that the only acceptable participation in the Mass was a conscientious intellectual engagement with its readings and prayers. He condemned the custom by which the laity engaged in the Mass by praying private devotions such as the rosary or books which were written to be prayed during the Sacrifice. He asked, “Should not every devoted Catholic try to the utmost of his power to participate actively in the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, to follow the priest in mind and heart…?”

In general, Liturgical Movement scholars took for granted that their readers would agree that the praying of private devotions during the Mass was problematic. Instead, it was presumed that it was agreed that the laity should be praying the prayers of the Mass internally alongside the priest and meditating on the scripture passages proclaimed at the Mass. Once again, this widespread assumption of the scholars of the Liturgical Movement was not a traditional element of the Catholic religion. For over a millennium, the laity were not expected to pray alongside the priest in the official prayers of the Mass. Altar servers were expected to represent the laity in the prayers of the Mass, and the priest prayed many prayers softly in an inaudible tone.

Interestingly, vernacular hand missals were even condemned by Pope Alexander VII in the 17th century since the mysteriousness of the Latin language was perceived to be a necessary safeguard against impiety towards the sacred mysteries. That such hand missals could be condemned in the 17th century and later celebrated in the 20th indicates
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that a shift in attitude regarding the nature of lay participation in the Mass had taken place by this time. Previously, there existed an understood distinction between the manner in which a priest prayed the Mass and the manner in which a layperson prayed alongside him. The Missal was perceived to contain the prayers of the priest, whereas the laity were welcome to pray various devotions during the liturgy, including the Rosary, if it helped them meditate on the mysteries being celebrated.\textsuperscript{431}

Michel’s condemnation of the praying of the Rosary during the Mass should be considered bold even in the context of the Liturgical Movement since most liturgical scholars were not willing to condemn the praying of the Rosary by name. Specifically criticizing this devotion, so deeply revered in traditional Catholic piety, would have alienated conservative Catholics and made one more likely to be labeled a Modernist. All the same, when liturgists criticized the praying of private devotions during the Mass, it can be assumed that these criticisms were generally levied against the praying of the Rosary, since this was the most dominant devotion that was prayed during the Mass by laypersons.\textsuperscript{432}

In 1927 Pope Pius XI published \textit{Divini Cultus}, an apostolic constitution which restated and complemented the arguments made twenty-four years prior in \textit{Tra Le Sollecitudini} in favor of the Church’s traditional sacred chant. Throughout the document, Pius XI’s articulation of the benefit of preserving the time-honored Catholic liturgical traditions in the face of rash innovations might be interpreted as a subtle response to the developments in the Liturgical Movement by clerics and scholars such as Beauduin,
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Guardini, and Michel. The opening sentence of *Divini Cultus* made use of language consistent with the papacy’s traditional role of preserving Catholic Tradition from incompatible innovations. He wrote that “the Church has received from Christ her Founder the office of *safeguarding* the sanctity of divine worship…” (emphasis mine).

From there, Pius XI presented arguments in favor of the Church’s traditional liturgical chants as opposed to modern forms of music, stating that the beauty of the Church’s traditional chants resulted in the conversion of many barbarians, Arians, and heretics, including St. Augustine.

After referencing the conversion of many Arians, barbarians and heretics as a result of the Church’s tradition of sacred chant, Pius XI stated that since the Church’s traditional liturgy was so spiritually *effective*, the popes had justifiably applied themselves to “preserving it from adulteration.” This might be seen as an attempt by Pius XI to briefly digress from his main theme of discussing sacred chant in order to defend the traditional liturgy in general from progressive innovations. Just as sacred chant had been found to be effective in inspiring conversion, so the rest of the facets of the traditional liturgy could be found to be similarly effective. This emphasis on the pastoral effectiveness of the traditional liturgy reflected a totally different liturgical program on the part of the papacy than that of the growing Liturgical Movement. While the papacy had from the early 1900s to the late 1920s considered the renewal and perfecting of the Church’s traditional sacred chant to be the most trustworthy means of inspiring the
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“active participation” of the faithful, the Liturgical Movement continued to push forward in making proposals for a “new order” of the Mass.

Over the course of the 1920s, an Italian Benedictine abbot named Dom Ildefonso Schuster published a ten-volume liturgical commentary titled *The Sacramentary* which offered pious meditations with meticulous details on the spirituality of the Roman Mass.\(^436\) Himself not an outspoken advocate for reform, Schuster might be seen as an embodiment of what the Liturgical Movement could have been had the majority of its participants *actually* been inspired by the liturgical writings of Pius X.\(^437\) His work was focused on entering deeply into the meaning of the various rituals and prayers of the Mass rather than in suggesting ways that the Mass might be altered to become more spiritually effective.\(^438\) Thus, his work might be contrasted with the writings of many contemporary scholars of the Liturgical Movement.

Despite Schuster’s traditional disposition, his work attracted two young men who *would* become important in the ultimate promulgation of the Novus Ordo missal. For starters, Annibale Bugnini, who was a seminarian in the 1920s and co-editor of the liturgical publication *Ephemerides Liturgicae* in 1928-1929, voraciously read each of Schuster’s volumes, igniting his love of the liturgy.\(^439\) Additionally, Fr. Giovanni Montini, the future Pope Paul VI, was also deeply moved by Schuster’s work, attending a number of lectures and retreats led by Schuster.\(^440\) When Bugnini and Montini later met one another during the Second Vatican Council, and as they later worked together in the
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creation of the Novus Ordo, their common interest in Schuster’s work was a major point of bonding between the two like-minded men.\footnote{Ibid.} Thus, while he may not have been a visionary of reform, Schuster did inspire Montini and Bugnini to develop a deep love for the liturgy, inspiring their own initiatives to radically reshape the Roman Mass.

By the mid-1930s, the liturgist Dom Virgil Michel felt comfortable making explicit proposals for a general reform of the Roman Mass. He believed that the Liturgical Movement, referred to as a “wide liturgical revival,” was necessarily leading to such a widespread reform of the Mass.\footnote{Reid, \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy}, 98.} He wrote in an unpublished manuscript which was published posthumously in 1957 that “one of the effects of a wide liturgical revival in the Church will undoubtedly be that of considerable changes in her Liturgy made in terms of the new conditions and needs of our day.”\footnote{Paul B. Marx, \textit{Virgil Michel and the Liturgical Movement} (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1957), 56, quoted in \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy} by Alcuin Reid, 98.} It is noteworthy that these words, though written by Michel in the 1930s, were not deemed prudent to be published until after the Pian 1955 reform of Holy Week when the prospect of a general reform of the liturgy was far more likely than during the papacy of Pius XII.

What reforms did Michel feel were necessary? He advocated for the use of the vernacular in “all instructional and exhortatory parts” of the Mass, or “as far as [the Church] deems fit,” as well as the restoration of the ancient practice by which lay persons brought bread and wine in an offertory procession towards the altar during the Offertory.\footnote{Virgil Michel, “Liturgy in the Vernacular,” \textit{Orate Fratres}, 12.172-74, quoted in \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy} by Alcuin Reid, 99.; Reid, \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy}, 99.} He also advocated for the involvement of women in liturgical ministries, for
Mass during the evening, for the priest to celebrate the Mass facing the people, and for the architectural modernization of church buildings.⁴⁴⁵

One might be amazed that every single one of Michel’s historically startling proposals were either included in the 1969 Novus Ordo Missal or at least became popular alongside the reform. However, if one considers how well-organized the scholars of the Liturgical Movement were, it becomes apparent that the final product of the Novus Ordo was the result of decades of deliberations amongst the liturgical elite. Periodicals such as Orate Fratres in the United States, Ephemerides Liturgicae in Italy, and The Tablet in England transmitted the essays of the principal leaders of the Liturgical Movement to a wide readership of clerics and scholars. This fulfilled Beauduin’s proposal for a wide dissemination of liturgical “propaganda.”⁴⁴⁶ Additionally, the unanimity of the many scholars of the Liturgical Movement was aided by the strong leadership provided by Lambert Beauduin in its early years. Beauduin’s publications, hands-on leadership of the Liturgical Movement in Belgium, mentorship of Virgil Michel, and presentations in the popular “Liturgical Weeks” held at Mont César Abbey allowed the early Liturgical Movement to unify around his vision and plan of action.⁴⁴⁷

The “Liturgical Weeks” which Beauduin’s abbey as well as other monasteries hosted warrant a closer examination. At these meetings, scholars assembled to discuss the liturgy, proposals for reform, and practical steps to see their proposals accepted by the highest levels of Church authority.⁴⁴⁸ The practice of holding these Liturgical Weeks calls to mind Pius X’s warning in Pascendi that Modernists became organized intellectually
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and politically by hosting regular conferences, spurring him to urge bishops to allow conferences within their dioceses only sparingly. One might wonder if Pius X’s warning against conferences might have inspired the early Liturgical Movement scholars to refrain from using the word “conference” to describe their week-long gatherings. Later, as the Liturgical Movement acquired cautious Vatican approval, it will be observed that its scholars began to freely use the word “conference” to describe their meetings.

As the 1930s and 1940s progressed, the Liturgical Movement faced some push-back from traditional forces in the Catholic Church. In 1939, Dom Theodore Wesseling argued that the Liturgical Movement’s presupposition that the ancient liturgy was ineffective at providing for the spiritual needs of modern man was misguided since this presupposition led to proposals that would “bring down the exigencies of the Liturgical ideal to the coarseness and platitudes of a degenerate civilization.” Wesseling considered radical suggestions to adapt the liturgy to modern sensibilities to be a “practical heresy” since it subjected the objective liturgical tradition to the “mentality of a passing generation.”

At least one instance of resistance against the progressive Liturgical Movement emanated from the laity. In 1943, a group of English Catholic laymen published a signed letter titled “Manifesto of the Catholic Laity” which expressed their grave concerns with the direction that the Liturgical Movement was taking. This Manifesto stated:

We, the undersigned Catholic Layfolk, desire…to make known our true feelings with regard to the present controversy concerning the language used by the Church in her public worship. We utterly repudiate the subversive efforts that are
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being made to discredit the use of the Latin Liturgy, a precious heritage brought to
the English people by Saint Augustine of Canterbury from our glorious Apostle,
Saint Gregory the Great, and which we are proud to have preserved intact these
fourteen hundred years, even throughout the hardships and dangers of the penal
times [the persecution of Catholics in England during the 16th-17th centuries].
We therefore protest that we are opposed to all attempts to tamper with this
venerable Liturgy, or to substitute for it a copy of any non-Catholic rite, however
beautiful and impressive. We strongly resent the implication that we and our
children are not sufficiently intelligent to understand the simple Latin of the Mass,
and we declare our readiness to do all we can to equip ourselves with the
necessary knowledge so as to be able to take a more active and intelligent part in
our parochial Mass.\footnote{453}

This document indicates that by 1943, the Liturgical Movement’s proposals for
“tampering with [the] venerable Liturgy” had reached the attention of many Catholic
laity, instigating this grass-roots traditionalist campaign even during the height of the
Second World War.

Such laity as the signatories of the “Manifesto of the Catholic Laity” were not
alone in their expressed intention to “do all [they could] to equip [themselves] with the
necessary knowledge so as to be able to take a more active and intelligent part in our
parochial Mass.” To help them in this effort, books such as Fr. Paul Bussard’s\textit{ The
Meaning of the Mass} offered comprehensive commentaries on each individual part of the
traditional Mass for the laity to better understand the liturgy.\footnote{454} Such texts were, in a
sense, a condensed version of Schuster’s \textit{Sacramentary}. Published in 1942 in the United
States, \textit{The Meaning of the Mass} contained no hints of the Liturgical Movement’s
underlying belief that the traditional liturgy was ineffective at reaching modern Catholics.

\footnote{453}{\textit{Manifesto of the Catholic Laity Concerning the Catholic Liturgy}, Pentecost 1943, printed document from the Archive of the Archbishop of Westminster, quoted in full in \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy} by Alcuin Reid, 103, footnote 110.}
\footnote{454}{Paul Bussard, \textit{The Meaning of the Mass}, ed. Felix Kirsch (Washington DC: The Catholic University of America, 1941), vi.}
Rather, it simply sought to illuminate the meaning and history of the various parts of the received liturgical tradition to the laity.

Despite the efforts of such prototypical traditionalist Catholics to curtail the momentum of the Liturgical Movement, the progressive thesis of the ineffectiveness of the traditional liturgy and the need for a modernized Mass continued to gain traction throughout the late 1930s and 40s. In the same spirit as Fr. Romano Guardini’s experiments, the Augustinian Canon Pius Parsch practiced illicit liturgical experiments in an Austrian chapel which his modern day followers refer to as the “cradle of the popular liturgical movement.”455 In this chapel, Parsch introduced the vernacular into various prayers and readings and engaged in dialogue prayers with the entire congregation rather than just with the server.456 He included women in his choir, disregarding Pius X’s condemnation of this practice in *Tra Le Sollecitudini*.457 He appointed lay lectors to read the epistle and instituted an offertory procession.458 He also illicitly administered the precious blood to lay communicants and instructed the laity to receive communion while standing rather than kneeling.459 Any one of these innovations could have cost Parsch severe canonical penalties had his Ordinary chosen to enforce them.

In the 1940s, the Jesuit Fr. Cyril Charlie Martindale argued in favor of both the vernacular during the Foremass as well as a simplification of the Calendar.460 In 1943, *The Tablet*, a progressive Catholic periodical, announced a liturgical conference which discussed the introduction of the vernacular into “even the most controversial” parts of
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the Mass, implying a vernacular Roman Canon. Around the same time period, Fr. Hans Ansgar Reinhold criticized the Traditional Latin Mass’s use of isolated psalm verses for the gradual and alleluia antiphon without including a fuller context of the psalm, a position that would eventually lead to the expansion of the gradual into the responsorial psalm of the Novus Ordo.

Fr. Reinhold restated other typical Liturgical Movement ideas. He argued that the 20th century Church had a right to shape the Liturgy according to its spiritual needs just as much as any previous century. In 1948, Fr. Gerald Ellard SJ’s *The Mass of the Future* called for an increased use of the vernacular, a simplification of the Roman calendar, freestanding *versus populum* altars, communal singing, and offertory processions.

During the 1940s, some of the Liturgical scholars who ultimately took up leadership positions in the Consilium were beginning their careers in the Liturgical Movement. Annibale Bugnini, for example, rose to prominence in the Liturgical Movement during the Second World War. His liturgical career began when he was assigned as a pastor to an underprivileged Italian neighborhood. As pastor, Bugnini began to conduct liturgical experiments in which the congregation responded to the priest’s words with paraphrased prayers in the vernacular while the server responded with the formal prayers in Latin. Bugnini’s perceived success of these experiments led him to construct a sort of “parallel liturgy” which he published in a booklet titled *Our Mass.*

This booklet gave guidelines for a lay commentator to lead a liturgy of vernacular prayers
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with the congregation while the priest offered the Mass on the altar in a sense off to himself.\footnote{Ibid, 25.}

Later, as editor-in-chief of the Italian liturgical journal \textit{Ephemerides Liturgicae}, Bugnini argued in his editorials that it was time to renew Pius X’s efforts to bring about a general reform to the liturgy. He went so far as to send out questionnaires to liturgical scholars to submit their envisioned plans for a reformed Roman missal.\footnote{Reid, \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy}, 147.} In reality, Pius X \textit{had} begun to revise the Liturgical Calendar in order to emphasize the Temporal solemnities of Advent, Christmas, Lent, and Easter over the Sanctoral cycle of the feasts of the saints. He deemed that this was necessary since the large number of canonized saints by the 20th century presented a burdensome number of mandatory feasts that often took precedence over the Masses of a given Sunday.\footnote{Chiron, \textit{Annibale Bugnini}, 23.} All the same, to claim that Pius X’s attempted Calendar reform, which was paused at his death and not taken up by his predecessors, was a forestalled attempt at a reform of the Mass in general was yet another instance of the clever disguising of the Liturgical Movement’s progressive work as a continuation of the work of the anti-Modernist pope.

Fr. Josef Jungmann, SJ was another member of the later Consilium who became a liturgical giant in 1948 with the publication of \textit{The Mass of the Roman Rite}, a two volume work which extensively examined the gradual development of the Roman Rite from the first century onwards.\footnote{Reid, \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy}, 164-165.} Jungmann quickly became revered as the leader of liturgical historical studies by scholars who saw his work as both informative and useful in their reformist campaign.\footnote{Reid, \textit{The Organic Development of the Liturgy}, 165.} Even the traditionalist Michael Davies acknowledged \textit{The Mass of}
the Roman Rite to be an “epic work” of liturgical history. Notwithstanding Davies’ praise, Jungmann did not shy throughout his two-volume text from evaluating developments in the Roman Mass against the standard of his own progressive liturgical values.

To Jungmann, the liturgical value of ministerial functionality was essential. Ministerial functionality was a liturgical hermeneutic which isolated individual liturgical gestures and prayers, determined what each gesture or prayers’ essential purpose was in the overall liturgical action, and evaluated how effectively the liturgical gesture or prayer accomplished its essential purpose. Evaluating the traditional liturgy and proposing reform measures based on the principle of ministerial functionality placed considerable importance on the liturgical scholar’s personal conclusions about what the function of each liturgical action was. It also sought to reshape the liturgy based on pragmatic rather than aesthetic terms, which could be argued to be foreign to the high priority the Traditional Latin Mass placed on aesthetic ceremony.

Alcuin Reid charged Jungmann with antiquarianism for his consistent deprecation of “liturgical establishments after the Peace of Constantine, most particularly those of the medieval and baroque periods.” However, Jungmann’s antiquarianism was not rooted solely in a theory of a supposedly pure early liturgy corrupted by all later historical accretions. Rather, Jungmann’s criticisms of the Latin Rite’s liturgical traditions were rooted in a rejection of the Traditional Latin Mass’s mysterious and aesthetic orientation in favor of an orientation towards ministerial functionality. While he was not in favor of
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an “archaeological,” or purely antiquarian reform of the Roman Rite, he believed that considering earlier forms of liturgical prayers and gestures could “invite [the Church to] once more enter more deeply into their meaning.” In other words, Jungmann believed that the earliest form of the liturgy’s various customs and prayers pointed towards what function these elements of the liturgy were originally intended to have. Jungmann believed that his historical text could aid the Church in appreciating such functions in order to make informed decisions about how to reform the liturgy.

Understanding Jungmann’s perspective about how the history of the liturgy could help the present-day Church better understand the ministerial function of the various aspects of the Mass is helpful in understanding how he structured his *Mass of the Roman Rite*. His first volume began with a general history of the Roman Rite from the apostolic period to the present age. After this historical overview, Jungmann devoted the remainder of his first volume to an examination of the historical development of each individual portion of what was then called the “Mass of the Catechumens,” comprised of each liturgical action from the entrance procession to the bidding prayers which historically followed the Homily and Creed. His second volume examined the historical development of each element of the “Mass of the Faithful,” comprising each liturgical action from the Offertory to the Recession of the clergy after the Mass.

Each of the chapters (after the historical overview) of *Mass of the Roman Rite* began with an examination of how each liturgical gesture was enacted in the earliest period of the Church. These examinations were coupled with suggestions as to what the
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function of these liturgical gestures was originally meant to be. In the chapter examining the history of the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar, for example, Jungmann argued that this historical gesture originated in a simple “silent reverence of the celebrant as he bows in front of the altar.” Thus, he began this section by establishing that the function of this liturgical gesture was to simply allow the priest to express reverence towards the altar before beginning the Mass. The next twenty pages or so detailed the gradual development of the ritual gestures and prayers of this introductory rite, leaving it to the reader to decide whether or not the gradual historical accretions to the originally simple rite adequately expressed the liturgical gesture’s supposed original function.

Using this same strategy of comparing later liturgical developments with their original purpose, Jungmann seemed to have reservations towards the proclamation of the Last Gospel after the final blessing, an action he referred to as “certainly remarkable.” He argued that the prologue of St. John’s Gospel was introduced into the Mass’s closing blessing only due to a medieval perception that hearing this gospel passage bestowed a sort of “superstition” and “magical” benediction upon those present, though he did not rule out the possibility of an authentically Christian interpretation of the liturgical act. Thus, despite the important role that the Last Gospel played in the Latin Mass for centuries, Jungmann’s negative treatment of the subject sheds some light on the animosity Liturgical scholars expressed towards this ritual and their seemingly inexplicable calls for its abolition as the 1950s and 1960s progressed.

Jungmann’s treatment of the Offertory, wherein the bread and wine were ceremoniously placed upon the altar and the priest prayed preemptively that the sacrifice
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be accepted by God, is also worthy of consideration. Jungmann began this chapter by writing that “this readying of bread and wine need not, of course, be a ritual action.” In defense of this claim, he wrote that Justin Martyr’s description of the Mass in his *First Apology* described the Offertory quite simply as a rite in which “bread is brought in, and wine and water. No particular formalities are observed, no symbolism introduced into the movement.” To Jungmann, then, the Offertory served no ministerial function other than to prepare the altar with the material elements of the Eucharistic sacrifice. To cite the 65th chapter of Justin Martyr’s *First Apology* as a proof text for this theory is arguably problematic since Justin Martyr did not intend his text to be a comprehensive liturgical manual, but rather a brief overview of the Christian religion addressed to a pagan Emperor in order to alleviate misunderstandings and deter persecution.

Over the course of the next hundred or so pages of the second volume of *The Mass of the Roman Rite*, Jungmann examined the numerous historical accretions which came to clutter the once simple liturgical gesture of placing bread, wine, and water upon the altar before the sacrifice. While he did not explicitly condemn these historical accretions, readers would have found it difficult to appreciate the development of the Latin Mass’s Offertory as a venerable tradition after Jungmann examined these developments as mere historical accidents cluttering the simplicity of an ancient liturgical gesture. Once again, Jungmann’s treatment of this topic may help to explain the ultimate “mutilation” of the Offertory rite in the Novus Ordo, to borrow the term that Pope Paul VI used to describe this particular reform.
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By the late 1940s, it should be noted that progressive tendencies had made considerable advances beyond just the Liturgical Movement. In the late 1940s, a French pastoral letter gained popularity throughout the Church as a book whose English title was *Growth or Decline*. In this text, the Cardinal Archbishop of Paris, Emmanuel Suhard, called for an end to the Church’s so-called fortress mentality towards modern secular developments in favor of an adaptation of the Church’s teachings and disciplines to the ideas and customs of the modern world.  

Suhard’s ideas echoed the principles of the centuries’ old progressive Catholic movement which was at this time manifesting itself in a variety of popular scholarly movements.

Throughout the 1940s, a variety of progressive scholarly movements became popular in Western Catholicism. The Biblical Movement in the Catholic Church, for example, sought to encourage both a devotional reading of the scriptures amongst the laity and a greater reliance upon the scriptures in Catholic theological studies. In France, the publication of the *Bible de Jerusalem*, known in English as the *Jerusalem Bible*, placed an easily-readable Bible translation in the hands of laypersons. The Biblical Movement also utilized secular textual analysis strategies in analyzing the scriptures as historical documents rather than as irreproachable doctrinal source texts.

An example of a progressive theory popularized by the Biblical Movement is the “Marcan Origin” theory which argues that since the Gospel of Mark is the shortest and the least detailed of the synoptic Gospels, it must have served as the source text for the
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Gospel of Matthew and the Gospel of Luke. This theory contradicted the traditional Catholic belief, held at least since St. Augustine, that the Gospels were written in the order in which they are placed in the New Testament. The Biblical Movement also popularized the now mainstream belief in an unknown original “Q Gospel” which accounted for the similarities found between the Gospel of Matthew and the Gospel of Luke which are not found in the Gospel of Mark.

Biblical Movement scholars also advocated for a return to the original Hebrew Old Testament and Greek New Testament texts as opposed to relying on the authorized Latin Vulgate as the standard for biblical scholarship. Augustin Cardinal Bea, a proponent for returning to the “original texts,” successfully convinced Pius XII to commend the use of the Masoretic Hebrew Old Testament manuscripts in biblical scholarship. The official commendation of the Masoretic Old Testament manuscript tradition was a break with the Church’s perennial tradition of using the Greek Septuagint and the Latin Vulgate manuscript traditions in biblical scholarship. In a sense, one might even consider the Latin Vulgate to have been the canonized manuscript tradition of traditional Catholicism seeing that the 4th session of the Council of Trent anathematized anyone who:

> receive not, as sacred and canonical, the said books *entirely with all their parts*, as they have been used to be read in the Catholic Church, and as they are contained in the old Latin vulgate edition; and knowingly and deliberately condemn the traditions aforesaid (emphasis mine).
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To be sure, it might be argued that this dogmatic definition was only referring to the
canon of scripture as found in the Latin Vulgate and not this manuscript tradition in
general. All the same, it cannot be doubted that the sudden preference for the Masoretic
manuscripts over the Latin Vulgate signified a break with centuries of Roman Catholic
tradition. This break was inspired by the progressive desire to discover the original
intention of the scriptural authors. This desire placed a higher priority on reading the
original scriptural language rather than merely trusting the manuscript tradition that the
Church traditionally preferred.

While attractive in theory, the Biblical Movement’s emphasis on the “original
texts” was complicated by the fact that the only surviving Hebrew manuscript tradition
was the 6th-10th century Masoretic text.\footnote{“Masoretic text: Jewish Bible,” Encyclopedia Britannica, 9/20/2013, accessed: https://www.britannica.com/topic/Masoretic-text.} Since the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls in 1946, instances in which the more ancient Qum’ran manuscripts agreed with the
Septuagint or Vulgate traditions rather than the Masoretic tradition indicate that the later
Hebrew tradition may not have been as “original” a text as was originally imagined.\footnote{Benedict Maria Anderson, “Fulfilled is all that David Told’: Recovering the Christian Psalter,” Sacred
Music, vol. 144, no. 4 (Winter, 2017), 22, quoted in Introduction to the Holy Bible for Traditional Catholics by Timothy Flanders page 150-151 of 262.} In
a sense, then, certain translation peculiarities of the Masoretic tradition can be perceived
as more recent alterations than the Greek Septuagint or Latin Vulgate traditions, both of
which were formulated centuries before the Masoretic. Nor was the late authorship of the
Masoretic text unknown to scholars of traditional Catholicism. The 19th century Catholic
biblical scholar Fr. George Leo Haydock’s commentary on Psalm 21 contrasted the
Hebrew translation of “the Masorets” with what he referred to as the more ancient
Septuagint, Latin, and Syriac manuscript traditions.496

Regardless, in the 1943 Divino Afflante Spiritu, Pius XII permitted both the use of modern biblical exegetical strategies as well commended the use of the “original text” Hebrew manuscripts.497 Additionally, despite the traditional preference for the Vulgate and the traditional skepticism towards the Masoretic text, Pius XII promulgated a new psalter based on the Masoretic text and modern biblical exegetical techniques in 1945.498 Interestingly, this psalter translation was largely criticized by the clergy, leading Pius XII to reduce this reform to being a merely optional psalter translation.499

While Pius XII may have opened the door to progressive biblical scholarship, he may have taken steps later in his papacy to close that door again. Some traditionalists such as Timothy Flanders argue that Pius X’s proclamation of the dogma of the Assumption of Mary body and soul into Heaven in 1950 was an act which intended to curtail the skepticism that was spreading throughout the Church as a result of progressive trends in biblical scholarship.500 It is also reasonable to speculate that Pius XII’s relatively early canonization of Pius X as a saint could also be perceived as a firm response to the growth of progressive movements within the Church.

The Nouvelle Théologie was to theological studies what the Biblical Movement was to biblical scholarship. This growing movement was composed of progressive
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theologians opposed to Leo XIII and Pius X’s insistence on the primacy of Scholastic Thomism in Catholic theology. The *Nouvelle Théologie* theologians have been described as rather “emphasizing a resourcement of historical sources (including Thomas Aquinas himself, rather than Thomas as read through a later scholastic grid), by recognizing the importance of history and thus of the development of Christian doctrine, and by insisting on the close link between faith and theology.”  

George Weigel wrote that such theologians claimed to base their studies heavily upon the Bible, the Church fathers, and a larger sampling of the work of medieval theologians than Thomas Aquinas alone in order to weave a comprehensive tapestry of Catholic theology.  

Despite such descriptions, it would be a mistake to describe these theologians as mere antiquarians. Rather, there existed amongst these theologians a prevailing interest in reforming Catholic theology to make it more spiritually nourishing to the modern person, especially by integrating modern understandings of “historicity and subjectivity” into its treatises. In order to modernize Catholic theological studies, scholars of this movement engaged with the trends of modern secular academia. Thus, it must be considered whether the *Nouvelle Théologie* scholars’ study of the Bible and the Fathers did not unduly emphasize sources which facilitated the modernization of Catholic theology and ignore those biblical or patristic texts which did not advance this goal. It should not be taken as nonsensical, after all, that this movement was described as a “new theology” rather than an old one. It was perceived as being primarily interested in modernizing Catholic theology rather than restoring it to ancient forms.
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In *Nouvelle Théologie - New Theology: Inheritor of Modernism, Precursor of Vatican II*, Jürgen Mettepenningen argued that this mid-20th century movement served as the “bridge between the crisis of Modernism and the Second Vatican Council” by inheriting the principles of the former and preparing the Church for the latter. 505 Due to concerns with the Modernist-like ideas advanced by such theologians, the movement was initially condemned by the Vatican in its early years. 506 It was, in fact, in the context of a 1942 condemnation of two progressive theological texts of this movement that the term “Nouvelle Théologie” was first coined as an attempt to dismiss it. 507

While referring to an intellectual movement as being a “new theology” may seem to be little the slight, it must be recalled that accusations of theological innovation were a grave charge in traditional Catholicism. After the First Council of Nicaea, for example, many conservative bishops initially criticized the use of the term “homoousias” or “consubstantial” in the Nicene Creed to describe the relationship between the Father and the Son because this term was seen as an unbiblical innovation. 508 One might also consider, for example, Cyril of Alexandria’s *Tome Against Nestorius* which accused Nestorius of theological innovation in his Mariology by writing that “the first step of his *innovation* was that we must not confess the Holy Virgin who bare the Word of God having taken flesh of her, to be Theotokos, but Christotokos only, whereas the heralds of the orthodox faith long ago taught to call her Theotokos, and believe her the Mother of the Lord” (emphasis mine). 509 In *Pascendi*, Pius X accused Modernists of being “under
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the sway of a blind and unchecked passion for novelty, thinking not at all of finding some solid foundation of truth, but despising the holy and apostolic traditions, they embrace other vain, futile, uncertain doctrines…” (emphasis mine).\textsuperscript{510}

The term which Nouvelle Théologie intellectuals may have preferred for themselves during the 1940s was the term “resourcement,” implying their emphasis on a return to the sources of Christian doctrine.\textsuperscript{511} It is noteworthy, however, that after the Second Vatican Council, theologians of this progressive movement began to prefer the term Nouvelle Théologie to describe themselves, indicating that a shift in connotation surrounding charges of innovation in theological studies had taken place in the Catholic Church by this time.\textsuperscript{512}

Noteworthy theologians of a more progressive nature who took part in this movement included Edward Schillebeeckx, Piet Schoonenberg and Karl Rahner.\textsuperscript{513} These progressive voices in the Nouvelle Théologie gradually applied their innovative reading of the Bible, patristics, and modern philosophy to express doubt on a number of traditional Catholic doctrines.\textsuperscript{514} Before the Council, such doubts were expressed quite cautiously; after its conclusion, the progressive bent of the Nouvelle Théologie would only grow. Ad Fontes theologians of a more conservative disposition included Henri de Lubac, Romano Guardini, and later, Hans Urs von Balthasar and Joseph Ratzinger.\textsuperscript{515}

While separated from engaging with this theological school by the walls of the Iron Curtain, the Polish bishop Karol Wojtyla found himself of a like-mind with the more conservative of the Nouvelle Théologie intellectuals as he engaged with them in
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deliberations during the Second Vatican Council and later as a Cardinal advisor to Pope Paul VI.\textsuperscript{516} In \textit{The Irony of Modern Catholic History}, George Weigel convincingly argued that Karol Wojtyla’s intellectual body of work should be classified as both thoroughly modern due his engagement with modern intellectual trends while also conservative in his insistence on preserving orthodox Catholic doctrine.\textsuperscript{517} Wojtyla’s well known \textit{Love and Responsibility}, for example, was based on a modern Personalist philosophical system rather than Thomistic Scholasticism.\textsuperscript{518} While he referenced Aquinas throughout his text in a favorable light, Wojtyla was not shy from also criticizing Thomas Aquinas’s treatment of the virtue of chastity for classifying chastity as an expression of the virtue of moderation rather than an expression of the virtue of love.\textsuperscript{519}

Thus, while not considered a member of the \textit{Nouvelle Théologie}, it should come as little surprise that the Polish prelate felt of a like-mind with the conservative-leaning theologians of this movement who shared his vision for a theologically conservative \textit{aggiornamento} of Catholic thought. Once Wojtyla became pope, John Paul II confirmed his admiration for the conservative \textit{Ad Fontes} intellectuals by elevating Joseph Ratzinger to the most important theological position in his Curia as prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (CDF) as well as by making Hans Urs von Balthasar and Henri de Lubac cardinals.

Even while some of the members of this movement would later acquire reputations as theological conservatives, the movement in general based its theology off of progressive biblical and historical methods rather than traditional Scholasticism.\textsuperscript{520}
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Thus, a line could be drawn between even the conservative wing of the *Nouvelle Théologie* movement and traditional Catholicism. In *The Irony of Modern Catholic History*, George Weigel argued that post-conciliar distinctions between conservatives and progressives were in reality a “civil war within the reformist camp,” of the Church.\(^\text{521}\)

Although Karol Wojtyla would later acquire a reputation as a conservative as John Paul II, traditionalist Catholics would often find fault with him for approving of female altar servers, holding two ecumenical prayer gatherings in Assisi in which leaders of various religions led prayers to various deities in the presence of the pope, quoting favorably from the work of Teilhard de Chardin, the progressive whose writings were formally censured under John XXIII, and for kissing a Qur’an and asking John the Baptist to “protect Islam.”\(^\text{522}\) While Joseph Ratzinger as Benedict XVI was slightly more traditional than his immediate predecessor, he also may have come under question a century before for questionable soteriological views and for speaking favorably of Teilhard de Chardin.\(^\text{523}\) Further, Hans Urs von Balthasar, the friend of Ratzinger who John Paul II made a cardinal, wrote a famous book *Dare We Hope that All be Saved* in which he argued for the theological possibility that all souls might be saved from damnation.\(^\text{524}\) This text contradicted the traditional Catholic sense that “wide is the gate, and broad is
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the way that leadeth to destruction, and many there are who go in there at. How narrow is the gate, and strait is the way that leadeth to life: and few there are that find it!"  

To be sure, neither Wojtyla, Ratzinger, or Urs von Balthasar would be considered by many to be heretics. All the same, their collective ideas, produced through engaging with the ideas of secular academia, should be described as a different interpretation of Roman Catholicism than the traditional Catholicism embodied by Pius X.

Since the conservative and the progressive factions within the Nouvelle Théologie movement had a common interest in collaborating to advocate for license to engage with modern academic ideas in Catholic studies, the two wings of the movement were able to work together before and during the Second Vatican Council. This alliance was aided by the fact that the more radically progressive Nouvelle Théologie theologians still had some fear of being censured during the pre-Vatican II years, requiring them to restrain the full breadth of their progressive positions until after the Council. Working together, these progressive theologians were able to advance their ideas throughout the 1940s and 50s by acquiring positions of influence in seminary faculties and Catholic universities and gaining the ears of bishops, cardinals, and popes.

The growth of the Ecumenical Movement in the Catholic Church also represents an instance in which progressive scholars and clerics made significant advances against the expressed decrees of the official Magisterium and against the Church’s traditional means of understanding and interacting with Protestants. In 1928, Pius XI articulated in Mortalium Animos the reasons why the 20th century Protestant Ecumenical Movement, led by the World Council of Churches, held principles which were incompatible with
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traditional Catholic ecclesiology. He wrote that since it was held as dogmatic that the Catholic Church possessed the fullness of unity in the invincible communion between the many Local Churches in union with the Church of Rome, Catholics could not engage in an ecumenical movement that presupposed that this ecclesial unity did not yet exist. In other words, the disunity of Christ’s Church with heretical sects was not to be considered a problem; rather, the existence of heretical ecclesial communities at all was considered to be the problem, and the conversion of those heretics to the true Church was the only possible remedy.

The idea that the Catholic Church even could achieve unity with a Protestant communion such as the Anglican communion or the Lutheran communion was also incompatible with traditional Catholic theology. The Catholic theology of Apostolic Succession as well as that of what made an ordination valid left no room for considering any clerics of any Protestant sect to possess a valid priesthood. Thus, their ecclesial bodies could not be considered in any manner a “Church,” in the proper ecclesiological sense. Regardless of the restatement and articulation of these principles of dogmatic Catholic ecclesiology, Catholic clerics and scholars at an increasing rate engaged in the Protestant Ecumenical Movement, working towards the unity of a Church which traditional Catholicism taught had already been achieved in Roman Catholicism.

__527__ Ibid, 7.
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Lambert Beauduin, the founder of the Liturgical Movement, engaged in the Ecumenical movement in England and advocated for the pursuit of unity between the Anglican and Catholic Church rather than the absorption of Anglican Christians into the Catholic Church, implying that the Anglican sect was in fact a valid local Church.\textsuperscript{532} During their papacies, John Paul II and Benedict XVI both devoted considerable energy towards the Christian Ecumenical Movement.\textsuperscript{533}

Other examples abound of the growth of progressive tendencies in Catholic thought. In 1941, Stanley James published \textit{Christ and the Workers} in which he utilized Marxist theory to analyze modern economic and sociological trends. He believed that the world was destined, or was in fact already experiencing, the rise of the proletariat. His hope was that the outcome would be a Christian proletariat revolution, which he sought to define in his book, rather than a secular atheistic proletariat revolution.\textsuperscript{534} While not so Marxist as to agree that religion was the “opium of the people,” James’s clear use of Marxist methodology rather than Leonine Catholic social teaching could be described as a progressive preference for secular methodology over Catholic Tradition.

For his part, Msgr. Giovani Montini was thoroughly engaged in modern thought in the decades before his elevation as Pope Paul VI. He was a great admirer of Jacques Maritain’s idea of Integral Humanism.\textsuperscript{535} Maritain wished to baptize secular humanism by integrating this school of thought with an appreciation of man’s spiritual dimension.\textsuperscript{536} He also advocated for the Church to accept its role as but one of many cultural forces in a
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pluralistic society in which the Church could collaborate with people of other beliefs to bring about positive social change.\textsuperscript{537} Integral Humanism was a break with the Church’s traditional advocacy for a mutually beneficial marriage between the altar and the throne.\textsuperscript{538} 

In the Ecumenical Movement, the Biblical Movement, the Liturgical Movement, and the \textit{Nouvelle Théologie} Movement, not only was the Magisterium engaged in losing battles against the many faces of progressivism in the 20th century Church, but the sense of authority that traditional customs, beliefs, and methodologies once had amongst the Catholic faithful was gradually replaced by a sense of authority in secular academic methodologies and ideas. While the popes and bishops maintained a sense of the authority of tradition for most of the early 20th century, this traditionalist orientation of the papacy and episcopacy was not immutable. Exposed to the same modern ideas and methodologies as the lower ranking clerics and scholars, bishops and even popes were susceptible to making compromises with traditional Catholic doctrines and customs due to the suggestions of progressive intellectuals. In the following chapter, it will be observed that the later years of Pius XII’s papacy saw progressive tendencies in the Church’s institutions gain considerable momentum.

\textsuperscript{537} Ibid. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN:  
THE PIAN REFORMS

The Liturgical Movement seemed to explode in 1947 after Pius XII’s publication of Mediator Dei. The encyclical “Mediator of God” was not simply a restatement of prior papal teaching emphasizing the importance of traditional sacred chant. Rather, it was written in order to provide a comprehensive Magisterial teaching on the liturgy which acknowledged the Liturgical Movement’s strengths as well as its perceived weaknesses. 539 It should be noted that the document reads mostly as a traditional treatise on the liturgy which condemns many of the Liturgical Movement’s illicit practices and imprudent proposals. Still, Pius XII did grant approval for some of the Liturgical Movement’s theories. Ultimately, history would find that this encyclical’s few points of approval of the Liturgical Movement would be seized upon opportunistically by the movement’s scholars who largely ignored Pius XII’s condemnations.

Pius XII opened the encyclical by defining the liturgy in traditional terms as the action by which Christ extended his sanctifying sacrifice throughout time and space through the medium of the priesthood and the sacred altar. 540 After laying out this traditional definition, Pius XII acknowledged the Liturgical Movement by writing:

A remarkably widespread revival of scholarly interest in the sacred liturgy took place towards the end of the last century and has continued through the early years of this one. The movement owed its rise to commendable private initiative and more particularly to the zealous and persistent labor of several monasteries within the distinguished Order of Saint Benedict. 541
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Pius XII commended this movement for encouraging more frequent reception of Holy Communion. Before the Liturgical Movement, most lay Catholics received Holy Communion quite rarely, often only twice a year.\(^{542}\) He also wrote that as a result of the Liturgical Movement, “the worship of the Eucharist came to be regarded for what it really is: the fountain-head of genuine Christian devotion.”\(^{543}\) Considering that many liturgical scholars insisted on understanding the Mass as a comprehensive liturgical act in which each gesture was meaningful and not merely as the occasion by which the host could be adored, this statement may represent a slight rift between Pius XII and the Liturgical Movement scholars.

After offering this subtle praise, Pius XII framed the purpose of his encyclical by stating “while We derive no little satisfaction from the wholesome results of the movement just described, duty obliges Us to give serious attention to this ‘revival’ as it is advocated in some quarters, and to take proper steps to preserve it at the outset from excess or outright perversion.”\(^{544}\) He condemned the work of certain “enthusiasts” whose thirst for novelty had led them to stray “beyond the path of sound doctrine and prudence.”\(^{545}\)

Pius XII defined the liturgy as the sacerdotal ministry of Christ which was rooted in the Levitical priesthood of the Old Testament and was extended throughout all of time to make present the salvific sacrifice of the cross on the Christian altar.\(^{546}\) While the Mass, then, was objectively effective in making this sacrifice present, the laity derived the most benefit from it as well as offered the most pleasing worship to God if they
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joined their exterior actions during the Mass to interior devotion and a holy way of life.\textsuperscript{547}

In fostering an interior spirit of devotion and in nurturing a holy way of life, Pius XII defended the devotions of popular piety found throughout the international Church. He wrote that if these devotions were of a truly Christian spirit, “certainly such practices are not only highly praiseworthy but absolutely indispensable.”\textsuperscript{548} This defense of devotions could be contrasted with the general criticism of private devotions found amongst many of the liturgical scholars’ writings.

Pius XII went on to articulate a number of traditional liturgical principles, thereby condemning a number of progressive liturgical theories which criticized such traditions. He wrote that since the power of the priesthood was given by Christ to the Apostles and from them to the bishops and their priests of the present generation, this priestly power could not be said to “emanate from the Christian community. It is not a delegation from the people.”\textsuperscript{549} He also condemned the idea that the liturgy could be used as the “proving ground” for the experimental testing of new methods and doctrines.\textsuperscript{550} Rather, Pius XII explained that the Traditional Latin Mass quite adequately articulated the dogmas of the Catholic religion and stood in no need of being adapted to accomplish a greater religiosity amongst any congregation.\textsuperscript{551} However, he did concede that the Church’s legitimate authority did hold the role of:

[While] keeping the substance of the Mass and sacraments carefully intact - [of] modify[ing] what it deemed not altogether fitting, and to add what appeared more likely to increase the honor paid to Jesus Christ and the august Trinity, and to instruct and stimulate the Christian people to greater advantage.\textsuperscript{552}
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Pius XII also articulated the Liturgical Movement’s principle later quoted by *Sacrosanctum Concilium* that:

> The sacred liturgy does, in fact, include divine as well as human elements. The former, instituted as they have been by God, cannot be changed in any way by men. But the human components admit of various modifications, as the needs of the age, circumstance and the good of souls may require, and as the ecclesiastical hierarchy, under guidance of the Holy Spirit, may have authorized.\(^{553}\)

In articulating these principles, Pius XII intended to censure the practice of illicit liturgical experiments taking place at the discretion of individual clerics.\(^{554}\) He also seemed to raise this point as an explanation of the process by which the Roman Rite had developed in the past. However, in so doing, he implicitly endorsed the Liturgical Movement’s premise that the liturgy needed to be adapted to suit the needs of modern man.

Thus, Pius XII created space for suggesting reforms to the Mass under the meager stipulation that such reforms be authorized by the Church’s authority and made only to the human elements of the liturgy. Under a progressive interpretation, every element of the Mass except the words of institution and the elements of bread and wine could be seen as human elements which were added to the ritual established by Jesus during the Last Supper. While Pius XII almost certainly did not intend by these words to instigate a general reform of the Missal, he was not entirely clear about which “human elements” were subject to change or how many such human elements could licitly be changed in a manner of just a few years without causing substantial rupture to the continuity of the Roman Rite liturgical tradition. He did not provide such distinctions because he likely

\(^{553}\) Ibid, sec. 50.
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could not imagine that a supreme pontiff in just two decades time would authorize a “new order” missal which would radically reform the so-called human elements of the Mass.

While Pius XII agreed that the Liturgy could be adapted in some manner to suit modern needs, he wrote that “the temerity and daring of those who introduce novel liturgical practices or call for the revival of obsolete rites out of harmony with prevailing laws and rubrics deserve severe reproof.” Specifically, he condemned the novel practice of introducing the vernacular into the liturgy, illicitly moving immovable feasts to other dates, deleting prayers from the Missal which were deemed by individual clerics to be unsuited to modern needs, using a wooden table for an altar, criticizing the use of black vestments for requiem masses, removing sacred images and statues from the sanctuary, depicting Jesus on the cross as though he were not suffering, perhaps referring to “resurrection crosses,” and refraining from the use of Gregorian chant or polyphony. He also condemned liturgical theories which minimized the Mass’s role as a literal sacrifice, minimized the distinction between the priest and laity, or criticized the practice of priests praying private Masses without a congregation present.

Pius XII approved of the Liturgical Movement’s push for placing vernacular hand missals in the laity’s hands as he saw the benefit of the laity praying along with the prayers which the priest prayed at the altar. However, he condemned the idea that this was the only way to participate in the Mass. He argued that as long as lay persons were offering their minds and hearts to God, perhaps through the praying of the rosary, this constituted a substantial participation in the Mass. Regarding music and art, Pius XII
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rearticulated Pius X and Pius XI’s emphasis on the importance of traditional chant and polyphony, though he left room for the introduction of reverent and spiritually fruitful modern compositions, just as Pius X had over forty years before.\textsuperscript{559} Finally, he urged the pastors of the Church to both educate their congregations in the principles of the liturgy which he had outlined in this encyclical and also remain diligent in opposing illicit liturgical innovations. He wrote:

> It is essential that you watch vigilantly lest the enemy come into the field of the Lord and sow cockle among the wheat; in other words, do not let your flocks be deceived by the subtle and dangerous errors of false mysticism or quietism — as you know We have already condemned these errors; also do not let a certain dangerous “humanism” lead them astray, nor let there be introduced a false doctrine destroying the notion of Catholic faith, nor finally an exaggerated zeal for antiquity in matters liturgical.\textsuperscript{560}

In this one statement, Pius XII condemned two themes which were becoming prevalent in the Liturgical Movement: antiquarianism, as well as the overemphasis on the liturgy as an expression of the community’s identity, described here as a “dangerous humanism.”

While Pius XII approved of certain aspects of the Liturgical Movement, his encyclical also condemned many progressive liturgical attitudes and theories, illicit experiments, and proposals for changes to the missal which he deemed to be based on erroneous doctrines. No matter how severely\textit{ Mediator Dei} condemned many of the proposals and ideas of the Liturgical Movement, however, it was monumental that Pius XII had conceded that the “human elements” of the liturgy could and in fact\textit{ should} be changed to suit the needs of modern man, as long as these changes were made by the Church’s legitimate authorities.\textsuperscript{561}
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These ideas alone gave the Liturgical Movement scholars the official permission they needed as the 1950s began to make bold requests for reforms to the Roman Missal. However, Pius XII’s ideas about what constituted prudent changes in the name of modernization were far more conservative than the changes which came to be proposed by liturgical scholars during the 1950s.

After publishing *Mediator Dei*, Pius XII formed a commission of liturgical scholars to investigate the concept of a general reform of the Mass. While canonically established in 1946 under the leadership of the Redemptorist priest Fr. Joseph Löw, this commission did not appoint the rest of its members until 1948 after *Mediator Dei* was published. The group was filled with ten clerical scholars and one cardinal prefect with Fr. Annibale Bugnini serving as the commission’s secretary. This group set out to first decide upon changes to the Church’s holy week liturgy in what many believed was a tentative first step towards a wider reform of the Mass.

What specific steps did the “Pian Commission,” as it is generally called, take in modernizing the Catholic Mass? For starters, its founding document, titled the *Memoria sulla riforma liturgica*, established the goal of pruning the number of Sanctoral feasts and octaves, the complexity of the Missal’s rubrics, the breaking of any one of which was popularly deemed a mortal sin, and a greater “simplification” of the liturgy in general, all based on “science.” Despite its progressive use of scientific methodology, the Pian Commission was in general conservative. Citing *Mediator Dei*, the Commission’s
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founding document expressed the need to avoid both archeologism (a synonym for antiquarianism) as well as the desire to radically modernize the liturgy.\footnote{Ibid, sec. 154-158.}

The first reform promulgated as result of the Commission's work was the reform of the Paschal Vigil in 1951. This reform was promulgated as a one year international “experiment.”\footnote{Ibid, sec. 172.} The use of a liturgical “experiment” followed the Commission's commitment to a “scientific” reform of the liturgy. The main change was the moving of the Easter Vigil Mass to Saturday evening, whereas before it was celebrated Saturday morning, since all Masses were formerly required to be celebrated before noon.\footnote{Ibid, sec. 172-173.} This change was sought in order that the meaning of the term “vigil” might be reflected in the time of the celebration of this liturgy and that its prayers referencing the evening of Holy Saturday as a “blessed night” might better serve their ministerial function.\footnote{Ibid, sec. 173.}

Other minor changes were also included in the first Pian reform. Before 1951, the Paschal fire was blessed three times in honor of the Trinity. The Pian Commission shortened this ritual to only one blessing, a change emanating both out of a desire to eliminate “vain repetitions” as well as to abbreviate the odious burden of the liturgy for pastors who were supposedly overburdened with preoccupations in the modern world.\footnote{Ibid, sec. 173.} Additionally, a triple candle was formerly lit, symbolizing the Trinity, and the fire from this triple candle was then used to light a large Paschal candle.\footnote{Ibid, sec. 173-174.} In the new rite, the triple candle was eliminated, evidently expressing the scholars’ opinion that this custom was a “human element” of the liturgy that had been added “with but little advantage,” to
use the words of Sacrosanctum Concilium. The rite was also changed to include an inscription of the symbols “Alpha” and “Omega” in the Paschal Candle.

In order to involve the people, the rite now recommended that the laity receive a small candle lit with the fire of the paschal candle as they entered the Church for the Vigil Mass. Additionally, the blessing of the Holy Water was now conducted in front of the laity in order to involve them in this rite. The Exultet chant, which opened the Easter Vigil liturgy, was edited to include no mention of the Holy Roman Emperor. The office of Holy Roman Emperor had not existed since the 18th century, so eliminating mention of it purified the chant’s ministerial function. The number of prophetic readings was reduced from twelve to four in order to make the liturgy less burdensome. The priest was no longer required to read the readings at the altar while another reader read them from the pulpit. This change was made in the name of ministerial functionality; there was no obvious purpose for the readings to be read twice simultaneously.

The Paschal Vigil Mass was edited to include a congregational renewal of baptismal vows in the vernacular. This change was one of the more controversial changes made in the new rite since it had no place in liturgical history. Traditionalist critics argued that this change was an attempt at involving the laity in the ritual in a manner which had no precedent in the liturgical tradition. Those who implemented the
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change responded that since the Paschal Vigil was the ancient day on which neophytes were baptized, a general renewal of baptismal vows was an appropriate pastoral addition. A final change made to the Paschal ceremonies was the omission of the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar before the Easter morning Mass.\textsuperscript{581} This change was justified by arguing that the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar in anticipation of the Easter liturgy were already conducted before the Easter Vigil, which was liturgically unified to the Easter morning Mass, indicating that there was no reason to repeat this anticipatory action.\textsuperscript{582} Despite such reasoning, it might be argued that this reform reflected a prejudice on the part of many liturgical scholars against the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar. Later, the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar would be one of the first elements of the Traditional Latin Mass to be suppressed after \textit{Sacrosanctum Concilium}.

All things considered, the changes to the Paschal Vigil in 1951 were conservative in comparison to the proposals made by many of the Liturgical Movement’s scholars. Explicit modernizations of the liturgy such as the removal of prayers for the Holy Roman Emperor had little room for criticism, and the changing of the time of the Vigil to Saturday night was difficult to criticize considering that the purpose of the Vigil was to liturgically commemorate the resurrection of Christ which was believed to have taken place during the night. These changes to the Mass would, however, serve to encourage more radical calls for changes to the Roman Mass.

Following the reform of the Easter Vigil, liturgical scholars acting alone or in concert with others through participation in conferences began publishing numbered lists proposing missal reforms. Dom Lambert Beauduin, who lived until 1960, published such
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a list in an article titled “Decret du 9 Febrier” in 1951.\textsuperscript{583} He requested that the rubric requiring priests to read the readings at the altar while a choir sang the same readings be suppressed.\textsuperscript{584} He also requested the suppression of the Last Gospel and the Leonine prayers in order that the priestly blessing might be the conclusion of the Mass.\textsuperscript{585} He did not explain why either of these traditions warranted being suppressed.

Also in 1951, a group of 48 scholars informally led by Fr. Joseph Jungmann met at the Benedictine Monastery of Maria Laach, a monastery which had gained a reputation as a center for the Liturgical Movement in Germany.\textsuperscript{586} There, these scholars drafted twelve proposals for reforms of the Roman Missal which were submitted to the Holy See. They proposed:

1. All duplications should be removed from the Mass: the celebrant should never repeat a reading also read by a reader, nor the proper parts which were sung by the choir.
2. The prayers at the foot of the altar should be revised, ideally beginning in the sacristy, and prayed as the priest processes toward the altar.
3. The fore-mass should be renamed the “Liturgy of the Word” and the readings should take place at a more fitting location than the altar.
4. There should only be one Collect prayer per Mass.
5. A revision of the lectionary should be made, perhaps in a 3–4-year cycle. The conference expressed the unanimous opinion that the scriptural readings of the Mass should be read in the vernacular.
6. The recitation of the Creed should take place far less often during Mass.
7. After the Liturgy of the Word and before the Offertory, when the priest says “Oremus,” the congregation should, rather than have a moment of silent prayer, engage in some form of bidding prayers following a litany format.
8. The table of the altar should not be prepared with the elements of the sacrifice until the offertory.
9. There should be a greater number of prefaces.
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10. The celebrant should begin the *Te Igitur*, the introductory words of the Roman canon, only after the choir has finished singing the *Sanctus*, not while the *Sanctus* is being sung.

11. The servers should not recite the *Confiteor* immediately before receiving Holy Communion since they had already recited the *Confiteor* at the beginning of Mass during the prayers at the foot of the altar.

12. The Last Gospel should be suppressed.

13. The removal of the five signs of the cross over the consecrated Host during the final doxology of the Roman Canon.

14. Reduction in the number of genuflections before the consecrated Host.  

The main principles at work in this series of proposals were ministerial functionalism, pastoral expediency, simplification, and antiquarianism. The removal of the simultaneous dual readings of scripture and the prayers of the Ordinary, the proclamation of the readings in a more fitting place than the altar facing away from the people, and the dressing of the altar only during the Offertory were all proposals meant to make the actions of the liturgy better serve their function.

The suppression of the second *Confiteor* was also a functionalist proposal. If the *Confiteor* had accomplished its function at the beginning of Mass, it should not need to be repeated before Communion. A traditionalist might argue that there was a functional value to confessing one’s sins in anticipation of the Mass as well as in anticipation of receiving Holy Communion in two separate gestures since the altar servers may have sinned in thought, word, or deed at some point during the Mass.

The reduction of genuflections and signs of the cross were efforts at simplifying the Mass. The proposal to introduce a three or four year cycle of readings was made in order to achieve pastoral benefits, though traditionalists would argue against the abolition
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of the Church’s thousand year-old lectionary in the name of preserving tradition.\textsuperscript{588} The abolition of the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar and the Last Gospel did not present any readily apparent justification other than the fact that both this opening and closing rite were added to the liturgy during the medieval period, and thus might be considered by antiquarians to be historical accretions added with but little benefit.

In 1952, a conference was held at Mont Sainte-Odile in Alsace with the goal of discussing “Modern Man and the Mass.”\textsuperscript{589} Like Maria Laach, the Conference of Monte Sainte-Odile also published a list of proposals for the reform of the Mass:

1. That the celebrant might recite the final doxology of the Roman Canon in an audible voice
2. That the five signs of the cross and genuflections during the final doxology be suppressed, and that instead the priest holds the consecrated Chalice and Host during the doxology
3. A reordering of the prayers after the Roman Canon but before the Communion Rite
4. That the breaking and comingling of the host, traditionally allegorically understood as symbolizing the resurrection, be conducted without any accompanying ceremony, and that the two preparatory prayers for holy Communion perhaps be suppressed
5. That the priest break the host consecrated at the Mass into small pieces to be distributed during the Communion Rite
6. That the second Confiteor as well as the Misereatur and Indulgentiam be omitted before Communion
7. That the priest be permitted to say simply “Corpus Christi,” or “Body of Christ” when administering communion rather than the traditional prayer “Corpus Domini Nostri Iesu Christi custodiat animam tuam in vitam aeternam, Amen,” or “May the Body of our Lord Jesus Christ preserve your soul unto life everlasting Amen”
8. That the communion antiphon be sung during communion in the vernacular\textsuperscript{590}
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Again, this conference can be noted for requesting changes with perceived pastoral expediency, functionalist value, or a greater simplicity to the ceremonies of the Mass.

In 1953, the Lugano Conference called together over a hundred scholars and clerics including a handful of bishops and even cardinals. This conference called for more frequent lay reception of Holy Communion and the use of the vernacular for the scripture readings and the songs of the Mass.\textsuperscript{591} Since most of the “songs” of the Mass were musical accompaniments to the prayers of the Missal, vernacularizing these songs would in effect vernacularize much of the Mass. In 1954, the Mont-César Conference was held between a smaller group of around forty scholars.\textsuperscript{592} This privacy was perhaps insisted upon in order to allow the scholars to speak more freely without fear of being reprimanded by local Ordinaries.

Interestingly, no resolutions were made at this conference and its discussions were not published except for the seven lectures which served as springboards for discussion amongst the scholars.\textsuperscript{593} An attempt was made to pass a resolution requesting permission for concelebration by which two or more priests could offer the same immolated victim to God in the same liturgy. This came to nothing, however, since the scholars could not agree about the specific form such concelebration would take.\textsuperscript{594}

One might wonder if these scholars did not discuss pragmatic Vatican politics behind the closed doors of this private conference. Political shrewdness would be necessary in order to see their liturgical proposals formally adopted by the Vatican. No doubt, these scholars had relationships with the ten scholars chosen to serve in the Pian
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Commission, and they certainly had the political sense to understand that their articles, lectures, and talks would come to nothing if they could not find ways to see their proposals incorporated into the work of the actual Roman body studying the question of liturgical reform.

The Assisi Congress of 1956 was perceived by many to be a watershed moment in the later years of the Liturgical Movement. This conference, which Pope Pius XII himself as well as a number of high ranking bishops and cardinals attended, discussed topics centered around pastoral expediency, liturgical simplification, and the possibility of an expanded lectionary on a 3-4 year cycle. Vernacularism was also discussed extensively. Cardinal Lercaro served as the president of the congress, and he delivered a presentation on the simplification of the rubrics of the Divine Office. Lercaro was by this time gaining a reputation as a leader of the “critical, restless, avant garde... [and self-styled] ‘advanced’” members of the college of Cardinals. After the Council, Lercaro was rewarded for his progressive ideas by being named the Cardinal Prefect of the Consilium.

Bugnini considered this conference to be of particular importance in the Liturgical Movement’s final maneuverings towards its “great conquest of the Roman Rite.” He described the congress as “in God’s plan, a dawn announcing a resplendent day that would have no decline.”

Throughout the final years of Pius XII’s papacy, a few more changes to the Roman Missal were made. In 1953, Pius XII granted permission for Mass to be said in
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the evening. This change was made for pastoral reasons in light of the working schedules of the industrial working class. In 1955, the Calendar was reformed so that Sunday Masses would by and large take precedence over saint’s feast days, and priests were given the option to celebrate the memorial readings for a given saint or the ferial readings of a given weekday during Lent.

In 1955, each of the liturgies of Holy Week were reformed according to similar principles as the former reform of the Paschal Vigil. Mention of the Holy Roman Emperor was removed from the solemn prayers of Good Friday. In the name of functionality, the time of the liturgies were altered to reflect the time of the events which these liturgies commemorated. The time of the Holy Thursday liturgy, commemorating the Last Supper, was moved to the evening, and the Good Friday Liturgy was moved to the afternoon. The Palm Sunday Mass’s blessing of the palms and passion narrative was simplified and a procession with palms into the Church was introduced for pastoral reasons to involve the people in the sacred actions. The Good Friday Liturgy’s Gospel was also simplified and the historical accretions of a full Offertory and Eucharistic liturgy was suppressed from this liturgy since no Eucharistic sacrifice was actually held during the Good Friday Mass.

Many liturgists celebrated the reform of Holy Week as a “great gift” which fomented excitement amongst their ranks for further reforms to come. It must be
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recognized that the Holy Week liturgy did not alter any of the prayers of the Ordinary of the Mass, leaving the ancient structure of Roman Catholic worship entirely intact. All the same, each incremental change made in the name of modern pastoral expediency, functionalism, or simplification served to reassure the Liturgical Movement’s scholars that as their progressive principles were being slowly adopted by the Church’s hierarchy, they had all the reason to continue advocating for increasingly radical liturgical reforms.

Whereas the liturgical conferences of the 1950s were influential in helping liturgical scholars organize their attempts to place pressure on Rome for specific changes to the Mass, the liturgical literature written during the 1950s was essential in disseminating these ideas to ordinary parish priests. Such priests had a natural curiosity to understand the reason behind the incremental changes to the Holy Week liturgies as well as the general excitement surrounding the Liturgical Movement throughout the Western Church.

The Catholic literature of the period demonstrates that the progressive principles supporting a general reform of the Mass became widespread by the 1950s. In Revolution in a City Parish, Abbe Michonneau criticized the “individualism” caused by the laity praying private devotions during the Mass, and he anticipated a general adaptation of the liturgy by the Church authorities to solve such problems. He also wrote that in his parish he often celebrated Mass on a freestanding table-styled altar, and he illicitly instituted an offertory procession for his congregation.

The modernization of certain elements of Church architecture had also taken place decades before the 1950s according to the principles of the Liturgical Movement.
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One stark example of this was the architectural style of the Shrine of the Little Flower, a suburban Detroit parish which was erected in the 1930s by the nationally-known radio host Fr. Charles Coughlin. With the benefit of plentiful funds and recourse to the most accomplished Church architects, Coughlin constructed his church in a large circular shape with a freestanding altar placed in the middle of the congregation. The Shrine of the Little Flower’s circular design, called derogatorily a “flying saucer” church by traditionalists, was a portent of things to come. Many American Churches which were erected during the 1950s, such as the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows in Farmington, Michigan, abandoned the cruciform design in favor of a design which in some manner allowed the community to see one another during the liturgy.

In No Place for God, Moyra Doorly argued that the underlying philosophy inspiring such Catholic architectural reforms rejected “traditional linear forms…as being too hierarchical and authoritarian.” In place of the eastward and upward oriented traditional Catholic Churches, modern Churches were built to “break down barriers between the clergy and the laity, and to emphasize the church as belonging to the community” rather than belonging to the upward-oriented worship of God.

While not an explicit change in the Traditional Missal itself, such developments in Church architectural styles indicate a widespread changing perception of the liturgy had taken place by the 1950s. In The Way We Worship, Milton Lomask and Ray Neville wrote in 1961 that:
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Modern style churches are growing in popularity...[a] reason for the popularity of modern buildings is the growth of the Liturgical Movement encouraged by Pope Saint Pius X. One of the aims of the movement is to design both the church building and everything in it in such a way as to encourage the worshippers to understand and take part in the liturgy.\textsuperscript{613}

It is interesting that even by the 1960s, Liturgical Movement writers still felt the need to attach their movement to the name of Pius X, albeit superficially, to shield their writings from suspicion of Modernism.

Despite changes in Church architecture, the Catholic laity of the United States had still grown up with the Baltimore Catechism, a question-and-answer Catechism textbook which contained traditional Catholic ideas as defined by Scholastic methodology. Thus, despite the spread of progressive ideas throughout the American Church, the laity still had some connection to the traditional doctrines of the religion. This confused religious environment contributed to the post-conciliar tensions which emerged between progressives, traditionalists, and conservatives.

Unlike \textit{Sacrosanctum Concilium}, the Baltimore Catechism taught the traditional Catholic dogma of transubstantiation, by name, in matter-of-fact terms.\textsuperscript{614} It also taught that the purpose of the Eucharist was \textit{first}, to be offered as a sacrifice commemorating and renewing for all time the sacrifice of the cross; \textit{second}, to be received by the faithful in Holy Communion; \textit{third}, to remain ever on our altars as the proof of His love for us, and to be worshiped by us.\textsuperscript{615} Likewise, the purpose of the Mass was defined as \textit{first}, to adore God as our Creator and Lord, \textit{second}, to thank God for his many favors, \textit{third}, to ask God to bestow His blessing on all men, \textit{fourth}, to satisfy the justice of God for sins...
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committed against Him [by offering the “the same sacrifice as the sacrifice of the cross”
to God the Father in atonement for our sins.]”⁶¹⁶ Concerning the laity’s role at Mass, the
Baltimore Catechism taught that “the best method of assisting at Mass is to unite with the
priest in offering the Holy Sacrifice, and to receive Holy Communion.”⁶¹⁷

Regarding the reception of Holy Communion, the Baltimore Catechism taught
that it was a mortal sin to receive this Sacrament while knowingly in a state of mortal sin
and that after receiving Holy Communion, justice demanded that the communicant spend
extra time in adoration of the Lord after Mass.⁶¹⁸ Concise and to the point, these doctrines
and a few other juridical requirements were deemed all that the laity needed to know (and
were required to memorize) in order to receive the Sacrament of Confirmation. A number
of books published from the 1950s onwards, however, promoted a more progressive
vision of the Mass.

Books published during the 1950s such as The Mass in Transition and Towards a
Living Tradition propagated a progressive conception of the liturgy to the priests and
informed laity who were curious why there was so much discussion about reforming the
Mass. The Mass in Transition, published by the Jesuit Fr. George Ellard in 1956, was a
sort of chronicle of the transition “now in progress at the altar” which presupposed that
this transition was moving entirely in the direction mapped out by the Liturgical
Movement.⁶¹⁹ He wrote that since the modern world presented an extraordinary burden of
time commitments on priests, the liturgical rubrics needed to be greatly simplified.⁶²⁰ He
recommended common Liturgical Movement proposals such as the elimination of those
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requirements which forced the priest to privately pray those prayers sung by the choir, the
removal of the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar, the praying of only one Collect each
Mass, dialogue prayers between the priest and the entire congregation rather than just
between the priest and the server, the introduction of a weekday lectionary, the
introduction of bidding prayers, an increase in the number of prefaces, a removal of the
Confiteor before Holy Communion, and the suppression of the Last Gospel. 621 This list is
almost a complete summary of the changes made in 1969.

Ellard also published his ideals for modern church architecture. He wrote that
church designs should be built so that the Church would not be oriented first and
foremost to foster adoration of the Eucharist but to celebrate all aspects of the Church’s
sacramental life and to emphasize the role that the community had in the offering of the
Sacrifice. 622 As an ideal sanctuary arrangement, Ellard included photographs of a circular
Church structure at the Mount Saviour Monastery in Elmira, New York. 623 These
photographs showed a priest celebrating Mass at a freestanding versus populum altar
which had no tabernacle placed upon it. 624

Ellard encouraged a cautious use of modern art in the adornment of chapels, citing
an instruction on the use of modern sacred art published by the French hierarchy in
1952. 625 Finally, Ellard wrote that the reform of the Mass should be considered a useful
step towards achieving unity with Protestants since the changes he foresaw would make
Catholic worship more similar to Protestant styles of worship. 626 He did not, however,
discuss how changing the Mass to make it more similar to Protestant worship might hurt
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the chances of union with Orthodox Christian churches who worshiped in a manner more similar to the Traditional Latin Mass than to Protestant communion services.

Towards a Living Tradition was a compilation of four articles which discussed the modernization of the Church’s liturgy. The first essay in this book, written by Fr. Jean Hild, offered a summary of many traditional Catholic doctrines such as the definition of the Mass as a sacrifice and the need to submit to Christ while worshiping. Hild articulated the traditional Catholic idea that the liturgy could not exist without the hierarchical priesthood. However, he also articulated liturgical principles which were foreign to Catholic tradition. He stated that the active participation of the faithful “was required for a true celebration,” of the Mass, which was an idea that ran counter to the Church’s tradition of the validity and laudability of private masses. Hild also condemned the practice of the laity praying private devotions during the Mass, calling such prayers a “distorted piety.” This statement was a contradiction of Pius XII’s explicit commendation of the praying of private devotions during the Mass. He also wrote that the period following the Council of Trent was a period of a “poorly elaborated” theology of the Mass which overemphasized its role as a sacrifice. He did not provide evidence of a better elaborated theology of the Mass during any period before the Council of Trent.

Concerning religious art, Fr. Pie Regamey wrote in Towards a Living Tradition that traditional Catholic art was of a lamentable quality since Catholicism had come to act
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as a “despotic faith” that demanded “pure and simple obedience to incomprehensible doctrines” rather than invite the faithful to engage in a mysterious contemplation of incomprehensible realities. Regamey believed that if Catholics were not so restrained by the stifling confines of “pure and simple obedience” to the Church’s Tradition they could be freed to experience greater wonder at the religion’s mysterious truths and could be inspired to produce better works of art. His conception of what sort of internal dispositions were required to produce a work of art could be argued to have emerged from modern artistic schools rather than from the Church’s tradition of sacred art or iconography.

In 1958, Pope Pius XII died, and Angelo Roncalli was elected as Pope John XXIII. During the papacy of John XXIII, the Catholic Church took definitive steps forward, or backward, depending on one’s perspective, towards normalizing the progressive vision of Catholicism which had gradually grown in popularity after the papacy of Pius X. John XXIII’s decisions as pope certainly contributed to these developments. Yet is it possible that John XXIII did not anticipate the revolutionary results of his papal actions? In the following chapter, it will be considered whether John XXIII and the council he convened were themselves agents of the progressive Catholic movements or if their legacies have been widely misidentified with the progressive changes which took the Church by storm after Vatican II.
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CHAPTER EIGHT:
THE SECOND VATICAN COUNCIL

John XXIII’s election has been perceived by many as the dividing line between the eras of traditional Catholicism and modern Catholicism. To be sure, John XXIII’s personality, and its portrayal in the media, contribute to this perception. In The Ecumenical Councils, Joseph Kelly repeated the common perception of discontinuity between John XXIII and his predecessors by writing a string of differences between Pius XII and John XXIII, including the common perception that while “Pius seemed remote; John loved and was loved by everyone.”

635 Notwithstanding John XXIII’s public relations successes and his photogenic smile, a reading of his own posthumously published journal indicates that “Good Pope John” was throughout his life devoted to Catholicism’s traditional system of piety and theology. In reading his private reflections, there is a lack of indication that Angelo Roncalli was the same man who would one day explain his calling of the Second Vatican Council as a desire to “open up the windows of the Church so that we can see out and people can see in.” This quote is, of course, only attributed to John XXIII, and it might well be doubted considering that each time it is referenced it is phrased with slight variations to highlight the rhetorical needs of the one referencing it.636

635 Kelly, The Ecumenical Councils of the Catholic Church, 183.

John XXIII’s journal, published under the title Journal of a Soul, presents readers with the interior life of a man formed and devoted to the traditional form of the Catholic religion. In an entry written in 1940, Roncalli articulated traditional Catholic biblical
principles which analyzed scripture for its literal, anagogical, moral, and mystical meanings. Thus, Roncalli seemed to prefer traditional biblical interpretative tools to progressive historical-critical scholarship methods. Concerning other religions as well as Protestant and Orthodox Christians, Roncalli asked that God would “scatter the darkness of pagans, [and] outshine the lamps of heresy and put them out” and referred to the Orthodox specifically as the “schismatics Greeks.” He referred to Thomas Aquinas as “the glorious Angelic Doctor” filled with wisdom and holiness. In 1910, he condemned Modernists by name as those “moved by the desire to adapt the ancient truth of Christianity to modern needs.” He referred to Marxists as “demagogues” who deceived the poor.

In various ways, Roncali expressed a traditional attitude towards the liturgy and prayer. He was faithful to his daily offering of the Mass which he described even during the height of the Liturgical Movement in traditionalist language as a propitiatory sacrifice of the immolated host: the flesh and blood of Jesus Christ. As pope, he wrote encyclicals and apostolic letters on the Rosary, the need for acts of penance, and the value of the Church’s traditional liturgical language. If further evidence of John XXIII’s traditionalism might be needed, it should be considered that he did not emerge onto the loggia above St. Peter’s basilica by coincidence; he was elected by a college of Cardinals that had received their red hats by the traditional popes who came before him.
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While John XXIII may not be quite the progressive that many have made him out to be, he was certainly more progressive than his immediate predecessor. As a seminary professor of history, he was once nearly censured for Modernism by his local diocesan watch committee.\textsuperscript{644} When a diplomat in Turkey, Roncalli wrote multiple times that “God’s most beautiful name and title is this: mercy” which was an idea he may have learned from dialoguing with Muslims, a religion he had some interest in, which held that the third name of God was \textit{Ar Raheem}, translated as “Mercy.”\textsuperscript{645}

Roncali seemed to minimize the traditional belief in the existence of the devil on multiple occasions in his journal. Once, for example, when quoting St. Francis de Sales' advice about dealing with the devil’s temptations, he added an explanation of the reference to Satan as actually referring to “the other reasoning mind, that of the other self.”\textsuperscript{646} On another occasion, he favorably quoted a theologian who wrote “Devils? What devils? We are the devils.”\textsuperscript{647} While neither of these quotations can be taken as clear-cut evidence that Roncalli formally denied the dogmatic belief in a literal devil, they do indicate that he entertained a non-traditional interpretation of the soul’s battle against diabolical temptation. Finally, he interestingly enjoyed referring to himself as a “mother” or a “mother to all” in his relation to those placed under his authority as opposed to the traditional language of “father” or “shepherd.”\textsuperscript{648} John XXIII’s motherly style of leadership could be observed during his leadership of the Council.

Just three months after he was elected Pope, John XXIII called for the Second Vatican Council. In so doing, John XXIII can certainly be said to have not been calling a
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council in order to satisfy a pent-up desire to issue anathemas against the errors of the modern age.

Most historical narratives of Vatican II consider a major goal of the Council to have been to “reorient Catholicism away from its nineteenth-century fortress mentality, to open a new dialogue with the Protestant churches and non-Christian religions and secular ideologies that it had once flatly condemned, and to prepare the church for an era of evangelization and renewal.”649 John W. O’Malley’s What Happened At Vatican II summarized the Council’s goals as being to update (aggiornamento) the Church for the modern age, to enshrine the theory of the development of doctrine, and to return to the sources of Christian doctrine alongside the Nouvelle Théologie movement.650 The conservative H.W. Crocker III wrote that the Second Vatican Council was a sort of “Christmas-like gift” to the world of a “Catholic Church that no longer set up barricades against the modern world, but that threw open the doors of welcome.”651 Along with these explanations of the purpose of the second Vatican Council, the high ecumenical priority that John XXIII placed in calling Vatican II can be observed in his inviting of Protestant and Orthodox leaders, including Soviet-appointed Russian Orthodox bishops, to the Council.652

John XXIII’s opening address of the Council is frequently, and correctly, referenced as embodying at least in part his hopes for a change in ethos to be accomplished at Vatican II. He said:

We sometimes have to listen, much to our regret, to voices of persons who, through burning with zeal, are not endowed with too much sense of discretion or
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measure. In these modern times they can see nothing but prevarication and ruin. They say that our era, in comparison with past eras, is getting worse...we feel we must disagree with those prophets of gloom, who are always forecasting disaster, as though the end of the world were at hand. In the present order of things, Divine Providence is leading to a new order of human relations which...are directed toward the fulfillment of God’s superior and inscrutable designs.653

It was difficult for the Council Fathers to hear such words in the pope’s opening address and not contrast his perspective with previous papal condemnations of progressive trends in secular academia and progressive Catholic scholarship.

All the same, apocryphal quotations about John XXIII explaining his motive for calling the Council by opening up the windows of his office and saying something along the lines of wanting to “let out the bad air and let the fresh air in” are less than instructive as to the actual motives of the historical John XXIII. While this dubious quotation may embody something of John XXIII’s attitude toward the modern world, that is not to say that his primary motivation in calling the Second Vatican Council was to thoroughly renovate a dusty and outdated Catholic Church.

Fortunately, we possess John XXIII’s first encyclical, *Ad Petri Cathedram*, which explicitly stated his motives for calling the Council. He wrote that his intention was to bring unity amongst the divisions and fractures plaguing mankind during the Cold War and also to brainstorm ways in which the Church could better fulfill its mission. He also wrote that:

This fond hope [for world peace and unity] compelled Us to make public Our intention to hold an Ecumenical Council. Bishops from every part of the world will gather there to discuss serious religious topics. They will consider, in particular, the growth of the Catholic faith, the restoration of sound morals among
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the Christian flock, and appropriate adaptation of Church discipline to the needs
and conditions of our times.\textsuperscript{654}

John XXIII’s desire to call an Ecumenical Council to help bring unity throughout the
world must be understood within the context of the Cold War. By the 1950s, the world
had not only seen the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki obliterated by nuclear bombs but
also footage of the detonations of hydrogen bombs which had a destructive capacity over
a thousand times greater than the first nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{655} In the early 1950s, the West
was at war in Korea; in the late 1950s, the West was inching closer and closer to a war in
Vietnam. As Castro’s revolutionaries established a communist government at the
doorstep of the United States by 1959, tensions only rose as the 1960s began.

Having lived through two devastating international wars, John XXIII called the
Second Vatican Council primarily to serve as an “example of peace and concord among
men, and an occasion for hope” which he felt the world desperately needed.\textsuperscript{656} John
XXIII also wished for the world’s bishops to discuss issues of ecclesiastical
housekeeping. John XXIII felt that the Church was in need of a moderate aggiornamento
and that the collective minds of the world’s bishops could brainstorm ways to aid the
Church’s growth.\textsuperscript{657} He wrote in his opening address to the Council Fathers that “what is
needed is that [the Church’s] certain and unchangeable doctrine, to which loyal
submission is due, be investigated and presented in the way demanded by our times.”\textsuperscript{658}
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John XXIII also stated in *Ad Petri Cathedram* that he hoped the Council could address his concerns with the declining morality he observed amongst Catholics.\(^{659}\) He had also written in his journal of his concerns over growing irreligiosity and secularism when he was a diplomat in France.\(^{660}\)

Contrary to the opinion of many contemporary scholars, John XXIII could not be said to have felt that the Church was in a grave state of decline due to its lack of modernization. In 1961, he contrasted what he regarded as a severe state of “spiritual poverty” in the modern world with the Catholic Church which he described as “vibrant with vitality.”\(^{661}\) In *Pope John’s Council*, Michael Davies argued that “vibrant with vitality” were not words one would use to describe a church that was in steep decline and in need of a council to radically reform it. Further, it would not seem likely that John XIII wanted the Church to accommodate itself in a dramatic way to the customs of a modern world which he believed was in a state of “spiritual poverty.”\(^{662}\)

An analysis of the preparatory documents written by the theologians chosen by John XXIII’s Curia to prepare for the Council also indicate that he had non-revolutionary hopes for it. These preparatory schemas were titled *Sources of Revelation; Defending Intact the Deposit of Faith; Christian Moral Order; Chastity, Matrimony, the Family, and Virginity; the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy; the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church; and the Constitution on the Blessed Virgin Mary Mother of God and Mother of
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These titles indicate that John XXIII was a traditional Catholic who envisioned his council as a continuation of the traditional Catholic religion. All the same, his meekness, characteristic throughout his priesthood, would later be observed in his being persuaded to discard all but one of these preparatory schemas when pressured to do so by progressive Northern European bishops.

The one preparatory schema which John XXIII did not discard due to its acceptability to the progressive bishops was the preparatory schema for the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy. It is worth examining the manner in which the rough draft for *Sacrosanctum Concilium* was prepared.

Due to his experience serving as the secretary of the Pian Commission, Annibale Bugnini was asked to serve as the secretary of the preparatory commission for *Sacrosanctum Concilium* three years before the Council began. In *The Organic Development of the Liturgy*, Alcuin Reid wrote that Bugnini’s service as secretary of the preparatory commission was characterized by a progressive reformist agenda as well as an underdeveloped sense of the objective and unchangeable elements of the received liturgical tradition. Nevertheless, Bugnini was chosen as the preparatory commission’s secretary, and he successfully leveraged the power this position afforded him to leave a definitively progressive slant on the schema which he composed.

While the preparatory commission was formally led by the progressive-leaning Cardinal Amleto Cicognani, Bugnini’s method of organization gave him more influence.
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in the creation of the final document than a secretary would have ordinarily been afforded. Rather than collaborating as a body, Bugnini organized the commission into various sub commissions which had limited communication with one another. Rather, each sub commission reported directly to Bugnini, who then compiled information from each sub commission as well as the comments made during the commission’s plenary meeting into a document. After each member of the commission read the document, they sent suggestions for changes directly to Bugnini, who then instructed the appropriate sub commissions to respond to such comments. Bugnini then took the sub commissions’ meeting notes and worked them into a second draft which then became the subject of discussion at a second plenary meeting. The comments from this meeting were used by Bugnini to create a third draft which was ultimately approved by Cardinal Cicognani as the official preparatory schema for the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy.

The preparatory document which was ultimately drafted, then, was heavily influenced by Bugnini’s “divide and conquer” strategy, referred to by Yves Chiron as the “Bugnini Method.” Indeed, Bugnini himself admitted in his *Reform of the Liturgy* that he was “the pivotal figure in the entire preparatory work.” While the commission’s secretary rarely interjected in the commission’s plenary meetings, his technique of separating the commission’s one hundred-some experts into segregated groups who met together as an entire commission only rarely allowed him to have a disproportionate amount of influence on the commission’s final document. Additionally, while he may
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have generally refrained from voicing his opinions on record during plenary sessions, Bugnini was not shy from giving suggestions and guidance to members and consultors of the commission before and after their meetings. He recognized that it was not prudent to reveal his vehemently progressive opinions at plenary sessions lest the drafts he composed should be recognized as disproportionately containing his own opinions rather than an unbiased synthesis of the ideas raised by the commission’s members.

That Bugnini was able to acquire such a large influence over the writing of the document was significant since his liturgical views were even more radical than many of the Liturgical Movement scholars at this time. For example, while he hoped to persuade the preparatory commission to call for the use of parallel liturgies such as he had created in his Our Mass booklet, he could not encourage enough support for this innovation amongst the commission members.

Bugnini wrote that in choosing scholars to serve in the liturgical preparatory commission, it was important that representatives were chosen from “every part of the world in which the liturgical movement was active and prospering.” This statement implied that the liturgical experience of liturgists who had not accepted the premises of the Liturgical Movement were considered to have little to offer to the preparatory commission. By deliberately excluding scholars who may have rejected progressive liturgical principles, the schema was certain to reflect the radical proposals that the Liturgical Movement scholars had made throughout the 1950s.

What Chiron described as the “Bugnini Method” also included the use of intentionally vague language when discussing ideas which were too progressive to gain
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widespread support. When tensions rose in the commission over the use of the vernacular, for example, Bugnini advised the vernacularists to relent on going too far in the debate at this stage. He advised them that as long as a single open-ended statement could be included in the conciliar document about expanding the use of the vernacular, the post-conciliar commission responsible for interpreting the Council could act upon such a statement to expand the vernacular as much as desired.

The theory that Annibale Bugnini and the scholars of the liturgical commission employed vague language in *Sacrosanctum Concilium* in order to exploit “loopholes” after the Council can hardly be dismissed as a conspiracy. Bugnini himself is quoted in an archived discussion note as saying to a small group of likeminded scholars in the Commission at a meeting on November 11, 1961:

> We must tread carefully and discreetly. Carefully, that proposals be made in an acceptable manner, or, in my opinion, formulated in such a way that much is said without seeming to say anything: let many things be said in embryo, and in this way let the door remain open to legitimate and possible post-conciliar deductions and applications.

Apparently, this was a strategy that many progressive theological *periti* utilized at the Council itself when it seemed unlikely that a radical proposal would be approved by the bishops on the council floor. In a Dutch periodical published in January of 1965, the progressive theologians Edward Schillebeeckx and Yves Congar spoke of the widespread use of the strategy of “intentional ambiguity,” though they bemoaned this strategy for not
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being bold and open enough with the world about the direction in which they wished the Church to head.⁶⁸³

For employing such deceptive strategies to advance his progressive views, which were evidently beyond that of his peers, Bugnini was ultimately removed by John XXIII both from the secretariat of the Liturgical commission as well as from his position at the Pontifical Lateran University in 1962.⁶⁸⁴ Bugnini wrote that he had been accused by members of the Curia of being “‘progressivist’ ‘pushy,’ and an ‘iconoclast.’”⁶⁸⁵ As a result either of these accusations or his displeasure with the radical nature of the preparatory schema for the Constitution on the Liturgy, John XXIII deemed Bugnini unfit to continue his service as the liturgical commission’s secretary. Time was short, however; the preparatory document had taken three years to write, and the Council was already at hand. It was deemed impractical to rewrite it before Vatican II’s first session whether John XXIII approved of its contents or not.

Besides his removing of Bugnini from the secretariat as well as from his university position, John XXIII’s displeasure with the liturgical schema could be seen by his publication of the apostolic constitution Veterum Sapientia: On the Promotion of the Study of Latin shortly after the liturgical schema was presented to him.⁶⁸⁶ It should not be seen as insignificant that although he was well preoccupied with conciliar planning, John XXIII took the time to write and publish an apostolic constitution which defended the use of Latin in study and the liturgy and articulated arguments for retaining it. In it, he wrote:
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And We also, impelled by the weightiest of reasons — the same as those which prompted Our Predecessors and provincial synods — are fully determined to restore this language to its position of honor, and to do all We can to promote its study and use. The employment of Latin has recently been contested in many quarters, and many are asking what the mind of the Apostolic See is in this matter. We have therefore decided to issue the timely directives contained in this document, so as to ensure that the ancient and uninterrupted use of Latin be maintained and, where necessary, restored.687

Thus, if John XXIII did have a mind to “open up the windows and let out the bad air,” at his council, he verifiably did not consider the Church’s traditional language to be anything short of a treasure to be preserved. All the same, it is surprising that John XXIII had not expected Bugnini to guide the preparatory commission in the manner in which he had. An examination of Bugnini’s publications, especially his Our Mass booklet, should have indicated to John XXIII exactly what sort of direction Bugnini would guide the preparatory commission.

Procedures were put in place to govern the process by which the various preparatory schemas would be refashioned into conciliar documents. Once the Council began, the world’s bishops were to vote over which bishops would serve on the conciliar commissions. Each conciliar commission was responsible for fashioning one of the preparatory schemas, or “rough drafts,” into a working document to be discussed on the Council floor.688 Working conciliar documents were to be sent to the central commission for inspection for doctrinal error.689 If a document was cleared by the central commission, it would be presented to all of the Council Fathers who would debate the document and propose changes.690 The conciliar commissions were to then respond to the changes
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which were proposed on the council floor by redrafting the document. Once the Council Fathers were pleased with a document, a vote would be held over it.\textsuperscript{691} If approved by the world’s bishops and the Pope, it would be promulgated as an official document of the Second Vatican Council.\textsuperscript{692} Since John XXIII did not foresee the Council proposing any radical doctrinal or liturgical changes, he likely assumed that the preparatory schemas which had been meticulously prepared over the course of three years would be only gradually tweaked by the conciliar commissions before being promulgated as the Council’s final documents.\textsuperscript{693}

According to many traditionalist writers such as Michael Davies, Christopher Ferrara, and Thomas Woods, the bishops of Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium formed an organized voting block before the Council began and met regularly throughout the Council to discuss political strategies.\textsuperscript{694} This group of shrewd bishops have been collectively referred to as the “Rhine Group” or “European Alliance” in texts about the Second Vatican Council such as Ralph Wiltgen’s \textit{The Rhine Flows into the Tiber} or Michael Davies \textit{Pope John’s Council}.\textsuperscript{695} In progressive texts such as Bokenkotter’s \textit{A Concise History of the Catholic Church}, the existence of such political strategizing was acknowledged as well, but considered necessary in order for Europe’s progressive bishops to “break the stranglehold the [conservative] Curia already held over the Council.”\textsuperscript{696}

Most accounts of the Second Vatican Council detail the occasion by which the French Cardinal Achille Lienart interrupted the proceedings of the inaugural meeting of
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the Council to propose that the vote to determine which bishops would be selected for the conciliar commissions be delayed until the bishops could spend some time to get to know one another.\footnote{Ibid.} According to Fr. Ralph Wiltgen, this proposal, which broke procedural protocols, was premeditated in the private residence of the German Cardinal Joseph Friggs in order to wrest control of the commissions from the Roman Curia.\footnote{Wiltgen, \textit{The Inside Story of Vatican II}, 8.} A German bishop seconded the motion, and then the rest of the Northern European block of bishops stood up to give a standing ovation, generating enthusiasm for the suggestion.\footnote{Davies, \textit{Pope John's Council}, 41-42.}

Joseph Kelly wrote of this incident in \textit{The Ecumenical Councils}, writing that these efforts of the European alliance were necessary in order to free the conciliar commissions from the control of the conservative Roman Curia.\footnote{Kelly, \textit{The Ecumenical Councils}, 186.} John O’Malley’s description of this incident in \textit{What Happened At Vatican II} portrayed it as an entirely spontaneous event, but acknowledged that it was instigated mostly by Northern European bishops who had perennial contentions with the Roman Curia.\footnote{O’Malley, \textit{What Happened at Vatican II}, 97-98.}

After John XXIII agreed to delay the voting for the members of the conciliar commissions in response to this breach in protocol, the progressive block of bishops proceeded to lobby in an organized manner to see their own bishops elected to each commission as well as determine which candidates from other national hierarchies were of a like-mind and should be supported by their voting bloc.\footnote{Davies, \textit{Pope John's Council}, 43-45.} As each national bishops’ conference began to draw up lists of candidates from their nations to serve on the various commissions, the progressive-minded bishops of the European nations of Germany, Austria, France, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, and two progressive minded African
bishops agreed to form one combined list of candidates that would guarantee a large enough voting block to see their candidates elected. Ultimately, eight out of every ten of the candidates that the European Alliance put forward for nomination on the commissions were elected, giving the well-organized European alliance an enormous advantage in each commission, and even a majority in the liturgical commission.

A second victory which the Rhine Group achieved was the dismissal of four of the five preparatory schemas which John XXIII’s theologians had prepared. Before the Council began, the Dutch bishops, with the help of their theological periti, had written and published sharp criticisms of each document except the preparatory schema for Sacrosanctum Concilium. When the Council began, the European Alliance ensured that a copy of this booklet would be given to each bishop. The four preparatory schemas were criticized for their reliance on Scholasticism and for not being relatable to modern man.

Since most of the bishops came to the Council without any preconceived notions about what would be debated there, many were persuaded by the progressive literature which was presented to them. Progressive theologians also influenced the proceedings by holding lectures between conciliar debates for the bishops, “most of whom were glad to learn about the new trends and methods” in Catholic theology. In a lecture given in 1975, the traditionalist Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre went so far as to claim that at meetings between the French episcopate, certain bishops were instructed to read premade speeches written by progressive theologians to advance their ideas on the Council floor.
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The conservative Curia did not have counter-arguments prepared to challenge Dutch pamphlets or the eight hundred-some theological experts who flooded the Vatican during the Council.\textsuperscript{709} It was not assumed that traditional Catholic theological formulations would need to be so vigorously defended.\textsuperscript{710} As a result, nearly two-thirds of the bishops voted to toss the four preparatory schemas and allow the conciliar commissions to start each document from scratch.\textsuperscript{711} While a full two-thirds majority was required to dismiss the three years of work of the preparatory commissions, John XXIII agreed to dismiss the four schemas anyways since such a large number of bishops found them unsuitable.\textsuperscript{712} As stated above, the only preparatory schema which was not discarded was the “forward-looking and balanced” liturgical schema which was written under the progressive leadership of Annibale Bugnini.\textsuperscript{713}

As the Council progressed, according to Davies, the Rhine Group successfully lobbied for key procedural changes on the Conciliar Commissions. One such change was the procedural amendment which allowed as few as five commission members to introduce an amendment into a conciliar draft.\textsuperscript{714} This change was proposed, no doubt, fully conscious of the fact that European Alliance bishops made up at least five of the members of each conciliar commission.\textsuperscript{715} Another noteworthy procedural change which the European Alliance bishops successfully lobbied for was the extension of permission for non-episcopal theological periti to speak at Conciliar debates.\textsuperscript{716} This change permitted the most articulate progressive voices in the Church to freely engage in the
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discussions which produced the Council’s final documents. Progressive theological periti such as Karl Rahner, Edward Schillebeeckx, and Hans Kung would make their opinions known at such meetings in a forceful manner, by some reports at times raising their voices to the level of a scream.\textsuperscript{717}

The Rhine group bishops regularly met as a whole to discuss strategies for the commissions which their delegates served in. One such meeting, known as the Fulda Conference, became surrounded with so much controversy that the Vatican Press Office felt it necessary to release press releases intended to dissipate concerns over political strategizing.\textsuperscript{718} Davies argued that during these meetings, if a theologian could successfully convince the Rhine voting block on a given point, Rhine Group delegates would fight for that point to be implemented into their conciliar commissions.\textsuperscript{719} Then, wrote Davies, once the document was presented for a general vote in the Council, the European Alliance bishops could vote as a block in order to ensure that such points were accepted in the final conciliar text.\textsuperscript{720}

John O’Malley’s \textit{What Happened at Vatican II} cautioned against perceiving the theological periti as being highly influential agents exclusively for radical reform. He wrote that some moderate periti such as Fr. Gerard Philips played an important role in helping the Council Fathers reach compromises between theologically conservative and progressive ideas.\textsuperscript{721} He also argued that the majority of theologians had no organized means of lobbying to see their ideas impressed upon the council floor. All the same,
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O’Malley had no direct response to the evidence given to the contrary by Michael Davies or Ralph Wiltgen.\textsuperscript{722} In fact, O’Malley tacitly agreed that progressive Northern European prelates such as Cardinal Bea, Frings, König, Lienart, Suenens, and Alfrink, as well as Northern European \textit{periti} such as Rahner, Schillebeeckx, Kung, de Lubac, and Congar had organized as a group and played important roles in the ultimate trajectory of the Council.\textsuperscript{723}

While recognizing the existence of some sort of a “European Alliance” is helpful in grasping the inner workings of the Council, it is also necessary to avoid subscribing to a theory of a sort of Germanic “hijacking” of the Council’s documents. Such a “hijacking” theory fails to adequately address the near unanimous votes which every single conciliar document received. What such a view is lacking in its analysis of the Council is an acknowledgement that even if the preparatory schemas and the majority of the bishops had entered the Council relatively conservative, progressive bishops were effective not only at seeing their candidates elected to conciliar commissions and lobbying for desired rule changes, but also at convincing their brother bishops to accept their progressive positions. Despite legitimate theories of foul play by European Alliance bishops, it cannot be ignored that nearly every document was approved by the world’s bishops with nearly unanimous support.

Though disgraced just months before the Council began, fortunes soon turned for Annibale Bugnini after befriending Giovani Montini, the progressive-minded Cardinal Archbishop of Milan. It is unlikely that the two merely bumped into each other in the line for cappuccinos; Montini was a clear favorite for the next conclave, and Bugnini was no
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stranger to Vatican politics. Further, the two may have become familiar with each other during Bugnini’s time serving on the Pian commission since Montini was responsible for reporting the commission’s findings to Pius XII. For his part, Montini himself had argued for a “bold” increase in the use of the vernacular in the liturgy in his response to a questionnaire he received from the Vatican shortly following the announcement of the Council. Concerned that Bugnini was not serving as the secretary of the liturgical conciliar commission, Montini protested his removal to the Vatican Secretary of State. While this protest would be fruitless, Bugnini and Montini maintained a relationship throughout the Council which flowered into a working relationship after Montini was elected Pope.

The schema for the liturgy was the first to be discussed by the bishops of the Second Vatican Council. While some such as Rita Ferrone suggest that this was done in order to reflect the pastoral nature of the Council, the more obvious reason was that every other preparatory schema had been thrown out and this was the only document that could be discussed before replacement schemas had been written.

On the council floor, the most fierce resistance to the liturgical schema came from the traditionalist Alfredo Cardinal Ottaviani, the Secretary of the Holy Office of the Inquisition. Ottaviani drew attention to the vague language of phrases such as “the order of the Mass is to be revised” which seemed to be a sort of “blank check” written to whichever commission was to be charged with interpreting the constitution after the Council. He considered the working schema for Sacrosanctum to treat the Mass “as if it
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were a piece of cloth to be refashioned according to the whim of each generation.”

Further, and most tellingly, he accused the members of the liturgical commission of reintroducing elements to the schema which they had been ordered to remove by the central commission due to doctrinal concerns. It was later admitted that these elements, which concerned concelebration and the administration of communion under both kinds, had, in fact, been reintroduced despite the central commission’s instruction that they be removed.

As Ottaviani continued dissecting the liturgical schema for about fifteen minutes, an incident occurred which became memorialized as a watershed moment signaling the end of traditional Catholicism on the practical level. As Ottaviani continued his impassioned defense of liturgical traditionalism, he had surpassed the ten-minute time limit for his speech. According to Davies and most traditionalist sources, suddenly his microphone was shut off; the hard-of-hearing cardinal had not heard the bell which warned him that he needed to finish his speech. According to John O’Malley’s telling of the story, Ottaviani was interrupted by another Cardinal who told him he had exceeded his time limit, to which Ottaviani responded “I’m finished! I’m finished! I’m finished!” in a demonstration of outrage after being slighted.

By either account, after Ottaviani’s speech was awkwardly concluded, the bishops filling St. Peter’s Basilica burst into applause. The applause seemed to have been in response to the Cardinal being cut off. So humiliated was Ottaviani by this incident, which lives on both in progressive Catholic circles as a sort of mini conciliar triumph as
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well as in traditionalist circles as evidence of mal-intent, that he did not appear in any conciliar meetings for the next two weeks.\textsuperscript{736} Despite his speech, on the 4th of December, 1963, the same Council Fathers who had applauded his being silenced voted to approve \textit{Sacrosanctum Concilium} with a vote of 2,147 to 4.\textsuperscript{737}

By this time, the Catholic Church had elected a new pope. Giovani Montini was now leading the Church as Pope Paul VI. Montini was a favorite for the papacy for years after serving as an adviser to Pius XII and later as the archbishop of Milan. His progressive views had prevented him from receiving a red hat by Pius XII, excluding him from practical consideration for the papacy.\textsuperscript{738} John XXIII made him a cardinal one year into his papacy, however, and in 1963 his progressive views gained him his papacy when a college of cardinals were eager to elect a pope who would continue the Council.\textsuperscript{739} After \textit{Sacrosanctum} was passed and approved, mostly unchanged from the preparatory schema, Paul VI immediately named Bugnini as the secretary of the Constituent Assembly of the “Consilium” or “Advisors” and the progressive Cardinal Lercaro as its prefect.\textsuperscript{740} The Consilium would oversee the liturgical reform for the next 11 years.

Bugnini and Lercaro immediately began preparations for the first instruction to the Church on the implementation of \textit{Sacrosanctum Concilium}. They began by choosing a handful of premier liturgical scholars to join them in drafting the instruction to be titled \textit{Sacram Liturgiam}.\textsuperscript{741} These scholars were familiar names amongst the Liturgical
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Movement’s elite: Fr. Josef Jungmann, Canon Aime Georges Martimont, Dom Cipriano Vagaggini and Fr. Frederick McManus all took part.742

Technically, “The Constituent Assembly of the Consilium” had no magisterial authority. Its lack of a juridical status would cause no little consternation between its members and the members of the Sacred Congregation of Rites, both of whom felt they held the prerogative to oversee the implementation of the Liturgical Reform.743 In Annibale Bugnini, Yves Chiron suggested that Paul VI himself was not certain what role he had in mind for the Consilium when he first established it, nor was he certain if he wanted the Liturgical Reform to be implemented primarily by the Consilium or the Sacred Congregation of Rites.744 As time went on, the political shrewdness, if not the merit of their ideas, would afford the Consilium the primary role in “revising the liturgical books.”745

As Bugnini and the Consilium began their work of interpreting Sacrosanctum Concilium, a document many of them had helped write, what ideas exactly did they find therein? What did the document say?

While Sacrosanctum Concilium is often lauded for its beautiful spiritual reflections on the Mass and the liturgy, it might be prudent to join the traditionalist Michael Davies in his analysis of Sacrosanctum which looks past such poetry in search of the subtle “time bombs” which contained vague permissions for the various revisions of the Missal which would be promulgated by 1969.746 In Pope John’s Council, Davies acknowledged that such a reading of Sacrosanctum Concilium was not a balanced
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approach to examining the document but was nevertheless necessary in order to appreciate how Sacrosanctum instigated the liturgical revolution which followed its promulgation. Indeed, while a spiritual seeker’s reading of Sacrosanctum might benefit from meditating upon its poetic beauty, a historian’s reading of the document would do better to focus on the statements it contained which granted license for reform. These permissions, often expressed in vague language, should be understood as the true historical legacy of this document since they gave legitimacy to the 1969 changes which upended a thousand years of liturgical tradition. It also should not be dismissed that these vague permissions were likely considered the primary purpose of the document by its writers.

The document’s opening sentence stated that it was written to “to foster whatever can promote union among all who believe in Christ; to strengthen whatever can help to call the whole of mankind into the household of the Church.” The vague statement “to foster whatever can promote union among all who believe in Christ” was included, notably in the document's first sentence, to justify altering the Mass in order to make it more in line with Protestant services for ecumenical purposes. Indeed, Bugnini wrote in The Reform of the Liturgy that the original draft used the term “separated brethren,” which was the customary term for Protestants in the Council’s documents, and was changed to say “all who believe in Christ” perhaps to obscure its meaning. It should also be noted that the opening sentence of Sacrosanctum Concilium wrote that the “sacred Council” wished to “adapt more suitably to the needs of our own times those
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institutions which are subject to change” thus making it clear that a reform of the liturgy in response to the central premise of the Liturgical Movement was the intention of the document.\textsuperscript{751}

Davies argued that the preface’s promise that all ancient rites would be preserved was diminished to have no juridical meaning by the following statement which read that “the Council also desires that, where necessary, the rites be revised carefully in the light of sound tradition, and that they be given new vigor to meet the circumstances and needs of modern times.”\textsuperscript{752} Davies argued that articles 5-13 contained generic Catholic teachings regarding the liturgy which were worded in an orthodox manner, thus putting conservative bishops at ease before introducing more radical proposals.\textsuperscript{753} It might also be explained that articles 5-13, which constituted the introduction of the constitution after its preface, served to provide a comprehensive definition of the liturgy before applying that definition to provide suggestions for reform. This was the same text structure that Pius XII used in \textit{Mediator Dei}.\textsuperscript{754}

Interestingly, articles 5-13 did not offer a clear definition of the Mass as the presentation of Jesus’s literal sacrifice on the cross under the appearances of bread and wine, though it alluded to this perennial idea.\textsuperscript{755} These articles also echoed the common Liturgical Movement condemnation of praying private devotions during the Mass. Article 13 began with a deceptively warm acknowledgement of the benefit of devotions before proceeding to call for new devotions to be “drawn up” which correlated to the liturgical seasons, perhaps to replace the Church’s traditional devotions such as the Rosary.\textsuperscript{756}
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very idea that one could simply “draw up” devotions bespeaks an ignorance about the spontaneity from which popular pietistic practices tended to emerge. The Rosary and Sacred Heart devotions, for example, were given legitimacy through the belief that they had been given to the Church through visions of Christ or the Blessed Mother, not in their simply being “drawn up.” Nevertheless, the post-conciliar popularity of monthly liturgical publications such as *Magnificat* and *Our Daily Bread* in the United States can be seen as a fulfillment of *Sacrosanctum’s* 13th article.

It was also noteworthy that articles 5-13 referred to the central liturgical dogma of Christ’s presence in the Eucharist by merely stating that Jesus was “especially [present] under the Eucharistic species,” without using the term transubstantiation or clearly defining what that presence meant according to the traditional formulation.\(^757\) This lack of a clear definition of transubstantiation in *Sacrosanctum* may have led to Paul VI’s 1965 encyclical on the mystery of the Eucharist which contained a traditional explanation of Eucharistic dogma.\(^758\)

Article 14 of *Sacrosanctum Concilium* wrote that the goal of fostering “fully conscious, and active participation” in the liturgy was “demanded by the very nature of the liturgy.”\(^759\) This statement placed pastoral expediency above the value of preserving the objective purity of the worshiping act or of preserving liturgical tradition. By adding the word “conscious” to the quote which was derived from the introduction of Pius X’s *Tra Le Sollecitudini*, the crafters of this document disguised a Liturgical Movement innovation neatly in the midst of a quote by the anti-Modernist pope. “Conscious”
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participation implied a direct awareness of the lay person in every act of the priest, which was not a traditional value in a liturgy which had clear demarcations between the actions of the priest and the spiritual offering of the laity.

Article 116 stated that “other things being equal, [Gregorian chant] should be given pride of place in liturgical services.”\(^{760}\) This vague phrase may seem at first glance to have reiterated the teachings of Pius X, Pius XI, and Pius XII regarding the primacy of Gregorian chant, but in reality it served to make Gregorian Chant “equal” with other forms of sacred music. Furthermore, the article concluded by stating that “other kinds of sacred music, especially polyphony, are by no means excluded from liturgical celebrations, so long as they accord with the spirit of the liturgical action.”\(^{761}\) The mention of traditional polyphony was likely a smokescreen to distract from the vague permission granted here for “other kinds of music.”

Article 21 reiterated Pius XII’s idea that “the liturgy is made up of immutable elements divinely instituted, and of elements subject to change.”\(^{762}\) Perhaps controversially, the writers of Sacrosanctum elaborated on this idea by stating that “these not only may but ought to be changed with the passage of time if they have suffered from the intrusion of anything out of harmony with the inner nature of the liturgy or have become unsuited to it.”\(^{763}\) As the distinction between “human” and “divine” elements of the liturgy afforded a monumental opportunity to progressive liturgists when Pius XII first made it, so it was used strategically during the Second Vatican Council to grant permission for a wide array of possible future changes.
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Article 50 also stated that:

The rite of the Mass is to be revised in such a way that the intrinsic nature and purpose of its several parts, as also the connection between them, may be more clearly manifested...for this purpose the rites are to be simplified...[and] elements which, with the passage of time, came to be duplicated, or were added with but little advantage, are now to be discarded...as may seem useful or necessary.\(^{764}\)

One might suspect that these suggestions came from the pen of Fr. Josef Jungmann himself, seeing that his *Mass of the Roman Rite* was structured in such a manner as to draw attention to how various historical accretions in the Roman Rite had come to obscure the supposedly original function of the various liturgical actions. This article alone could have served as the justification for many of the changes made in the 1969 reform. However, when reading this article, one should not presuppose that the Council Fathers anticipated what sort of reform this article would ultimately lead to. With the Traditional Latin Mass being the status quo, it would have been hard to predict in 1963 exactly what sort of changes article 50 implied.

Articles 1, 23, 50, 62 all gave justifications for modernizing the liturgy. Davies considered these articles to grant permission for a “constantly evolving liturgy.”\(^{765}\)

Indeed, a consultor of the Consilium named Fr. Lucien Deiss wrote in 1971 that each generation needed to create its own corpus of liturgical music to suit its individual needs.\(^{766}\) Such a suggestion would seem ignorant of the reality that parish churches tend to accommodate more than one generation. Article 23 stated “Finally, there must be no innovations unless the good of the Church genuinely and certainly requires them; and care must be taken that any new forms adopted should in some way grow organically

\(^{764}\) Ibid, sec. 50.

\(^{765}\) Davies, *Pope John’s Council*, 357-358.

\(^{766}\) Deiss, *Spirit and Song of the New Liturgy*, 45.
Davies argued that this article, while appearing to be a conservative safeguard against rash innovation, was in fact a permission granting them, as long as the Consilium deemed that “the good of the Church genuinely and certainly required them.”

Article 34 stated that the new liturgy should be marked by a “noble simplicity.” This might be seen as a euphemism for abbreviating the liturgy to make it less of a time-consuming burden. This same article gave license to suppress “useless repetitions” from the liturgy. The criteria for determining when a repetition in the liturgy should be considered “useless” was not explained. After the Council, the Consilium would be granted the power to interpret this article however they pleased.

Article 36 stated that “particular law remaining in force, the use of the Latin language is to be preserved…but since the use of the mother tongue…may frequently be of great advantage to the people, the limits of its employment may be extended. It is for the competent territorial authority…to decide whether, and to what extent, the vernacular language is to be used according to these norms.” While appearing to protect the use of Latin in the liturgy, this article in fact gave permission for an unlimited use of the vernacular at the discretion of territorial bishop’s conferences.

Article 37 stated that the Church did not wish to impose any “rigid uniformity” on individual pastors in matters not concerning liturgical observances. This article was a break with the rigid liturgical laws which standardized worship across the Roman Rite Church since at least the 16th century Tridentine reforms.
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Article 38 gave permission for “legitimate variations and adaptations to different groups” in certain locations, such as mission territories, paving the way for enculturated usages of the Novus Ordo such as the so-called Hindu Rite or the Zaire Rite, both of which will be examined in chapter ten.\(^772\) Article 40 requested that local ecclesiastical authorities submit requests for adaptations or changes to the liturgy to the Vatican for consideration.\(^773\) This article, it would turn out, would be an instrumental tool for radicalizing the Novus Ordo beyond even the texts of the 1969 Missal itself. Later, it would be requests from local ecclesiastical authorities which pressured the Vatican for permission for the celebration of Masses in private households, the suppression of the minor orders, and the practice of receiving communion in the hand.\(^774\)

Interestingly, other proposals in Sacrosanctum Concilium never amounted to any actual change. For example, the document encouraged ill-defined “bible services,” and the post-conciliar Consilium did in fact create a rite for such services.\(^775\) However, the invitation to implement such services would go mostly unheeded by post-conciliar parishes.

Understanding each of the fifteen or so permissions granted in Sacrosanctum Concilium demystifies the process by which the Novus Ordo Missal was created. Each change made to the Roman Missal over the course of the 1960s can be justified by one of these points. Of course, the construction and promulgation of the Novus Ordo Missal would have been fruitless if the faithful at large had rejected it.
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If priests had simply continued to offer the Mass according to the 1962 Missal and if the laity had refused to attend any Novus Ordo masses, the changes to the Mass would have been reversed just as Quignonez’s attempted 16th century breviary reform or Cardinal Bea’s 1945 psalter reform were ultimately reversed.\(^{776}\) To be sure, some priests and laity did resist the new Mass. As will be examined in chapter ten, the Society of St. Pius X spread throughout the world in the decades following the promulgation of the Novus Ordo in part due to the demand for chapels which celebrated the Traditional Latin Mass. However, such traditionalist resistance was minimal due to the tactfulness of Bugnini’s Consilium in transitioning to the New Missal, the wide body of literature which supported the changes, and the popular rise of progressive Catholicism which took place immediately following the Second Vatican Council.

*Sacrosanctum Concilium* was not the only conciliar document which gave many the impression that a progressive interpretation of Catholicism had been enshrined at the formal level. As Schillebeeckx indicated in his 1965 article, vague statements which opened the door for progressive interpretations could be found throughout the conciliar documents.\(^{777}\) Additionally, despite the conservative Catholic insistence that Vatican II changed nothing of substance to the Church’s teachings, ideas can be found throughout the Council’s documents which reversed Church positions or at least attitudes on a number of topics. These changes, overwhelmingly approved by the world’s bishops, were instrumental in ushering in a new popular sense of the Catholic religion. Changes included:

---


- The idea that Christ’s Church “subsisted in” the Catholic Church rather than simply “was” the Catholic Church.  

- A positive interpretation of every major world religion rather than an interpretation of each simply as a false religion from which all of its participants needed to be converted.

- A request that nations no longer hold Catholicism as their constitutionally favored religion but recognize the “right to religious liberty” of all of its civilians.

- The mandate that intellectuals in Catholic colleges and universities be permitted to conduct investigations in such a manner that “individual subjects be pursued according to their own principles, method, and liberty of scientific inquiry.”

- The invitation to theologians to seek solutions to disagreements with Protestants through the “development of doctrine.”

While many traditional Catholic ideas could be found in the sixteen documents promulgated by the Second Vatican Council, reading the texts with an eye for ideas which were approved where formerly they were condemned demonstrates what a break with traditional Catholicism the final outcome of this council was. While comparing the number of traditional statements in the sixteen documents with the number of progressive statements might give the impression that the Council had a net-traditional orientation, this sort of a reading of the Council places undue significance on instances in which the

---
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documents merely restated the status quo and not enough significance on those instances in which the Council broke with traditional Catholicism.

The Second Vatican Council gave Magisterial approval to ideas concerning religious liberty, the Ecumenical Movement, the laudability of what were previously condemned as false religions, and the need for freedom of “scientific investigation” in academia which would contradict the Magisterium’s teachings regarding these topics in past authoritative documents. It should especially not be understated that the Council’s approval of “liberty of scientific inquiry” in its Constitution on Christian Education was perhaps one of the most influential changes made. This permission, though receiving little attention in many discussions regarding the Second Vatican Council, was seized upon by Catholic scholars to procure a vague license for “academic freedom” to use whichever progressive “scientific” strategies they felt prudent, untethered to the limitations of traditional Catholic doctrine.

In 1970, the Land O’ Lakes statement, written principally by the President of Notre Dame University Fr. Theodore Hesburgh and advised, among others, by a young priest by the name of Theodore McCarrick, used this statement to argue that in order for the Catholic University “to perform its teaching and research functions effectively, researchers must have a true autonomy and academic freedom from authority of whatever kind, lay or clerical, external to the academic community itself.” This statement, of course, is an affirmation of the central premise of the centuries-old progressive Catholic movement which deemed secular academia to be more reliable in arbitrating truth than

---
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the Church’s Magisterium or Sacred Tradition. Nearly all Catholic universities in the United States soon thereafter adopted the Land O’ Lakes statement or drafted similar statements, indicating that most Catholic Universities had embraced the progressive form of the religion by the 1970s.\footnote{785}

In the eyes of many, not just the Catholic university but Catholicism itself had become a transformed religion by the end of the Second Vatican Council. Many words have been employed to articulate that after the Council, the Church became “open to the world,” as opposed to its traditional attitude that “friendship with the world is enmity with God.”\footnote{786} Whereas the Church once asked alongside the Church Father St. Cyprian of Carthage “since the world hates the Christian, why give your life to that which hates you?” it now proclaimed alongside Archbishop Eugène-Jean-Marie Polge that “at the Council the Church began to love \textit{this} world” (emphasis in original).\footnote{787} It was in this context that Annibale Bugnini and the preeminent Liturgical Movement scholars made their final moves to compose and promulgate the Novus Ordo Missal.


\footnote{786} James 4:4.

CHAPTER NINE:
CONSTRUCTING THE NOVUS ORDO

In January of 1964, just a few weeks after the promulgation of Sacrosanctum Concilium, Paul VI charged Annibale Bugnini with the task of forming the infant Consilium in order to determine which changes to the Mass could be put into immediate effect. In The Reform of the Liturgy, Bugnini explained how the Consilium interpreted Sacrosanctum Concilium. It should be noted that Bugnini’s interpretation of Sacrosanctum Concilium should be considered quite authoritative since he was the preparatory schema’s principal author. He wrote that Sacrosanctum contained eleven key principles which provided both a concise definition of the liturgy and a compass to guide the general reform.788

The first guiding principle Bugnini enumerated was that the liturgy was an “expression of the priestly office of Jesus Christ.”789 This was because the liturgy made the mystery of Christ’s death and resurrection present and was the Church’s central act of sacerdotal worship.790 Perhaps out of ecumenical concern, he refrained from explicitly using the word “sacrifice” in his description of the Mass. Bugnini’s second guiding principle was that the liturgy was the “summit and fount” of the Church’s life, which meant that the liturgy was both the “supreme sacred action” of the Church, that it was the primary means of sanctifying the faithful, and that it was the unifying and evangelical hearth of the Church’s mission.791 His third principle was that full, conscious, and active participation of the laity was essential for the liturgy.792
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the words “full” and “conscious” were inserted into Pius X’s *Tra Le Sollecitudini* quote in order to imply that the laity should consciously understand each action of the priest as it was happening.

Bugnini wrote that the principle of conscious participation required that the Church adjust its liturgy so that the “mentalities and customs of the various peoples” were acknowledged in the liturgy.\(^{793}\) He also wrote that this principle indicated that each liturgical celebration needed to reflect the community’s life and that the language used in the liturgy needed to be easily understood.\(^{794}\)

Bugnini’s fourth principle was that the liturgy manifested the Church’s identity. To Bugnini, this meant that each layperson should have an easily understood part to play in the liturgy and that private masses should be discouraged.\(^{795}\) His fifth principle was that the liturgy should not be governed by “rigid uniformity,” but that pastors should have the flexibility to adjust the liturgy to the needs of their community and especially to the customs of various cultures.\(^{796}\)

His sixth principle was that the Church had a duty to adapt those changeable elements of the liturgy whenever these elements became an impediment to the flourishing of the liturgy which he described as a “living organism.”\(^{797}\) Bugnini responded to the argument that such an attitude would bring about a loss in the respect owed to liturgical tradition by arguing that it was more “traditional” not to imitate what was formerly done but to rediscover the “spirit that brought those things into existence and that would do other, completely different things at other times.”\(^{798}\) The claim that the “spirit” that

\(^{793}\) Ibid.
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inspired the Traditional Latin Mass’s solemn rituals and meticulous prayers would choose to do other completely different things at other times bespeaks a progressivism which believed that modern man had completely different spiritual needs than medieval or ancient man and considered the traditional liturgy to be completely incapable of meeting those modern needs. This was an attitude which was not shared by those Catholics who had transmitted a mostly unchanged liturgical tradition to numerous varied races and cultures for over a millennium.

The next four principles Bugnini extrapolated from Sacrosanctum Concilium was first the need to address the liturgical language, second to expand the liturgy’s use of the Word of God, third to adjust the liturgy to allow for more catechetical instruction, and fourth to foster more communal singing rather than only choral singing. The eleventh was a sort of umbrella principle which could legitimize any number of reforms. This principle was that the liturgy needed to be completely reformed based on the conclusion derived from reflecting on the other ten principles. Bugnini wrote that this final principle called for the mobilization of pastors to begin educating their congregations to prepare for such radical changes. He wrote that it also implied a need to suppress those changeable elements of the liturgy which were added “with but little advantage” over the course of history and reintroduce those elements of the Mass such as the sign of peace which were discarded but would be advantageous to the Church if they were restored.

Bugnini stated that the Consilium’s task was a “work of simplification” to achieve a missal that possessed a “noble simplicity” which was “short, clear, and unencumbered
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by useless repetitions…within the people’s powers of comprehension and as a rule [did] not require much explanation. The former part of this statement might be considered a rhetorical veneer over a desire to abbreviate the Mass simply for the sake of making it less of a burden for the priest and the laity. The latter part of the statement might be taken as a bit of clericalism, assuming that the laity were less capable of understanding liturgical prayers and gestures than were the priests. Tellingly, the “people’s power of comprehension” refers to a cognitive understanding of the verbal content of the prayers rather than the spiritual contemplation of the Mass as a mystery, implying a shift in emphasis concerning what it meant for the laity to participate in the offering of the Mass.

The Consilium finished their document announcing which changes could be made in the celebration of the Mass just a few months after Sacrosanctum Concilium was promulgated. Paul VI published this document on January 25, 1964. This motu proprio, titled Sacram Liturgiam, stipulated first and foremost that the clergy be educated in the liturgy, implying an education in the principles of the Liturgical Movement rather than the traditional liturgical education which they had already received. This stipulation likely served to inspire the publication of a wide array of liturgical articles as well as liturgical catechetical books in the next several years. These texts had the intention of educating those priests as well as the engaged laity in the principles of the Liturgical Reform which guided the Consilium in its construction of the new Missal.

The motu proprio also decreed that dioceses should form commissions to study the reform of sacred music and sacred art. These commissions would be inspired by the
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liturgical literature which was rapidly published throughout the 1960s. Commissions
dedicated to the reform of Sacred Art also consulted modern advances, if one might call
them that, in the Art departments of universities, inspiring the modern styles of art found
in many American churches today.807 Other changes which were permitted by Sacram
Liturgiam included the suppression of the hour of Prime in the Divine Office, permission
for the celebration of the Sacrament of Confirmation in the Mass, and some changes to
the Rite of Matrimony.808

After the work of Sacram Liturgicam was finished, Bugnini and his fellow
Consilium scholars began their work on the general reform of the Mass. Bugnini, the
great organizer that he was, divided the general reform of the Church’s liturgy into twelve
commissions based on twelve major elements of the liturgy.809 These elements included
the Calendar, the Breviary, the Missal, the prayers common to both the Breviary and the
Missal, the Pontifical, the Ritual, the Martyrology, the chant books, the Episcopal
Ceremonial, the Non-Roman Rites, the Code of Liturgical Law, and the Papal Chapel.810
The Pontifical and Papal Chapel were variations of the Roman Missal for Masses
celebrated by a bishop or a pope, respectively. The differences between a Pontifical
Traditional Latin Mass and an ordinary Traditional Latin Mass were basically
imperceptible to the layperson. Additionally, the Code of Liturgical Law was later
renamed the General Instructions of the Roman Missal.811

After dividing the liturgical reform into these twelve commissions, Bugnini had
the task of sorting the hundreds of scholars and consultors that took part in the work of
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the Consilium into groups which focused on just one of these liturgical subjects. Some of the more important subjects were broken up into several sub commissions. The Breviary was broken up into nine study groups, for example, while the Missal was broken up into seven study groups.\textsuperscript{812} While this strategy allowed liturgists to utilize their particular specialties, it also theoretically allowed Bugnini to place those scholars of a like-mind with himself into the more important commissions. Progressive liturgists could be assigned to commissions pertaining to the Mass while any Liturgical traditionalists might easily be placed on less important commissions such as the study group assigned for the Martyrology, a non-mandatory element of the Divine Office which most priests paid little attention to. This is, to be clear, mere speculation.

Once a commission finished a schema on a proposed change, Bugnini forwarded their schema to be reviewed by the theological, pastoral, stylistic, and musical commissions, who then forwarded the schema to a final “super commission” which analyzed the schema for final approval. Then, the super commission forwarded the schema to the liturgical commission.\textsuperscript{813} Formed of the premier scholars of the Consilium, the liturgical commission analyzed and revised the schema before finally presenting it to the Sacred Congregation of Rites for formal approval.\textsuperscript{814}

Notably, Bugnini originally intended to avoid working through the Sacred Congregation of Rites for formal approval as he perceived this institution as a medieval creation of the Council of Trent which did not reflect the progressive spirit of \textit{Sacrosanctum Concilium}.\textsuperscript{815} It goes without saying, of course, that none of the members
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of Congregation of Rites had entered the congregation during the 16th century; the
traditionalism of any of its members was of more recent origin than the Council of Trent.
When it was determined that approval by the Congregation of Rites would be required,
Bugnini originally proposed that the line for the Cardinal Prefect of the Sacred
Congregation of Rites to sign would simply say “seen” next to it, implying that his
approval was a mere formality. Bugnini’s proposal for this procedure would be denied.

After all documents were signed by the Cardinal Prefects of the Congregation of
Rites and of the Consilium as well as by the secretary of the Consilium, they were passed
on to the pope for final approval. If the Holy Father approved of the schema, it would
either be promulgated immediately or included in the ultimate promulgation of the Novus
Ordo missal. Between the years 1964 and 1975, a total of 439 schemas would reach papal
approval through this process. Toward the end of this chapter, it will be observed that
Paul VI’s leadership style led him to approve almost every proposal brought before him,
even while some of these proposals conflicted with his personal judgment. For this
reason, the final product of the 1969 Missal might be better referred to as the Missal of
the Consilium rather than the Missal of Paul VI.

Throughout this process, Bugnini was granted regular special access to the pope.
He met almost daily with Paul VI to discuss developments in the Consilium as they
occurred. Rumors suggested that Bugnini leveraged his special access to the pope to
see his peculiar opinions implemented in the liturgy when these opinions were not shared
by other scholars in the Consilium. Alcuin Reid wrote of an account written by the
Consilium’s Fr. Louis Bouyer in which Pope Paul VI asked him why the group had
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decided to implement a particular change to the Mass. Fr. Bouyer responded that while the Consilium as a whole was quite disinclined towards the change, Bugnini had insisted that the Pope’s mind was absolutely settled on the issue. Paul VI responded to this statement in shock, stating that he himself was against the change but that Bugnini had insisted that the entire Consilium was unanimous in their desire for it, leading him to relent and agree with the innovation. Whether Bouyer’s story was true or apocryphal, it would seem to reflect a perception that Bugnini capitalized on his access to the pope to exert a disproportionate amount of influence on the final product of the Nous Ordo.

With this system of operation in place, including the disproportionate power afforded to the group’s secretary, the Consilium began its work of gradually transforming the Traditional Latin Mass into the Novus Ordo between the years of 1964 and 1969. Apart from their task, the pope’s advisory body was also charged with the task of responding to questions and requests for experiments or adaptations by individual bishops or bishops’ conferences. The Consilium was granted the authority to grant permission for “liturgical experiments,” and it did so generously in the pursuit of a “scientific” reform of the liturgy.

One of the requests for experiments which was made to the Consilium immediately after its founding was the request for concelebration. The Consilium granted bishops and abbots permission to allow controlled experiments of various rites of concelebration and asked that those partaking in such experiments submit reports describing their observations. Bugnini wrote as though requests for liturgical
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innovations flooded the Consilium’s office; one might speculate that a large number of these requests were made by Rhine Group bishops’ conferences.

As Catholics around the world waited for the Consilium to complete its work on the Novus Ordo, Catholic publishers responded to the interest felt by priests to better understand the liturgical reform. Once they understood the impetus behind the liturgical changes, these pastors could begin to explain these ideas to their congregations. To serve this need, pastors turned to the liturgical books which were written throughout the 1960s.

In 1960, Charles Davis published *Liturgy and Doctrine: The Doctrinal Basis of the Liturgical Movement*. Describing the Liturgical Movement, Davis wrote that proposing reforms to the liturgy in consideration of the “the pastoral concern of the Church and its unceasing endeavor to fulfill its pastoral charge in the liturgy” was the main goal underlying the Liturgical Movement. In other words, Davis believed that the Liturgical Movement was a movement which sought, above all else, to subjectivize the liturgical tradition to the perceived pastoral needs of the contemporary laity.

In the introduction to *Liturgy and Doctrine*, Davis defined the Mass as “the family meal of the Christian community,” refraining from using the term “sacrifice” to describe the liturgical act until the end of his third chapter. In emphasizing the Mass as an act of the community and deemphasizing its role as the priestly offering of the immolated flesh of Christ, Davis exemplified what would become a growing trend amongst liturgists in the 1960s of emphasizing the liturgy’s role in forming communities rather than in offering the perfect sacrifice to God.
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Noting this transition in the language liturgical scholars used in speaking of the Mass in the mid to late 1960s is not to suggest that these liturgical texts were devoid of any references to the worship of God or explicitly denied that this worship was a central element of the liturgy. Nevertheless, a trend developed by which references to the community would be made far more frequently in liturgical literature than references to God. This later development of the Liturgical Movement could be said to have developed organically out of the Movement’s primary desire to subjectivize the liturgy in order to make it more spiritually beneficial to the ordinary laity.826 This primacy of pastoral effectiveness could be seen as displacing the traditional priority of ensuring that the sacrifice was objectively pleasing to God.827

In 1961, Milton Lomask and Ray Neville published *The Way We Worship*. This text attempted to articulate the distinction between the changeable and unchangeable elements of the liturgy. In an expression of functionalism, Neville and Lomask defined the changeable elements of the liturgy as the purely pragmatic elements which had the purpose of sanctifying and teaching rather than of offering the most pleasing worship to God.828 Perceiving the liturgy as a pedagogical tool, these authors defined sacred art as “visual aids.”829 The authors also wrote that “the people of every community build the kind of church they like” to serve their unique spiritual needs.830 No reference was made to the value of preserving the Church’s architectural traditions, so long as the style of architecture employed in the construction of a Church pleased the community for which it was built.
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In 1963, *Unto the Altar* was published as a compilation of Liturgical Movement articles edited by Alfons Kirchgaessner. The content of the twenty essays, originally published as periodical articles, present a glimpse of the liturgical literature which priests were exposed to in the period immediately following the promulgation of *Sacrosanctum Concilium*. In an essay titled “Some Dangers of the Liturgical Movement,” Romano Guardini wrote that the purpose of the upcoming general reform was to bring into full light the role of the liturgy as the mainspring of parish life. He expressed some concern that this movement had led in many regards to an “attempt to bring the worship of the parish nearer to the reality of daily life” in a manner which banalized the sacredness of the mystery. Unafraid to express his concerns with the increasingly radical nature of the Liturgical Movement, it should come as no wonder that Romano Guardini would serve as an inspiration to a young Fr. Joseph Ratzinger.

While expressing caution towards some progressive liturgical ideas, Guardini devoted multiple pages of his essay to criticizing “liturgical conservatism,” which he characterized as a mere emotional instinct to preserve one’s accustomed traditions as good and to condemn the new as irreligious.

In another essay titled “Personal Prayer and the Prayers of the Church,” Guardini argued that since modern man liked to emphasize the intellectual and ethical aspects of religion, the liturgy should not depend on an appreciation of mysterious symbolic gestures which modern man could not easily understand. Rather, he believed that the
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modern liturgy should make it easy for modern people to follow the prayers of the priest in order to pray along with him.

In “The Mystagogical Sermon” Guardini described the received Traditional Latin Mass as a “shriveled up” remnant of the liturgical tradition of the early Church.\(^835\) He also seemed to allude to the condemned work of Teilhard de Chardin in referring to the Church as a “consecrated universe, the new and evolving creation under the rule of the Holy Spirit.”\(^836\)

Other essays in *Unto the Altar* propagated other Liturgical Movement theories to a wide clerical audience. In his essay “Eucharistic and Liturgical Piety,” Theodor Schnitzler taught that the liturgy should be appreciated as a sacred ritual in all of its parts and that the worship of the consecrated host should not overshadow other elements of the liturgical act.\(^837\) In his essay “Holy Week; the Focal Point of Liturgical Work,” Eugene Walter presented the claim that in the early Church, the faithful perceived the feast of Easter not only as the commemoration of Jesus’s resurrection but as “their own resurrection conceived in faith and sealed in the sacrament.”\(^838\) One might wonder from which Church father Walter had derived this idea.

This statement would seem to be an instance common amongst progressive liturgical scholars of presenting their own innovative ideas as originating with the early Church without offering any evidence to support such claims. Since the “Church Fathers” were composed of hundreds of priests, monks, bishops, and theologians each with their
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own personality and cultural background, it is quite difficult to generalize about their tendencies as a whole, especially without providing any citations.

The essays in *Unto the Altar* dealing with liturgical homilies foreshadowed developments in post-conciliar homiletics. Traditionally, homilies tended to be centered around either a dogmatic or moral teaching. This tendency had its origins in the style of preaching found in the New Testament period in which sermons both *proclaimed* the dogmas of the new religion as well as *exhorted* hearers to live a morally upright life. In Justin Martyr’s brief description of the Christian homily found in his second century *First Apology,* he alluded to the homily’s moral and dogmatic character by writing that after the readings, the liturgical presider “verbally instructs, and exhorts to the imitation of these good things.”

In the introductory pages of the TAN edition of the Catechism of the Council of Trent, a sermon program was provided which suggested either a moral or dogmatic teaching which a sermon could be preached about for each Sunday Gospel reading of the traditional lectionary. Often, homilies were also structured to fortify congregations against the errors of popular deviant heretical sects. John Chrysostom, as but one example, regularly preached against the errors prevalent in the Antiochene community in which he received his theological training. While it is difficult to generalize about the homiletical tendencies of the entire Catholic tradition, it should hardly be considered controversial that instruction in the moral precepts and theological
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doctrines of the Catholic religion were traditionally considered to be primary goals of liturgical homilies.

In contrast, in “Holy Scriptures in the Life of the Parish,” Alfons Kirchgaessner condemned the teaching of moral or theological dogmas in homilies, claiming that such homilies “dodged the issue [of explaining the scriptures and their application to life] by talking about a dogmatic or a moral topic” instead.\footnote{Alfons Kirchgaessner, “Holy Scripture in the Life of the Parish,” in Unto the Altar, ed. Alfons Kirchgaessner, 153.} He believed that the dogmatic or moral homilies heard in many Catholic churches were inferior to the more pastorally beneficial sermons found in Protestant churches, representing a trend amongst progressive Catholics to look to Protestants as examples to be imitated rather than heretics whose ideas were to be abhorred.\footnote{Ibid, 154.}

In “Some Criteria for Preachers,” Theo Gunkel argued that the “sermon is neither a lecture, nor instruction…it is a message.”\footnote{Theo Gunkel, “Some Criteria for Preachers,” in Unto the Altar, ed. Alfons Kirchgaessner, 147.} He also wrote that a homily was to be “communicated so that others can hear it.”\footnote{Ibid.} Since a homily’s merits were subjective to the needs of the parish, he argued that “there is no objective criterion. The same sermon can be good in one place and bad in another.”\footnote{Ibid, 151.} While it may be difficult to determine what exactly Gunkel thought a homily should accomplish, it can be assumed that it was not the traditional understanding of a homily as an instruction in the dogmas and moral teachings of the traditional Catholic faith.

Other essays in Unto the Altar hinted at the tension which was brewing between Liturgical Movement scholars and traditional choir directors. Whereas the former were formed in progressive liturgical literature, the later had been formed in fidelity to the
papal teachings regarding sacred music and Gregorian chant. Since Gregorian Chant was
difficult for the laity to participate in, the vast majority of Liturgical Movement scholars
believed that modern styles of music should be introduced into the liturgy instead. Since
this implied an explicit break with the Church’s liturgical tradition of sacred chant and the
explicit teachings of three 20th century popes, the Liturgical Movement’s positions
regarding sacred music were not often published in liturgical literature until the
movement had picked up significant momentum in the years surrounding the Council.
Once they felt confident enough, however, progressive liturgists began advancing a
campaign against traditional liturgical music.

In “The Church Choir,” Kirchgaessner explained that most choir masters resisted
implementing modern music in the Mass because they suffered from a lack of liturgical
training. Such was their ignorance that these traditional choir masters could not
comprehend the Liturgical Movement's sublime understanding of sacred music. Choir
directors who were trained in sacred polyphony and Gregorian chant and capable of
instructing lay choir members to participate in such complex forms of music were
obviously well trained in a highly technical form of music, though not in the opinions
surrounding sacred music which the Liturgical Movement scholars held. In “The Schola,”
Paul Gutfleisch did not call for the abolition of traditional Gregorian repertoires, though
he did write that the Liturgical Movement had made “firm demands” on choirs to be more
inclusive of women and to encourage the participation of the entire congregation in
singing.  

---

*Priest's Guide to Parish Worship* was a 1964 publication of the Liturgical Conference. The Liturgical Conference was a body of Liturgical Movement scholars based in Washington DC which published general liturgical literature. Today, the Liturgical Conference includes both Catholic and Protestant contributors. The preface of this book, written by the influential Frederick McManus, called the work of the Consilium “a revolution in liturgical celebration” which was “decreed by the supreme authority in the Church.” Indeed, the Church’s supreme authority had embraced the “revolution” of the Liturgical Movement, especially during the 1960s.

The first chapter of this book taught that since there were changeable elements to the liturgy, those elements needed to change lest the liturgy become “frozen for too long in the patterns of a particular time and place.” This book argued that anyone who resisted the Liturgical Movement’s proposed changes to the Mass were likely poorly educated and unwilling to “give themselves” fully to the liturgy. This claim represented a growing trend amongst the advocates of the liturgical changes to dismiss critics of the new liturgy as being ignorant, spiritually slothful, or stubbornly set in their ways.

Placing a central focus on the community, the Liturgical Conference taught that the parish liturgy must bend itself to speak individually to the personal life-situations of each member of the congregation and “reflect each of these members as manifestations of the Lord.” It is notable that while this article did not reference the traditional Catholic doctrine of the true presence of Christ in the Eucharist, it did refer to each parishioner as a “manifestation of the Lord.” This calls to mind Pius X’s concern that the Modernist
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principle of vital immanence would lead to a practical pantheistic theological system which emphasized the subjective experience of God over the objectivity of the Divine.

Concerning Church architecture, the Conference criticized the long naves of traditional churches, such as those found in the ancient churches found in Appendix A, since they supposedly inhibited the active participation of the laity.\textsuperscript{855} These scholars also called for the removal of traditional side altar shrines, statues, and votive candles since they were seen as distracting from the liturgy.\textsuperscript{856} These proposals for changes in Church decor had much in common with Enlightenment-inspired Gallican liturgists who utilized only a single undressed altar and discouraged “distracting” sacred art.\textsuperscript{857} The text also stated that “the altar is primarily a table. It should look like one.”\textsuperscript{858} This statement, made before the Second Vatican Council was even finished, encouraged the replacement of traditional high altars with freestanding table-styled altars. At these table-styled altars, priests began to celebrate the Mass facing the people well before this style of celebration was formally permitted.\textsuperscript{859}

The Liturgical Conference also advocated for the receiving of communion while standing before this practice was licit. It was argued that the traditional sign of reverence by kneeling during the reception of Holy Communion should be discarded because standing communion would be more “meaningful and efficient.”\textsuperscript{860}

As priests read the progressive liturgical literature of the 1960s and began to instruct their congregations in the principles gleaned from these periodicals and books,
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the “first accomplishments” of the Consilium came to fruition in the spring of 1965.\textsuperscript{861} While the Consilium had been at work for over a year by this time, it must be recalled that Vatican II itself did not conclude its work until December of 1965. Thus, the first changes made to the liturgy were granted before the Council had even concluded.

In March of 1965, the vernacular was permitted throughout the entire Mass except for the Roman Canon and the Preface.\textsuperscript{862} However, individual national bishops' conferences had to request the use of the vernacular for whichever approved portions of the Mass in which they wanted to see it introduced; along with these requests, conferences needed to submit vernacular translations to be approved by the Consilium.\textsuperscript{863} In *The Reform of the Liturgy*, Bugnini wrote that while not all bishops' conferences requested the use of the vernacular in each of the permitted portions of the Mass, many did, and several bishops’ conferences requested the use of vernacular in the Preface and Canon as well.\textsuperscript{864} In the Netherlands, priests began to illicitly pray these portions of the Mass in the vernacular without Vatican permission as well as construct new Eucharistic prayers to be prayed instead of the Roman Canon.\textsuperscript{865}

Concerned with the construction of illicit Eucharistic prayers, Paul VI asked the Consilium to study “the Dutch problem” in 1965.\textsuperscript{866} It is noteworthy that some of the Consilium scholars were by this time of a like-mind with the Dutch innovators regarding the unsuitability of the Roman Canon and the need to create new Eucharistic prayers.\textsuperscript{867} That the Council of Trent anathematized any who said that “the canon of the mass
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contains errors, and is therefore to be abrogated” was no impediment to those liturgical scholars who placed little weight on Catholic Tradition. Thus, not surprisingly, the conclusion reached in response to the Dutch Problem in 1966 was that the Dutch hierarchy should be granted permission to pray the Preface and Roman Canon in the vernacular and that the Consilium should draft three new Eucharistic prayers to be introduced into the new Missal in order to appease the desire to not be bound to the Roman Canon for the Eucharistic offering. The decision to draft three new Eucharistic prayers was the first instance in which the Consilium implemented a change which the Second Vatican Council did not call for. All the same, such a change could be justified under the vague permission that “new forms should grow organically from those already existing.”

While Pope Paul VI apprehensively granted the Consilium’s request to extend permission for a vernacular canon to the Church of the Netherlands, he did not allow the Consilium to extend this permission to the universal Church in 1966. By 1967, however, due to the persistence of Bugnini and the Consilium, permission to translate the Preface and Roman Canon into the vernacular was granted to the Church at large. Thus, by 1967, the Church had taken a decided step away from the dogmatic teaching found in Canon 9 of the 22nd session of the Council of Trent which anathematized anyone who proposed “that the mass ought to be celebrated in the vulgar tongue only,” or that the pronouncing of “part of the canon and the words of consecration…in a low tone, is to be condemned.”
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While *Sacrosanctum Concilium* asked that “the use of the Latin language is to be preserved in the Latin rites,” it also stipulated that “it is for the competent territorial ecclesiastical authority mentioned in Art. 22, 2, to decide whether, and to what extent, the vernacular language is to be used.”  

Whereas the former statement might have implied a conciliar demand for the retention of the Latin language in the liturgy, the later statement opened the doors for bishops conferences to decide to what extent the vernacular might replace the traditional Latin of the Mass. This vague language proved to be just the sort of “time-bomb” Michael Davies wrote of in *Pope John’s Council*. In *The Reform of the Liturgy*, defending the extension of the *vulgar tongue* to the entire Roman Mass, Bugnini wrote that “even if the extension of the vernacular to the entire liturgy can be called a broad interpretation (though made by one with the right to make it), it cannot be said to contradict the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy.”

All the same, such tactical vagueness should not imply that the extension of the vernacular to the entire Mass was an authoritative act of the Consilium made against the wishes of the bishops' conferences around the world. It must be recalled that progressive theological, biblical, and liturgical principles had been widely disseminated to the world’s bishops at the Second Vatican Council and seemed to be received enthusiastically by the majority of them. Many bishops wrote of their experience at the Council as transforming their perception of Catholicism. Bishop James W. Malone of Youngstown Ohio, for example, wrote that “like everyone else who internalized the Council, it changed everything that I was taught to believe.”  

Statements such as these can be hardly
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understood other than that a large number of bishops had been converted to a different form of Catholicism than the one they had grown up with.

When these bishops returned home, liturgical literature served to further advance the Liturgical Movement’s principles to the world’s clerics. Converted to these principles, especially the primacy of pastoral expediency, functionalism, and the need for each layperson to have a conscious understanding of the prayers of the Mass, the bishops of the world themselves advanced the cause for vernacularism by campaigning for it from Rome. By 1967, every single national bishops conference had requested permission to celebrate the Mass entirely in the vernacular. Thus, the introduction of the vernacular liturgy must be seen as a triumph of the Liturgical Movement in propagating its principles to the international episcopate rather than a centralized reform imposed from above.

The vernacular was not the only change to the Mass introduced by 1965. Also in 1965, the rubrics of the traditional Missal were officially adapted to accommodate many of the proposals made by the Liturgical Conferences of the 1950s. For starters, it was officially recommended that freestanding altars be introduced into the sanctuary in order to enable celebration facing the people rather than facing the East. The Prayers at the Foot of the Altar were shortened to omit the choral recitation of the 42nd Psalm. These rubrics also arranged for the proclamation of the readings of the Mass to be conducted by a lay lector from an ambo facing the people rather than by a priest reading from the altar. Additionally, the priest was no longer required to privately pray any of the
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prayers sung by the choir. Finally, the Last Gospel was suppressed, ending an eight hundred year tradition of concluding the Mass with the prologue of the Gospel of John.

The changes made to the Mass in 1965 were never intended to be the finished product of the Consilium. According to Bugnini, merely making adaptations to the Traditional Latin Mass was not possible since it was too “difficult…to take an ancient building in hand and make it functional and habitable without changing the structure! Peripheral alterations [were] not enough; there [had] to be a radical restoration.” Bugnini explained in *The Reform of the Liturgy* that the 1965 rubrics were designed merely as a transitional placeholder between the traditional Mass and the ultimate Novus Ordo. If the new Mass was introduced too suddenly, the Consilium feared that the reform “might be jeopardized by such a complete revision.” Thus, as Catholics around the world became accustomed to a vernacular Mass, lay readers, and certain simplified gestures, Bugnini and the Consilium continued their work of crafting the completely revised Novus Ordo Missal.

The 1965 Missal changes were not the only transitional instructions promulgated by the Consilium. Also in 1965, the Consilium and Paul VI promulgated *Ritus servandus in concelebratione Missae et ritus communionis sub utraque specie*, creating a rite for concelebration by priests. This rite was drafted after studying the notes submitted by experimental concelebration liturgies conducted over the course of a year. The Consilium’s original draft limited the number of priest’s who could concelebrate at a given Mass to fifteen, though the Congregation of Rites rejected this number as too high.
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and requested that only the amount of priest’s which could physically touch the altar be permitted to concelebrate at a given Mass.\textsuperscript{887}

Bugnini, however, believed that the necessity of being able to touch the altar was arbitrary and should not be included in the final document. Thus, the final instruction stated that no more priests could concelebrate at a given Mass than the number that “the church and the altar of concelebration could accommodate, even if all the concelebrants are not right next to the table of the altar.”\textsuperscript{888} Predictably, these vague instructions gradually opened the doors for the phenomenon in which hundreds of priests could concelebrate at a given Mass at a conference or papal event due to a liberal interpretation of this “limitation” of the number of concelebrants.\textsuperscript{889} The instructions also limited the occasions at which a concelebrated Mass could be offered, though these occasions were so diverse and vaguely worded that they offered no real limitations to the practice.\textsuperscript{890}

In the spring of 1967, the Consilium and Paul VI promulgated \textit{Tres abhinc annos}. This instruction lay a great emphasis on fostering the participation of the laity in the liturgy and instituted further adjustments to the rubrics to make this participation a reality.\textsuperscript{891} It was this instruction which universalized permission for the celebration of the Mass entirely in the vernacular.\textsuperscript{892} This instruction also required that only one Collect be prayed per Mass even on days with multiple feasts, it encouraged the use of experimental lectionaries for weekday masses, it removed the requirement for the priest, servers, and ministers to genuflect before the tabernacle whenever they walked across the sanctuary, it
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reduced the signs of the crosses during the Canon and kissing of the altar throughout the Mass, and it suppressed the traditional liturgical vestment known as the maniple.\textsuperscript{893}

*\textit{Tres abhinc annos* also renamed the Mass of the Catechumens the “Liturgy of the Word” and the Mass of the Faithful the “Liturgy of the Eucharist.”\textsuperscript{894} Additionally, it encouraged flexibility in the priest’s celebration of the Mass according to the needs of the given parish.\textsuperscript{895} Priests were encouraged to adapt the liturgy for pastoral reasons as they saw fit. Finally, the Holy Thursday morning Mass was rewritten to emphasize a celebration of the priesthood.\textsuperscript{896}

Also in 1967, the Consilium published an Instruction on Sacred Music titled *Musicam Sacram* which was the fruit of a years-long struggle between the Constituent Assembly’s scholars and the proponents of Gregorian Chant and Sacred Polyphony. This struggle began in 1964 when the publication of the Consilium’s first formal instruction, *Inter Oecumenici*, did not specifically mention Gregorian Chant or Polyphony, instigating protests by traditionalist musicians who were concerned that its omission was symptomatic of a hostility towards traditional music.\textsuperscript{897} While the Consilium was able to dodge such accusations in 1964 by claiming that this omission in no way undermined the Church’s traditional treasury of music, tensions continued as members of the Senate of the Pontifical Institute for Sacred Music clashed with Bugnini over the contents of a 1965 instruction specifically devoted to the reform of sacred music.\textsuperscript{898} Traditionalist musicians accused the Consilium of favoring a “certain trend” of progressive Catholic musicians over and against the large body of traditionalist musicians who had received their
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formation in obedience to Magisterial instructions promoting Gregorian Chant which were published by Pius X, Pius XI, and Pius XII. 899

Bugnini considered attacks against the Consilium’s modernization of sacred music as attacks levied “against the entire liturgical reform.” 900 Further, he considered his struggle against traditionalist musicians as “his cross.” 901 Essentially, Bugnini and much of the Consilium believed that the music used in the liturgy should foster the easy participation of the laity through the use of vernacular lyrics and easy to learn melodies. 902 This opinion represented a rupture with the papal teachings on sacred music promulgated throughout the 20th century. Due to the ongoing protests of the Pontifical Institute for Sacred Music against the Consilium’s proposed Instruction on Sacred Music, the instruction was unable to gain papal approval for close to two years after the completion of its initial schema.

True to his style of leadership throughout the Council, Paul VI encouraged the Consilium to compromise with the traditionalist musicians, himself attempting to deliberate between the two parties. 903 Utilizing vague language that seemed to preserve tradition but in essence permitted a completely progressive interpretation, the Consilium ultimately drafted an instruction which simultaneously paid lip service to the treasury of traditional music while also permitting the use of popular vernacular melodies in the Mass. 904
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While the text advised that the faithful learn to sing the prayers of the Proper of the Mass in Latin, this was nowhere stipulated as a requirement. Additionally, the instruction stated that traditional chant settings could be used with vernacular translations of the prayers of the Mass whenever the translation of the Mass’s prayers could be found to work well with traditional chant settings. This condition, while appearing to be a sort of traditionalist-modernist compromise, would in practice make most traditional chants unusable since these chants tended to embellish each syllable of the Latin prayers with several notes, making it quite awkward to use these settings with the syllables of prayers in different languages. Thus, while the 1967 Instruction on Sacred Music appeared to pay lip service to traditional sacred chant, in practice it gave open license for the modernization of sacred music.

With the promulgation of each of these documents, the Consilium also began the publication of a liturgical journal titled Notitiae which served the purpose of communicating developments in the Consilium with its many international members and consultants. Notitiae also communicated developments in the liturgical reform to the press, and by extension, the readership of the many liturgical periodicals which used Notitiae as its source. This centralized publication went a long way in helping the Liturgical Movement scholars throughout the Church present a coherent and unified explanation for the reasons for the changes to the Church’s pastors which they in turn could teach to their congregations.
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The Consilium also disseminated information to the world’s bishops conferences through regularly responding to questions and requests.\(^{911}\) Just a few months after the rubrical reforms of 1965, an open letter was sent from the Consilium to the world’s bishops conferences to address a number of frequently raised questions about the changes.\(^{912}\) Interestingly, one of the questions addressed in this letter concerned the “problem of locating the tabernacle,” since the 1965 instructions recommended offering the Mass \textit{versus populum}.\(^{913}\) It should be noted that just thirteen years earlier, Pius XII firmly reiterated the traditional custom which held that “the Most Blessed Sacrament must be kept in an immovable tabernacle set in the middle of the altar” in a speech he delivered at the Liturgical Conference at Assisi.\(^{914}\) Soon after, Pius XII promulgated the decree \textit{Sanctissimam Eucharistiam} which firmly stated that “in churches where only one altar exists, this cannot be constructed so that the priest may celebrate towards the people.”\(^{915}\) The document also stated that “strictly prohibited are Eucharistic tabernacles located away from an actual altar, for example on a wall, or alongside, or behind an altar, or in shrines, or on columns separate from an altar.”\(^{916}\)

Despite Pius XII’s affirmation of the traditional placement of the tabernacle and his prohibition of \textit{versus populum} celebrations, the Vatican less than one decade later advised the opposite of both prohibitions.\(^{917}\) It should be noted, of course, that Pius XII’s condemnation of freestanding altars did not emerge from a vacuum. He was responding
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to the growing popularity of this style of altar. Appendix D, for example, contains a 1930's postcard of the interior of Fr. Coughlin’s Shrine of the Little Flower sanctuary which had a freestanding altar since it was built in 1931.\footnote{Appendix D.}

Shortly after the first changes were made to the Mass in 1965, the Consilium faced the problem of what Bugnini referred to as illicit experimentation on the part of individual pastors.\footnote{Bugnini, \textit{The Reform of the Liturgy}, 257-258.} In response, numerous decrees were promulgated by the Vatican condemning such innovations in the liturgy.\footnote{Ibid, 257-262.} Despite such stern words, canonical penalties were not encouraged against these dissident priests. Rather, Ordinaries were encouraged to “with kindness but firmness…dissuade those who, whatever their good intentions, sponsor such exhibitions.”\footnote{Ibid, 261.} Of course, the problem of illicit liturgical practices could be said to have their origin in the liturgical instructions promulgated by the Vatican. Authoritative documents published by the Consilium and Paul VI made a point of emphasizing a non-legalistic following of the rubrics, encouraging pastors to adapt the liturgy according to the perceived pastoral needs of his congregation. Some pastors took this advice more liberally than others.\footnote{Ibid, 116.}

The liturgical literature published between the promulgation of the first changes to the Mass in 1965 and the promulgation of the Novus Ordo contained more direct attacks against the Church’s liturgical tradition and a more pronounced focus on the community. What’s more, Catholic literature in general took a more radical turn in the years immediately following the Council.
In 1966, the Dutch conference of bishops promulgated the so-called “Dutch Catechism” under the lead authorship of Edward Schillebeeckx. It was published in the United States under the title *A New Catechism*. Ultimately, this Catechism was condemned by a team of theologians appointed by Paul VI to evaluate the book’s doctrinal content. This said much about the degree of theological innovation in the book since Paul VI in the same year removed the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith’s ability to maintain an index of forbidden books, implying his preference to not intervene in Catholic literature.\(^923\) Among the controversial teachings of the Dutch Catechism was an implication that the fall of Adam and the transmission of original sin to his descendants was not an objective historical reality.\(^924\) Its criticism of the dogma of transubstantiation was even more explicit.\(^925\) The Dutch Catechism also formally dissented from dogmatic Church teaching regarding the primacy of the pope and the pope’s ability to speak infallibly *ex cathedra*.\(^926\)

Another book that proposed radical changes to the Catholic religion was a collection of essays edited by Michael de la Bedoyere titled *The Future of Catholic Christianity*. In it, Bedoyere implicitly acknowledged a connection between the Modernism of the early 20th century and the progressive form of Catholicism which had become popular after the Council, writing that “one recalls the Modernist era when the deeper Catholic thinkers found themselves face to face with religious petrification.”\(^927\)


\(^925\) Ibid, 344-346.
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Such a statement implied that the Church’s “deeper thinkers,” who had been condemned as Modernists in a previous generation, were free to publish books such as his own after the Second Vatican Council.

Though Bedoyere acknowledged that Vatican II had done much in transforming the Church according to progressive principles, he complained that it had not gone far enough in modernizing the Church.\(^{928}\) He mocked the Church’s traditional dogmas of divine revelation, writing that “until the coming of Vatican Council II, the idea of revelation which appeared to be dominant in the Church was of some mysterious factor working in an incomprehensible unilateral manner” (emphasis mine).\(^{929}\) To explicitly state that the Church had understood divine revelation differently up until the sort of Messianic “coming of Vatican Council II” was to claim that the fundamental dogma concerning where the Church derived revealed truth had changed in the post-conciliar Church.

Another book with a similar purpose was *The Church Tomorrow* by Fr. George H. Tavard. Tavard bemoaned the fact that “Catholics like to lie hidden in the intellectual shell of their classroom Thomism and to avoid venturing out on the highways and by-ways of modern scholarship.”\(^{930}\) He argued that even the formally defined dogmas of the Church were not “beyond reform” if the language used in these dogmas had lost their “living meaning.”\(^{931}\) He compared Catholics such as Pope Pius X, who refused to adopt the methodology of modern academia, to intellectual children, and those who adopted modern scholarly methods and sought to reform “dead” dogmas as intellectual adults.\(^{932}\)

\(^{928}\) Ibid, xiii.
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He criticized the Council of Trent for defining Catholic dogma in an unbalanced and anti-Protestant manner, though he did not provide any specific doctrines which could have been articulated in a more balanced nuanced manner by the Council.  

In his effort to aid the progressive development of a new “thought of the Church,” which he deemed essential to its survival, Tavard explained traditional Catholic sacraments using modern academic terminology. He wrote that the sacrament of Penance served the function of freeing one from “psychological guilt” as opposed to the traditional belief that Confession freed the penitent from the pain of mortal sin and eternal damnation. As Tavard’s understanding of Penance became widespread, it would be no wonder that confessionals found few visitors after the 1960s as Catholics rarely found the need to alleviate feelings of guilt to be greater than their desire to avoid the embarrassment of confessing their sins to a priest. Liturgically, Tavard joined with the Liturgical Movement in criticizing the praying of private “odd devotions” during the Mass and he lauded the Liturgical Movement’s emphasis on involving the congregation in the prayers of the liturgy. His description of the Mass did not refer to the real presence of Jesus in the Eucharist or the anaphora as an act of sacrifice. Rather, it referred to the Mass exclusively as a communal celebration, describing private Masses as being “liturgically absurd.”

The Human Church by Fr. William DuBay was published in 1966 as an attempt to approach the Catholic religion from a Marxist and materialist perspective. He believed that the fulfillment of the Catholic religion required solely a life of secular activism and
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that Church buildings and religious rituals were mere distractions from this goal.\textsuperscript{937} He analyzed the Gospels as fallible historical documents which did not give literal details about the life of Jesus but rather of the beliefs about Jesus that the first Christians held.\textsuperscript{938} Relativizing all of the New Testament to the subjective beliefs of the first generation of Christians, DuBay wrote that “the most Christians can honestly say about God is that he is father.”\textsuperscript{939} Why, exactly, God’s alleged “fatherhood” was beyond reproach was not explained.

DuBay wrote that the Church was “the greatest obstacle to human progress” for most of its existence, echoing Marxist ideas about the oppressive role religion played in the feudal social structure.\textsuperscript{940} He also wrote that the purpose of the Church’s founding was to “be a model of humanity to man,” not mentioning any role that the Church played in the eternal salvation of souls.\textsuperscript{941}

If the use of Marxist materialist historiography was not foreign enough to traditional Catholic sensibilities, DuBay also praised the work of Thomas Cranmer in reshaping the Roman Missal into the 1549 Book of Common Prayer. He praised Cranmer especially for relying more heavily on the scriptures than the Catholic Church had in its liturgy.\textsuperscript{942} Why DuBay thought Cranmer’s use of a book as fallible and untrustworthy as the Bible was to be commended was not explained. Concerning the liturgy, DuBay taught that Christ originally intended the Mass to be a simple meal of bread and wine that would bring his followers together into one community.\textsuperscript{943} Thus, all historical accretions
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whatoever beside the meal aspect of the Mass were impediments to understanding what
the ritual was supposed to indicate.\textsuperscript{944}

Since he published this book without the approval of his conservative bishop
William McIntyre, DuBay was dismissed from the clerical state. After this, he married,
birthed a child, then came out as gay and devoted his literary skills to the gay advocacy
and environmental protection movements.\textsuperscript{945}

Numerous books focusing exclusively on the liturgy were also published after
1965. These later texts could be described as more aggressively combative towards the
traditional liturgy than the texts which came before them. \textit{The Mass and the People of
God} was a compilation of essays and articles edited by J.D. Crichton and published in
Dowdall taught that the traditional emphasis on the Mass as a sacrifice contained
“defects” and that post-Vatican II terminology was a better articulation of the Mass as
understood by the writers of the New Testament.\textsuperscript{946} In “The Community at Worship” J.D.
Crichton wrote that the liturgy was “before all communal worship, the worship of the
whole people of God gathered in one place” (emphasis in original).\textsuperscript{947} In the article “Mass
in Schools,” Joseph Dalley agreed with Crichton, writing that “the purpose of a corporate
ritual is to establish that we are one.”\textsuperscript{948} That the Mass was \textit{before all} to be understood in
reference to the community and not the sacrifice offered on the altar was a radically
progressive idea in the context of Catholic tradition.
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Not only was the community celebrated as the central object of the liturgy, but it was regarded by some as a sort of sacrament of God’s Word. In “The Ministry of the Word” Brian Wicker taught that the community was essential for God to speak to the congregation since God only spoke to man through the congregation’s communication with one another. Wicker also taught that Christ was only truly present in the Mass when the laity communicated their faith to one another. That God’s revelation and true presence in the Mass took place only through the congregation communicating with one another was an innovation that diminished the objective value of Divine Revelation and the Eucharistic presence.

In “The Community at Worship,” Crichton echoed standard Liturgical Movement ideas in favor of introducing folk music into the Mass and ending the reign of Gregorian chant. He argued that the priest should say the Canon in an audible voice, that communion should be received standing since this was “as much an attitude of respect as kneeling” and that communion should be received on the hands because receiving on the tongue was too childish. Liturgists frequently argued that the reception of communion on the tongue should be abolished because it was a childish gesture. That Jesus once said “Amen, I say to you, unless you turn and become like children, you will not enter the kingdom of heaven” did not seem to deter these liturgists from making this argument.

In his article “God’s Word in the Liturgy,” Hubert J. Richards suggested ways in which the readings of the Mass could be better appreciated by the modern laity. For starters, Richards expressed his gratitude to Protestantism for inspiring Catholics to
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finally begin to appreciate the scriptures. This was another instance of the post-1960s tendency to accredit Protestants with a superior appreciation for scripture than the Catholic Church held, an attitude foreign to traditional Catholicism’s perception of what should be attributed to heretical sects. Richards also exemplified the progressive tendency to appropriate the Church fathers as a whole to support their personal ideas without offering any citations. Richards wrote that the Scholastic tendency to use the Bible as a source text for theological proofs was foreign to the attitude of the Church Fathers who looked at the “Bible’s inspiration as a dynamic force, continuing to make its divine impact on anyone who approached it with faith…[it was] something living, effective, active, exerting its saving power on anyone who came into contact with it.”

While this statement may be a mere wordy articulation of the uncontested idea that the scriptures served an important role in the lives of the Church Fathers, it would be incorrect to assume based on this statement that the Church Fathers did not look to the scriptures as a source text for deriving theological conclusions. A wide variety of patristic writers developed a variety of hermeneutics for reading the Scriptures in order to reap doctrinal principles from the Bible. These interpretative methods included searching for allegorical meaning in the stories of the Bible, considering the literal intentions of the scriptural authors, and considering the multiple senses that God may have wanted to communicate through a given passage of scripture.

During this period, many liturgists argued that the traditional Offertory Rite did a poor job expressing the ministerial function of this liturgical act. In “The Theology of the
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Offertory Collection” Duncan Cloud argued that the ministerial function of this liturgical action was “solely to prepare the materials for the sacrifice and eucharistic meal.”\footnote{Duncan Cloud, “The Theology of the Offertory Collection: An Historical Analysis with some Practical Conclusions,” in The Mass and the People of God, ed. J.D. Crichton, 115.} In the Priest’s Guide to Parish Worship, the authors wrote that the function of the Offertory was simply “preparing the bread and wine at the altar.”\footnote{Liturgical Conference, Priest’s Guide to Parish Worship, 35.} Both books implied that the traditional prayers of the Offertory which anticipated the sacrificial offering were inappropriate since they were a distraction from the Offertory’s pragmatic function. This was, of course, only according to what the Liturgical Movement scholars had decided this function of the Offertory Rite was supposed to be. Seeing that many of the Eastern Churches have a sacrificially themed Offertory Rite, it would seem that ancient Christianity in general disagreed with progressives about the ministerial function of this portion of the liturgy. Notably, neither Duncan Cloud nor the Liturgical Conference went so far as to condemn the Offertory prayers of any of these Eastern Churches.\footnote{Davies, Pope Paul’s New Mass, 332-333 and 346.}

In 1968, as the Consilium began conducting experiments on the Novus Ordo, A. Verheul published Introduction to the Liturgy: Towards a Theology of Worship. This text fits within the context of literature which advanced progressive liturgical principles and attacked traditional liturgical principles. Verheul articulated typical invalidations of traditionalist concerns with the changes, writing that if the laity were “‘sick and tired’ of change, it was simply because they did not understand the need for change. They are satisfied with things as they are.”\footnote{H.E. Winstone foreword to Introduction to the Liturgy: Towards a Theology of Worship by A. Verheul (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical Press, 1968), 6.} Verheul also argued that while many lay persons may
have been “satisfied” with the old Mass, they would be convinced to prefer the new Mass after a proper amount of education.\textsuperscript{960}

Verheul believed that the Traditional Latin Mass was plagued with formalism. He wrote that although it awed the senses with “pomp and splendour of chants, vestments, and ceremonies” it had “no soul.”\textsuperscript{961} Traditional Catholicism’s Mass, to Verheul, “was a richly ornate facade covering the sad remains of spent vigour.”\textsuperscript{962} To him, the soullessness of the Traditional Latin Mass was caused mostly by its refusal to use the vernacular language; to him, this ensured that the liturgy could not reach the spiritual needs of any members of the congregation.\textsuperscript{963} This sort of absolute vernacularism was, once again, deemed heretical by the Council of Trent.\textsuperscript{964}

In a statement completely foreign to traditional Catholicism, Verheul argued that Cranmer’s Anglican prayer book, which was intentionally crafted to suppress all parts of the Roman Missal which were distinctly Catholic, was a better preservation of the authentic Catholic Tradition than was the Traditional Latin Mass.\textsuperscript{965} Utilizing modern biblical historical critical methods, Verheul also argued that the songs of angels found in the New Testament were actually the liturgical hymns of the local community of the New Testament writers, not songs literally sung by angels.\textsuperscript{966} He also emphasized the Mass’s “community forming power,” especially in the communal reception of the Eucharist.\textsuperscript{967} The “God worshiping power” of these parts of the liturgy was not especially emphasized.
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To Verheul, traditional Catholic attitudes towards the Eucharist which emphasized the true presence of Christ gravitated “towards superstitious.”

Lest one should imagine that the progressive ideas and proposals found in these texts represented the isolated views of a handful of rogue theologians and liturgists, it should be noted that each text excluding William DuBay’s *The Human Church* were published with a *Nihil Obstat* and *Imprimatur*, receiving theological approval by the local Ordinaries of these authors. While the granting of permission by ecclesial authorities to allow books to be printed after examining them for doctrinal error does not necessarily reflect the bishop’s personal opinions about the book, personal bias was inevitably a part of the process, seeing that Michael Davies’s 1975 traditionalist *Liturgical Revolution* trilogy was unable to attain a *nihil obstat* and *imprimatur* even without any evident doctrinal or moral problem found therein.

As progressive liturgical principles became mainstream in the Catholic Church, so progressive ethical principles came to displace traditional moral values in the lives of many Catholics. Whereas the natural law principles first developed by Aristotle and later refined by the Scholastic philosophers had traditionally enjoyed pride of place in Catholic moral theology, the popular ethical principles of the secular intelligentsia came to be adopted by many Catholic theologians and laymen alike during the latter half of the 20th century. With most modern Catholics either consciously or subconsciously adopting situation ethics principles, the idea that an action could be intrinsically and absolutely immoral due to its objective rejection of the created order would seem foreign to most Catholics.
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Progressive ethics, coupled with the historical critical method of interpreting the scriptures, dismissed traditional Catholic moral condemnations of actions such as sodomy or fornication as being condemned in the scriptures only under certain historical contexts whose natural law explanations were untenable. Considering that many Catholics dismissed traditional Catholic moral teachings which were explicitly condemned in the Bible, it would seem little wonder that even more Catholics dismissed Catholic moral teachings which were only condemned by the Church’s Tradition.

The 1968 publication of *Humanae Vitae* and its extremely poor reception amongst the faithful occasioned a watershed moment in the history of Catholicism.\(^7\) According to Thomas Bokenkotter, this widespread rejection of Paul VI’s teachings in this encyclical was “the most serious crisis for papal authority since Luther.”\(^8\) In *Humanae Vitae*, Paul VI reaffirmed the Church’s traditional condemnation of the use of artificial birth control. This encyclical was preceded by the work of a commission established by John XXIII to investigate whether artificial birth control might be morally permissible in the modern world.\(^9\) Artificial birth control, or the taking of “medicines of sterility” had been condemned by the *sensus fidelium* of the Catholic Church for centuries and was explicitly condemned in the writings of Church fathers such as Jerome, Augustine, John Chrysostom, and Clement of Alexandria.\(^10\)

Despite the Church’s traditional condemnation of medicinal contraceptives, John XXIII responded to the requests of progressive theologians who believed that modern
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advances both in medical contraceptives, embryology, and moral philosophy warranted a change in the Church’s doctrine. Of course, the existence of this commission did not mean that former papal teachings on the matter such as Pius XI’s 1930 *Casti Connubii*, which addressed the exact same question, were no longer morally binding.

Nevertheless, as the Vatican investigated the morality of artificial contraceptives, progressive Catholic works such as the 1966 “Dutch Catechism” preemptively implied that artificial contraceptives were in fact morally permissible, anticipating a formal change in doctrine. Thus, when Paul VI reaffirmed the traditional Catholic teaching regarding artificial contraceptives in 1968, many progressive Catholic scholars had already come to the opposite conclusion. Thus, the groundwork for a dramatic scandal of academic dissent was laid.

In the United States, the Catholic University of America theologian Fr. Charles Curran famously published a statement of dissent signed by eighty-six other theologians just hours after *Humanae Vitae* was published. When Charles Curran was removed from his faculty position at the Catholic University of America for dissenting from the papal encyclical, the entire faculty of the university, except for the education department, as well as thousands of students and seminarians protested on the university lawn until Curran was reinstated and the rector of the university resigned. For the next sixteen years, Curran continued to use his CUA platform to criticize traditional Catholic sexual
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ethics in a variety of areas, arguing for the moral permissibility of masturbation, abortion, same-sex relationships, divorce and remarriage, sterilization, and premarital sex.980

Most of the laity ignored the papal teaching as well. In 1970, an estimated two-thirds of all American Catholic women were on the pill, which, when excluding those who were past menopause, was an enormous majority.981 By 1987, over 87 percent of US Catholics approved of artificial birth control; this number rose to nearly 90 percent by 1990.982 At the episcopal level, the Canadian Bishops Conference joined other continental European conferences in publicly dissenting from Rome’s decision.983

In The 1960s, James Olson and Mariah Gumpert wrote that during the 1960s, “demographic, political, and social groups all over the country questioned existing social norms, practices, and political systems, pursuing freedom from suppression of all kinds.”984 The Catholic Church was by no means immune from this sociological phenomenon. In the context of a decade in which revolutionary protests became commonplace, the promulgation of Humanae Vitae found a large body of bishops, clergy, scholars and laity who seemed eager for the occasion to openly declare their liberation from traditional Catholic and the hierarchical Magisterium in favor of a “new Magisterium” of scholars in the fields of modern science, ethics, sexology and psychology.
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While the years following the Second Vatican Council saw many victories for progressive Catholicism, the progressives had lacked the ‘Storming of the Bastille,’ moment which *Humanae Vitae* afforded them. Dissent against *Humanae Vitae*, then, served the purpose of symbolizing the end of the truth-determining hegemony of the Magisterium in the eyes of many Catholics.

Even amongst the minority of theologians and bishops who agreed with Paul VI’s restatement of the traditional Catholic position on contraceptives, it was generally agreed that the moral principles underlying this conclusion still needed to utilize modern philosophical ethics rather than traditional natural law principles. Amongst such theologians were Cardinal Karol Wojtyla, Fr. Joseph Komonchak, Fr. John Ford and Fr. Germain Grisez. Divisions between progressive and conservative theologians over *Humanae Vitae* would contribute to the modern sense of the division between conservative and liberal Catholics. Yet even while these conservative and progressive theologians diverged over their reception of *Humanae Vitae*, virtually all Catholic theologians were in agreement that the traditional Catholic moral system based on Scholastic natural law principles was ineffective in the modern world.

As the Catholic Church was rocked by moral revolution after the publication of *Humanae Vitae* in 1968, the acceptance of a simplified, modernized, and community-centered missal would seem to be little more than a formality. If the laity were anywhere near as willing to dismiss the traditional Catholic liturgy as they were traditional Catholic moral teachings, the Novus Ordo missal would strike them as little an obstacle at all.
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As we have observed, the construction of the Novus Ordo Missal was the fruit of five years of labor which began immediately after *Sacrosanctum Concilium* was promulgated. As the Novus Ordo was being drafted, various documents, trends, and decrees which we have already examined extended the vernacular throughout the liturgy, popularized the *versus populum* prayer posture, introduced folk music into the liturgy, and simplified the prayers and rubrics of the Mass throughout the 1960s. As these intermediate measures were gradually introduced into the Catholic liturgy, the scholars of the Consilium simultaneously prepared the liturgical books which would ultimately constitute the Novus Ordo Mass.

The creation of the Novus Ordo began with the decision that the nine-hundred-year tradition of distinguishing between the Low Mass, being a Mass said entirely by a priest; a Sung Mass, which was a Low Mass with a choir; and a High Mass, which required a deacon, subdeacon, and a choir, should be suppressed. Rather, the Consilium decided that there should be only one “Normative Mass” which could be amplified or simplified according to the needs of the congregation or the ecclesial rank of the celebrant.\(^{987}\)

By the middle of the 1960s, some of the scholars of the Consilium also felt there were serious reasons to revise the Roman Canon in order to eliminate its repetition of gestures such as signs of the cross, the saying of “Amen” or “Through Christ our Lord” after each portion of the prayer, and the invocations of certain saints if modern historians doubted their existence.\(^{988}\) The recourse to modern historical consensus about the existence of certain saints who were included in the Church’s dogmatic Canon was
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noteworthy. Other scholars of the Consilium, however, were in favor of retaining the Roman Canon in its traditional form.

Ultimately, Pope Paul VI intervened in the deliberations over the Roman Canon. He declared that the traditional Roman Canon would be preserved with “two or three anaphoras for use at specified times” being created to supplement the perceived inadequacies of the traditional Eucharistic prayer. As stated earlier, the creation of these additional anaphoras was also inspired by the “Dutch problem.” Ultimately, the Roman Canon was in fact revised so that the invocations of the historically dubious saints was made nonobligatory, the repetition of the phrases “Amen,” and “through Christ our Lord” was made optional, and most of the repeated signs of the cross were suppressed.

In 1967, the Consilium organized an experimental liturgy which took place before an extraordinary synod of bishops gathered to discuss the proposed missal changes. Msgr. Bugnini was the main celebrant of the Mass and a small choir led the congregation of bishops in the singing of the reformed repertoire of chants promulgated in the 1967 Instruction on Sacred Music. Although this experimental liturgy showcased the Novus Ordo’s reformed prayers and readings, its use of traditional music gave the experimental liturgy a decidedly more traditional aesthetic than many later Novus Ordo masses would possess.

Bugnini considered the experiment to be a failure since so many bishops expressed concern that the Mass contained too much singing, had suppressed too many of the priest’s private prayers, and had suppressed too many gestures of reverence.
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especially the genuflections before the Eucharist. Bishops also expressed concern that the new Missal seemed to place a greater emphasis on the Liturgy of the Word than the Liturgy of the Eucharist. Additionally, the bishops in attendance seemed confused as to what the new term “Normative Mass” meant.

After the synod, Paul VI asked each bishop to complete a questionnaire which probed their perception of the experimental Mass. While many of the bishops approved of the new Missal, most responded with either disapproval or conditional approval. Of the conditions listed, many bishops asked that certain traditional prayers be reintroduced; many others asked for more of the traditional prayers to be eliminated. One traditional change which was made to the Normative Mass as a result of feedback from the bishops and the agreement of the pope was that the *Orate Fratres* dialogue should be reintroduced. This dialogue is as follows:

   Priest: Pray, brothers, that my sacrifice and yours may be acceptable to God, the Almighty Father.
   People: May the Lord accept the sacrifice at your hands, for our good and the good of all of His Holy Church.

Thus, the Synod of Bishops prevented the Consilium’s effort to suppress this prayer from the Novus Ordo Missal.

Three more experiments of a smaller scale took place with the pope in attendance of each. After each experiment, the scholars presented their observations in a discussion in the pope’s private library. After each of these discussions, the pope presented a written list of his observations to Bugnini. In one of these written lists, the pope
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expressed a desire that no more changes be made to the Missal beyond those already found in the Normative Mass observed in these experiments. He also asked for the Penitential Act to be reintroduced to the beginning of the Mass, preferably with the traditional Confiteor. This element of the Traditional Latin Mass had been suppressed with the rest of the Prayers at the Foot of the Altar since they were deemed to have originated as private devotions which had no place in the Missal itself. Ultimately, the Confiteor was reintroduced into the Novus Ordo as an option during the penitential rite, though the Consilium reduced the prayer’s references to the Blessed Mother and removed references to St. Michael the Archangel, St. John the Baptist, and Sts. Peter and Paul.

Paul VI also asked for the Offertory Rite to somehow involve the laity, leading to the creation of the Novus Ordo Offertory dialogue. This prayer read:

Priest: Blessed are you, Lord God of all creation, for through your goodness we have received the bread we offer you: fruit of the earth and work of human hands, it will become for us the bread of life.
People: Blessed be God forever.
Priest: Blessed are you, Lord God of all creation, for through your goodness we have received the wine we offer you: fruit of the vine and work of human hands it will become our spiritual drink.
People: Blessed be God forever.

This new Offertory prayer received criticism from traditionalists for seeming to undermine the traditional dogma of transubstantiation by referring to the Eucharist only as “the bread of life” and “our spiritual drink” without referencing the literal body or blood of Christ. Interestingly, the original prayer constructed by the Consilium stated that the bread “will become the body of your Only-begotten Son,” and that the wine would
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“become the blood of our Lord, Jesus Christ.” After the deliberations which produced the final reformed Missal, these allusions to traditional Catholic Eucharistic belief were changed to the more vague allusion to the “bread of life” and “spiritual drink,” because it was deemed that the rite should have a “greater simplicity” and be “reduced to a simple offering of the bread and wine.” One wonders if ecumenical considerations were not a factor in this decision as well.

These discussions also saw the reduction of the Communion Rite prayer: “Lord I am not worthy to receive you under my roof” from three recitations to one since this was deemed a “vain repetition” and that “one would be more forceful.”

Paul VI also asked that the Last Gospel might be permitted as a private devotion for priests who were attached to this ancient custom. It is telling that Paul VI, who held absolute authority over the entire Catholic Church, ultimately allowed this request of his to be denied by Bugnini and his Consilium. He also permitted further changes to be made to the Normative Mass beyond what he had observed in the liturgical experiments despite his request that no further changes be made. He also expressed disappointment that the Kyrie Eleison litany was reduced from nine invocations to three. The simplification of this supposed “vain repetition” was historically problematic, seeing that the Kyrie Eleison “Great Litany” in its original Byzantine form was already much longer than the abbreviated Latin Rite version of just nine invocations. Paul VI was also
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disappointed that the Offertory prayers had been “mutilated,” but he did not insist that they be restored.\textsuperscript{1008}

Paul VI did, however, insist that the Mass begin with the sign of the cross.\textsuperscript{1009} Bugnini personally opposed this request for some time, though the Pope’s will in this matter ultimately prevailed. This incident was peculiar; the Liturgical Movement scholars had never proposed an omission of the opening sign of the cross. It is possible that Bugnini saw ecumenical value in suppressing this distinctively Catholic gesture from the Mass since Protestants had traditionally perceived the \textit{signum crucis} to be a superstitious form of prayer. Paul VI also insisted that the acclamation “the Mystery of Faith” not be dropped from the Eucharistic prayers entirely.\textsuperscript{1010} While the Consilium dropped this phrase from the consecration formula itself, it would be reintroduced into the four Eucharistic prayers immediately following the consecration.

It should be noted that Paul VI did not only ask for conservative changes to the first drafts of the Normative Mass. For example, he also asked that the words “Most Holy” be dropped from the prayer for the commingling, which originally read:

\begin{quote}
Priest: May this mingling of the \textit{Most Holy} Body and Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ bring eternal life to us who receive it (emphasis mine).\textsuperscript{1011}
\end{quote}

As a result of his intervention, the words “Most Holy” were dropped. They were apparently perceived as a useless accretion.

The various departments of the Curia also had the chance to issue requests for changes in the final draft of the Novus Ordo. Concerns were expressed that the lack of rubrics in the Missal gave priests too much freedom to adapt the liturgy. The many illicit
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liturgical innovations of the 1970s would seem to prove these concerns to be well founded. Additionally, at the request of the 87 year old Cardinal Bea, the priestly prayer at the conclusion of the Gospel: “through the words of the Gospel may our sins be wiped away” was reintroduced into the new Missal whereas the Consilium had previously suppressed this prayer. Overall, however, the new Mass was relatively well received by the Roman Curia.

On November 6, 1968, Paul VI gave his formal approval for the Novus Ordo Missal. This approval was communicated to the Roman curial departments on January 17th, 1969. When the Pope announced his approval for the new Missal to the world on April 28, 1969, he referred to it as “the new order [novus ordo] of the Mass.” In these words, Paul VI perhaps unwittingly gave the new Missal a name which highlighted its discontinuity with the traditional order of Catholic worship.

An eight-chapter instruction titled the General Instruction of the Roman Missal (GIRM) was promulgated alongside the new Missal as an instruction guiding the implementation of the reform. Interestingly, it would be the GIRM rather than the Missal itself which instigated the first act of traditionalist resistance against the Novus Ordo Mass.
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CHAPTER TEN:

THE RECEPTION OF THE NOVUS ORDO

Catholics around the world were introduced to the Novus Ordo missal on the first Sunday of Advent in 1969. The responses which the faithful expressed towards the new order of Catholic worship could be generally classified in four ways. The first and the most prevalent response to these changes could be described as a passive acceptance. Most of the faithful harbored neither a passionate attachment to nor animosity towards the Traditional Latin Mass. For them, the introduction of the vernacular and *versus populum* celebrations were seen as sensible and enjoyable changes, but not as altogether life-changing events. A second response to the new liturgy could be described as enthusiastic promotion. Such individuals not only quickly embraced the new forms of prayer and music but often incorporated illicit “liturgical abuses” into their celebrations as an extension of their excitement for the changes.

Amongst conservatively minded Catholics, two types of responses could be observed. On the one hand, many conservative Catholics embraced the Novus Ordo out of the firm conviction that submission to the hierarchy of the Church in each of its formal decisions was an essential duty of a faithful Catholic. This might be described as a conservative and loyal response to the Novus Ordo. Finally, a fourth response to the Novus Ordo could be observed amongst those Catholics who revolted against the liturgical innovations and suppression of the traditional liturgy, forming an intra-Catholic sect known today as traditionalist Catholics. Their reaction to the Novus Ordo could be described as a traditionalist resistance.
Traditionalist Resistance

The first major act of resistance to the Novus Ordo by traditionalists was not a critique of the Missal itself but a critique of the GIRM which accompanied the new Mass. This inaugural act of resistance by the newly forming Catholic traditionalist movement was levied by Cardinals Alfredo Ottaviani and Antonio Bacci. As a reminder, Ottaviani was the senior Cardinal prelate whose microphone was shut off as he vehemently opposed Sacrosanctum Concilium on the council floor. Both of these cardinals signed a document written by a group of traditionalist theologians titled A Short Critical Study on the New Order of Mass, or the Ottaviani Intervention, as this text would come to be known. The text was originally intended to be a private letter to the pope with the signatures of a number of high ranking bishops and cardinals. If the pope did not respond to the letter within a certain measure of time, the letter was to be made public. However, one of its handlers published the letter against Ottaviani and Bacci’s wishes on September 25, 1969. While this premature publication may have done much to generate enthusiasm for a traditionalist resistance to the new missal, it also prevented Paul VI from seriously considering Ottaviani’s concerns since it was easily perceived as a challenge to his authority. Additionally, of the alleged dozen cardinals who had originally planned to sign the document, only Cardinal Alfredo Ottaviani and Cardinal Antonio Bacci signed the document after it was prematurely published.

The Ottaviani Intervention opened by referring to the new mass as the Novus Ordo Missal. Thus, the term “Novus Ordo” as a proper noun for the new Mass had caught
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on even before its promulgation. The document’s central concern was that “the Novus Ordo represents, both as a whole and in its details, a striking departure from the Catholic theology of the Mass as it was formulated in Session XXII of the Council of Trent.” He wrote that these changes had “every possibility of satisfying the most Modernist of Protestants.” The text then criticized the GIRM for referring to the Mass primarily as “the Lord’s Supper” rather than as a sacrifice. The GIRM was also criticized for referring to the change of the bread and wine during the consecration as a “spiritual” change rather than a “substantial” change, blurring the line between Protestant and Catholic sacramental theology. The writers also took issue with the Novus Ordo’s suppression of prayers which explicitly referenced belief in the real presence and for introducing prayers such as the new Offertory prayers which seemed to diminish such beliefs.

Interestingly, the authors argued that the reform would alienate Eastern Christians since the new Missal was an implicit repudiation of their own liturgical customs which held more in common with the Traditional Latin Mass than with the Novus Ordo. This point framed the Novus Ordo as counterproductive to the post-conciliar pursuit of ecumenical unity. The authors also expressed their dismay that Latin, the unifying force of the Latin liturgy, had been replaced by various divisive vernacular languages. Finally, the writers argued that the Novus Ordo degraded the traditional Catholic
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understanding of the role of the celebrant in the liturgy and required him to behave more like a Protestant minister than a Catholic priest during the liturgy.\textsuperscript{1029}

The \textit{Ottaviani Intervention} served as the groundbreaking traditionalist Catholic response to the Novus Ordo. It articulated in eight chapters the basic manner in which traditionalist Catholics would from then on process the 1969 Missal changes. As a result of some of the concerns Ottaviani raised in his \textit{Critical Study}, the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith actually retracted the first edition of the GIRM, leading to the promulgation of a corrected second edition just one year after its initial publication.\textsuperscript{1030} Nevertheless, the texts of the Mass which \textit{The Short Critical Study} criticized would not be changed. Further, and more tellingly, for most of the clergy and laity in 1969, Ottaviani’s concerns were seen as non-issues.

In the eyes of many of the scholars, clergy, and laity, Catholicism was not the same traditional religion it had been before the conciliar revolution. Thus, Ottaviani’s traditionalist concerns fell mostly upon deaf ears. The \textit{Humanae Vitae} phenomenon had quite proven that appeals to the traditional doctrines of the Catholic Church meant little to the typical Catholic of the 1960s and 70s. Thus, by 1969, the laity were generally quite content to adopt a form of public prayer which would satisfy “the most Modernists of Protestants.”\textsuperscript{1031}

After around a decade of education by pastors who themselves had been educated by progressive liturgists, the value of preserving the objective Catholic liturgical tradition was quite foreign to many of the faithful. In its place, the Liturgical Movement’s emphasis on full, active, and conscious participation of the laity in each of the prayers
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and gestures of the Mass made the vernacularization and simplification of the Missal seem quite reasonable.

While most Catholics were unfazed by the Ottaviani Intervention, other Catholics were emboldened to reject the Novus Ordo alongside Ottaviani and Bacci. The promulgation of the modernized Missal instigated something of a delayed traditionalist reaction against the changes which had been taking place in the Church over the past several decades, especially since Vatican II.

On the day the Novus Ordo was promulgated, an anonymous traditionalist protester mailed a written critique of the Novus Ordo alongside a print of Martin Luther expressing the words “I have conquered!” to the office of the Consilium. In Italy, periodicals such as the Informazioni religiose criticized the “Montini Mass” as heretical. In the United States, Father Gommar DePauw founded a traditionalist movement eight weeks after the Novus Ordo was promulgated which denounced the new Mass as a “betrayal of a thousand years of worship in the Western Church.” In France, various groups began to defiantly celebrate the Mass according to the traditional Missal in private residences, some expressing their conviction that the Pope had lapsed into heresy and thus needed to be deposed. This French resistance focalized around the person of Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre after he founded a priestly fraternity which exclusively celebrated the Traditional Latin Mass.

In November of 1970, Lefebvre formally erected a seminary which was devoted to the training of young men in the priesthood according to the Church’s traditional
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Scholastic and liturgical customs.  

The group of priests and seminarians who joined Lefebvre’s traditionalist movement took on the name of “The Society of St. Pius X,” known colloquially as SSPX. Over the course of the next twenty-some years, Lefebvre saw his priestly faculties formally removed due to his traditionalist resistance as the leader of SSPX. Later, during John Paul II’s pontificate, he was formally excommunicated for illicitly consecrating four bishops to lead the society after he died. Nevertheless, the priestly society continued to grow under his sacramentally valid, albeit canonically illicit, ordinations.

Ultimately, some offshoots branched off from SSPX which adopted the position of sedevacantism. Sedevacantists held that the only explanation as to how recent popes could have been permitted by God to promote what they deemed to be Modernist heresies and liturgical abuses was if those men in the papal white had in reality forfeited the papacy due to their belief in those same formal heresies. Thus, to sedevacantists, the papal “chair was empty.” The leaders of one SSPX sedevacantist-offshoot group, the Society of Saint Pius V, or SSPV, came to the sedevacantist conclusion due to their difficulty integrating how the alleged heresies of the Second Vatican Council could have taken place under the leadership of a pope who was supposed to be preserved from error by the Holy Spirit. This position, along with their disagreements with Lefebvre over which 20th century liturgical reforms could be incorporated into the society’s liturgy, led to the separation of these two groups.
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While sects such as the SSPX or the SSPV often cite contradictions in traditional Catholic theology and post-Vatican II theology concerning ecumenism or religious liberty as primary concerns, the emergence of sedevacantist and SSPX chapels throughout the globe only after the promulgation of the new liturgy indicates that these groups came into existence primarily in response to the Novus Ordo.\textsuperscript{1043} Indeed, the SSPV priest Daniel L. Dolan considered the promulgation of the Novus Ordo itself to be an act of formal heresy which resulted in the latae sententiae excommunication of Paul VI.\textsuperscript{1044}

Concerning other Catholics who experienced a traditionalist disdain for the Novus Ordo, responses could vary. The traditionalist Catholic JRR Tolkien, for example, was said to have continued attending his local parish’s Novus Ordo Mass rather than seek out a priest who would celebrate the old Mass, though he made the responses to each prayer of the new Mass loudly in Latin until his death in 1973.\textsuperscript{1045}

Paul VI himself set the precedent for how clerics and bishops were to respond to traditionalist resisters of the new Mass. In an address given in March of 1965, he described lay people who raised concerns over the liturgical changes as merely being “confused” or “annoyed.”\textsuperscript{1046} He stated that complaints over changes in the Mass such as the reception of communion while standing rather than kneeling or the suppression of the Last Gospel and Leonine prayers came only from a person who had “very little

\begin{footnotes}
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penetration into the meaning of the religious rites” and gave evidence “not of true devotion and a true sense of the meaning and value of the Holy Mass, but rather a certain spiritual laziness.”\textsuperscript{1047} In contrast, Paul VI described the “very moving” conversations had with those lay people who had positive reactions to the reforms he had promulgated. He described one such person as a “very distinguished old gentleman of great heart, and of a spirituality so deep as to be never fully satisfied,” who had told his priest “of his happiness at having finally taken part in the holy Sacrifice to the full spiritual measure - perhaps for the first time in his life.”\textsuperscript{1048}

The message here was clear: if you expressed traditionalist Catholic reservations about the new Mass, you were to be regarded as devoid of true devotion, spiritually lazy, and liturgically ignorant. Following the pope’s example of scorning critics of the new Mass, Davies reported in \textit{Pope Paul’s New Mass} that after writing to her Milwaukee archbishop in 1979 over concerns regarding the implementation of the Novus Ordo, an elderly lay women received a response from Archbishop Rembert Weakland in which he stated that she gave “the impression of being a nasty old woman.”\textsuperscript{1049}

Treatment of traditionalist priests followed a similar program. In 1975, Archbishop Marcel Lefebvre’s disagreements with the Pope resulted in him losing his priestly faculties, or the canonical right to celebrate Mass, even in private.\textsuperscript{1050} Additionally, The English Fr. Oswald Baker was removed from his parish after refusing to implement the reformed Missal.\textsuperscript{1051} Also in Britain, the Latin Mass Society was
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prevented from celebrating the traditional Missal in Walsingham during the 1970s despite Paul VI’s indult granted to this society.

In *The Great Facade*, Ferrara and Woods provocatively contrasted the Vatican’s treatment of traditionalist priests and bishops such as Lefebvre with their conciliatory approach towards priests and bishops of the Chinese Patriotic Association who openly rejected dogmatic Catholic beliefs about papal supremacy over the Chinese Church.\(^{1052}\)

Additionally, priest theologians and bishops who openly dissented from official Church teachings regarding sexual morality such as Fr. Charles Curran rarely, if ever, incurred such severe canonical penalties, though they may have been canonically forbidden from teaching Catholic theology.\(^{1053}\) While Paul VI’s Curia frequently “discouraged” radical liturgical experimentation, no instances can be named in which he stripped priests who obstinately engaged in such actions of their liturgical faculties as he had with Lefebvre. On the contrary, if liturgical experiments such as communion in the hand, illicit anaphoras, or allowing girls to serve as altar servers had caught on, such “abuses” would often eventually attain formal Vatican approval.

This unequal treatment should not be perceived as a conspiracy. Priests who incorporated illicit innovations into their liturgies were essentially supportive of the liturgical reform, albeit to excess, and thus were not to be treated in a proportional manner to those traditionalists who rejected the reforms altogether. Thus, it is understandable that priests such as Boston’s Joachim Lally received no canonical penalties after creating national spectacles due to their “clown masses” while traditionalist priests were canonically disciplined for refusing to celebrate the Novus

\(^{1052}\) Ibid, 199-201.

Ordo at all. In Pope Paul’s New Mass, the traditionalist Michael Davies provocatively wrote that “bishops not only wink at liturgical rebellion or liturgical madness, they sometimes participate with gusto.”

**Enthusiastic Promoters**

While the 1969 Missal was perceived as an intolerable breach with tradition by a growing traditionalist resistance, many clerics, laypersons, and scholars enthusiastically embraced the new Mass. At the parish level, this enthusiastic embrace of the Novus Ordo often took the form of introducing liturgical innovations which went beyond the prescribed changes, at times crossing the lines of what Paul VI deemed acceptable. In *Liturgy*, Ferrone argued that “after so many centuries of stagnation, suddenly it seemed as if ‘anything goes.’” Due to this attitude, she wrote:

> The liturgy seemed at times like a canvas on which all kinds of concerns could be painted; thus there was a proliferation of different ‘kinds’ of Masses: children’s Masses, folk Masses, traditional Masses, organ Masses, clown Masses, youth Masses, charismatic Masses, and so on.

We have already mentioned Fr. Joachim’s Lally’s highly publicized “clown Mass” at which he invited clowns to act out Gospel readings, himself putting on clown makeup after concluding his homily. In Pope Paul’s New Mass, the traditionalist Michael Davies compiled a list of similar accounts of priests bending liturgical guidelines in order to enthusiastically embrace what they believed was the liturgical “Spirit of Vatican II.”
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In one instance, Davies recounted an article from *The Providence Visitor* which detailed a First Communion Mass. In this Mass, which took place in a backyard garden, a 7 year old to-be communicant proclaimed the readings from his *Little Golden Book of Bible Stories* while a priest sat nearby wearing a short sleeved shirt rather than liturgical vestments. Additionally, a 1977 *National Catholic Reporter* article discussed a “Renaissance Revel and Mass” in which laypersons dressed in Elizabethan costume engaged in a rehearsed ballet and drama throughout a liturgy whose prayers were recited in Shakespearean English. In 1978, an article in *The Pilot* enthusiastically told of a “Football Mass” which included football-themed liturgical adornments and cheerleaders who cheered throughout the liturgy. Davies' anecdotal accounts included many other such stories: a priest who drove a Volkswagen into the Church during the entrance procession, Masses held in private residences upon coffee tables, perhaps using an ashtray as a ciborium, Masses which used non-biblical readings, and Masses in which the entire laity recited the anaphora alongside the priest.

While many pastors enthusiastically advanced the liturgical reform beyond the letter of the Consilium’s documents, many Liturgical scholars took up this same cause in the liturgical literature of the 1970s. In 1970, Fr. Lucien Deiss published *Spirit and Song of the New Liturgy* in which he aggressively attacked many of the vestiges of the traditional liturgy which had not yet been eradicated from reformed Catholic liturgies. He wrote that pastors needed to apply themselves to “confronting ‘head on’ every kind of formalism, rubricism, and traditionalism” that could be perceived to still remain in their
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churches one year after the Novus Ordo’s “great conquest of the Roman Rite.” For example, while many churches had invested in expensive modernization renovations or perhaps had bulldozed their traditional church buildings and built new ones with a modernized design, some churches lagged behind architecturally either through a lack of funds or a “liturgically ignorant” attachment to traditional Catholic church design.

Other church communities retained a traditional attitude of worship in their celebration of the Novus Ordo Missal by continuing to use altar rails or traditional high altars. Deiss criticized the existence of high altars which required priests to celebrate with their backs to the people. He also wrote that altar rails “should have been called ‘separation rails’” since they created a physical barrier between the sanctuary and the congregation.

Attacking traditional Catholic worship in general, Deiss wrote that the “post-Tridentine liturgy was embedded in an unquestionable immobility which was accepted as hierarchical and soon became tradition…it gave old answers to…new problems, coupled with a warning against ‘modernism.’” Here, Deiss utilized a common Liturgical Movement strategy of compartmentalizing the Traditional Latin Mass as a mere “post-Tridentine liturgy,” attempting to obscure the continuity between Pius V’s Missal and the 8th century Gelasian Sacramentary. Further, it is noteworthy that by the 1970s, progressives such as Lucien Deiss were comfortable explicitly criticizing the Magisterium’s prior condemnations of Modernism, taking for granted that their
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readership would agree that what Pius X had condemned as a heresy was in reality rather laudable.

Deiss continued to criticize elements of what he deemed the “post-Tridentine liturgy.” He wrote that the silence with which the Roman Canon was traditionally prayed was “oppressive.” This critique explicitly contradicted the Council of Trent’s dogmatic anathematizing of “any one [that] saith, that the rite of the Roman Church, according to which a part of the canon and the words of consecration are pronounced in a low tone, is to be condemned.” Deiss criticized Latin for being an unintelligible, and therefore a useless, liturgical language, also contradicting the dogmatic 9th canon of the 22nd session of the Council of Trent.

Deiss also criticized the old liturgy for implicit sexism for only allowing men to serve liturgical ministries. This criticism could be seen as a criticism of the Christian liturgy from its very origins since all ancient Christian liturgical roles can be seen as continuations of the all-male Jewish priesthood and the all-male office of rabbi. This criticism could also be seen as an implicit call for further changes to the liturgy since in 1970 the Church only formally permitted male altar servers, female “readers” being permitted only when male “lectors” were not available.

The main thrust of *Spirit and Song of the New Liturgy*, however, was not to discredit traditional Catholic worship in general, but to equip pastors to liberate their liturgies from the “stifling routine” of Gregorian Chant and Sacred Polyphony which
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produced “nothing but silence and boredom.”\footnote{Deiss, \textit{Spirit and Song of the New Liturgy}, 41.} In this sense, Deiss wrote in explicit opposition to the papal promotions of both forms of traditional music made by Pius X, Pius XI, and Pius XII. To Deiss, “a community which refuses to progress [in adopting modern forms of music] will perish of boredom.”\footnote{Ibid, 53.} He identified established \textit{scholas}, or traditional choirs, as major obstacles to modernizing sacred music since individuals trained in traditional chant and polyphony were often too attached to their “stifling routines” to embrace musical innovation.\footnote{Ibid, 41.} Deiss referred to those holding such traditionalist attitudes as “children in the realm of liturgy.”\footnote{Ibid, 42.}

To illustrate his characterization of these “liturgical children,” Deiss told what was perhaps a fictional story about a time he met a “negro” on the street in a missionary country holding a Gregorian chant book. When prompted, this “negro” could sing the day’s introit with perfect musical skill, but when asked, he had no idea what the Latin text actually meant.\footnote{Ibid, 42-43.} It is left to the reader to wonder whether Deiss’s inclusion of the traditional musician’s race was intended to portray traditionalist musicians in general as unintelligent to racially prejudiced readers.

If one might wonder what sort of music Deiss believed should replace traditional repertoires of Sacred Chant, it is worth considering the 185 hymns which were promulgated within the English edition of the \textit{Liturgy of the Hours}. The \textit{Liturgy of the Hours} was the name given to the reformed Divine Office promulgated by the Consilium in 1975. Deiss served as an advisor to the Consilium which promulgated the \textit{Liturgy of the Hours}, and a number of his own compositions were included in its official hymnal.
Since no official hymns were promulgated alongside the Missal, the hymns of the modernized breviary are the best indication available of what the Consilium’s scholars considered the ideal forms of sacred music.\textsuperscript{1077} What sort of music, then, can be found in the \textit{Liturgy of Hours’} official hymnal?

Of the 185 hymns included in the English edition of the new breviary, about 40 percent were written by Protestants, about 30 percent were modern Catholic compositions written after the 1950s, and about 30 percent were traditional Catholic hymns written before the 1950s.\textsuperscript{1078} Two hymns were written by an agnostic, two hymns were written by a Jansenist, and three of the Protestant hymns were written by Martin Luther himself.\textsuperscript{1079} Thus, traditional Catholic hymns comprised only about thirty percent of the modern Divine Office’s hymns. Deiss himself wrote nine of the hymns included in the Liturgy of the Hours. His compositions, such as “Mother of Holy Hope,” “Keep in Mind” and “Sion, Sing, Break Into Song” have by and large been ignored by music directors of Novus Ordo celebrations, likely as a result of their agreeing with his premise that the hymns used in worship should not cause the congregation to “perish in boredom.”

While the 1967 Instruction on Sacred Music opened the door for the introduction of modern music into the Mass, it did not explicitly forbid the use of traditional music in the liturgy. Lucien Deiss’s \textit{Spirit and Song of the New Liturgy}, then, should be considered an unofficial attempt by an advisor of the Consilium to ridicule the use of traditional music as inconsistent with the liturgical principles laid down at Vatican II, even while neither Vatican II nor any officially promulgated documents explicitly stated this.

\textsuperscript{1077} Bugnini, \textit{The Reform of the Liturgy}, 547.
\textsuperscript{1079} \textit{Christian Prayer: The Liturgy of the Hours}, 1533 hymn 25, 1666 hymn 144, 1584 hymn 69, 1629 hymn 114, 1630 hymn 115, 1565 hymn 54, 1578 hymn 64.
In a word, then, for Liturgical Movement scholars such as Lucien Deiss, the Novus Ordo had not gone far enough in modernizing Catholic worship. Whereas conservative forces in the Vatican may have prevented the Liturgical Movement’s body of scholars in the Consilium from producing a Missal and accompanying documents which were as progressive as they might have wished, this did not prevent the Liturgical Movement’s scholars from advancing their more progressive vision of the liturgy using non-official means. Since many Catholics by this time looked upon progressive scholars as possessing more authority than the official Magisterium, publications such as *Spirit and Song of the New Liturgy* went a long way in shaping the implementation of the New Mass.

Traditional sacred music was not the only remnant of traditional Catholic worship which progressive liturgists sought to eradicate. In 1976, the *Modern Liturgy Handbook* was published as a compilation of articles published in the periodical *Folk Mass and Modern Liturgy* throughout the 1970s. In this text, each of the liturgists agreed with James L. Empereur, SJ that “many of the ritual reforms [did] not go far enough and those which have been implemented in the last few years are already in need of reform and adaptation.” Although the liturgy had been greatly simplified from the decadent rituals and ceremonies of the Traditional Latin Mass, since the 1970s was a “secular age,” Empereur believed that the Church needed to worship with a “secularized liturgy” or else it would not properly articulate the contemporary religious experience of modern man. In “The Liturgical Environment” Fr. John Mossi proposed ways that the already simplified liturgy could be made more relevant to those living a secular lifestyle. He
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suggested that introducing theatrical representations of the readings, liturgical ballet, liturgical mime, media, slideshows, and films during the Mass would help the laity personally relate to the worship act. In a word, Mossi sought to bend the liturgy to stimulate as much of a religious experience amongst the faithful as possible. This approach calls to mind the Modernist principle vital immanence which approached religion not for its objective content but as the occasion for inspiring subjective spiritual experiences.

Appraising the liturgy as an occasion for generating spiritual experiences rather than as an occasion for offering God a pleasing oblation summarizes much of the 1970s liturgical literature. As in the literature of the 1960s, a focus on the worshiping community would seem more prevalent than a focus on the God being worshiped in the publications of this decade.

Deiss argued explicitly against the idea that the liturgy was in and of itself an objectively God-pleasing action. He wrote that the Mass “does not exist by itself; it comes alive only when experienced by a living congregation” (emphasis mine). Deiss implied here that the Mass did not have objective value in and of itself but was valuable only insofar as it generated a religious experience amongst congregants. In the article “Where We Are at in the Liturgy” Empereur concurred with the subjectification of the liturgy as a means to foster a spiritual experience amongst members of the community. He wrote “if you have no community, you can have no liturgy” since “we cannot pretend that worship is for God rather than people.”

---

While traditional Catholicism never denied the sanctifying effect of worship, it would have never ranked the subjective benefit to the people as the primary aim of worship, let alone its only purpose, since this orientation would have corrupted the act of worship with a self-centered orientation. In his first edition of *Pope Paul’s Mass* in 1975, Michael Davies referred to this liturgical orientation as the “Cult of Man.”\(^{1085}\) It should be recalled that Pius X believed that if Modernist principles of vital immanence were taken to their logical conclusions, Catholicism would come to embrace a sort of pantheism that could not clearly distinguish between God and one’s self.\(^{1086}\)

In order to aid in the construction of enriching worship experiences, the authors featured in *Modern Liturgical Handbook* provided many suggestions which sought to modernize the liturgy beyond the reforms of the 1969 Missal. For these liturgists, there was no utility in preserving an objective liturgical tradition. Rather, as Empereur wrote, it seemed to be agreed upon that “an unchanging liturgy is dead. It must be constantly evolving.”\(^{1087}\) For example, in “Good Things Don’t Just Happen,” Michael E. Moynahan, SJ encouraged pastors to use non-scriptural readings such as excerpts from novels, poems, short stories, essays or plays during the Liturgy of the Word to help communicate the pastor’s message.\(^{1088}\) In *Pascendi*, Pius X charged Modernist biblical scholars with an innovative understanding of scripture as being an unremarkable attempt by certain Hebrews to articulate in writing their incomprehensible internal spiritual experiences.\(^{1089}\)

Seeing that even the scriptures, then, were perceived by modern progressives as imperfect attempts to articulate an incomprehensible reality, it was logical that the progressives of
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the 1970s perceived certain novels, poems, plays and essays as being just as useful in expressing the ineffable spiritual experience as was the Bible.

At times, progressive liturgists also promoted innovative, and heretical, understandings of the theology of the Mass. Since he believed that “a fact historically past cannot…be actualized anew mystically or in the sacrament,” “even by God himself,” Warren Rouse, OFM argued that the Mass did not literally make the sacrifice of Jesus on the Cross present on the altar but was only a means to thank God for that sacrifice which had occurred once and for all in the past.\(^\text{1090}\) Apart from a generous interpretation, this statement would seem on its face to contradict the Council of Trent’s anathematizing of anyone who professed “that the sacrifice of the mass is only a sacrifice of praise and of thanksgiving; or, that it is a bare commemoration of the sacrifice consummated on the cross, but not a propitiatory sacrifice” of Christ’s “own body and blood.”\(^\text{1091}\) Lest this, or any statement, of Modern Liturgy Handbook or Lucien Deiss’s Spirit and Song of the New Liturgy be taken as isolated statements of a handful of rogue clerics, it should be considered that both texts received Imprimaturs and Nihil Obstats.

Not least amongst the “enthusiastic promoters” of the new liturgy were the members of the Consilium itself. Due to the Liturgical Movement’s tendency to approach the liturgy as the subjective religious experience of a given community, the Consilium did not consider their task finished with the promulgation of the reformed Missal in 1969. Rather, immediately following the promulgation of the Novus Ordo, Bugnini and the Consilium attempted to publish a document which altered the rubrics of the Mass for celebrations with “special groups.”\(^\text{1092}\)

\(^{1091}\) “Twenty-Second Session of the Council of Trent,” canons II and III.
\(^{1092}\) Bugnini, The Reform of the Liturgy, 426-432.
The Consilium believed that such Masses, likely celebrated in private homes, should omit the sign of the cross, should contain only a single reading, should distribute communion under both kinds, should allow the laity to share their reflections during the homily, and include “other adaptations thought to be necessary,” at the discretion of each national conference of bishops.¹⁰⁹³ Due to push back from the Vatican Secretary of State, the ultimate “Instruction on Masses for Special Gatherings” was much more conservative in nature than the Consilium’s original proposal. The final document did permit irregular Masses in private residences but required liturgical vestments and a faithful following of the Missal and GIRM as would be expected in an ordinary chapel setting.¹⁰⁹⁴

The Consilium did, however, successfully promulgate “The Directory for Masses with Children,” in order to subjectivize the liturgy according to the perceived needs of this demographic of congregants. Since children were perceived as incapable of appreciating the subtle gestures of the liturgy, the Consilium proposed that the Mass be simplified to only emphasize three basic elements of the Mass including the scripture readings, the Eucharistic prayer, and communion.¹⁰⁹⁵ It was also proposed that pastors be given license to choose texts apart from the official lectionary which were better suited for children, that only a single reading be proclaimed, that priests could adapt the texts of the Mass to the language of children, and that due to their small attention spans, audiovisual aids be used to communicate the message of the readings.¹⁰⁹⁶

While not all of these requests were granted by the CDF, the Consilium did succeed in promoting the common practice which would be adopted in many American

¹⁰⁹⁴ Ibid, 435-436.
¹⁰⁹⁵ Ibid, 439.
Catholic Churches after 1969 of sending children under a certain age to another room during the Liturgy of the Word where they colored pictures of the week’s bible story or heard a simple explanation of the reading by a catechist.\textsuperscript{1097} The children’s directory also led to the publication of a children’s lectionary with different readings and a more easily understood translation than the one used in the official lectionary.\textsuperscript{1098} As will be seen below, three new Eucharistic prayers were eventually promulgated for Masses with children which included various dialogue prayers throughout the anaphora which were included with the hopes of keeping children engaged throughout the Eucharistic prayer.\textsuperscript{1099}

The enthusiastic supporters of the Liturgical Reform also successfully achieved the post-1969 change of extending formal permission to receive communion in the hand rather than on the tongue. By contrast, traditional Catholicism only permitted lay communicants to receive the sacrament on the tongue in recognition of the dignity of both the Eucharist as well as the fear of seeing it dropped to the ground.\textsuperscript{1100} Progressive liturgists began to unilaterally advocate the reception of communion in the hands since it was perceived as a less childish gesture.\textsuperscript{1101}

Advocacy for communion in the hand began in the 1950s by Liturgical Movement writers, yet the Novus Ordo and the GIRM extended no general permissions for reception of communion in this manner. Thus, at the encouragement of liturgists, pastors began to simply instruct their congregations to receive communion in the hand anyways, at times
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even forbidding them to receive on the tongue.\textsuperscript{1102} The illicit practice of receiving communion in the hand began in 1968 in the nations one might suspect: Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, and France.\textsuperscript{1103} Since the practice seemed impossible to suppress, Paul VI granted permission for the practice in these nations.\textsuperscript{1104} He also opened the door for granting permission for this practice in any other nations where communion in the hand had already spread to a point where it could not be suppressed.\textsuperscript{1105}

As more bishops' conferences began to request this innovation, Paul VI asked the Consilium to disseminate a survey amongst the world’s bishops to gain their perspective about the topic.\textsuperscript{1106} Bugnini reported that while 567 bishops were in favor of introducing communion in the hand, 1,233 bishops were opposed to it.\textsuperscript{1107} As a result of these responses, Paul VI felt emboldened to oversee the publication of \textit{Memoriale Domini} in 1969 in which the traditional manner of receiving communion on the tongue was defended and where it was argued that the suppression of this practice would lead to a general profanation of the sacrament and a reduction in belief in Transubstantiation.\textsuperscript{1108}

In 1973, Paul VI asked Bugnini to publish an article in the Vatican periodical \textit{L’Osservatore Romano} to support his decision to discourage the practice of communion in the hand while cautiously permitting it in extreme circumstances. Bugnini responded to this request by instead writing an article explaining why the reception of communion in the hand was easily perceived by anyone who looked at the manner calmly and without
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prejudice as a “reasonable, wise, prudent, and moderate” change in liturgical custom which was “in the spirit of the Council.”¹¹⁰

As the Liturgical Movement continued to gain momentum, the sentiments of the international episcopate towards communion in the hand began to agree with Bugnini’s analysis. This process was aided by Paul VI’s consistent appointment of progressive bishops to empty episcopal chairs in an attempt to secure the lasting success of his reforms.¹¹¹ Ultimately, all of the bishops’ conferences of the world except for the bishops of Sri Lanka asked for permission for communion in the hand once progressive pastors had begun employing the practice illicitly. In the United States, the vote made by the National Conference of Bishops in 1976 to request this indult was contentious to say the least. Many bishops argued that no prevailing custom had yet been established in the country to warrant such a change.¹¹² The initial vote to request permission for communion in the hand did not receive a two-thirds majority.¹¹³ After absentee ballots were collected under questionable circumstances, however, the desired number of yes votes was attained.¹¹³ The American request for this practice was, of course, granted without obstruction from Rome.

In another controversy related to the liturgy, Bugnini and the Consilium successfully lobbied for the suppression of the minor orders which all ancient Christian Churches held as antecedents to the clerical state. Traditionally, a Roman Rite man’s journey to the priesthood entailed being ordained to the minor orders of porter, then acolyte, then lector, then subdeacon, then to the major order of deacon, until finally being

¹¹¹ Weigel, The Irony of Modern Catholic History, 178.
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ordained a priest. The minor orders of reader, subdeacon and acolyte, as well as an additional order of “chanter” are still preserved in the Eastern Rites and Eastern Orthodox Churches. However, due to a handful of quotes in the writings of the 3rd century Hippolytus, an anti-pope and schismatic until his final year of life, the Consilium and the Liturgical Movement in general argued that the minor orders should be referred to as liturgical ministries rather than minor degrees of the Sacrament of Holy Orders.

In concurrence with the opinion of Bugnini and the Vatican scholars, in the years between 1968 and 1970, numerous bishops’ conferences requested permission to suppress the minor orders based on this antiquarian reading of Hippolytus’s *Apostolic Tradition*. Though he personally wished to retain the minor orders, Paul VI deferred to his body of advisors and pressure from progressives amongst the international episcopate and suppressed the four minor orders in August of 1972.

As the 1970s continued, requests were raised by various bishops’ conferences for permission to construct additional Eucharistic prayers beyond the four which had been included in the Novus Ordo. The Consilium was also in favor of expanding the number of Eucharistic prayers. Thus, in 1974, it requested permission to create three new anaphoras for Masses with children and two for the Holy Year of Reconciliation. The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith expressed its “lively concern” with the increasing the number of Eucharistic prayers due to the “doctrinal confusion presently
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existing in matters liturgical.”1119 The CDF responded that only one new Eucharistic prayer should be composed for Masses with children and for the Holy Year, respectively.1120 The Consilium attempted to circumvent this decision by appealing directly to the Vatican Secretary of State’s office for permission for their original plan with one less prayer requested for masses with children.1121

Paul VI was hesitant to grant the Consilium’s request as he held the same reservations as those raised by the CDF.1122 However, after enough insistence on the part of Bugnini, the Holy Father ultimately granted permission for the Consilium’s request on a three-year experimental basis.1123 Three new anaphoras were written for masses with children and two were written for the Holy Year, the latter titled “Eucharistic Prayers for Reconciliation.”1124

Immediately after this decision was reached, and well before the three-year experiment was completed, the bishops of the Netherlands and Belgium requested permission to adopt these five Eucharistic prayers permanently.1125 The Pope asked a joint commission of bishops of the Consilium and the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith to consider the request. Though the bishops in large part voted in the negative to this request, Bugnini personally appealed to the pope with his own opinion that the request of these two bishops’ conferences should be accepted. As usual, Paul VI granted Bugnini’s request.1126
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The final, and largely failed, thrust of the Liturgical Movement was the effort to see the liturgy enculturated in each individual bishops’ conference. The so-called “Hindu Rite” Mass in India and the Zaire Rite in the Congo are examples of enculturated usages of the Novus Ordo Missal. Both of these enculturated usages incorporated pre-Christian, pagan religious gestures and native customs into the celebration of the Mass.\footnote{Bugnini, \textit{The Reform of the Liturgy}, 269-271.} The Hindu Rite quickly became controversial and was subsequently suppressed in 1976.\footnote{Ibid, 270.; “Indian Rite Draws Mixed Reactions,” The Catholic Advocate, vol. 18, No. 9, 20 February 1969, accessed 3/12/22: https://thecatholicnewarchive.org/?a=d&d=ca19690220-01.2.136&e=---en-20--I--txt-txIN-------; Ricardo da Silva, “Explainer: What is the Zaire rite—and why is Pope Francis talking about it now?” America: The Jesuit Review, 12/7/2020, accessed: https://www.americamagazine.org/faith/2020/12/07/pope-francis-zaire-rite-catholic-church-amazon-239425.} The Zaire Rite is still in use today.

A number of other subtle adaptations of the Novus Ordo were made in nations such as Thailand, Pakistan, Japan, and Laos.\footnote{Bugnini, \textit{The Reform of the Liturgy}, 269-272.} The concept of cautiously incorporating certain pagan prayer gestures and rituals into the Mass is not necessarily contradictory to Catholic Tradition, seeing that certain elements of the Roman Liturgy were incorporations of the pre-Christian Roman customs. In \textit{The Early Liturgy}, Joseph Jungmann argued that the “shortness and conciseness, clarity and austerity” of the Roman’ Rite’s liturgical patrimony were inherited from the pre-Christian religious temperament of the Roman people.\footnote{Jungmann, \textit{The Early Liturgy}, 127.} Additionally, the pipe organ was also originally a profane instrument popular in the Greco-Roman world.\footnote{Thomas Acreman, “The History of the Pipe Organ,” Classic History, May 28, 2018, accessed 3/12/22: http://www.classichistory.net/archives/organ.} What’s more, Roman Catholic devotional processions would seem to have descended from idol processions in the
ancient Roman world, at least in their external form. The traditional Catholic Ember Days, in which Catholics prayed for a favorable harvest, was also a borrowing of pagan Roman custom.

While incorporating certain pagan practices into the Catholic devotional treasury had some precedents, Bugnini’s interest in preserving Catholic dogma in his efforts to enculturate the liturgy could be questioned when considering his interest in incorporating Hindu scriptures into the Mass in India. Reflecting on the controversy over the so-called Hindu Rite, Bugnini wrote in his Reform of the Liturgy of his opinion that theologians ought to have duly considered whether readings from the Hindu scriptures such as the Bhagavad Gita “might not be used in expressing Christian religious thought” in the Liturgy of the Word. Bugnini wrote that the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith had “always been intransigent” when it came to responding to suggestions that non-biblical readings might be read at the Mass, and so, this suggestion was not duly considered.

The attempt to enculturate the liturgy according to the customs of each individual national conference of bishops was cut short in 1975 when Bugnini fell out of favor with Paul VI. During the final stages of the promulgation of the Novus Ordo and in the years which followed it, Paul VI had found himself time and time again disagreeing with the decisions of the Consilium, though his own trust in the consensus of his advisory body of scholars led him to consistently defer to their authority over his own judgment. As we
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have explored, by the mid-1970s, Paul VI had relented to Bugnini's vision for the liturgy in a number of circumstances.

It seemed that by 1975, unlike the “enthusiastic promoters” of the liturgical reform, Paul VI had seen enough innovation in the liturgy. Since it had become evident that Bugnini and the Consilium were still pushing forward to incorporate additional changes to the liturgy beyond the 1969 Missal, Paul VI was faced with the task of determining how to cut off Bugnini’s bureaucratic freight train from continuing on its present course. By 1975, Bugnini had proven himself more than capable as a politician and bureaucratic organizer at seeing nearly every one of his wishes promulgated at the universal level. Simply put, if the liturgical changes were going to be concluded, Paul VI needed to think of some way to remove Bugnini from his position of power.

It was thus without warning that on July 14, 1975, Annibale Bugnini was notified that he had been removed from his post in the Consilium and had been assigned as apostolic nuncio to Uruguay. According to Bugnini, the Secretary of State Monsignor Benelli told him “you’re better off down there, far away; that way we won’t see you anymore.” Whether or not this awkward interaction actually occurred, it would seem that Bugnini perceived that he had made some key enemies in the Vatican. Whatever his goals were in reassigning Bugnini as a papal diplomat, Paul VI may well have been influenced in his decision by the suggestions of Bugnini’s foes.

In Liturgy, Rita Ferrone recorded the observation that “the decade following 1975 was a period of stabilization rather than a period of unrest” in the liturgical reform. She wrote that a sense of the sacred was returning to liturgical celebrations and that the
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period of “revolution” had given place to a period in which Catholics could describe themselves as “relaxing at worship.” It is quite plausible that if Bugnini had not been dismissed in 1975, the period of liturgical revolution may have continued for years beyond 1975.

Necessary though it was, Paul VI treaded difficult waters in settling the question of how to dismiss Bugnini from his secretariat. If Bugnini was disgraced in too explicit a fashion, the credibility of Paul VI’s own Missal reform would have been called into question. However, Bugnini could not merely be “kicked upstairs” to a pastoral or academic post since this would have allowed him to continue contributing to the scholarly discussions of the Liturgical Movement with authority as the architect of the Novus Ordo. Thus, Bugnini was assigned as an apostolic nuncio to Uruguay in 1975, removing him by quite some distance from Vatican politics while still not demoting him in too explicit a fashion. After he refused to accept this position due to his inability to speak Spanish, he was later assigned to serve as the Apostolic Nuncio of Iran in 1976 where his fluency in French gave him little opportunity to refuse. Thus, by 1976, Annibale Bugnini was effectively isolated from the global Liturgical Movement which Paul VI intended to begin slowing down.

It must be admitted that this summary is the present’s author’s speculation as to why the “Great Architect of the Conciliar Reform” was so suddenly reassigned to serve as a nuncio in Uruguay, and then Iran, without even a red hat to cushion his fall. Bugnini himself believed that his dismissal was a result of the contriving of his enemies in the
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In Annibale Bugnini, Yves Chiron suggested that Bugnini’s reassignment was in part a consequence of Paul VI’s own growing distrust of Bugnini.\footnote{Bugnini, The Reform of the Liturgy, 91-92.}

The most often repeated narrative about Bugnini’s dismissal, however, is the traditionalist “exile narrative.” According to this account, Bugnini was sent into “exile” after Paul VI was presented with evidence that he was a practicing freemason who had infiltrated the Curia in order to purposefully corrupt Roman Catholic worship. Taylor Marshall’s popular Infiltration includes the typical traditionalist narrative:

In 1975, Archbishop Annibale Bugnini left his briefcase unattended in a Vatican conference room…suffice it here to state that Bugnini was an infiltrated priest and a Freemason. A Dominican priest discovered the unattended briefcase and opened it, in order to discover the identity of its owner. Inside he found documents addressed “to Brother Bugnini,” with “signatures and place of origin [that] showed that they came from dignitaries of secret societies in Rome.” This became a scandal in Rome and Pope Paul VI was forced to send his chief liturgist and recently minted archbishop to Iran as pro-nuncio, a surprising and obvious demotion and exile.\footnote{Marshall, Infiltration, 74 of 257.}

Michael Davies wrote of the same “briefcase” narrative after supposedly hearing it firsthand from a priest “of the very highest reputation” who had come into possession of one of the damning documents.\footnote{Davies, Pope Paul’s New Mass, 535.} In Yves Chiron’s treatment of the controversy he did not deny the possibility that Bugnini was in fact a mason, though he did not imply that he was.\footnote{Chiron, Annibale Bugnini, 171-174.}

Indeed, beyond mere hearsay, it would seem that a somewhat reasonable body of evidence was presented to the pope in 1975 which implied a masonic connection.\footnote{Carmine Pecorelli, “La Lista dei Presunti Massoni,” Observatore Politico, 1976, accessed 3/12/22: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B65x5F_RAFFwQVRjSVVGRUdaWmM/view?resourcekey=0-iX-Rfb_DAymKAAHppbMXqw.} In
*The Reform of the Liturgy*, Bugnini recounted the same briefcase narrative that Marshall and Davies wrote of.\(^{1147}\) For his part, Bugnini did not doubt that Paul VI was presented with evidence that he was a covert freemason. He wrote in his autobiography, for example, that Cardinal Silvio Oddi had personally told him that he had seen a masonic document with Bugnini’s own signature on it.\(^{1148}\) Bugnini vehemently denied the authenticity of these documents, however, characterizing them as fraudulent attempts to “bespatter the moral purity of the secretary of the reform” in order to undermine the reform itself.\(^{1149}\)

When Alcuin Reed once asked Cardinal Stickler if Pope Paul VI actually believed that Bugnini was a freemason, Stickler responded “No, it was something far worse.”\(^{1150}\) One is left to wonder what exactly could be worse in the eyes of Paul VI than belonging to a quasi-religious organization in which membership automatically excommunicated any Catholic.

While the reader is left incapable of determining for certain whether the documents alleging Bugnini’s freemason affiliation were authentic or were calumnies intended to discredit his reforms, the later possibility would seem the more plausible. As we have seen, Bugnini’s ideas fit completely within the context of mid-20th century progressive Catholic thought. Thus, there is no need to associate him with a secret society in order to understand where he derived his ideas. Additionally, to attribute weight to the theory that a priest who had entered the seminary in adolescence had at some point joined a secret society and climbed the ranks of the Vatican in order to serve a covert mission for
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his grandmaster, without tangible evidence, would seem rather imprudent. Thus, while
the possibility might stand, however miniscule, that Bugnini was a covert freemason,
Bugnini’s explanation that these theories were manufactured by his enemies would seem
more plausible.

Freemason or not, by 1975, a new Missal had been promulgated and a number of
liturgical changes were enacted alongside it. A number of new anaphoras had been
crafted, altars had been flipped, altar rails had been destroyed, and Church art and
architecture had been modernized. Further, a new lectionary had been crafted, women
tossed their chapel veils, communion was received standing and in the hands, and choirs
were encouraged to shred their traditional repertoires in favor of modern “folk”
compositions. Traditionalists continued to cringe at each liturgical innovation, and by
1975, the Pope himself decided that enough was enough, declaring an end to the
twenty-five-year alliance between the Liturgical Movement and the Vatican. Thus, while
liturgical progressives would continue exploring liturgical innovations at the local level,
the period in which these innovations could expect to receive official recognition was, for
the most part, at an end.

Passive Acceptance

While most of the 1970s literature regarding the new Mass could be regarded as
either traditionalist resistance or progressive demands for further innovations, this is not
to say that these responses characterize the majority of the faithful in their reaction to the
new Mass. While the majority of the Catholic faithful drifted with the tides of
Catholicism in accepting numerous progressive ideas about the liturgy, this was not to say
that the majority of Catholics were enthusiastic advocates for the liturgical reform. For most Catholics, the general response to the New Mass was a simple and unremarkable acceptance.\textsuperscript{1151} In \textit{Pope Paul’s New Mass}, Davies argued that an important factor in the uneventful reception of the new Mass was the fact that “the average man in the street or the pew does not think deeply about such matters as politics or religion…there was no more chance of the ordinary parishioners taking an active part for or against liturgical changes than there was of his playing an active role in his political party or trade union.”\textsuperscript{1152}

For such “average laity,” the Mass had simply changed alongside many other cultural and societal changes they had experienced in the 1960s and 70s.\textsuperscript{1153} The new liturgy did not strike them as altogether inconsistent with their sense of Catholicism, and it was relatively easy to adjust to it after about six years of gradual liturgical changes.\textsuperscript{1154} For these Catholics, the new Missal was nothing much to fuss over.

Priests of this “passive acceptance” demographic generally followed the instructions presented to them by the Vatican and their local bishop without much variation to the right or the left. If their progressive bishops encouraged them to remove their altar rails, they would, and if they were encouraged to incorporate modern hymnals, they would do that as well. However, for many clergymen, there was not an altogether urgent impetus to race to the forefront of liturgical innovation. In response to the tendency of many English priests to merely celebrate the Novus Ordo according to the rubrics and not to embellish the Mass with progressive innovations, editorials in the
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Liturgy Bulletin of the English diocese of Southwark or the liturgical journal Life and Worship described this mode of implementing the Novus Ordo as a “minimalistic liturgy.”

It is likely that such “minimalist liturgies” are a mere reflection of the tendency of most people, whether they be teachers, politicians, or priests, to do exactly what they are expected to do: nothing more, nothing less. Some progressives argued that the prevalence of such “minimalist liturgies” was the primary reason that traditionalist resistance to the new rite gained any traction in the 1970s at all. Such progressives believed that since unenthusiastic pastors had implemented the Novus Ordo so poorly, many came to the conclusion that the Traditional Latin Mass was superior to the new Missal. Despite such theories, it seems doubtful that those who clung to the traditional Mass would have been more likely to accept the Novus Ordo had their pastors implemented it in a more progressive way.

For the typical laity of the passive acceptance demographic, Mass attendance was a weekly ritual that they valued but did not give much conscious thought to. Bokenkotter wrote that this group of the laity “accepted the changes more or less gracefully but with little enthusiasm.” Massa called this response to the changes “dutiful compliance.” For them, the vernacular liturgy and seeing the priest face them was generally appreciated since it made participation in the liturgy less spiritually taxing. In Liturgy, Ferrone argued that the vernacularization of the liturgy, the celebration of Mass facing the people, and the introduction of modern art and music into the liturgy were the only three changes that most of the faithful were consciously aware of, indicating a general lack of awareness of
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the breadth of the changes. The majority of Catholics, and arguably participants in any religion, are not involved enough to engage much more deeply in their religion than in the basic services organized by their clergy.

Do we possess a plethora of literature from this demographic which likely represents the majority of the Church? One can hardly expect an uninspired Catholic to write a book about a historical change which they considered unextraordinary. Again, the only reforms which many of the laity were aware of was the change in the language and the direction of the priest. This was hardly much to write a book about. Some diocesan and United States’ Catholic histories, however, offer a glimpse as to how these liturgical changes were received by the ordinary “go-with-the-flow” faithful.

In *Confidence and Crisis*, Steven M. Avella recounted the uneventful transition to the Novus Ordo style of worship in Milwaukee’s urban and suburban parishes. He wrote that pastors gradually adapted to the physical demands of the new liturgy, typically placing a freestanding altar in the middle of the sanctuary and an ambo off to the side to begin the process of architectural renovation. As the years went on, pastors gradually took on more ambitious renovation projects, such as the removal of the tabernacle from the sanctuary, the reduction of shrine areas, and the reconfiguring pew arrangements to promote the “unity” of the congregation. Avella implied that most priests were neither avid supporters of the reform nor traditional resisters of it. He wrote that even as pastors oversaw these changes, many of them did not understand why the changes they implemented were being made.
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Avella wrote that the modernization of sacred music in Milwaukee was similarly uneventful. As the Milwaukee parishes responded to the Consilium’s Instruction on Sacred Music, Avella recounted that the changes which followed faced little resistance from the faithful. Hymn books were purchased, choirs were moved down from the loft and into the nave, and compositions were chosen which encouraged community singing.\textsuperscript{1163} He wrote that pianos gradually came to replace organs and new instruments such as guitars were gradually introduced into parish worship.\textsuperscript{1164}

As Milwaukee parishes became comfortable with the Novus Ordo, Avella wrote that pastors began to take on a more “informal, humorous, or folksy” attitude while presiding at Mass.\textsuperscript{1165} This new attitude could be contrasted with the solemn and reverent disposition that came naturally with the rubrics of the Traditional Latin Mass which left little room for the pastor to express his personality. Concurrently, as the laity observed their church buildings and their liturgies redesigned to emphasize the “horizontal” relationships they had with one another rather than serve as a “‘sacral space’ which accentuated the awe of the person in the presence of the divine mysteries,” churches began to be perceived as places of social gatherings.\textsuperscript{1166} Thus, while it was formerly intuitively understood that silent prayer should be maintained in the Church building, churches became chatty before and after, and sometimes during, Mass after the Novus Ordo was promulgated.\textsuperscript{1167} If the Church building was redesigned into an informal community-oriented structure, most of the laity would intuitively respond to these
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changes by engaging with their community before and after the liturgy rather than engaging with God in silent prayer.

Conservative and Loyal Acceptance

A final reaction to the Novus Ordo was that which Christopher Ferrara and Thomas Woods described as the “Neo-Catholic” reaction, more commonly referred to as the conservative Catholic position. This demographic of priests and laity might have personally preferred the traditional Mass, but the value they placed on obedience to ecclesial authority prevented them from expressing any discontent. Michael Davies went so far in *Pope Paul’s New Mass* to write that “docility to legitimate authority was the most notable characteristic of English-speaking Catholics in those days.”

Since the new Mass’s breach with liturgical custom and traditions were “willed by the Holy Father,” conservative Catholics reasoned that they were bound to accept these liturgical innovations as being willed by God. This obedience to authority even led some conservative Catholics to vehemently defend the changes against criticisms from traditionalist resistance groups whose criticisms were dismissed as “integrist” or bordering on schismatic. In this manner, conservative Catholics perceived it as their duty as faithful Catholics to defend the decisions of the pope, whereas traditionalist Catholics perceived it as their duty to defend the traditional customs of the Church, even at times against the pope. In the years following the promulgation of the Novus Ordo, polemics between conservative and traditionalist Catholics arguably became even more heated than polemics between liberals and either of the two groups combined.
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An example illustrating the attitude of conservative laity who submitted to the judgment of progressive clerics was recorded in an April 1977 issue of *The Wanderer*. In this article, an incident in which a priest gave a Liturgical Movement-inspired education campaign amongst his parishioners which attempted to persuade them of the reasons to replace their traditional and ornate high altar with a freestanding table-styled altar. Although a reported ninety percent of the parishioners wished to keep the historic high altar, when the priest claimed that replacing it with a table-styled altar was a matter of obedience to the Church, the parishioners relented as they saw their beloved high altar disassembled and replaced.\textsuperscript{1170}

Perhaps aware of the clericalist docility which most conservative-minded laity had towards the leaders of the Church, progressive priests frequently made appeals to authority in their efforts to encourage the conservative laity to express loyalty towards the liturgical reforms. In literature from the early to mid-1960s, it could be observed that the liturgical scholars’ references to the “supreme authority of the Church” were made frequently when that authority was expressed in favor of Liturgical Movement principles but ignored when that authority condemned progressive innovations.\textsuperscript{1171} After all, the Magisterial liturgical teachings found in *Tra Le Sollecitudini, Divini Cultus, Mediator Dei*, and even the 22nd Session of the Council of Trent had never formally “expired,” and thus were still technically the official teachings of the Church after Vatican II.

This selective reading of the Church’s “supreme authority” in order to gain the support of this “loyal conservative” demographic could be observed in one article of *The Universe*. In this article, an editor wrote that the *versus populum* prayer posture was
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spreading throughout the Church “because the bishops of the world meeting at the Vatican Council considered it a necessary liturgical change so that the laity could become more involved in the offering.” This was quite an interpretation of the documents seeing that Vatican II made no mention whatsoever of celebrating the Mass facing the people. On another instance, a priest who had moved the tabernacle from his Church’s sanctuary to a separate chapel responded to concerns from conservative laity that he was required to do so by the mandates of Sacrosanctum Concilium and the order of his bishop. When the laity wrote to the bishop, the bishop also stated that this change was in obedience to the Council’s liturgical constitution. As in the previous incident, Sacrosanctum Concilium never called for the removal of the tabernacle from the main sanctuary, though a 1965 Consilium letter to the bishops’ conferences did permit such a relocation of the tabernacle in large churches. Once again, obedience to the hierarchy was called upon to silence opposition towards the liturgical reform.

Due to differences in opinion about whether faithful Catholics had a duty to loyally accept or faithfully resist the liturgical changes, loyal conservatives developed into the natural adversaries of traditionalists who resisted these changes. One major point of contention between the two groups of Catholics was the canonical status of SSPX. The majority of conservative Catholics maintained that the group had fallen into formal schism after Lefebvre’s illicit consecration of four bishops. Traditionalist Catholics, on the other hand, typically argued that while Lefebvre and his four bishops were
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excommunicated, the other priests of the society were not excommunicated, and therefore the group as a whole was not in a state of schism.\textsuperscript{1177} To be sure, the complexity of this debate can hardly be summarized here.

Another example of division between conservative and traditionalist Catholics can be found in the division which divided Walter Matt, the once editor of \textit{The Wanderer}, and Alphonse Matt, his brother. The periodical originally titled \textit{Der Wanderer} was founded in 1867 in Minnesota in order to educate German Catholic immigrants in the United States in their traditional Catholic heritage in opposition to the secular ideas of the German Enlightenment.\textsuperscript{1178} The editorship of the newspaper was eventually given to a young zealous traditional Catholic named Joseph Matt who led the publication from 1899 to 1964. In 1926, Joseph Matt was made a Knight of St. Gregory by Pope Pius XI in recognition of his service to the Church.\textsuperscript{1179} In the 1930s, Joseph Matt began publishing the newspaper in English, writing for a traditional Catholic audience in general rather than for a merely German readership. Joseph Matt chose his son Walter Matt to continue the publication after his retirement.

Tensions began to mount between Walter and his brother Alphonse as the changes surrounding the Second Vatican Council led to a general reform of the Mass. Whereas Walter Matt believed that the “the prospect of a New Mass…would prove disastrous for the Church,” Alphonse Matt urged loyalty to the pope in whatever liturgical decisions he reached.\textsuperscript{1180} Whereas Walter Matt believed the impending changes to the liturgy to be devastating to traditional Catholic worship, Al Matt took the position that while he “did
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express some reservations about the extent and character of the reforms…[he] defended the authority of Paul VI over the liturgy.”

As a result of these tensions, Walter Matt left his editorship of *The Wanderer* and formed *The Remnant* in 1968 as the United States’ first traditionalist Catholic newspaper. Alphonse Matt continued the editorship of *The Wanderer*, taking up the conservative Catholic position of defending the Magisterium’s decisions as a matter of principle from both progressives and traditionalist Catholics. *The Remnant* would criticize both progressive clergy and scholars as well as the Magisterium when it made decisions which were believed to contradict former conclusions made by the Magisterium before the Second Vatican Council. In 1972, Walter Matt began including articles written by Michael Davies and Archbishop Lefebvre in his periodical, exposing Americans to the work of both traditionalist luminaries.

Neither *The Remnant* nor *The Wanderer* shied away from criticizing one another’s editorials and articles. In the early 2000s, the chapters of Ferrara and Woods’ traditionalist manifesto *The Great Facade* were originally composed as a series of articles published in *The Remnant* in response to a critical review published in *The Wanderer* against Michael Matt’s traditionalist essay “We Resist You.”

Fr. Richard McBrien, the author of the progressive *Catholicism*, wrote in *The Remaking of the Catholic Church* that the conservative Catholic movement, so unswervingly obedient to the Magisterium, was essential in the defense of the
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modernization of the Church against traditionalist resistance. He wrote that “criticism of the extreme right by moderate conservatives is far more effective than by moderate progressives.”\footnote{Richard McBrien, \textit{The Remaking of the Catholic Church} (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973), 146, quoted in \textit{The Great Facade} by Ferrara and Woods, 181.}

Since it was traditionally held that “all must yield obedience to [the Church’s] authority,” submitting to the innovations of Paul VI’s magisterium had a natural appeal to many conservative Catholics.\footnote{\textit{Catechism of the Council of Trent}, 149.} Rebelling against their lawful ecclesial leaders was a non-traditional manner of relating to the sacramental representatives of Christ. For this reason, the conservative Catholic position was attractive to many. Since a rejection of the traditionalist position was essential to the identity of this group, a natural rivalry between the two groups was bound to develop.

As John Paul II took office in October of 1978, the conservative Catholic position gained even more momentum as a pope with a seemingly more conservative disposition than his predecessors rose to the throne of Peter. In reality, it would be difficult to argue that John Paul II was more conservative than his predecessor Paul VI. Karol Wojtyla had chosen a name which honored Paul VI and John Paul I out of recognition that the former was his “inspiration and strength” and that he held “reverence, love, and devotion” to the latter.\footnote{McBrien, \textit{Lives of the Popes}, 387.} While he may not have drawn attention specifically to John XXIII in his explanation as to why he chose his name, his appreciation for the first of the conciliar popes might be seen as implied in his affection for Paul VI or John Paul I, both of whom were admirers of Good Pope John.
In choosing his name, then, Wojtyła could be said to have affirmed the entire conciliar program of modernization which had taken place over the course of these three pontificates. The perception of John Paul II as an ultra-conservative was a result of him not being the pope who had overseen the transition from traditional to modern Catholic worship. Rather, he merely maintained the “new order” and tended to prevent it from modernizing any further. His participation in the Second Vatican Council and his episcopal ministry indicate that he was fully supportive of Paul VI’s pontifical ministry.

Some might argue that John Paul II’s decrees regarding the celebration of the Traditional Latin Mass reflect a traditionalist reversal in policy from his predecessor. In 1984, John Paul II did open the door for priests to celebrate the Traditional Latin Mass with the permission of their local Ordinary. All the same, Paul VI himself had not entirely closed the door to the celebration of the 1962 Missal to particular priests or groups, especially “old or infirm” priests who could not be reasonably expected to adjust to the reform. Padre Pio requested this permission from Paul VI, though he himself died before the Novus Ordo was promulgated. Paul VI also granted this permission to a group of British Catholics who had a particular devotion to the Traditional Latin Mass.

Interestingly, when faced with questions from bishops as to whether the celebration of the 1962 Missal was absolutely prohibited without a papal indult, Paul VI’s secretary of state advised Bugnini to respond with an unofficial letter, bearing no juridical authority, to the bishops in question. While Bugnini believed that this peculiar
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procedure was intended to avoid causing widespread backlash from traditionalists, the lack of a juridically binding ruling left the door open for a later pontiff such as Benedict XVI to universally extend permission for celebrations according to the traditional Missal to the entire Church.1195

If John Paul II could be considered no less conservative than Paul VI in liturgical manners, what of his moral theology? Interestingly, John Paul II’s views concerning artificial contraceptives might be described as slightly less traditional than Paul VI. While Paul VI defended the Church’s traditional moral teaching using Scholastic natural law principles, John Paul II’s *Theology of the Body* relied on an innovative philosophical system which dealt with what he called the “language of the body” rather than Thomistic natural law.1196 What’s more, while Paul VI may have appointed many progressive-minded bishops, John Paul II himself appointed liberals Blase Cupich and Roger Mahony to their first episcopal chairs and he gave the red hat to the progressive bishops Joseph Bernardin, Godfried Danneels, and Theodore McCarrick. He also made the Argentinian Jorge Bergoglio a bishop and later a cardinal, giving progressive cardinal electors a candidate to rally around as their choice in the 2013 papal conclave.1197 If not more conservative than Paul VI, then, why would John Paul II be perceived as such?

In 1979, almost as soon as John Paul II’s papacy began, he forbade the progressive scholar Hans Küng from teaching Catholic theology.1198 He did the same to Fr. Charles Curran, the outspoken opponent of *Humanae Vitae* and other traditional
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Catholic sexual teachings in the United States.\textsuperscript{1199} John Paul II opened doctrinal investigations against twenty-two some other theologians including Eduard Schillebeeckx and Karl Rahner, progressive Rhine Group \textit{periti} who were influential at the Second Vatican Council.\textsuperscript{1200} Although many of these investigations did not go so far as to formally censure these theologians, John Paul II’s Curia did criticize many of their works and ask for clarifications of their use of vague language.

In 1981, John Paul II asked Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger to serve as the prefect of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, the Pontifical Institute for Biblical Studies, and the International Theological Commission. Both of these men approached Catholicism as “distinctively modern men” who sought to balance their appreciation for the traditional doctrines of the religion with a free utilization of the accomplishments of modern academia.\textsuperscript{1201} In response to the rise in popular influence of progressive theologians such as Küng, Rahner, and Schillebeeckx, John Paul II and Ratzinger’s papacies can be seen as a decades-long attempt to reassert the authority of the Magisterium over the progressive scholars of the Church in order to enshrine the conservative Catholic system in the official teachings of the Church.\textsuperscript{1202} In the 1990s, the promulgation of the \textit{Catechism of the Catholic Church} could be seen as a sort of enshrinement of John Paul II and Ratzinger’s conservative form of Catholicism. Whether or not these actions were successful at establishing the long-term dominance of the conservative Catholic position will be considered in the conclusion of this thesis.

\textsuperscript{1199} Weigel, \textit{Witness to Hope}, 523-254.
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In this “Conservative Spring” of John Paul II and Benedict XVI’s papacies, the conservative Catholic position was emboldened under the official approval of a Magisterium which had demonstrated its willingness to curtail the advance of progressive as well as traditional theologians. In the United States, the founding of EWTN in 1981 was also essential in the promotion of the conservative Catholic position, defending John Paul II’s conservative Magisterium as well as criticizing progressive theology and even at times progressive hierarchs. EWTN broadcasts of daily Mass displayed a conservative and reverent Novus Ordo celebration rather than a Traditional Latin Mass or a progressive liturgy. New conservative religious orders such as The Companions of the Cross and The Legionaries of Christ served similar roles amongst the ranks of clergy. The “Companions” are a North American religious order founded in the 1980s who are devoted to John Paul II’s call for a “New Evangelization” which was loyal to the Magisterium of the Church. The “Legionaries” are an international order founded in Mexico with a similar spirituality devoted to evangelization and fidelity to the Church’s Magisterium.

While the period of John Paul II’s papacy was, then, effective at curtailing the spread of the progressive form of Catholicism, it was also effective at preventing a traditionalist resistance to the Novus Ordo from growing beyond the marginal position which it had staked out for itself in the Catholic Church during the 1970s. If a liberal pope had been elected in 1979, many conservatives might have found unswerving obedience to the Magisterium unconscionable and would have drifted towards the
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traditionalist position. However, with a conservative pope on the throne who had a reputation for investigating progressive theologians, many conservatives found expressing disobedience to his papacy to be unnecessary if not sinful.

Thus, by the time the 1990s began and a new generation of Catholics had come of age who had never known the Traditional Latin Mass, the successful implementation of the Novus Ordo would seem all but complete. With progressives, go-with-the-flow Catholics, and conservatives all agreeing to promote the new liturgy against the Traditional Latin Mass, traditionalist Catholics would be far outnumbered in their efforts to resist the “new order.”
CONCLUSION

In 1969, decades of scholarship and advocacy by progressive liturgists culminated with the promulgation of the Novus Ordo Missal. Throughout the 1970s, many pastors implemented reforms in sacred music, art, and architecture alongside the texts of the new Mass which dramatically reshaped the liturgy. The success of this revolution in Catholic worship was dependent upon the spread of progressive and conservative forms of Catholicism which both sought to modernize the ancient religion in varying ways. By the 1990s, the traditional order of Catholic worship had been all but forgotten.

It is worth considering the state of the Church some fifty years after this revolution. Does the historical data indicate that the Novus Ordo has achieved its goal of rendering the Mass more relatable to the modern faithful? Such an analysis need not engage in value judgements about the theological merit of the new Missal itself. Rather, in this conclusion, we will consider the state of liturgical participation since the reform and consider a variety of possible interpretations of this data. After this, a few predictions will be provided concerning the long-term trajectory of the Catholic Church.

The traditionalist resistance, the progressive advocates for further changes, the disinterested and moderately satisfied, and the conservative supporters of the Magisterium reflect the four main responses to the changes in the Mass. Yet, these responses only characterize those Catholics who continued to practice their faith after the missal changes were made. It cannot be ignored that since the implementation of the Novus Ordo, weekly Mass attendance, being the principal determinant of whether an individual is a practicing or non-practicing Catholic, has plummeted. A 1976 article in *The Tablet* bemoaned the observation that Churches in Liverpool were experiencing an
exodus of young congregants between the ages of 15 and 25. In the United States, whereas self-reported weekly Mass attendance was at 75 percent in 1955, this number had fallen amongst self-identified Catholics to 54 percent by 1975, to 46 percent by the mid-1980s, where it leveled out until 2008, falling again to 39 percent in 2017.

While Mass attendance was lower in European nations before the Council, the reduction in Mass attendance has dropped even further in these nations than it has in the United States over this same period of time. In France, for example, Sunday Mass attendance fell from 41 percent in 1964 to just 8 percent in 2002. Further, in the United States, the Catholic Church of the last fifty years has experienced the greatest net loss of membership of any religion in the nation. Tellingly, 14 percent of the American population in 2018 identified as former Catholics, comprising what some refer to as the fastest growing religious demographic in the nation.

The priesthood has also been deeply troubled since the Second Vatican Council and the Missal reform. Richard Schoenherr and Lawrence Young referred to the period immediately following the promulgation of the Novus Ordo as one of a “mass exodus” of the clergy. Traditionalists would be quick to suggest that the Novus Ordo should be held responsible for these negative developments in Catholic vitality ever since it was introduced. However, one cannot immediately assume post hoc ergo propter hoc. Progressives and conservatives could easily counter that such religious defections may have occurred at an even more dramatic rate had the liturgy not been modernized.
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Progressives might even argue that such defections could have been prevented had the liturgy been more radically reformed. One’s preconceived notions would govern how they judged between these rivaling speculations.

Whatever its cause, it can be quantifiably observed that the decades immediately following the introduction of the Novus Ordo could be described as devastating to the life of the Church. Whatever its strengths might have been, the Novus Ordo did not achieve any quantifiable success in accomplishing its goal to renew the Church, bring modern men back into the pews, or usher in a “springtime of evangelization.” Simply put, millions of Catholics and former Catholics around the world have found no compelling reason to attend Novus Ordo services.

If not as a direct result of the new Missal itself, why has the Church experienced record losses in the decades following the implementation of the Novus Ordo? While traditionalists would hold that the new Missal has caused widespread defections from regular sacramental practice, it would be helpful to also consider the wider context surrounding the implementation of the new Mass. Just as it is useful to consider the creation of the Novus Ordo within the context of the transformations in the religion in general over the course of the 20th century, it is also reasonable to consider the state of distress of the present-day Catholic Church in the context of these same transformations.

The 1960s saw progressive Catholic scholars rise to a position of prominence in the hierarchy which had just decades before placed works such as theirs on its Index of Forbidden Books. The 1970s saw the birth of a loud minority of traditionalist resistors to these changes. Then, the 1980s saw the beginning of three decades of conservative popes

who generally had antagonistic relationships with both progressive and traditionalist Catholics, excommunicating the head of the SSPX while also stripping progressives such as Hans Küng of their rights to identify as teachers of Catholic theology. The post-conciliar Church, then, has been one in which progressive Catholics proclaim one vision of the religion, conservative Catholics proclaim another, and traditionalist Catholics proclaim a third. Bickering between all three of these groups of co-religionists has dominated much of the Church’s periodical literature since the 1960s, making the religion seem incoherent to many of its participants as well as to outsiders.

Thus, Catholicism has become a confusing religion. How is the dispassionate layperson to know which vision of Catholicism is correct on any given doctrinal, liturgical, or moral question? A confusing faith has a limited capacity to persuade its laity to devote their lives to it. Indeed, how could the laity be expected to devote themselves to a religion that itself would seem not to know what it believes or how it believes one should worship?

Further, if a given Catholic were to be convinced of the progressive interpretation of Catholicism, they may defect or cease practicing their faith out of frustration that not enough progressive changes had taken place in the Church. To them, if a single priest refused to baptize the adopted child of a same-sex couple or preached against contraceptives, which would be enough to alienate them from the religion, even while other progressive clerics would agree with them on both issues. At the same time, Catholics convinced of the conservative or traditionalist position may defect or stop practicing the faith after becoming scandalized by progressive homilies which departed from traditional Catholic dogma.
Ideology aside, of course, for a large number of former Catholics or non-practicing Catholics, it is likely that the general secularization of society and the reduction of religious values in Western civilization has led to an increased apathy towards religious life of any form.

In what state would the Catholic Church find itself in if it had never modernized its liturgy in 1969? To ask such a question is to isolate the reform of the Mass in a manner in which it cannot be separated from the general history of the modern Church. Since the 18th century, the desire to utilize the rationalistic methods of Enlightenment-inspired schools of thought was felt throughout the Church’s intellectual circles. Indeed, despite the attempts of eight consecutive 18th, 19th, and 20th century popes to condemn the use of such methodologies in Catholic studies, the desire to use these methods only increased exponentially after the papacy of Pius X.

While cautious to avoid being labeled as Modernist, such progressive thought found its way into mainstream Catholic biblical exegesis, liturgical scholarship, catechetical pedagogy, ecumenical activism, historiography, and more by the latter half of the 20th century. When Pope John XXIII called for an ecumenical council to cautiously modernize the traditional Catholic religion, the growing progressive trends within the bosom of the Church burst through the floodgates, enshrining numerous principles of secular academia in the constitutions of an ecumenical council.\footnote{See Chapter Four: The Second Vatican Council.}

In a word, it is difficult to imagine what could have possibly been done to curtail the spread of the progressive form of Catholicism within the religion that the late 18th, 19th and early 20th century leaders of traditional Catholicism had not already attempted. For whatever reason, the attractiveness of progressive academia drew such a large
number of Catholic intellectuals that, in a religion which was extremely intellectual and dependent on its seminary houses of study for the training of each of its pastors, the ultimate spread of progressivism would seem a force too great to restrain. No number of official condemnations of progressive styles of scholarship nor official commendations of Scholastic methodologies seemed enough to prevent its growth.

It was in this intellectual context, and only in this context, that the Liturgical Movement which bequeathed the Novus Ordo emerged. The Liturgical Movement did not need to propose the specific liturgical innovations which it seemed to settle on by the 1950s. In the 1940s, it would have been quite difficult to predict exactly what shape a general reform of the Mass would take. However, as progressive Catholicism rose in prominence in the 1960s, and as politically brilliant liturgists such as Annibale Bugnini gained the pope’s confidence, it became clear that the Traditional Latin Mass would soon give way to a progressive “new order” of worship.

Where is Catholicism today, and where is it going? The Church today is standing in the shadow of the chaotic history which it has navigated throughout the last three centuries. Traditionalists continue to resist the now fifty-two-year-old “new” missal, progressives continue to advocate for further changes to the Church’s doctrines, ethics, and liturgy, and conservatives continue to levy criticisms against both groups competing with them for dominance within the one Catholic religion.

Yet, by and large, a modest adoption of modern academic methods has been implicitly granted even in traditionalist circles. Few traditionalists, for example, criticize John Paul II’s *Theology of the Body* for its deviation from Scholastic methods in formulating the case for traditional Catholic sexual moral conclusions, though some
hardline traditionalists such as Timothy Flanders oppose even this body of work today.\footnote{Flanders, \textit{Introduction to the Holy Bible for Traditional Catholics}, 165 of 262.} Further, it is noteworthy that the USCCB, which is consistently criticized by American traditionalist groups, recently promulgated a guide on sacred music which placed censures on a number of progressive hymns such as “All Are Welcome” and “Let Us Break Bread Together on Our Knees” due to their ambiguous doctrinal content.\footnote{“USCCB Committee: ‘All Are Welcome’ Not a Welcome Hymn at Mass,” National Catholic Register, 12/11/2020, accessed 3/12/22: https://www.ncregister.com/cna/4-hymns-not-welcome-at-mass.} Thus, it seems that even the leadership of the American Church, which has been characterized by critics as leaning progressive since the Council, has taken clear steps toward a more traditional understanding of sacred music.

Beyond such subtle signs of a synthesis of Catholicism’s presently competing schools of thought, however, it would seem that the ecclesial status quo of an uneasy tension between Catholicism’s scholarly progressivism, popular traditionalism, and 1990’s Catechism-defined conservatism will be maintained for the foreseeable future. If any changes are to be predicted for the next generation, progressivism would seem to have the advantage. Of the 128 cardinals currently eligible to vote in the next conclave, 73 were named by Pope Francis, greatly increasing the chances that the future pontiff and his episcopal nominations will continue to reflect the present pontiff’s progressive-leaning vision of Catholicism.\footnote{Jeff Diamant, “Under Pope Francis, the College of Cardinals has become less European,” Pew Research Center, 11/23/2020, https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/11/23/pope-francis-shaping-a-college-of-cardinals-that-is-less-european/.
}

Despite the short-term advantage progressives seem to hold in Church governance, that advantage may begin to wane by the latter half of the 21st century. In a video lamenting the restrictions Pope Francis placed on the celebration of the Traditional
Latin Mass in 2021, the Catholic youtuber Brian Holdsworth proposed a
thought-provoking prediction concerning the future of the episcopacy. In the coming
decades, most of the baby-boomer bishops (born between 1946 and 1964) who served as
the pioneer pastors during the implementation of the new Missal will begin to retire. As they do, whoever succeeds Pope Francis will find very few Generation X priests (born between 1965 and 1980) to replace them as a result of the decades of vocation droughts which the Church experienced between the 1970s and 90s. Since vocations began to increase in the late 90s by millennial men inspired by John Paul II’s conservative style of Catholicism, one might imagine that millennial priests (born between 1980 and 1996) will be necessarily asked to fill episcopal chairs for what would seem to be decades-long reigns. The ability such millennial bishops might have to make long lasting changes to the Church could be profound.

These younger conservative priests have come of age during a period in which Pope Francis has for the first time provided traditionalist and conservative Catholics with an occasion for unity. In Amoris Laetitia, Pope Francis used the same sort of vague language characteristic of progressives during the Council to open the door for the reception of communion to divorced and remarried Catholics in explicit contradiction of John Paul II’s ruling on the same moral question. This encyclical served as a sort of
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breaking point for many conservatives in the Church in which they could not conscientiously maintain their principled loyal defense of the Magisterium’s decisions since they had defended Pope John Paul II’s decision in the exact opposite manner for years up until Pope Francis’s 2014 decree.

Over the course of Francis’s papacy, many conservatives who once unilaterally defended the Magisterium’s decisions have moved steadily towards traditionalist positions of resistance to Francis’s Magisterial innovations. Taylor Marshall, for example, has moved since 2015 from defending Pope Francis’s reputation to writing books such as Infiltration which argue that Francis is the epitome of freemasonry’s hope for infiltrating the Catholic hierarchy. Additionally, Michael Voris’s Church Militant apostolate has changed its Benedict XVI-era policy “that most Catholics should neither read nor have easy access to articles and essays that could be judged critical of the Pope” to releasing near daily videos highly critical of Francis. To name but one other example, Patrick Coffin’s resignation from the papally-loyal conservative program Catholic Answers Live followed by his launching of a traditionalist Catholic podcast which was highly critical of Francis’s regime, to the point of arguing that he is an antipope, should be seen as no coincidence.

Of course, other conservative Catholic leaders such as Jimmy Akins and Bishop Robert Barron have maintained their commitment to defending Pope Francis’s
Magisterium despite their prior defense of opposite decisions by previous popes. All the same, the gradual merger between the conservative and traditional Catholic movements which seems to be taking place, as well as the manner in which the Traditional Latin Mass has shocked the Church’s leaders in the popularity it has found amongst Millennial and “Gen Z” Catholics (born after 1996) must cause us to wonder whether or not a sort of “traditionalist liturgical movement” might not be presently in its early years of formation. If that is the case, one cannot rule out the possibility that the 21st century might yet see a traditionalist transformation in the Catholic liturgy just as radical as the transformation which took place in the century before.

---
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